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Preface 

The dissertation develops a critical understanding of reforming China and global capitalism. 

This task is achieved through a comprehensive reading of the literature and an empirical case 

study on urban white-collar work. Based on Ernesto Laclau’s political philosophy, the literature 

analysis highlights that representations of China tend to be split into two antithetical camps, 

each of which claims authority over the objective representation of China’s culture and history. 

One side identifies China as an absolute ‘Other’. A development model, thought to be uniquely 

Chinese and a viable alternative to Western liberal-democratic capitalism, is proposed. This 

view is mainly grounded on a positive reading of China’s prolonged imperial past. Government 

benevolence and a personalistic society are identified as determinants of China’s otherness and 

the country’s economic success. 

The other side de-emphasises China’s particularity and instead subsumes the country’s recent 

history under the categories of capitalism and rationalism. In a Marxian fashion, it opposes the 

existence of a national development model and argues that China has become a major actor in 

today’s global capitalism. Wage labour, profit maximisation and a deserting state that conspires 

with the economy are what characterise reform in China. The void that emerged with the 

gradual withdrawal of the past socialist state is successively filled with a system of rational-

legal domination. 

The case study presented in the latter half of this dissertation, which is based on a qualitative 

research design, reveals the limitations of both approaches. Following these interpretations, 

contemporary China is experienced neither as always typically Chinese nor as a nation that 

primarily adheres to liberal capitalism. Rather, China is often experienced as both at the same 

time, as an old and young civilisation – as Chinese and universally capitalist. In other words, 

the major themes occurring in the literature also occur in the case study, but as a single narrative 

about work within a large high-tech corporation headquartered in Shenzhen.  

Based on this discrepancy between the theoretical and empirical, it will be concluded that 

China’s reform has brought it to the point of modern capitalism. However, contrary to the 

traditional Marxian interpretation, modernity only manifests – following Slavoj Žižek’s 

transcendental materialism – as ‘concrete universality’. Modernity marks an irreducible 

imbalance, which each modernising nation state seeks to overcome. Solutions are always 

particular and will always fail to deliver the promise of infinite subjectivity, which is what 

determines the project of modernity. This inherent failure of any development model is 

ideologically masked to maintain the fantasy of a solution’s universality. The paradox 
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experienced in the case study occurs, as such fantasmatic identifications utilising whatever 

symbolic means are available within the given social milieu. 

This dissertation is the result of my own work and includes nothing, which is the outcome of 

work done in collaboration, except where specifically indicated in the text. This dissertation 

does not exceed the word limit for the respective Degree Committee. 
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1. Introduction 

China’s recent economic development has attracted enormous scholarly attention and yet 

continues to escape easy representation. The country’s culture and history clearly challenge 

established Western concepts of representing and manipulating reality. To some authors China 

even poses the biggest ideological threat towards Western liberal capitalism since the demise 

of the Soviet bloc. The goal of this dissertation is thus to take up the challenge and attempt to 

develop a plausible understanding of contemporary China based on both a critical assessment 

of the dominant discourses on China and an ethnography of white-collar work within a large 

Chinese high-tech corporation. As China can look back on a millennia-old history, which 

influences – if not determines – its present condition, developing such understanding is a 

complex task.  

1.1. A critical literature review 

Reading the relevant literature, as will be shown in the first half of this study, one recognises 

that the Western discourse tends to regard China as an absolute Other and grounds the 

relationship between the West and China in difference. Especially during the period stretching 

between the beginning of Western Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution, imperial China 

sometimes received affirmation, but was in most instances negated and disregarded as a 

‘stagnant’ and ‘backward’ civilisation. The modern Western state, in contrast, was celebrated 

as the apex of human civilisation and attributed the function of a universal benchmark. What 

reveal the hegemonic and ideological nature of past negations are China’s history and its 

development since the market-oriented reform in 1978. Today, these negations would fail to 

explain why reform China is experiencing such dizzying levels of economic growth, while in 

the past, China’s philosophy, political economy and society were thought to prohibit the rise 

and spread of modern capitalism.  

Although contemporary China is now developing towards a direction that is more familiar to 

the West, it continues to pose a challenge towards established Western concepts, because the 

country’s economy has been growing faster than the economy of any other country before, but 

without a political system based on liberal democracy. Liberal democracy, however, is assumed 

as a prerequisite for the spread of a market economy. China’s development seems to undermine 

the foundation of Western liberal capitalism, which, as a consequence, has caused again a 

divide amongst intellectuals. One side, as will be highlighted, regards China’s economic 

transformation culminating in a unique version of capitalism – a Chinese capitalism. The other 

side regards China as a political economy that already fully subordinates to the mechanisms of 
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universal capitalism. The former approach proposes a national development model. China’s 

uniqueness is based on the Confucian notion of ‘benevolent governance’ as well as a positive 

reading of China’s imperial history. During that time – and before the West could rise to a 

superpower – China’s physiocratic governments already helped to sustain long periods of 

economic growth and prosperity. For this reason, it is argued that the Reforming China does 

not need a Westernised liberal democracy to master the disintegrating effects of global 

capitalism and ensure a fair distribution of wealth in the long run. In contrast, the latter approach 

opposes the grounding of contemporary history in national development models. In a traditional 

Marxist fashion, it emphasises the pervasiveness of global capitalism and that China has 

become a major actor in that system. China effectively goes through the period of primitive 

accumulation. Wage labour, a spatial division of labour, the formation of a capitalist class, and 

the emergence of a quasi-liberal-bourgeois state determine the history of contemporary China. 

At present, both approaches are critical towards liberal capitalism, but while the former 

represents China’s gradual transition to a market-oriented economy as a viable alternative to 

liberal capitalism, the latter perspective offers the foundation for a critical analysis of China’s 

political economy. It is also the goal of this study to define a critical project, but a traditional 

Marxist view fails to account for China’s history, which did not follow the history of Western 

capitalism. This raises doubt about the categories Marxists use to represent China’s past and 

present history.  

In addition to the field of political economy, another dominant field of scholarly work 

concerned with China is discussed in this study, namely the field concerning institutions and 

forms of social organisation. While the view above offers a top-down perspective on China’s 

history, this view takes a more granular, or bottom-up, perspective, focusing on what is believed 

to manifest reality on an everyday basis. Despite this epistemological difference, one quickly 

discovers, however, that this intellectual field is split also by an antagonistic frontier. Again, 

but this time in a Weberian sense, one side emphasises the uniqueness of China’s society and 

the other China’s attempt at self-Westernisation and rationalisation.  

The former argues that China’s traditional system of personal relationships and obedience has 

survived past modernisation attempts and, since the 1978 reform, manifests again as a primary 

system of domination. Social organisation based on the traditional Chinese family firm not only 

constitutes the uniqueness of Chinese capitalism, but also a ‘societal competitive advantage’. 

It is thus claimed, in other words, that it is not an idiosyncratic relation between state and 

economy, but the way how Chinese society functions and always used to function that explains 

the country’s recent economic success and designates a ‘natural’ advantage over Western 

societies. In contrast, the latter approach argues that the gradual withdrawal of the Socialist 

state since 1978 has created a power vacuum, which has been increasingly filled with a 
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Western-type modern rational domination. Especially within urban areas, as is argued, state-

level law and firm-level bureaucracy already strongly influence human relations and replace 

China’s traditional system of domination.  

Overall, it will be concluded in this study that the literature on China’s economic development 

leaves the reader opposed between a particularist and universalist historicity. As figured on 

page 126, contemporary China is either grounded in its pre-modern past or in Western 

structures that have turned into a global structure. This opposition suggests that contemporary 

China has escaped its unique representation or that the categories used from a universalist 

perspective simply do not apply. The experience of such a lack of identity is not unusual for 

more critical or reflective China observers. However, as each dominant strand discussed in this 

study offers a fixed identity about China, each consequently fails to account for this opposition 

and lack of identity. For us, this opposition in the literature undermines the objectivity of those 

accounts and instead reveals their hegemonic and ideological imprints.  

1.2. An ethnographic case study 

The discrepancy in the theoretical discourse on China has motivated a move away from the 

field of theoretical abstractions and a shift to China itself in order to encounter directly the 

Chinese Other. If this were not so, any opposition in the literature would leave the reader with 

an unsatisfactory result. The goal of the ethnography, which is presented in the latter half of the 

dissertation, is to suspend any theoretical discussion and instead explore reality and recount the 

experiences of how identity manifests or fails to do so on an everyday basis.  

Zhongxing Telecommunication Equipment Company Limited (ZTE), a large Chinese high-tech 

corporation, was chosen as the research field. The company is a major player in the 

telecommunications market and headquartered in Shenzhen, which is often regarded as the 

‘showplace’ of China’s reform. Both the organisation and the city seem ideal for this study as 

they demonstrate par excellence the objectives of China’s government-led reform and the 

gradual transition to a market-oriented economy. Moreover, an in-depth qualitative study 

within such a firm has rarely been carried out in the past. 

The most striking outcome of the analysis of the body of empirical data, which is based on 

thirty-nine in-depth interviews, six months of onsite fieldwork and two years of living in China, 

is that the opposition found in the theoretical discourse occur here in one story about 

employees’ experiences of working for one of China’s national champions. While the 

theoretical discourse effectively offers four opposing stories, each of which has at least one 

distinct spokesperson, either emphasising China’s ‘personalism’, ‘benevolent governance’ 

(historicist particularism), ‘rationalisation’, or ‘liberal capitalism’ (historicist universalism), in 
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the empirical case study those different narratives collapse into one storyline, sometimes even 

told by a single person. 

Following the interpretations, which are compiled in the format of a story, the company’s 

management hegemonises, on the one hand, a new regime of labour relations, based on Western 

organisation and management principles and implemented in order to overcome a self-

identified lack of ‘professionalism’ and ‘product quality’. These deficiencies began to surface 

with the company’s expansion into overseas markets and when domestic competition 

intensified due to the government’s gradual opening up of China’s telecommunications 

industry. Managers and employees perceive this lack of performance as a negative outcome of 

the company’s ‘current realistics’, i.e. its ‘Eastern management style’. Western ‘scientific 

management’ is attributed, instead, to the promise of resolving those problems. Ongoing 

bureaucratisation and policy-based rationalisation have been the result of this conviction and 

the hegemonic presence of Western organisation practices. What spurs this development is the 

commitment towards growth and profit maximisation, which determine the company’s relation 

to its major shareholder, the state. From an employee’s perspective, the work contract, salary 

and the striving for a personal career largely determine labour relations. 

On the other hand, and paradoxical to such self-Westernisation, ZTE also applauds its 

indigenous ‘Eastern management style’. In addition to the withdrawal of the state, which is 

celebrated as an act of wuwei and benevolence, the Eastern management style is presented as 

what has guaranteed in the first instance the company’s past success. Based on the Confucian 

‘doctrine of the mean’ and legitimised by the company’s ‘current realistics’, this leadership 

style emphasises the importance of personal relationships and avoids following extreme ends. 

It sustains a so-called organisational ‘culture of warmth’, which is frequently emphasised in 

order to differentiate ZTE positively from Huawei, its major domestic competitor and market 

leader. This opposition between a Western and Eastern management style highlights the 

vulnerability of ZTE’s reality. However, the company’s executives offer a rhetoric that seeks 

to resolve this paradoxical identification. While Western management culture is conceived as 

the source of rationalism and professionalism, which is lacking in Eastern management culture, 

the latter is conceived as balancing the negative aspects – the tendency to follow extreme ends 

and de-emphasise the importance of personal relationships and context – of the former. . 

Hence, like in the literature, the story also reveals an opposition between Chinese personalism 

and Western rationalism, state benevolence and a harsh striving for profits. Employees who 

participated in this research perceive this opposition as risk or opportunity, or as both at the 

same time. For some employees, Western rationalism undermines Chinese culture and people’s 

identity and causes uncertainties, but for many it promises a career and the possibility to acquire 
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skills that could be useful in the future. Although this promise often remains unfulfilled, as 

mainly senior employees recount, ZTE bears the public image of offering the sort of career 

opportunities that no other Chinese company, or even Western company in China, can offer. 

Rationalism and the profit ideal also tend to delegitimise the traditional system of obedience, 

which still dominates the relationship between superiors and subordinates. Despite a celebrated 

‘culture of warmth’, the traditional system of personal authority and obedience occasionally 

leads to tensions between subordinates and those superiors who take personal advantage from 

their privileged position.  

Overall, this opposition between China and the West, old and new, continuation and change, 

clearly reveals that ZTE’s reality is marked by raptures and fissures. However, the 

hegemonisation of a rationalist regime of work, coupled with the continuation of what people 

perceive as ‘typically Chinese’, has also created a stable reality. Nonetheless, this emerging 

reality, as discussed in the remainder of the dissertation, does little to represent what 

particularist and universalist China observers propose. The emerging reality identified is neither 

dominantly based on Chinese traditions, nor fully alienated by a Western-type rational-legal 

domination; rather, it often manifests as an idiosyncratic combination between both worlds. To 

use the words of Wen Jiabao, recently spoken at the University of Cambridge: “My beloved 

motherland is a country both old and young” (in Xinhua, February 2, 2009). Those words 

precisely signify the zeitgeist of working for ZTE, but escape dominant representations about 

contemporary China.  

After returning to theory again and initiating a dialogue between the emerging themes in the 

story and the themes in the literature, it will be finally concluded that identifications seeking to 

overcome the paradox in the story are ideological and fantasmatic in nature. They mask the 

inherent vulnerability of reality – and thereby reproduce that reality. Since China is 

modernising itself and capitalism has become modernity’s major course, China’s market-

oriented economy is not fundamentally different from Western capitalism. Nevertheless, what 

differentiates both civilisations is the way each reacts to the pressure of modernisation. The 

imbalance detected in the literature and the story determines for us a universal imbalance, which 

we will identify as modernity and the striving towards infinite subjectivity.  

1.3. The structure of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. After this introduction, Chapter 2 discusses the 

negations and affirmations of imperial China. This excursus into the past is necessary, as 

scholars often refer to that distant time in order to substantiate their claims about the present. 

Chapter 3 brings the reader back to the present, and a particularist and universalist reading of 
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reforming China’s political economy is pinpointed. In Chapter 4, the focus shifts from the 

political economy to institutions and social organisation, from a macro- to a micro-level 

perspective, in order to exhaust the possible range of representations of contemporary China. 

Firstly, a historical account about the emergence of China’s modern industrial workplace and 

the development of traditional family relations is offered. Next, a dominant argument is 

discussed that views the traditional Chinese family as the basis of economic activity. Finally, a 

counter-argument is offered providing evidence for the manifestation of a rational-legal system 

of domination. Chapter 5 introduces the case study and the research methodology and restates 

the goal of this study. Chapter 6 recounts the experiences of working for a large Chinese high-

tech corporation based on Kenneth Burke’s Dramatism. In Chapter 7, the major themes 

emerging in the story will be identified and discussed in relation to the theoretical discourse on 

China. At this stage, the limitations of the dominant theories are highlighted. It will be argued 

that a post-Marxist and neo-Marxist reading of history allows a more plausible understanding 

of contemporary China. Chapter 8, the final Chapter, offers a summary of the main themes 

discussed and the conclusions drawn in this dissertation.  

1.4. The methodology of reading literature 

It is not only the empirical case study that requires a methodology, but also the reading of 

literature. Thus, from the beginning, the discourse analysis carried out is based on Ernest 

Laclau’s political philosophy (for a detailed introduction, cf. 7.2.1). China’s history, or reality, 

to which the various texts refer, is construed as ‘lack’. This proposition suggests that reality is 

inherently incomplete and that its ‘true’ meaning escapes its absolute representation. There is 

no privileged vantage point from which objectivity can be recovered. Conversely, any attempt 

to do so is an act of “hegemonic articulation” and entails the exclusion of other possible 

representations. Such articulations, as forestalled in this introduction, often divide a field into 

two diametrically opposed camps that confront each other across an “antagonistic” frontier. 

Laclau’s “political logic” (Glynos and Howarth 2007) not only proves instrumental in the 

analysis of existing literature, but also, as demonstrated later, in the analysis of the text derived 

from the imperial case study. Most importantly, it helps to suspend for a while the practice of 

representation, which otherwise has often led to ethnocentric identifications. While Laclau’s 

work contributes in this study to a critical understanding of reform in China, it is not free from 

limitations. These will be discussed in the last chapter (7.2.3), which is where they become 

most evident. 
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2. Imperial China as an absolute cultural Other 

Literary accounts rarely exist based on their own assumptions, but rather on some kind of 

response to other accounts in order to substantiate certain claims. Regarding Western literary 

accounts on China that seek to represent the nature of the country’s history and culture, a pattern 

of such relations can be detected. It seems that the field is largely separated into two antithetical 

camps. On one side, representations that especially occurred during the Western enlightenment 

and modernisation period tended to negate China and regard this centuries-old civilisation as 

‘backward’ and ‘stagnant’. Ideas from China were borrowed and crafted into a body of 

knowledge that imagined the country as ‘uncivilised’, and successively legitimised civilising 

missions and imperial conquest. On the other side, today there is an increasing body of Western 

literature that seeks to ‘rescue’ the history of non-Western civilisations and knowledge. Mainly 

as a critical response to the former – and in the same vein – the culture and history of China 

receive affirmation and become construed as a civilisation in its ‘own right’. According to this 

necessary rewriting of history and an attempt to depart from past ethnocentric identifications, 

imperial China, which is of primary concern in this opening chapter, is no longer construed as 

‘backward’ and ‘stagnant’, but as a civilisation that was economically and politically even more 

advanced than the West, significantly before the rise of modern Western capitalism.  

In the following sections both sides are presented, starting with the negations of China 

articulated by some of the most influential Western thinkers including scholars such as Leibniz, 

Hegel, Marx, Weber, and Derrida. This critical review will focus first on the old Western 

philosophical debate about the proficiency of Western and Chinese language in representing 

‘truth’. This debate includes the work of Leibniz, Hegel and Derrida (2.1.1). Then the focus 

shifts to Marx’s evaluation of imperial China’s political economy and his notion of the ‘Asiatic 

mode of production’ (2.1.2). Finally, Weber’s understanding of China’s traditional society and 

belief system is discussed (2.1.3). In turn, and in opposition to the ethnocentric representations 

offered by those influential scholars, an affirmative account on China’s past history is 

presented, one that has become shared amongst many scholars concerned with imperial and 

contemporary China. Firstly, an explanation of imperial China’s rise to a leading world 

economy is provided. Past negations that reproached China as a stagnant Other fail to account 

for why the country could rise in the first instance, before it was allegedly stagnating (2.2.1). 

Secondly, an explanation is given about which cultural, social, economic, and political-military 

mechanisms secured China’s long periods of economic growth and prosperity (2.2.2). Thirdly, 

and probably most importantly, the question is answered as to why China’s early economic 

growth and commercialisation did not continue, but remained in its later stages until its final 

decay in the latter part of the Qing Dynasty (2.2.3). Affirmative China watchers conclude that 
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imperial China was based on an almost ‘perfect’ Smith-Ricardian world, one that was based on 

an extensive division of labour and tangible comparative advantages. It is argued that the 

‘symbiosis’ between government and the economy emerged was based on mutual economic 

interests and cultural preferences that supported China’s physiocracy. This symbiosis is 

construed as not what largely promoted China’s development, but what inhibited it. 

The purpose of providing this counter-view on China’s past not only highlights the hegemonic 

and ideological nature of past scholarly accounts presented in the first part of this chapter, but 

also paves the way for the work of those scholars who extensively refer to such positive reading 

of imperial China in order to expound on the nation’s economic success since the 1978 reform. 

While an affirmative view on imperial China provides a necessary departure from past 

negations and misinterpretations, such reading of history is not unproblematic. For instance, it 

repeats the Western tradition of representing China as an absolute monolithic Other. While it 

allows the criticism of Western scholarship, China thereby escapes its own scrutiny, which 

bears the risk of romanticising the country’s past and celebrating its present as a viable 

alternative to Western liberal capitalism. Considering the global spread and contradictions of 

capitalism, today the existence of a viable alternative to global capitalism appears rather 

utopian, overlooking the fact that China, since its violent opening up during the Opium Wars 

and, especially, since 1978, is strongly modernising and Westernising itself (cf. Chen 2002). 

2.1. Negations of imperial China as a stagnant and backward 
Other 

When considering imperial China, there are hardly any past influential modern Western 

thinkers who did not identify China as an absolute Other (cf. Schurmann and Schell 1967). This 

observation certainly applies to scholars such as Leibniz, Hegel, Marx, and Weber. Although 

these scholars engaged in highly reflective and critical projects, when writing about China they 

were no longer concerned with China, but with seeking, as demonstrated in the following, 

“proofs for European solutions to European questions” (Brook and Blue 1999: 1). They turned 

the history of Western philosophy and capitalism into a universality, and as China followed a 

different historical path, its civilisation could only ‘lack’ those apparently ‘objective’ traits 

which only represented a Western experience of history. The work of these scholars is selected 

for this discussion, as it still strongly influences the way we comprehend history and culture 

today. 

2.1.1. Chinese language as a hallucinogen of the Western Self 

From the 16th century onwards, prominent European intellectuals engaged in a heightened 

debate on the origin of language and its function in the pursuit of universal knowledge. Often 
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tainted with theological concerns, certainty in knowledge was supposed to be arrived at through 

an adequate system of signs and symbols. In the course of this philosophical debate, the Chinese 

language was frequently turned into an object of comparison and dispute (DeFrancis 1984). 

The idea that Chinese characters, unlike the Western alphabet, “express neither letters nor 

words in gross, but things or notions” (Bacon 1605:51; emphasis omitted), became commonly 

adopted. Depending on the Western philosophical-linguistic path taken towards certainty in 

knowledge, either via a system based on writing-as-writing or writing-as-speech, the ostensibly 

‘silent’ nature of Chinese script consequently led to an affirmation or negation of Chinese 

culture. To forestall a conclusion that aims at highlighting the hegemonic and ideological aspect 

of those accounts, Chinese writing, like the Western alphabet, is based on the same basic 

mechanisms of human expression. Both language systems convey ideas primarily through 

audible sounds attributed to written signs (Chow 2001: 70), and both ultimately fail – as will 

be subsequently argued – to deliver the promise of universal knowledge. 

The range of arguments either privileging writing or speech, with the Chinese language thereby 

either inhibiting or prohibiting the quest for universal knowledge, can be exemplified, as 

Jacques Derrida (1976; 1982) insightfully did, through the work of Leibniz and Hegel. While 

both scholars misconceive Chinese as a silent script, Leibniz, who was supposedly “the first 

major Western thinker to devote himself seriously to the study of China” (Cook and Rosemont 

1981: 254), conceived Chinese writing as the basis for the development of a universal language. 

Hegel, in contrast, conceived Chinese writing as an expression of cultural stagnation and 

intellectual inferiority. Although Derrida’s work is helpful for revealing both thinkers’ 

ethnocentric strategies, his deconstructionist ethics, which precisely seek to relativise dominant 

readings of culture, fall prey to the same maelstrom of ethnocentric idealisation.  

a. Leibniz’s hyperbolic admiration 

Influenced by earlier attempts to unlock the secrets of nature and human being, Leibniz devoted 

his intellectual life to the development of a characteristica universalis, a symbol system 

designed to foster global scientific progress despite linguistic and cultural differences (cf. Maat 

2004). After experimenting with various languages, Leibniz found the basis for his ideal symbol 

system realised through Chinese writing. Its assumed, non-vocal nature best responded to his 

metaphysical requirements. This suggested, as Walker highlights, not only the existence of a 

“pre-established harmony” between the mind and the senses, but also a “natural relation” 

between the symbol and its meaning (Walker 1972: 294-295). After some modification of 

Chinese characters, the ideal symbols would then reveal the ‘natural’ meaning of elemental 

objects and directly impinge on a person’s mind. Due to the assumed harmonious link between 

the mind and senses, such intrinsic meaning would bypass speech and ‘ease’ the mind from the 
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perceptual distortions caused by the verbal usage of language over time. What made Chinese 

script an ideal candidate for Leibniz’s project was also a function of theological necessity. 

Leibniz equated the invention of a universal language and its future application with the spirit 

of Christianity and Christian conversion, respectively (Cook and Rosemont 1981: 266). In other 

words, the idea of God was not in opposition to reason, but “a demonstrable proof grounded in 

reason”. Those cultures that “displayed the greatest employment of reason”, as Cook and 

Rosemont continue to state, “[were] eo ipso closer, or at least capable of being brought much 

closer, to the true Christian religion” (ibid). Leibniz’s desired language system should therefore 

become not only a means of global scientific progress, but also a rational support for missionary 

work (ibid: 267; emphasis omitted). Unlike orthodox Christians and adherents to the 

Enlightenment, who generally denied the existence of any such divine spirit in Chinese 

traditions, Leibniz found proof thereof when he learned about China’s intellectual antiquity 

and, especially, the Yi Jing (Book of Changes), one of the oldest and most revered books in 

China. He received the famous eight trigrams, which comprise the basic structure of the book 

and whose alleged creator was the legendary emperor Fu Xi, not only as the original set of 

symbols upon which Chinese script was built, but also, due to its highly abstract form and 

resemblance to his own binary arithmetic system, as the “key to all sciences” (Cook and 

Rosemont 1981: 261). Consequently, Chinese and Western civilisations were supposed to share 

the same intellectual and spiritual roots. John Webb, a British scholar who also wrote 

extensively about Chinese history, held the same assumption regarding a common origin. By 

relating the succession of biblical events with the antiquity of the Chinese civilisation, he 

asserted that the Chinese were most probably descendants of Noah, and that Chinese, therefore, 

was the language spoken by the antediluvian people. Accepting such biblical mystification of 

China’s past, Leibniz argued that Chinese people became detached from these common roots 

and thus never fully developed the laws of reason. He was convinced, however, that a universal 

characteristic would provide an effective means “of insinuating into the Chinese the most 

important truths of philosophy and natural theology; […] it will be accepted on account of Fohi 

[Fu Xi], and will eventually become as it were the special language of the highest class of the 

most enlightened intellectuals” (in Walker 1972: 305-306). The determination of a universal 

library that still motivates scientists today is shown, for example, in the work of the 

mathematician and computer scientist Stephen Wolfram. Confessing his admiration of 

Leibniz’s work, he seeks to build a “platonic search engine” that does not “emulate humans, 

but rather […] bulldoze[s] a shortest path to an answer” (Rucker 2009).  
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b. Hegel’s ethnocentric scorn 

Hegel vehemently opposed such idealisation related to Chinese language and culture. His work 

represented the opposite extreme of Europe’s identification of China, which was soon to 

become dominant. In his words (1900/2001: 152): “The nature of their Written Language is at 

the outset a great hindrance to the development of the sciences. Rather, conversely, because a 

true scientific interest does not exist, the Chinese have acquired no better instrument for 

representing […] and imparting thought”. Thus, for Hegel, Chinese culture never signalled the 

‘divine’ employment of reason – neither during his own era, nor at the beginning of world 

history. Hegel’s negation of Chinese culture was not only a mere effect of cultural repulsion, 

but also an outcome of deliberate considerations and the search for new answers to the same 

metaphysical question about universal being and knowledge (especially cf. 1900/2001: 132-

156).  

Unlike Leibniz and other adherents to what Foucault termed the ‘classical age’ (1974: 56), 

Hegel, as a herald of the ‘modern age’, rejected the idea that the object of thought bears its own 

intrinsic meaning, which could be represented perpetually through the ideal word or symbol. 

Leibniz’s conception was based on an illegitimate definition of the relation between the 

thinking subject and the knowable object, mind and matter. Simply put, a finite intellect 

(subject) could not define an infinite intellect (object) as the target of all human understanding 

and being. Such analytical proposition would itself presuppose the standpoint of the latter, for 

which no rational account was given. Based on this illegitimate recognition of the object, Hegel 

dismissed Leibniz’s assumption of a pre-established harmony between mind and matter as 

merely premised on an “act of a judgement or choice” (1894/1971: 30). In contrast, with nature 

lacking its own meaning, the only certainty that remained within the Hegelian universe was the 

experience of the mind. The mind became the sole source of meaning and, in Hegel’s words, 

the only “existent truth of matter” (ibid). Yet, “the truth that matter itself has no truth”, as Hegel 

continued to articulate, kept the mind aware of its own imperfection. He construed this negative 

experience and lack of identity as an act of liberation from previous apriorias, which in turn 

invigorated an “intrinsic movement” seeking “to break through the rind of mere nature, 

sensuousness […] to attain to the light of consciousness” (1900/2001: 52). Hence, meaning was 

no longer eternal, as it was for Leibniz, but temporal, developing towards its own perfection. 

For Hegel, what applied to the individual mind was also valid for the development of human 

history. The movement towards consciousness led to a gradual formation of history, via the 

continuous resolution of each historical stage, into a more rational form, until the mind was 

aware of its universality and the infinite nature of rational thought. It is precisely this restless 

desire to elevate nature into reason upon which the soundness of Hegel’s position rests (Henrich 

and Pacini 2003: 319), but which Hegel saw still at the initial stage in Chinese culture.  
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Considering the gradual development towards universal knowledge, Hegel must have felt 

certain of making those final judgments about philosophy and the cultural Other, as he himself 

believed “that his own era was the culmination of the development of humanity to be fully 

rational” (Jurist 2000: 24). In Hegel’s own words (1900/2001: 362): “The principle of Free 

Spirit is here made the banner of the World, and from this principle are evolved the universal 

axioms of Reason”. China, in contrast, and the East in general were at the beginning of Hegel’s 

world history. While in the West the mind was ‘free’ and guided by the principles of reason, in 

an “Oriental despotism” (1896: 152) – and in China in particular – only the Emperor and a 

small elite enjoyed such freedom. The majority of people were lacking a will of their own and 

remained at a stage of “immediate, unreflected” and “servile consciousness – one which has 

not yet matured itself so far as to recognise distinctions”. Although in China world history 

witnessed the emergence of the first civilisation, since then, Hegel argues, people’s longing for 

a universal spirit remained suppressed through “a perfect civil machinery” (1900/2001: 

122,156,130), a social order based on the practices of honour and obedience. A collision of 

will, therefore, never led to the resolution of China’s initial order into a more rational form, but 

merely to the “repetition of the same majestic ruin” (1900/2001: 362: 124). To Hegel, Chinese 

people did not understand the infinite nature of the mind and the potential of self-knowledge 

and freedom. Why China was the first civilisation to reach the first stage of conscious being, 

however, is something Hegel could not explain. The absence of this “impulse of perfectibility” 

(ibid: 70), which later Karl Marx and Max Weber would also recognise and equally construe 

unfavourably in their particular views of Chinese culture, was, for Hegel, deeply rooted in the 

foundation of Chinese culture and expressed through its language system. His critique of 

Leibniz’s philosophy and privileging of a “complete written” or “hieroglyphic language” 

(1894/1971: 215-218) is repeated and exemplified in his pejorative view of the Chinese 

language.  

Like Leibniz, Hegel believed that Chinese script, from the moment of its invention, existed 

independently of speech, as a static representation of ideas and sensual nature. Nevertheless, 

unlike Leibniz, he allegedly dismissed Chinese script due to its incapacity to register vocal 

sounds, as purely external form, separated from the mind and thus their source of meaning and 

knowledge. As a consequence, Hegel fantasised that readily available representations mediated 

the experiences of Chinese people, so much so that the Chinese mind was insufficiently 

equipped to recognise and reflect upon all the logical elements constituting concepts. 

Contradictions between those elements more likely remained unnoticed, especially in the 

course of understanding new experiences. For Hegel, however, history and the development of 

universal knowledge fundamentally depended on the recognition and resolution of 

contradictions, i.e. on the precise designation of differences. Although he agreed that 
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“[s]ensible objects no doubt admit of permanent signs” (ibid: 215) – the very condition that 

spurred Leibniz’s search for a universal language – it was the changing nature of concepts and 

not their endless repetition which needed to be accommodated by language. For Hegel, this 

synthesising play of oppositions was expressed most vividly through his prominent word 

Aufhebung (sublation), meaning both ‘preservation’ and ‘negation’. However, Zhang (1985: 

386ff) points out that many Chinese characters fulfil the same ‘speculative spirit’. For example, 

the word ‘yi’ as used in the title of the Yi Jing – the book praised by Leibniz – bears such an 

opposite meaning, signifying both ‘change’ and ‘constancy’. In the Yi Jing, “the changeless 

presence in a world of always changing configurations” is emphasised (ibid: 386). Although 

Hegel was aware of those similarities, he nevertheless discredited them as “primitive dialectics” 

(ibid), concluding that “[i]t is only a stationary civilization, like the Chinese, which admits of 

the hieroglyphic language of that nation” (1894/1971: 216).  

Conversely, the necessary proximity to the mind was, for Hegel, only given by the immediacy 

and sensual experience of the spoken word. Hegel’s critique of writing and Chinese scrip in 

particular therefore stopped, as Derrida (1976) highlights, at the border of the Western alphabet. 

The Western alphabet, as Hegel argued, effectively bridged the gap between the word and its 

meaning, the sensible and the intelligible, as all possible vocal sounds were represented and 

clearly delimited by individual letters and syllables, designating form, rather than fixed content. 

This phonetic setup of the written word enabled the mind to name and articulate flexibly, yet 

distinctively, each element of an emerging thought. Keeping content and form apart and not 

conflating both into the latter, as in case of Chinese writing, the Western alphabet helped the 

mind not only to perform entirely mental operations, but also to apply them in terms of 

advanced grammatical rules, which Hegel deemed necessary for an unmistakable designation 

of meaning: “It is an advantage when a language possesses an abundance of logical expressions, 

that is, specific and separate expressions for the thought determinations themselves; many 

prepositions and articles denote relationships based on thought; the Chinese language is 

supposed not to have developed to this stage or only to an inadequate extent”. Overall, 

alphabetic writing, much like Western culture in general, was “on all accounts the more 

intelligent” (1894/1971: 216-217) for Hegel. 

c. Derrida’s reverse ethnocentrism 

The contradictory representations of the Chinese language and culture provided by Leibniz and 

Hegel seem to confirm the suspicion upon which this entire project is founded, that China was 

not of primary concern to those scholars; rather, it was the resolution of prolonged Western 

philosophical questions that occupied their thoughts. When conferring with Derrida’s 
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influential interrogation of Western philosophy, this critical assumption receives strong 

support.  

Derrida finds exemplified in the work of both authors what to him spans the entire history of 

Western philosophy – the pursuit and articulation of an absolute centre, a universality that 

accounts for the truth in meaning and being. For Leibniz, universality is eventually realised 

through the medium of writing and an ideal characteristic, for Hegel, through dialectical 

thought and its representation through speech. The contradictory representations of Chinese 

culture are thus mainly a response to both authors’ antithetical epistemologies. For Derrida, the 

differences between both approaches are an illustration of the multiplicity of diverse accounts 

through which Western philosophy has sought to accomplish this overarching goal. As Derrida 

judges universality as unattainable and its restless emulation as a purely Western infirmity, he 

dismisses both Leibniz’s “hyperbolic admiration” of Chinese culture and Hegel’s “ethnocentric 

scorn” as the mere “hallucination” of a Western Self (1976: 80). To understand in more detail 

what justifies this critical evaluation of Leibniz and Hegel’s work, Derrida’s assumptions 

require further unravelling. This analysis is necessary, as in the process the ethnocentric 

foundation of Derrida’s own thought paradoxically surfaces. Considering the subversive and 

radical nature of Derrida’s project, as well as the allegiance of postcolonial studies to his 

thinking (Spivak 1995), this result is particularly perplexing. 

To draw an absolute difference between two concepts like speech and writing or between any 

other opposition such as body-mind, space-time, permanence-change, East-West, in order to 

emphasise the existence of a centre, is, for Derrida, symptomatic of the metaphysical 

foundation of Western philosophy. Metaphysics is the dominant pattern of thought that seeks 

certainty in meaning, not through attending to a simple identity, but through locating the object 

of thought precisely in relation to an absolute differential Other, to a place which the object 

cannot occupy simultaneously (Derrida 1988: 236). As confirmation is sought for an absolute, 

the relation between oppositions, in Derrida’s words, is never one of a “peaceful coexistence”, 

but always one of “a violent hierarchy” (in Zhang 1985: 393). Translated into the realm of 

cross-cultural encounters, the identity of the West receives confirmation in relation to China, 

which is attributed the function of the diametrically opposed Other. Cultural differences found 

on each side are turned into two homogenous totalities whose relationship spans across an 

antagonistic frontier. For Hegel, this hierarchical difference becomes irreducible with Europe 

reaching the apex of world history, whereas, for Leibniz, it does so with China’s alleged neglect 

of its rationalist foundation and reason as an inherent expression of Christianity. In both cases, 

China’s otherness is subsumed under Western categories and motives adhering to, as Lévinas 

(1969: 39) disapprovingly phrases, an “imperialism of the same”. What makes this hierarchical 

ordering of identities peculiar to Western culture is that the superior notion is dominantly 
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related to presence and the inferior notion to absence. As Derrida summarises: “[T]he history 

of (the only) metaphysics, which has, in spite of all differences, not only from Plato to Hegel 

(even including Leibniz) but also, beyond this apparent limits, from pre-Socratics to Heidegger, 

always assigned the origin of truth in general to the logos” (1976: 3. emphasis omitted). The 

Greek term ‘logos’ represents the idea of an absolute for the self-begetting totality Western 

philosophy was striving for. It is also a synonym for reason and speech, suggesting the means 

through which the true meaning of logos is supposed to be restored.  

As seen in Hegel’s work, speech is clearly the telos of logos. It is construed as expression 

without distance to the mind and thus to truth, as opposed to writing as a deferred presence and 

contingent artefact jeopardising that truth. Derrida insists, however, that Leibniz’s praise of 

writing also equally attends to the Western ethnocentric pattern of logocentrism: “The 

Leibnizian project of a universal characteristic that is not essentially phonetic does not interrupt 

logocentrism in any way. On the contrary, universal logic confirms logocentrism, is produced 

within it and with its help, like the Hegelian critique to which it will be subjected” (1976: 78-

79). **For Derrida, this ‘indirect’ privileging of speech by no means suggests that Chinese 

script, like the Western alphabet, is a phonetic language, thus culturally manifesting the same 

search for truth and privileging of presence, but that “it is praised only [by Leibniz] for the 

purpose of designating a lack and to define the necessary correction” (ibid: 79).** By strictly 

locating Leibniz’s work within the Western metaphysical tradition, Derrida, in turn, leaves 

intact the centuries-old cliché of Chinese writing being a ‘primitive’ and ‘archaic’ form of 

expression. In its alleged written nature, the ‘graphicity’ of which is supposed to convey 

sensible nature or ideas, rather than clearly delineated sounds, Derrida even finds in Chinese 

writing “the testimony of a powerful movement of civilisation developing outside of all 

logocentrism” (ibid: 90). In short, Derrida believed that China’s political, social and cultural 

edifices were erected without the use of and reference to metaphysical thought.  

We have arrived at the point where Derrida refers to Chinese culture not only in order to debase 

the work of Leibniz, Hege, and others, but also – and interdependently – to support his own 

interest in making the debasement of Western metaphysics possible. As Spivak puts it in the 

preface of her translation of Derrida’s ‘Of Grammatology’: “Almost by a reverse 

ethnocentrism, Derrida insists that logocentrism is a property of the West. He does this so 

frequently that a quotation would be superfluous” (1976: lxxxii). Several other authors have 

highlighted that the Western discourse on the possibility of a non-discursive language, thus 

including Derrida’s radical rewriting of Western intellectual culture, constitutes a repeated 

misreading of Chinese language and the stigmatisation of Chinese culture as an absolute Other 

(Zhang 1985; Chang 1988; Qian 1998; Chow 2001). To this end, John DeFrancis (1984: 133) 

succinctly rebuts: “Chinese characters are a phonetic, not an ideographic system of writing […] 
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There never has been, and never can be, such a thing as an ideographic system of writing […] 

The concept of Chinese writing as a means of conveying ideas without regard to speech took 

hold as part of the Chinoiserie fad among Western intellectuals that was stimulated by the 

generally highly laudatory writings of Catholic missionaries from the sixteenth to the 

eighteenth centuries”. Chang Han-Liang demonstrates, along the same lines, that Chinese script 

can be “derived on the phonemic level, the syllabic level, the morphemic level, or the lexical 

level” (1996:31). These two counter-assertions can be viewed as a confirmation of the self-

centric nature of Leibniz and Hegel’s work by indicating a similar rather than absolute 

difference between the Chinese and Western language systems. In Derrida’s case, however, the 

perplexing moment is caused less by the actual understanding of the linguistic structure and 

etymological roots of Chinese language, and more by Derrida’s deconstructionist ethic itself, 

which, strictly speaking, rejects any truth claim and form of representation.  

Embedded in the linguistic turn of post-structuralist thought of the late 1960s and 1970s, 

deconstruction was launched against Western humanities to emphasise a primordial 

incompleteness of meaning or knowledge and thus as a radical reversal of the millennia-old 

quest of Greek-Western metaphysics for an absolute and unambiguous relation between the 

word and the idea or the meaning and the reality. Derrida insists that such a critique could only 

proceed convincingly if applied from within the limits of metaphysics and its spanning of 

oppositions. Otherwise, it would rely on a form of true and self-present being whose existence 

Derrida put into question. To overcome the paradox, Derrida locates “the interpretation of a 

literary text […] on the same plane as its ‘object’” (Žižek 1989: 153). In other words, Derrida 

does not step out of the speech-writing dichotomy, but offers an alternative reading, which 

reverses the hierarchised opposition, so that the inaccuracy dominantly attributed to writing is 

no longer a mere deficiency of that medium, but a condition upon which language and thus all 

understanding rests in general. Hence, while in classical metaphysics difference exists between 

two objects, designating their binary relation, for deconstructionists difference is already within 

the object itself, making it incomplete. Writing, for Derrida, resembles such primordial self-

difference. Making ‘writing’ and ‘difference’ primary is to emphasise that meaning only 

manifests as a culturally recognisable pattern if it becomes independent of its original source 

and functions solely as its representation. Writing thus operates as a ‘social memory’, 

irrespective of an empirically determinable subject of enunciation and without a direct link to 

an origin. As speech, in contrast, unfolds in the present, it conceptually lacks this representative 

function and thus necessarily falls back into ‘writing’ in order for an utterance to be meaningful 

in the first instance. Within this pre-eminent textual reality or “arche-writing” (1976: 92), as 

Derrida calls it, meaning, on the one hand, no longer simply occurs or disappears based upon 

the subject’s own volition. Due to the very absence of an origin, this pervasive textuality, on 
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the other hand, does not constitute a closed system of signification either. Rather, meaning is 

only referentially defined with each reference or representation itself lacking an origin. Hence, 

the differential relation that traditionally separates two opposing concepts moves into each 

antipode in terms of an “unnameable movement of difference-itself” or “linguistic spacing” 

that cannot be overcome by any act of signification or dialectical thought (1976: 93). This 

constitutive absence, for Derrida, leaves the meaning derived from any opposition as an 

undecidable interpretation, which constitutes at once the conditions of the possibility (meaning) 

and impossibility (failed meaning) of truth (1981: 168). 

Against this backdrop, Derrida must thus have seen in the Chinese language an original 

expression of “arche-writing”, supporting his debasement of Western metaphysics and the 

hegemony of speech, respectively. When Derrida says that “the alphabet introduces a 

supplementary degree of representativity which marks the progress of analytic rationality” 

(1976: 300), he equally reduces, like Hegel before him, the employment of reason within 

Chinese culture to a premature stage. Yet, for Derrida, this is meant as an affirmation of Chinese 

culture, representing his desire for an alternative way of living, a place outside the constraints 

and violence associated with Western reason and metaphysics. Obviously, he grounds his anti-

Western sentiment on the same myth and his own ignorance about the non-Western Other. 

Instead of engaging with the culture of Chinese thought, Derrida merely turns China into a 

metaphor of ‘self-difference’, the ‘unnameable movement’ or ‘spectre’ of alterity. Although 

arche-writing does not mean writing in a literal sense, but designates the structural gap that 

cannot be overcome, Derrida nevertheless receives from the Chinese language substantial 

support, proving that allegedly non-phonetic languages (including hieroglyphs) manifested 

prior to phonetic languages. Such idealisation of China is the ground upon which Derrida can 

securely deconstruct Western text without falling into his own structural abyss. Chow (2001: 

72) critically puts it as follows: “As the practice that specialises in dislocating the sign from its 

referent, deconstruction has therefore depended for its own possibility on the very act that it 

would henceforth work vigilantly against – the act of presupposing or locating (in the other) an 

unmediated correspondence between sign and referent”. Although the Other can no longer be 

known, as Derrida’s subject becomes radically dislocated, Derrida nevertheless inscribes “a 

new kind of intelligibility” (Chow 2001: 72). For Slavoj Žižek it would be another form of 

proof that Derrida fails to ontologise his own assumptions. As he argues: “some 

deconstructionists […] adopt as their rhetorical post the idea that what they are doing is 

somehow incredibly subversive, radical […] But they do not render thematic their own deep 

political resignation” (in Hanlon 2001: 9-10). The gap – the condition of impossibility and 

possibility – is not simply empty, but, for Žižek (2006: 41pp), filled with content that manifests 

as a fundamental fantasy. This content is obviously not always immediately accessible, but 
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nevertheless determines the potentiality and position of action. Žižek (1989: 75) also calls it the 

“minimum of consistency to our being in the world”. As Derrida’s project embarks from within 

the limits of metaphysics and identifies Chinese outside these bounds, his radical rejection of 

Western metaphysics is at the same time its most radical confirmation and, thus, most 

ideological.  

If still in doubt, one should also refer to Emmanuel Lévinas, who inspired Derrida and equally 

emphasised an inherent openness towards, or responsibility for, the Other. Without even 

attempting to conceal what for Derrida operated as blind spot, Lévinas must have seen in 

modern Western thought, of which his ethics are undoubtedly a part of, the ‘Greek overcoming’ 

of the ‘pre-philosophical Asiatic’ universe. In his words: “The yellow peril! It is not racial, it is 

spiritual. It does not involve inferior values; it involves a radical strangeness, a stranger to the 

weight of its past, from where there does not filter any familiar voice or inflection, a lunar or 

Martian past” (in Žižek 2008: 177). Considering those degrading words, in addition to Derrida’s 

reverse ethnocentrism, postcolonial critics’ laudably grand reception for both authors 

(Ashcroft, Griffiths et al. 1995) appears staggering.  

d. The metaphysics of presence in Chinese thought 

In contrast to Derrida, Zhang Longxi, who draws on the influential work of Qian Zhongshu 

(e.g. 1998), demonstrates that the dominant pattern underlying Western thought is not radically 

different, but rather similar to that underlying and concerning Chinese thought. By scrutinising 

the work of Derrida, he concludes that “[l]ogocentrism […] constitutes the very way of thinking 

itself” (Zhang 1985: 395). To underpin this assumed commonality between East and West, 

Zhang refers to the Chinese concept of the dao and its Daoist and Confucian interpretation. 

The notion dao, which often translates as ‘Way’, implies China’s traditional beliefs about the 

nature of the universe and human being. It is commonly conceived as the natural force that is 

“at once the beginning of all things and the way in which all things pursue their course” (Chan 

1963: 136). Noticeably, Dao, like the Western Logos, also translates as reason and speech (Qian 

1998: 259). These different meanings for Dao are put into context in the often-cited opening of 

Lao Tzu’s daodejing (Book of the Way and its Virtue): “The way that can be spoken of/is not 

the constant way/The name that can be named/is not the constant name [Dao ke dao/fei chang 

dao/Ming ke ming/fei chang ming]” (Lao Tzu Chapter I, in Qian 1998: 257). What is evoked 

by these two sentences is precisely what Derrida finds implicit in Western thought: it is the 

spanning of oppositions and the hierarchisation of human expression in the quest for an absolute 

(Zhang 1985).  
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The first sentence delineates between what is known and what is unknown, or remains 

articulable. The inner world of feeling and intuition is opposed to the outer world of thought 

and speech. In Daoism, on the one hand, the subject is in tune with – and thus ‘knows’ – the 

Way when living a life that embraces, as Chan (ibid: 136) summarises, “simplicity, spontaneity, 

tranquillity, weakness, and […] non-action (wu wei)”. These Daoist virtues are conceived as 

not interrupting the harmony in nature, yet emphasising unity where one perceives 

contradiction. As Lao Tzu states in Chapter 2: “Being and non-being produce each other” (140) 

(in Chan 1963: 140). On the other hand, this harmony is jeopardised in the attempt to determine 

Dao and interrupt the natural flow of things. The subject can know about Dao, but outward-

directed speech and thought will not only fail to represent this experienced entirety, but also 

endanger the Way. Leibniz and Hegel made the same distinction between inner and outer, 

sensual and intelligible. Although they suggested a way of fixing the relation between the 

former and the latter, they also emphasised the incapacity of language in transforming the 

sensed into the conscious being. For Leibniz, the original meanings or the natural links between 

inner and outer are distorted in natural language due to their vocal usage over time. In terms 

similar to those of Lao Tzu, Hegel also describes this incapacity of outer manifestations of 

thought: “When speaks the soul, alas, the soul no longer speaks” (Zhang 1985: 392). And 

Derrida makes the indeterminateness of language a property of writing itself, thereby denying 

the inner as the source of self-conscious being. 

Lao Tzu’s second sentence iterates the inner-outer, body-mind dichotomy and takes it to the 

realm of language itself and the ‘name’ as its desideratum. Lao Tzu delineates between the 

nameable and the unnameable. Emphasising that the name remains unstable is to suggest that 

no meaning can be fixed to it. The subsequent saying in Lao Tzu’s first chapter that “The 

Nameless was the origin of heaven and earth” reiterates this indeterminateness of the name. 

This deliberate separation between name and meaning is already reminiscent of the modern 

Western philosophy and linguistics that separate between signifier and signified. Thus, the 

second sentence counters the Western myth of Chinese culture only emphasising the outer 

manifestations of thought, and writing in particular, and conflating meaning and expression 

into timeless symbols of “distancing abstraction” (Zhang 1985: 390). What, for Hegel, is an 

advantage of the Western alphabet – that proper words are “externalities which of themselves 

have no sense” (1894/1971: 216) and thus can be endowed with whatever meaning derives in 

the presence of thought – could also apply to Lau Tzu’s interpretation of the name. In Daoism, 

however, it is not the rational abstraction of phenomenological appearances that determines the 

quality of knowing; rather, it is the immediacy of intuition and perceptual completeness as 

experienced by the individual mind. The contrast “between intuition and expression […] 

includes the East in the tradition of the metaphysics of presence” (Zhang 1985: 195).  
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The spanning of hierarchised oppositions and the privileging of presence over absence becomes 

even more apparent in Confucianism, which is often presented as the dominant source from 

which traditional China derives its ethical and moral imperatives (Schurmann and Schell 1967: 

9). In contrast to Daoism, Confucianism clearly identifies the Way. While in Daoism, following 

Xinzhong Yao’s interpretation (2000: 229ff), man must subordinate to nature in order to 

become conscious of the Way, in Confucianism man moves into the centre and has the 

‘Mandate of Heaven’ (tianming) to define the Way. Thus, it is not the unity between the 

individual and nature, but the unity between individuals that is of primary concern in Confucian 

teaching.  

In particular, what makes Confucianism an ideal target for Derrida’s deconstruction is not only 

the truth claims associated with a fixed system of moralities, social relations, roles, and 

practices to which each subject has to subordinate to demonstrate its benevolence or 

humaneness (ren) and qualify for this ‘Way of man’. It is also the assumption that the individual 

subject can consciously know about itself and those structures through constant “learning and 

spiritual cultivation” (Xinzhong 2000: 209). From the perspective of the subject, the former 

dimension of Confucian thought resembles pure externality or, in a Derridean sense, writing. 

The latter dimension, in contrast, refers to the conscious interpretations and enactment of those 

distant objectifications. Here, Xinzhong emphasises that the latter dimension is of particular 

concern in Confucianism. In order to unleash and manifest goodness and benevolence in all 

people, it is not sufficient to only present virtues as external objectifications. Rather, the 

individual must make them part of his or her own volition via the path of self-learning and 

practice. In Xinzhong’s words: “The majority of Confucians understand transcendence in terms 

of self-transformation and maintain that self-transformation cannot be fulfilled unless the 

traditional values are manifest in one’s own life” (209). Hence, the Confucian subject can reach 

self-consciousness through striving for sagehood and perfectibility, which not only involves 

the accumulation of factual knowledge, but also participation in socially recognised ways. 

Confucius put it like this: “Ensure that those who are near are pleased and those who are far are 

attracted” (in Dellios 2005). If goodness is replaced by freedom, one is reminded of Hegel’s 

‘moral self’ who has ‘learned’ to know itself as well as the community, which no longer poses 

an external objectivity (Jurist 2000: 181ff). 

The emphasis on self-realisation (weiji) reveals the privileging of presence over absence. The 

subject can be aware of society and itself and is at the same time itself and the social. As 

Xinzhong notes: “the Mandate of Heaven can be known through one’s conscious search in 

one’s nature and/or in the natural and human world” (Xinzhong 2000: 46-47). The West, 

however, was obsessed with the former dimension of Confucian thought. In China, as Hegel 

argued, only the One was free and self-conscious – the Emperor and a small group of 
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intellectuals. The majority of people merely exhibited a ‘servile’ state of mind, unreflectively 

responding to coercive objectifications. As Hegel generalises in his Philosophy of Right (1896: 

203): “[The Oriental State] lives therefore only in an outward movement which becomes in the 

end an elemental violence and desolation. Its inner calm is merely the calm of non-political life 

and immersion in feebleness and exhaustion”. In addition, in the sociology of Max Weber and 

as elaborated further below, the former dimension of Confucian thought is emphasised, 

ignoring that Confucianism equally endows each individual subject with the possibility of self-

conscious being (Xinzhong 2000: 209). The idea that Chinese people lacked volition, which 

thus prevented radical change, continued to persist in Western scholarly literature on China. 

One finds such ethnocentric reading not only in the work of Hegel, but also in the work of Marx 

and Weber, to whom we now turn. 

2.1.2. Asiatic despotism and the lack of struggle 

The representation of China as a stagnant and backward Other was also articulated within the 

influential works of Karl Marx and Max Weber. Their recognition of China in comparison with 

the West is not so much guided by the metaphysical question about being and knowing, as in 

the case of the heightened debate on language; rather, it is mainly by their interest in the 

economic, political and socio-cultural changes associated with the transition from a traditional 

to a modern society. Marx and Weber’s negative identification of China, as exemplified in the 

following passage, results from the evaluation of China’s history based once again on a Western 

experience of history. While Marx designated comparatively less time analysing China’s past 

and present, his ideas about historical change still became the ultimate source of truth under 

Mao’s regime. Weber, in contrast, wrote extensively about China and other non-Christian 

civilisations, yet although his theory did not directly serve as a political programme, it still 

significantly influenced the discourse on China. A grasp of Marx’s understanding of China can 

be gained by contrasting it with Hegel’s work, to which Marx was considerably indebted, and 

the same can be achieved of Weber’s work on China by contrasting it to Marx’s writings. In 

many ways, Weber’s work was a critical response to Marx’s materialist historicism, and yet, 

especially in respect to the interpretation of China’s history, a complement thereof as well as a 

reproduction of Hegel’s Orientalist application of The Phenomenology of Spirit (Brook 1999).  

Marx, like Hegel, rejected the idea of man’s predetermination by a supra historical force such 

as God. Instead, he equally emphasised, following Giddens’ comparison of both scholars’ 

work, that human civilisation was a product of man itself, gradually developing towards 

liberation from its own sanctioning and oppression (1971: 22). Yet, contrary to Hegel, Marx 

related the impulses of freedom and history not to the mind and speculative thought, but to the 

human body and labour. What to Marx distinguished man from nature was thus not man’s 
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awareness of his own kind, but the utilisation and manipulation of nature, independent of its 

endless cycles of reproduction.  

In the course of history, which was for Marx the history of capitalism, this impulse turned into 

a productive tension between the producer as the subject and the product of labour as the object. 

The product distances from the worker so that the latter gradually loses control of the former. 

This distancing, abstraction or ongoing division of labour suggests that the subject no longer 

fulfils its own needs, but the needs and purposes of a multiplying and particularising population. 

In capitalism, the abstraction of work reaches its zenith. At this stage, the initial tension between 

worker and product turns into a structural contradiction, which Marx made the target of his 

anti-capitalist critique. On the one hand, paid labour, as it becomes the primary means of 

societal integration, liberates the worker from the arbitrariness of past traditions and the 

oppression emanating from the clergy and noblesse. On the other hand, it transforms workers 

into an instrument of their own oppression, as the control of labour is entirely transferred to a 

system of production that is owned by a small elite and adheres to the forces of the market and 

the purpose of profit maximisation. As is common sense from an orthodox Marxist reading of 

history, the capitalist system of paid labour exploits the worker on the level of his/her 

psychological and material well-being. To maximise surplus value, the dominant class not only 

demands the lowest payment of wages, but also the continuous rationalisation of the production 

process. The former measure pushes the life of the worker to the point of subsistence. The latter 

impoverishes the meaning of labour as the worker is assigned only to simple, repetitive tasks. 

Despite this futile situation, the Marxian subject remains the self-conscious agent of history, 

seeking meaning and material fulfilment through labour. Marx envisioned that the oppression 

of the worker cumulates until it violently discharges in a revolution, leading to socialism and 

communism, the final stage in history within which all contradictions are resolved and the 

worker regains control over the product and means of production. As Žižek put it: “the 

ambiguous central point of its theoretical structure concerns its premise that capitalism creates 

the conditions for its transcendence through proletarian revolution […] revolution should take 

place when capitalism fully develops all its potential and exhausts all its possibilities, the 

mythical point at which it confronts its central antagonism (‘contradiction’) at its purest, in its 

naked form” (2008: 178).  

Based on this materialist grounding of historical change, Marx evaluated China and found its 

history absent in the gradual abstraction and alienation of labour, as well as the social 

antagonism it provoked. In A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx 

accentuated this difference by subsuming China’s socioeconomic formation under a specific 

“Asiatic […] mode of production” (AMP in the following) – a concept that was inspired by 

Hegel’s notion of the ‘Oriental realm’ and ‘despotism’” (Brook 1999). Marx considered the 
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AMP as one of the earliest formations of socioeconomic life. As the AMP experienced with 

China the continuation of its initial configuration, it was consequently considered stagnant and 

backward. While, for Hegel, the central oppression of people’s consciousness and the lack of 

reason accounted for China’s stagnation, for Marx this difference was rooted in the structure of 

China’s material base. Marx’s attempt to ‘essentialise’ the AMP and provide an authentic 

explanation for China’s resilience to societal change rotated – following the summary of 

McFarlane and colleagues (1981) – around three themes: firstly, the execution of despotic 

power not only in political and military terms, as emphasised by Hegel, but also in terms of a 

central organisation of work and finance to ensure the irrigation and supply of primary 

agricultural goods; secondly, the prevalence of a network of self-sufficient village communes, 

within which the production for ‘usage’ over ‘exchange’ subsisted; and finally, the absence of 

the private ownership of land. While Marx only learned later that private landownership 

existed, he regarded the self-sufficient village communes as “the key to the secret of the 

unchangeableness of Asiatic societies” (in Wittfogel 1962a: 7). Paradoxically, the structure of 

self-sufficient village communes are today construed by some Marxists as a system of 

confederation that is highly supportive of the rapid spread of China’s capitalist economy. For 

Marx, however, those forces inhibited an increasing and more complex division of labour and 

the formation of a self-conscious working class as experienced in the West.  

As well as the general charge that Marx applied a Western experience of unilinear change, 

which degraded China as a stagnant and backward civilisation, what also requires emphasis in 

this context is the ambivalence caused by contrasting the AMP with the rise of Western 

capitalism. The determination of an AMP conceptually located China outside the history of 

capitalism is much the same as Hegel’s idea of Oriental despotism located the country outside 

the history of philosophy. As for Marx, however, history was still incomplete, and this 

dislocation equally entailed exclusion from the path towards a socialist revolution. This tension 

between the particularity of China’s history and a universal form of humanity evoked an 

irresolvable contradiction within Marx’s work – as history has shown, an ambivalence with 

strong political ramifications.  

On the one hand, accordingly, Marx defended China’s particularity not only methodologically, 

but also politically. Regarding the former, he explicitly raised the concern that one could not 

understand history by simply deducting its course from a general law. He emphasised instead 

that “events strikingly analogous but taking place in different historical surroundings lead to 

totally different results. By studying each of these forms of evolution separately and then 

comparing them, one can easily find the clue of this phenomenon, but one will never arrive 

there by using as one’s master key a general historical-philosophical theory” (Marx in 

McFarlane, Cooper et al. 1981). Thus, contrary to his own materialist grounding of Western 
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history, Marx endorsed the possibility of a multivariate development of history. Regarding the 

latter, from a political standpoint, Marx also defended China’s sovereignty by condemning 

Britain’s capitalist rapacity and military oppression during the Opium Wars (1857): “The 

unoffending citizens and peaceful tradesmen of Canton have been slaughtered, their habitations 

battered into the ground, and the claims of humanity violated, on the flimsy pretence that 

‘English life and property are endangered by the aggressive acts of the Chinese’ [...] We hear 

nothing of the illicit opium trade, which yearly feeds the British treasury at the expense of 

human life and morality […] For the sake of Christian and commercial intercourse with China, 

it is in the highest degree desirable that we should keep out of this quarrel, and that the Chinese 

should not be led to regard all the nations of the Western World as united in a conspiracy against 

them”. The emphasis on the “Christian and commercial intercourse with China” implies, 

however, the importance Marx attributed to economic expansion under capitalism as a 

necessary step forward towards the liberation of men.  

Hence, on the other hand, in the same series of articles written earlier for the New York Daily 

Tribune, Marx denounced China for its despotism and lack of civilisation, as his choice of 

words in the following excerpt undoubtedly suggests: “Before the British arms the authority of 

the Manchu dynasty fell to pieces; the superstitious faith in the eternity of the Celestial Empire 

broke down; the barbarous and hermetic isolation from the civilized world was infringed” 

(1853). On another occasion he wrote with Engels: “When our European reactionaries on their 

immanent flight through Asia eventually arrive at the Chinese Wall, at the gates that lead to the 

refuge of ur-reaction and ur-conservatism, who knows whether they will not find there the sign: 

République chinoise – Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité” (in Wittfogel 1962a: 4). By expressing such 

contempt for China’s past, Marx compromised the particularity of China’s history for the 

political purpose of socialist emancipation, which made the AMP equivalent to Marx’s classical 

pre-capitalist stage, as outlined in Grundrisse, i.e. tribalism, slavery and feudalism. In the same 

sense of the inherent contradiction of capitalism, the colonial engagement of the West – as well 

as the introduction of commodity relations – were conceived by Marx as “necessary evils […] 

that will hurtle Asiatic countries from their dark feudal ways into modernity, and precipitate 

those contradictions essential for the transition into socialism” (Mohan 1995: 642-643). For the 

same political reason, the idea of a particular AMP became increasingly suppressed by the 

dominant Marxist discourse in China from the time of the importation of Marxism at the 

beginning of the twentieth century and the formation of China’s Communist Party (cf. 

Wittfogel 1962a; 1962b; McFarlane, Cooper et al. 1981).  
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2.1.3. Lack of rationalism and self-motivation 

Similar to Marx, Weber was primarily concerned with the question of Western capitalism. A 

decisive distinction that explained the radical change in history, however, was not found in 

economic conditions, but, to Weber, primarily in the cultural values Western societies held 

sacred. Rejecting “Marx’s attribution of an overall rational ‘direction’ to the course of history” 

and a “Hegelian philosophy which helped to give it birth” (Giddens 1971: 193), Weber regarded 

values, and in particular religious values, as what justified in the first instance a complex 

interaction of social, political and economic relations. The emergence of a Western capitalist 

economy thus depended on the manifestation of a capitalist spirit, which was itself rooted in 

Protestant – and especially Puritan – values. Providing evidence for this causal relation between 

Christianity and Capitalism formed the basis for Weber’s influential studies on the world’s 

major religions. Those comparative studies offer intriguing insights into the notion of an 

economic ethic, but mainly severed Weber as an external reference point against which to 

differentiate more clearly, as Weber emphasised himself, the internal relation between 

Christianity and Western capitalism (1958: 27-28). Consequently, finding a Puritan ethic absent 

in distant cultures primarily helped to substantiate his overall claims. What is of concern here 

is that Weber received such reverse confirmation from his reading of Chinese culture, and 

Confucianism in particular (Elvin 1984: 379). To determine what Weber termed The Religion 

of China, his analytical invariable – which is the rise of the Puritan and capitalist doctrine – 

needs to be outlined first.  

What the capitalist spirit inherited from the Puritan ethic, though divorced of any religious 

motive, was the implicitness with which the subject of the former accepted austerity and hard 

labour as a way of life. “The capitalist entrepreneur”, as Weber (1958: 71) accentuated, “gets 

nothing out of his wealth for himself, except the irrational sense of having done his job well”, 

like the “typical Puritan [who] earned plenty, spent little, and reinvested his income as capital 

in rational capitalist enterprise out of an asceticist compulsion to save” (1951: 247). What is at 

the centre of this pattern of human conduct, connecting the modern West with its traditional 

past, is a paradox, which Weber termed “worldly asceticism” (also cf. 1958: 193-4; Bendix 

1977: 203). On the one hand, the Puritan life demanded the abnegation of the world, while on 

the other, an active engagement with the world. Weber offered a complex genealogy tracing 

the cultural and historical conditions of this – to him at least – seemingly paradoxical 

configuration. As will become more obvious in his analysis of Chinese culture, those conditions 

related to the Christian belief in God – a supramundane Being and the rationalisation of this 

belief – reached their pre-capitalist zenith with the emergence of Puritanism.  
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The Christian idea of God, accordingly, split religious consciousness into the experience of a 

mundane life and the belief in a divine life thereafter. As God was attributed the primary source 

of meaning and being, the former was subordinate to the latter. Mundane life was thus 

conceived as inherently imperfect and irrational, and the good in man as a prospect of the future. 

In early Christianity the primary way to transcend the mundane, i.e. to experience a relief from 

the burden of worldly life and ensure the grace of God, was through a monastic withdrawal 

from mundane life and the repression of bodily desires that were deemed the cause of all 

negativity. Although spurred by the imperfection of the world, such withdrawal or 

“otherworldly asceticism”, as Weber (1958) referred to it, only perpetuated the divide between 

the divine and the mundane. It constituted the asceticist tradition in Christianity, but did not 

affect the world in its scope and magnitude, as did the worldly asceticism of the Puritan way of 

life. What was necessary for Puritanism to emerge and the worldly itself to become the object 

of religious practices and radical change was the interruption of the divide between the divine 

and mundane, and thus of the opposition between the Church that exercised sole authority over 

belief and moral conduct, on the one side, and the people who were both enchanted and coerced 

by the idea of God and the power of the Church, on the other. It short, it presupposed the 

questioning of the belief in God itself as it formed the basis of this structural antagonism. While 

such religious emancipation led to a radical change in social relations, it was not a break, 

however, with the Christian tradition. Rather, placing belief in God into question, it stressed 

what was cultivated through the Christian belief in God, i.e. a culture of rationally-informed 

doubt (Weber 1958: 71: 118-119). The idea was that God had already taken the object (the 

world and the body) as a medium of truth, so that the abnegation of the world and the repression 

of desires could not, or only temporarily, satisfy the mind. The effect of a ‘culture of doubt’, or 

of what Hegel called ‘unhappy consciousness’, was for Weber a ‘rationalisation of religion’, 

which culminated in the rise of Protestantism and the Reformation of the Church, respectively.  

Emerging from this historical development, Puritans entirely subjected man to God, but now 

without accepting any positive sign that implicated God, including the rather symbolic act of 

the monastic retreat. Without such external support, the opposition between divine and 

mundane was thus no longer one between the Church and people; rather, it was now a matter, 

as Weber emphasised, between God and the individual. While the idea of God initially split the 

religious consciousness of a society, with the Reformation it caused a split in the individual’s 

mind, leading the believer into spiritual isolation. As Weber (1958: 104) put it: “No one could 

help [the Puritan]. No Priest [...] No sacraments [...] No Church [...] Finally, even no God”. 

However, what was left and needed to remain, considering the psychological void within which 

the Puritan subject was located, was the promise of the good in man that translated into the 

hope of salvation. It was the “minimum of consistency to our being in the world”, as Žižek 
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(1989: 75) would put it again, without which life for the Puritan would have been meaningless 

altogether. As only that hope remained, a flimsy cord connecting the mundane with the divine, 

a deep emotional attachment to and trust in the Puritan way of life manifested a motive of life 

that did not need a coercive impetus from the outside. For Weber, worldly asceticism now 

meant that the Puritans could not substantiate their hope by escaping from the mundane life, 

but only through actively engaging with it, not as a means “of purchasing salvation, but of 

getting rid of the fear of damnation” (1958: 118,115). It required the subordination of any 

activity to a future or transcendental end, which inevitably entailed the restraint of immediate 

enjoyment; a single activity or a piece of ‘good work’ had no intrinsic meaning. Rather, it 

needed to make sense in relation to a system of activities, which resembled the desired absolute. 

The only “irrational anchorage” (1951: 240) that remained was the system itself, which was 

still equivalent to the idea of God.  

It was precisely this self-motivation in deducing the meaning of life from something that was 

greater than life that Weber found absent in Chinese culture and Confucianism, respectively, 

and this absence accounted, following Xinzhong Yao’s introduction to Weber’s work, “for the 

failure of the Confucian ethic to initiate any drastic change of the socioeconomic order towards 

capitalism” (2000: xxix). The dominant “Confucian way”, unlike the Puritan, determined life, 

as Weber put it, “from without than from within” and was based on “rational adjustment to the 

world” rather than a “rational mastery of the world” (Weber 1951: 247-248). Weber attributed 

this lack of self-motivated change, as is evident here by now, to the lack of a supramundane 

God in Confucianism, and thus of a similar grandiose tension between negative presence and 

trust in a positive future. 

Without a supramundane God reminding the subject of its incompleteness, within the 

Confucian universe, man, to Weber, was considered inherently good. Such ‘radical optimism’ 

was derived from nature itself and the idea that humanity was an extension thereof. As opposites 

in nature were construed as forming a single balanced whole, so were contradictions between 

human relations, especially between superiors and subordinates. Weber emphasised two 

interdependent concepts that are generally regarded at the centre of Confucianism and as 

constituting the nucleus of such an inherently harmonious social entirety, namely filial love and 

filial piety (xiao). While the former was the equivalent of the idea of God, the latter was the 

equivalent of Puritan asceticism. The ‘indivisible unit’ of social order referred to the intimate 

relation between children and parents. This was conceptually based on the unconditional love 

of the former to the latter, which, for Menzi, was neither transcendental nor external, but 

immanent or internal to each individual. The experience of goodness was a feeling, rather than 

an outcome of thought. As he argued: “Man’s innate knowledge is the knowledge possessed by 

him that is not the result of reflective thinking. Every child knows enough to love his parents 
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[…] The love for one’s parents is really humanity” (in Schurmann and Schell 1967: 16-17). 

Although filial love was regarded as inborn, as were other cardinal virtues such as 

righteousness, wisdom, faithfulness, and propriety (Xinzhong 2000: 34), life was yet not 

regarded as predetermined. Rather, the influential proverb “Seek and you will find them, 

neglect and you will lose them” (Menzi in Schurmann and Schell 1967: 15) suggested a 

constitutional gap between good and evil, order and chaos. Unlike in Puritanism, in 

Confucianism, however, such a gap in behaviour could be bridged through the faculty of 

learning and self-cultivation, and thus the good or humaneness (ren) in people unleashed and 

evil (bu ren) averted.  

At the centre of learning and self-cultivation – and consequently as a direct expression of filial 

love – was filial piety. In line with most elemental forms of proper Confucian behaviour, piety 

not only applied to parental relations, granting in particular the father discretionary power over 

the family, but also to any other sphere of human interaction. Thus, not only was the hierarchy 

between parents and children naturalised in Confucianism, but also any other relationship 

between a superior and subordinate. China itself was construed as a large family, with the 

people being the Emperor’s children and the Emperor being the Son of Heaven. While, for 

Weber, piety was the expression of an “unreflective obedience to cultural habit” (1951), for 

Menzi it distinguished man from nature: “[I]ndividualism [...] does not recognise the sovereign 

[...] universal love does not recognise parents. To be without sovereign or parent is to be a 

beast” (in Schurmann and Schell 1967: 20). Considering that individualism and universal love 

are characteristic outcomes of a Christian and Puritan way of life, Menzi’s words could not 

have stated more clearly what Weber thought as the major difference between the East and the 

West. 

As a modern thinker, Weber rejected, of course, the idea that nature bore its own meaning, 

which was accessible to the Confucian-cultured man. It was illegitimate to assume an a priori 

harmony in nature and conceptually endow children’s biological relation to, and feelings of 

affection for, parents with an absolute positive content. He therefore reproached the Confucian 

premise of innate love and order as vested in “magic”. Rational adjustment to the world 

consequently meant, to return to his initial words, that all worldly experiences and spheres of 

human interaction were causally linked to a world that “was already the best of all worlds” 

(1951). Likewise, for Weber, the Confucian subject was determined from without, as no deep 

self-motivation and understanding were needed to be in a relationship with one’s parents and 

superiors. To experience and demonstrate goodness was merely to conform to the respective 

code of conduct articulated in Confucian texts. It was evident that change as experienced in the 

West could not be accommodated within a Confucian framework. The Puritan belief in a 
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transcendental beyond and salvation would have thwarted not only the legitimacy of superiors 

and rulers, but also, and more fundamentally, negated one’s own parents and origin.  

In the West, in contrast, the belief in God cultivated a mindset of rationally-informed doubt and 

thus a potential for radical change, which, for Weber, materialised most forcefully in terms of 

the Puritan’s rational mastery of the world and determination from within. In the course of 

Western capitalism’s history, the former led to a shift from social relations traditionally based 

on habit and affection to relations formed on the basis of reason. While traditionally the 

individual was subjected to the arbitrary rule of the patriarch, with the rise of the modern, the 

individual was subjected to a universal law and the depersonalised roles and functions of 

bureaucracy. The Puritan’s self-motivation simultaneously caused an individualisation of 

social relations. The modern subject integrates into society in terms of his or her relation with 

the law and not in terms of any relation with another subject. The subject, however, does not 

experience the law or society as an external, coercive force. Rather, the belief in God has 

already trained the ‘enlightened’ subject to subordinate to something that is greater than – and 

alien to – the subject itself. Social relations legitimised by the law are thus equally experienced 

by the subject as based on will, as was the hard work the Puritan carried out on behalf of God. 

And yet the manifestation of the law did not only occur on the level of the unconscious, 

providing an innate sense of agency. Rather the idea of the individual as the smallest unit within 

modern society was inscribed into the law itself, representing the spirit of liberating the subject 

from past traditional ties, as well as clerical and aristocratic oppression. In other words, the law 

made each individual accountable (universalisation) as much as it was established to represent 

the will of each individual (individualisation). Although Weber cautioned about the alienating 

and coercive effects of a rational-legal system of domination, as his influential ‘iron-cage’ 

metaphor suggests, he nevertheless regarded the law and bureaucracy as a form of social 

organisation and domination that was best suited to accomplishing the tasks of an industrial 

capitalism. In imperial China, in contrast, Confucianism not only prohibited, for Weber, any 

emancipatory project in theory, but also in practice, as will be elaborated in the remainder of 

this section.  

While the Confucian grounding of reality in filial love conceptually excluded radical doubt, the 

equivalent demand for piety prevented, to Weber, the rationalisation and depersonalisation of 

social relations. Although filial piety required self-discipline, unlike Puritan asceticism, it did 

not isolate but rather linked Confucian subjects morally and normatively to one another (Fei 

1992: 22). The individual was not conditioned to adhere to a transcendental beyond, against 

which all human differences became obliterated and articulated as equal either in front of the 

Lord or the Law. Without such an external reference or determining object, the subject was 

inescapably bound to hierarchically-structured dyadic relations. For a Confucian order to be 
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accomplished, one subject (superior) had to be attributed the privileged function of a reference 

necessary for the other subject (subordinate) to be identifiable within a network of social 

relations. While the identity of the superior depended equally on the presence of the 

subordinate, the relation, as Gary Hamilton emphasises, was “defined as personal obligations 

on the part of [...] particularly the subordinate in the dyadic relationship” (in Fei 1992: 22). The 

five cardinal relations or bonds of society frequently emphasised in the literature epitomise 

such a personalisation and hierarchisation of social relations – the obligation of the official to 

the Emperor, the son to the father, the wife to the husband, the younger to the elder brother, 

and the obligation between friends. The last role dyad mentioned was not hierarchical, but still 

meant in the Book of Filial Piety (xiao jing) a relation to fraternal duty to observe one another’s 

conformity to piety (Fei 1992).  

To return to the main premise, what made those universally defined relationships and roles 

significant to the individual and justified their hierarchisation was filial love. While 

interpersonal relations could form anywhere in Christianity solely on the ethical basis of 

universal love and trust in man, in Confucianism they mainly formed on the basis of 

reproduction and marriage, and remained spiritually after the passing of a kinship member as 

expressed through ancestor worship. What mattered most, from a logical point of view, to the 

Confucian subject was not mere family membership, but rather the position next to the one 

higher or lower in rank within the network of kinship relations (Weber 1951: 237). Conversely, 

beyond the personal and familiar, as Xinzhong notes (2000: xxxi), “lay the ‘impersonal 

community’ towards which the sense of piety or the devotion of ethical reciprocity would not 

apply”. For Weber, however, it was precisely the impersonal community that represented the 

level of social identification and depersonalisation, which was necessary for substantial 

changes to occur. Economically, it prevented the rise of large, bureaucratically structured 

corporations that he conceived as best suited for the tasks in capitalism, because purely 

economic considerations necessary for their emergence remained subordinated to the moral 

imperative of family cohesion. Politically, it prevented the emergence of the law and the 

contract, as both public interests remained largely within a private domain of the ruler and 

private concerns failed to reach the public. Any clash in interests, as Hegel had emphasised 

before, only discharged in terms of “‘sporadic’ rebellions” (Bendix 1977: 102). While Western 

law represented the depersonalisation of power, power remained an arbitrary function 

embodied by the individual ruler or patriarch – on the level of the personal and particular. For 

Weber, any pre-capitalist society was based on a patriarchal system of domination. He argued, 

however, that China, with Confucianism as the state doctrine, became inescapably bound to its 

own traditions and system of domination. 
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2.2. Affirmations of China’s otherness 

While China might not be the oldest civilisation in the world, it certainly is, among all 

civilisations, the longest lasting. As demonstrated above, such longevity and stability were 

construed as an expression of stagnancy, despotism and institutionalised personalistic authority 

by some of the most influential scholars in the West. Considering contemporary China’s high 

level of economic growth since the country’s reform and the adoption of the policy of “opening 

up to the outside world” in 1978 (Grunwald 2005), those representations not only reveal their 

ethnocentric nature, but also fundamental misconceptions of China’s history. We may ask, 

therefore, how could contemporary China change so rapidly in such a short time while most of 

its history was allegedly marked by a lack thereof? Does such alleged stagnation not rather 

signify how capable China is of sustaining long periods of stability?  

For Mark Elvin (2008: 93), China’s recent development is less surprising: “It had not been 

difficult in the 1970s, if one knew something of China’s economic history, to foresee the 

likelihood of an impressive surge of growth if the political controls on the economy were 

somewhat loosened and economic interaction with the developed world made easier”. Those 

words Elvin (1973) wrote more than three decades after releasing his influential book The 

Pattern of the Chinese Past. At that time, and thus before China’s opening up and only four 

years after the end of Mao’s ‘Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution’ (1966-1969), Elvin sought 

to depart from traditional accounts on imperial China and provide a positive reading about the 

country’s imperial history. Unlike past negations highlighted above, Elvin’s reading considered 

the scope and speed of the history of imperial China in its own right.  

While the next chapter will focus on the discourse that seeks to capture the nature of China’s 

development since the country’s turn towards a market-oriented economy, the following holds 

out a little longer with China’s imperial past in order to reveal the fundamental shortcomings 

in the representations of Hegel, Marx and Weber. Put simply, China's longevity and stability 

could not have depended on mere ‘servile consciousness’, ‘Oriental despotism’ or ‘socio-

cultural habit’ because it then cannot be conceived, as Kent Deng (2003: 10) convincingly 

argues, “how the Chinese were able to prosper and lead the world in many areas for so long”.  

2.2.1. The economic foundation of China’s imperial past 

For centuries, agriculture remained the economic foundation of imperial China’s development. 

As long as land was abundant, the demand for agricultural goods essential for people’s needs 

was met with the expansion into, and cultivation of, new land. Such movement was only limited 

by natural boundaries, so China could spread geographically to a size known today. Once arable 
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land became saturated, the demand of a growing population could only be met through a more 

productive utilisation of existing farmland. New agricultural techniques and technologies 

resulted from such civilising pressure on the land – a resource scarcity that also occurred in 

Europe, but at a later stage and more rapidly. With increasing outputs, crops were not only 

sufficient for the subsistence of individual peasant households (subsistent economy), but also 

yielded a decent surplus that was sold on markets (mercantile economy). With agriculture at 

the core of China’s development, this mix in economic activity remained prevalent throughout 

the history of imperial China. While the rural sector leaned against the customary economy but 

never discontinued its market activity, the urban sector was dependent on the market side of 

China’s economic mix (Deng 2003). The growth of the agrarian sector provided the necessary 

provision and wealth, based upon which industries like textiles, ceramics and metallurgy could 

thrive. Large domestic markets emerged, connecting distant regions, and foreign trade with 

countries in Asia and Europe, which had existed since China’s Warring States period, 

intensified. Those industries also experienced enormous technological innovations (Needham 

1954) in response to quality and quantity demands and the emergence of large enterprises, some 

of which employed thousands of labourers. Finally, the wealth created during the long-lasting 

periods of economic growth became reflected in China’s urbanisation. As Nolan, informed by 

G. William Skinner’s research, emphasises: “In the nineteenth century there were estimated to 

have been a total of 35,000 ‘standard’ and ‘intermediate’ market towns. Above this dense local 

trading structure were a further 2,300 ‘central market towns’, 932 ‘cities’ and 26 huge 

‘metropolitan trading systems’, which in turn formed 8 great ‘economic systems’. Among these 

were cities of a size and level of sophistication that far exceeded those of contemporary 

European cities until late in the latter’s economic development” (Nolan 2004a: 118-119). 

Today, metropolises such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, or Shenzhen are 

reaching the sizes and levels of sophistication that make some Western cities seem outdated. 

Overall, China’s economy, as argued, became highly commercialised, which spurred 

competition, the division of labour, technological innovation, and stable economic growth. In 

this way, China’s economy was patterned in the same way in which Adam Smith had 

conceptualised the nature of pre-capitalist economies (Wong 1999: 219-200). What made 

China, in Peter Nolan’s words (2004a: 29), able “to enjoy for a long period the powerful 

‘Smithian’ stimulus” was the government’s careful interference in the economy. 

2.2.2. An outcome of mutual material interests 

As, from this affirmative reading of imperial China’s economy, Western capitalism is rejected 

as a consequent outcome of history and natural causes, the same assumption must apply for 

explaining China’s own development. Without an a priori direction in history, but with such a 
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long period of stability and prosperity, China’s path must have been, to some extent, an outcome 

of deliberation and choice. Someone and something was responsible for the course the 

civilisation took and, more specifically, for turning agriculture, as assumed above, into the core 

economy and the peasantry into the main economic actor. Deng (2003) provides an answer for 

such active patterning of economic activity inasmuch that it “was only possible if there existed 

similar economic incentives [...] To have similar economic incentives require[d] similar 

economic conditions, especially similar institutions [...] Then, convergence will emerge in an 

ocean of rational choice-makers. Such convergence determines the orientation of the economy” 

(ibid: 11-12). The dominant condition or institution Deng implies, and which appealed to the 

interest of the peasantry, was the law of private land-ownership and equal inheritance of real 

estate. This form of private property right, which Marx initially believed to be absent and other 

Western economists judged as a precursor for a capitalist market economy, was introduced by 

the Qin government during the first period of Chinese unification in its history, and successively 

became “the core of civil code under the Tang (618–907), Song (960–1279) and Ming (1368–

1644)” (ibid: 15). This policy has been construed as what gave direction to China’s course and 

caused the manifestation of a long-lasting symbiotic relationship between government and 

people, state and economy. This symbiosis was based on mutual economic interest, in other 

words peasants were guaranteed arable land, which secured their subsistence. The government, 

in turn, received income from land rents, which it used to feed the military and protect and grow 

the empire. While this form of private property right fulfilled peasants’ immediate demand for 

land, in the long run it transformed rural traditions into an important economic factor. As Deng 

adds: “This change fuelled the momentum of the new landholding type via human reproduction 

cycles [...The] existing practice of ancestral worship and lineage expansion became an 

economic driving force: as family properties were legally passed on through the bloodline, 

ancestral worship and lineage expansion began to make economic sense” (ibid: 15). What is 

emphasised is that the economic incentive is a primary and cultural habit, unlike for Weber, 

secondary. China’s empire building and the subsequent colonisation of new land substantiate 

this argument – as internal migration inevitably loosened up existing kinship-lineage ties, it 

seems evident that kinship and lineage were largely exogenous for perpetuating the Chinese 

landed family-cum-farms (ibid: 29). The government’s awareness of its dependency on the 

economy led to the institutionalisation of other measures necessary for safeguarding and 

maintaining the symbiosis between both factions. Important interventions related to water 

control, famine relief, monetisation, taxation, commodity price stabilisation, or other laws 

regulating commercial relations and securing returns from economic activity were introduced 

(Nolan 2004a: 111ff). 
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As demonstrated so far, the ‘state-economy symbiosis’ was based on a positive interdependence 

between material interests. Chinese culture, in contrast, is conceived here, unlike for Weber, as 

variable rather than invariable, thus promoting rather than suppressing people’s interests. While 

rural traditions at one point made ‘economic sense’, Confucianism became state ideology and 

political philosophy. The latter did not merely legitimise order and hierarchy or arbitrary rule, 

as Weber emphasised. On the contrary, it served, as can be derived from the preceding, to 

sensitise the ruling stratum of old China precisely to its dependency on the people and economy. 

Providing an interpretation primarily of the events in Qing dynasty, Hsü argues accordingly 

that the rule of the kingdom was certainly absolute, but it was not the source of chronic 

despotism as is traditionally perceived in the West. The Emperor functioned as a “supreme 

legislator” and “religious head”, who “enacted, annulled, and amended laws by decree and 

edicts” and “sanctioned the Dalai Lama, the chief Taoist, and the [...] direct descendants of 

Confucius”, respectively (2000: 45-46). Besides such omnipresence, the Emperor was also 

subjected to restrictions. “The Confucian cult”, as Hsü continues to note, “demanded that he be 

moral, virtuous and attentive to the needs of his subjects” and “follow the good precedents of 

the past, setting a loving example for the millions” (ibid: 46). Conversely, the violation of those 

moral duties justified “remonstration by the censors or a coup d’état or even rebellion” (ibid). 

What it meant to consider ‘the needs of his subjects’ is originally described by Menzi: “If Your 

Majesty can practice a human government to the people, reduce punishment and fines, lower 

taxes and levies, make it possible for the fields to be ploughed deep and the weeding well done, 

men of strong body, in their days of leisure may cultivate their filial piety, brotherly respect, 

loyalty, and faithfulness, thereby serving their fathers and elder brothers at home and their 

elders and superiors abroad. Then you can have them prepare sticks to oppose the strong armour 

and sharp weapons” (in Chan 1963: 61). What Menzi implied, Chan Wing-Tsit interprets as 

follows: “The essence of Confucian economic values is simply ‘benevolent rule’ over an 

‘egalitarian economy’” (1963: 32). Amongst Confucian scholars, the latter, egalitarian 

economy was regarded as despotism, the former as the domain of the true or kingly ruler (Chan 

1963: 64). Nevertheless, Menzi’s words imply that benevolent governance was not just the 

“result of the noble-mindedness, thoughtfulness or sagacity of the authorities”, but rather “a 

product of the state’s military-financial dependency on the peasantry” (Deng 2003: 16). That 

the dependence on the peasantry was ‘real’ has been shown, as highlighted further below, in 

the numerous rebellions China has witnessed in the past. In summary, in addition to economic 

institutions and technologies, the stability and growth of China’s mixed economy also relied on 

the government’s physiocratic rule (that is, its conscious dependency on an agrarian economy) 

and Confucianism as state ideology.  
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2.2.3. Not stagnation but perfect equilibrium 

Past negations of China, conceptualising the country as stagnant, omit why China’s civilisation 

rose in the first instance and could reach superiority over any other civilisation. From this 

affirmative perspective the answer becomes obvious. It is due the assumption that the Smithian 

subject, who is motivated by self-interest, also determined the nature of the typical Chinese 

subject. The governmental actor sought to maintain its financial-military hegemony, while the 

main economic actor, the peasant, sought to maximise the utility of resources and the profit of 

commodity sales. While this explains China’s rise and long periods of prosperity, still one 

crucial question remains that separates positive from negative accounts. Without presuming a 

logical shift from a ‘customary’ to ‘market’ or ‘usage’ to ‘exchange’ economy, economic 

historians have asked why China’s early economic growth and commercialisation did not 

continue, but remained constant at the later stages until its final decay in the late Qing Dynasty, 

which occurred in parallel to the West’s rise in military and economic power. An answer 

increasingly shared amongst economic historians relates to the numerous rebellions China 

experienced in its imperial past and to the peasantry’s physiocratic fundamentalism and military 

power, respectively.  

Although episodes of growth and prosperity lasted for long periods of time, each dynasty 

ultimately collapsed due to internal military conflict. As Deng notes: “all the main dynasties 

after the Qin – Western Han, Eastern Han, Jin, Sui, Yuan and Ming – suffered this fate” (2003: 

37). Stability turned into chaos once a government became corrupt, underperformed and, as a 

result, failed to satisfy people’s expectations. Historical evidence indicates that most rebellions 

were peasant-led, but that none of those turned into a fight for radical change or revolution, as 

was experienced in the West with the likes of the French Revolution. Rather, militant peasants 

were eager to restore the previous status quo and pass on power to an agriculture- and peasantry-

friendly state (physiocracy). For at least two reasons no radical change occurred. Firstly, the 

respective ‘militia-peasantry’ acted according to the Confucian code of conduct, and thus 

according to state ideology. In Confucianism, as we know from above, rebellions were morally 

supported and judged as legitimate means to overcome a government that had compromised its 

benevolence (Chan 1963: 49-50). The sheer number of rebellions suggests, however, that such 

peasantry-led militant upheavals seldom caused regime change. Rather, in most cases, it was a 

‘violent reminder’ for governments regarding their physiocratic role and was meant as a 

‘rebalancing’ of the state-peasantry/economy alliance. Thus, secondly, it is assumed that no 

radical change occurred, as people were generally content with their living conditions. The law 

of succession and private land-ownership had created a dominantly privately-held agrarian 

economy that unfolded within de facto-autonomous villages and secured subsistence as long as 

arable land was available and taxes were low (Deng 2003). Now, in spite of China’s long 
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economic history, how in more detail did the rebellious nature of the peasantry prevent further 

economic growth and commercialisation?  

While Confucianism morally checked the state’s dependency on the peasantry and farming, the 

peasant rebellions were the violent reminder. After eight centuries of practicing this state-

peasantry alliance – from Qin (221-206), the period of China’s unification, to Tang (618–907) 

– agriculture as the core economy was fully established and converged all pre-imperial 

economic, political and social activity into one “multi-symbiotic system” (Deng 2003: 3). The 

symbiosis between state and peasantry was the most important element within this system. 

Farming became the main source of state income, and for the majority of China’s population it 

was necessarily the main source of subsistence. This state-peasantry alliance did not change 

until the Opium Wars (1839-1842), when imperial Britain intruded into Chinese territory and 

forced it to open up its economy through military pressure. While the agricultural core was the 

source of China’s economic growth and wealth, as shown above, it equally posed a natural and 

structural limit towards that development. Farming-related growth depended on geographical 

expansion and new farming technologies, whereas the division of labour, which increased 

output in other industries, was insignificant in farming. Once both means became exhausted, 

no further growth was possible. Additional economic growth could thus only be achieved 

through the expansion of markets and non-agricultural sectors. Such expansion, however, 

remained structurally limited due to the very dominance of farming and the duality in the 

peasantry’s economic activity (customary-mercantile). Hence, growth necessitated a shift from 

customary to mercantile, i.e. a higher commodification of agricultural goods, in order to engage 

a larger proportion of the population in non-agricultural sectors and for those sectors to grow. 

However, not only the self-fulfilment of subsistence needs, but also the reluctance to leave 

private farm land prevented a more radical shift towards a market economy compared to the 

market growth imperial China had already experienced. Deng emphasises that the opportunity 

costs for leaving farming were too high for peasant households. Although China experienced a 

lot of migration, “the Chinese peasant did not behave like a ‘Lewisian being’ that abandons 

farming for higher salaries in the urban sector” (Deng 2003: 25). This split in economic activity 

not only applied to farming, but also to handicrafts, which was a key growth area. This industry 

was also dominated by the peasantry, who engaged in handicraft as a “sideline activity” in order 

to compensate for seasonal variations or to better utilise spare time. Thus, for the same reason, 

growth related to such ‘proto-industrialisation’ ultimately caused a customary-mercantile 

equilibrium, preventing the latter dominating the former. The West, in contrast, also 

experienced a phase of proto-industrialisation due to the cost advantages of rural areas. 

However, in the West it constituted an important stage in the development of a fully-fledged 

industrial capitalism (Wong 1999). Back in China, the customary element also held growth at 
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bay, as it caused a considerable fragmentation in the handicraft sector. Peasant households 

provided their own manufacturing processes, preventing the consolidation of such an extreme 

division of labour, which is normally deemed necessary in order to benefit from the economies 

of scale (more capital, new technologies, high specialisation, and increased growth). Hence, 

from this economic historian perspective, not a socio-culturally motivated personalism, as for 

Weber, but a self-perpetuating economic particularism withheld further commercialisation. 

Another structural effect was that no strong merchant class could develop, as merchant activity 

remained in the grip of the peasantry and was not primarily in line with the Confucian rejection 

of an “unbridled pursuit of profit” (Wong 1999: 225). Professional merchants experienced 

additional pressure from the state, as it held a monopoly over key commodities and foreign 

trade. This monopolisation severed the state-peasant alliance, but disincentivised professional 

merchants. 

Emphasising the limit of China’s economic development does not suggest, for the authors 

mentioned here, that a fully-fledged commercial and industrial capitalism would have emerged 

if more time were available. Echoing the opinion of other economic historians and political 

economists, Deng argues the opposite case. There was, indeed, enough time for such a shift to 

occur, but it did not happen. The limit was not an institutional barrier to a better, more just and 

free world, because China and the West experienced the similar economic developments of 

commercialisation, the division of labour and technological advancements. However, a 

different combination of political-economic forces led to very different historical paths. The 

Chinese took the line of developing an “agrarian empire”, whereas the West concentrated on 

developing a capitalist empire. Emphasising the difference between both, Wong (1999: 220) 

refers to Fernand Braudel’s influential distinction between a market economy and mercantilism 

or capitalism. The latter is effectively anti-market, as it is leads to “some combination of 

monopoly and force [...] capitalists are merchants who reap huge profits from their control over 

the supply of some scare commodity; producer and consumer are usually distant from each 

other” (Wong 1999: 220). The market economy, in contrast, “does not depend on the presence 

of a handful of powerful and wealthy merchants” (Wong 1999: 220). As has been argued, in 

China the latter determined economic affairs. The symbiosis between state and economy, Deng 

summarises, did not signify an Asiatic mode of production, an “equilibrium trap” (Elvin 1973), 

but a nearly perfect “Ricardian world”, one based on “tangible comparative advantages and 

extensive division of labour” (2003: 40). The Chinese state remained politically and 

economically independent from merchants and restrained from an incessant pursuit of profit. 

Restraining from greed and an incessant pursuit of profit was morally demanded 

(Confucianism) and violently reassured (China’s numerous rebellions). Social order and 

coherence prevailed over the profit ideal (Arrighi 2007). In contrast, feudal European states 
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became politically and economically dependent on a few powerful merchants who supported 

their increasingly imperial and military interests. As was dominantly believed in the West – 

that a nation’s prosperity depended on capital – the state was run like a firm, which in the long 

run could only fulfil its growth and profit aspirations through relentless economic expansion 

and territorial conquest in order to tap new resources and markets. It is through this mercantilist 

and imperialist movement, which Smith himself criticised (cf. p.49ff), that China was forced to 

open up its territory and markets, especially to countries like Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, 

and Germany. In the course of a century-long humiliation (starting with the Opium Wars in 

1839 and ending with the inception of the People’s Republic of China in 1949), in which Japan 

developed into yet another aggressor, China’s existing concepts of political and economic 

governance, which had proven successful in the past, became radically displaced by the 

concepts and methodologies of an economically, technologically and militarily superior West. 

When China entered a long period of decline in the Qing Dynasty, Europe was at the cusp of 

an unprecedented era of economic and population growth, as well as political democratisation. 

This development is what has influenced many modern Western scholars and manifested an 

image of China that suggested an inherently backward and stagnant civilisation. Despite such 

an affirmation of China’s past, one should not overlook that imperial China experienced an 

extremely unequal distribution of wealth during the height of the Qing Dynasty (Hsü 2000).  
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3. Today’s China – another West? 

Over the last three decades, since the end of the 1970s, China’s speed of modernisation has 

been unprecedented in world history. Today, we have become used to both aspects of this 

development. On the positive side, China’s annual GDP growth of 9.8 per cent over the last 

three decades, which in 2008 made China the fourth-largest economy in the world as well as 

the European Union’s largest and the United States’ second-largest trade partner, has lifted 

some 400 million people out of poverty and significantly increased living standards (Nolan 

2004a: 1-5). According to the World Bank, this is “the largest and fastest poverty reduction in 

history” (CQU 2008: 1). Life expectancy, which is a key measure of living standard, has risen 

from 40 years in the early 1950s to 72 years at the beginning of the twenty-first century, which 

is well above the average for developing countries (Reddy 2007). On the downside, the same 

modernisation and marketisation forces have caused an extremely uneven distribution of 

wealth. While at the reform’s beginning, Chinese people were basically equally poor, today, 

China has one of the highest income disparities in the world. The large cities in the coastal 

regions are the winners of the reform; the losers are those in China’s vast hinterland, home to 

70 per cent of the population, or what equates to an estimated 786 million peasants. In rural 

areas, the per capita income is often still under USD 1 per day, which is under the World Bank’s 

poverty line. The actual backbone of China’s roaring economy is comprised of another 150 to 

200 million people, so-called ‘migrant workers’ or ‘the floating population’, who earn more 

than the peasants in the countryside, but still only a fraction of China’s new urban middle class 

(Huang 2006: 228-233). These migrants are the backbone of China’s economy, but have 

effectively no rights as citizens. This inequality is reflected in an unequal access to social 

security, healthcare, education, and food. Pollution is another negative area frequently 

mentioned in the literature and media. Relentless industrialisation since 1978 has caused 

extreme levels of pollution, and industrial workers are often exposed to harmful working 

conditions in some of the most polluted cities in the world. Whether China’s recent 

development can be considered positive or negative overall, depends on the politico-theoretical 

standpoint one takes. The dominant conceptualisations of China’s recent history from a political 

economic perspective are precisely the focus in this chapter. 

Considering China’s high levels of economic growth, past representations of China that 

assumed economic and social stagnation, backwardness and political despotism reveal not only 

the ethnocentric strategies of some of the most distinct Western scholars, but also fundamental 

flaws in their evaluation of China’s past history. With a traditional Western understanding of 

history it becomes difficult to explain China’s recent changes. Due to the country’s rapid 

economic transformation, scholarly interest is no longer related to past questions of stagnation 
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and change. Rather, with China developing in a direction closer to the dominant Western ideal, 

i.e. liberal-democratic capitalism, the discourse has become determined by the question as to 

what extent has China finally become Western? Considering that capitalism has become a 

global structure, it is thus no longer a question between Self and Other, but more one between 

particular versus universal capitalism. 

What constitutes the basis of this discussion is China’s development strategy since 1978. 

China’s central government officially refers to its country’s emerging political economic order 

as ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ (juyou zhongguo tese de shehuizhuyi). On the one 

hand, the government upholds the common socialist value of equal distribution and continues 

to exercise state ownership. On the other hand, it allows privately-run firms, stimulates 

consumption and exposes its state-owned sector to the forces of the market. Such market 

socialism is obviously not the result of changing the economy immediately, through “shock-

therapy” (Lin, Cai et al. 2003: 318-319), i.e. through radical privatisation and overnight 

democratisation, as other former socialist regimes experienced after the demise of the Soviet 

bloc (Nolan 2004a). Rather, China’s new order is the result of “incremental reform” (Wu 2005: 

57), ”Pareto improvement” (Lin, Cai et al. 2003: 327), or a “groping” strategy (Nolan 2004a: 

9). As Lin Yifu and his colleagues (2003: 320) argue: “During the process, the economy formed 

a dual structure […]: one [economic sector] was formed by the newly created resources, in 

which the market mechanism played an important role, the other was formed under the 

traditional development strategy”. 

Scholars – Western and Chinese alike – who emphasise China’s gradualist reform strategy, first 

and foremost echo the intention of China’s political elite. Here, one is particularly reminded of 

Deng Xiaoping, who was the initiator and protégé of the reform and remained China’s de facto 

leader until the early 1990s. His famous proverb “groping for stones to cross the river” (mo zhe 

shi tou guo he) (in Nolan 2004a: 49) symbolises precisely the hesitation with which the 

government has sought to reduce state control and increase economic and administrative self-

responsibility. Whether China’s emerging order after three decades of gradual reform is what 

Deng Xiaoping had in mind, in terms of the extent to which China embraces today market 

economic principles, it is rather questionable (cf. Fan 1994: 101). What is more striking, 

however, is that China’s gradualism could develop a market economy, but without full state-

withdrawal and the emergence of a liberal democracy as the political system. The latter is 

traditionally assumed by Western liberalists as necessary for a ‘free’ market economy to 

function. Gradualism, however, has caused the continuation of the state and China’s one-party 

system. 
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This deviation from a dominant Western experience of history has again created a conceptual 

void requiring scholars to rethink existing models of historical change. From a critical 

perspective, attempts to explain China’s transformation divide the scholarly field into two 

opposing camps. One side regards the nation’s economic transformation as culminating in a 

unique version of a market-oriented economy – as a Chinese capitalism. The other side regards 

China’s economic transformation as an economy that by now fully subordinates to the 

mechanisms of universal capitalism. The former notion grounds China’s recent history in a 

national economic development model. Conceptually, it relies on the work of Adam Smith, 

Confucianism and a positive interpretation of China’s imperial history, similar to that presented 

in the previous chapter. The latter notion, in contrast, is defined in direct opposition to the 

search for national development models. In a Marxist fashion, it universalises capitalism in 

order to highlight the pervasiveness of global capitalism, of which China has become a part. 

Both approaches, though, are critical towards Western liberal-democratic capitalism. While the 

former, however, presents China as a viable alternative to Western capitalism, the latter 

suggests that China has not become a democracy, but that the state and economy are already 

structured in a liberalist way.  

In the following, the arguments and underlying assumptions of both views are pinpointed, 

starting with the particularist view (3.1) and followed by that of the universalist (3.2). As will 

become more evident in the course of the discussion, both approaches are problematic, as they 

presuppose modernisation as the underlying motive in history. The Chapter will thus conclude 

(1.1) that a critical comparative understanding of China’s recent developments, which is of our 

concern here, must problematise the notion of modernity, for modernisation is not only what 

spans China’s recent history, but also what makes it similar to the recent history of the West. 

This commonality is what can be construed as today’s conceptual universality or objectivity, 

yet the different historical developments of China, the West or any other modernising economy 

also suggest that modernisation is always contextual or particular. From this point onwards, 

this paradox between particular and universal modernity shall motivate the discussion of this 

thesis. 
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3.1. Gradualism as a unique version of capitalism 

Besides China’s Communist Party (CCP), a notable advocate of the country’s reform – and one 

who views the government’s gradualist strategy as a manifestation of a uniquely Chinese 

version of capitalism – is Peter Nolan (2004a; 2004b). He argues that, at the “Eve of Reform” 

(2004b: 7-44) in 1978, China and Russia had similar “catch-up potentials” that were deemed 

typical for “late-comer industrialising countries” (ibid: 24)1. However, the former Soviet 

Union, which was in many respects China’s ideological model for economic development, is 

often regarded as having ‘failed’ and China as having ‘succeeded’ in introducing a market-

oriented economy and unleashing its ‘comparative advantages’ against the advanced Western 

economies. For Nolan, Russia’s failure and China’s success is precisely due to China’s 

incremental policy implementation and state continuation. Economic ‘shock therapy’ and 

‘overnight’ democratisation via a radical overthrowing of old regimes not only led to a 

“meltdown in the USSR”, hampering its growth and political stability, but also “in the 

sophisticated European state formerly known as Yugoslavia, in the IMF’s favourite pupil in 

Latin America, Argentina, or in the exemplar of the East Asian model, Indonesia” (Nolan 

2004a: 77).  

Nolan basically refers to the changes that happened especially during the 1980s and 1990s, 

including the transformation of rural communes into publically-run township and village 

enterprises (TVEs), which successively absorbed a rural surplus and transformed them into 

wage labourers. This period also saw the introduction of the dual-track pricing system, the 

replacement of revenue sharing for tax payments and in urban areas the continuation of China’s 

state-owned enterprises (SOEs), but with increasingly autonomous management and flexible 

ownership. In addition, Special Economic Zones (SEZs), set up by the government, acted as 

the ‘test fields’ for a market-oriented economy free from state intervention. These zones 

enjoyed a combination of tax breaks, export subsidies and public investment in infrastructure 

such as roads, railways, shipping, housing, kindergartens, schools, universities and hospitals. 

These changes were accompanied by the emergence of a private sector, while major external 

changes included the acceptance of foreign direct investments (FDI), the joining of the World 

Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001 and an increased economic and diplomatic presence, 

especially in the developing world (cf. Wu 2005; Naughton 2007).  

                                                        
1 Nolan mentioned three advantages of late-industrialising countries: firstly, a large population in 
agriculture, absorbed by labour-intensive industries (Lewis-type growth); secondly, the availability of 
large sources of foreign investments; and thirdly, the employment of more advanced technologies than 
were available to early industrialising countries (Nolan 2004b). 
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Emphasising the pace of reform as the overriding factor that guaranteed China’s growth, some 

economists (Yusuf, Nabeshima et al. 2006) would already have intervened at this stage. Nolan 

omits, for example, that other former socialist economies like Estonia or Latvia “plunged 

rapidly into privatisation”, but developed much better than the Czech Republic or Russia. 

Conversely, those economies that did imitate, for example, the pace of Poland, “which took its 

time […] have struggled to keep their bearings and their resolve” (Yusuf, Nabeshima et al. 

2006: 39). Yusuf and colleagues even argue that “a decade after privatisations were launched 

in Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the fast movers appear 

to have grown faster and achieved better distributional outcome than the ones that proceeded 

more gradually” (ibid: 39). In this context, Lin and his colleagues (2003: 103ff) would add that 

it was not the speed of reform alone, but also the shift from a development or leap-forward 

strategy to a competitive advantage strategy, i.e. mainly the mass mobilisation of cheap labour 

in specific growth sectors, that accounted for China’s rapid economic growth.  

For Nolan, it is not just the speed of reform alone that explains China’s economic success, but 

also the continuation of the Chinese state and government as implied by its slow pace of change. 

It was the continuation of a strong state that provided the social and political stability necessary 

for the economy to grow and its basic terms and conditions of economic exchange to alter 

(2004a: 177). In this context, Nolan pits against the work of Western liberalists such as 

Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman, or practitioners like Alan Greenspan, the former 

Chairman of the United States Federal Reserve (1987-2006), who have unremittingly 

propagated that only through a withdrawal of the state from the market (mainly via aggressive 

tax cuts and deregulation) can an economy truly prosper and a liberal democracy and civil 

society with a strong middle-class emerge and flourish. To Nolan, China proves the opposite 

case.  

The necessity for a strong state directly results from the developments that took place during 

the Maoist period. Nolan emphasises that China, at that time, did not recover from the 

devastating effects of the ‘Great Leap Forward’ (1958-1961), i.e. the frenetic attempt to catch-

up with Western industrial economies, or from the ‘Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution’ 

(1966-1969), which was started to eliminate counterrevolutionary forces and for Mao to regain 

the power that he lost during the Great Leap period. Towards the end of the 1970s, China was 

at the edge of chaos and faced high levels of poverty, though socialist industrialisation had 

caused significant economic growth between 1949 and 1978. Thus, to Nolan, radical economic 

and political liberalisation would have been the wrong approach, and devastating for the 

country at that time. This must have been his impression when he participated in an interview 

with Deng Xiaoping in 1978 (2004a: 7-8). Besides, it was commonly believed that the 

economic slump the Chinese people suffered at the end of the 1970s was the result of inner 
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political struggle experienced since the 1950s and not of the “defects in the basic institutional 

structure of the [socialist] system” (Fan 1994: 101). Nolan argues that up to this time 

“[c]omparable ‘de-development’ for China would cause immense suffering” (2004a: 77). The 

Chinese state and economy do not form a contradiction, which must be resolved through the 

withdrawal of the former from the latter, but, for Nolan, a ‘symbiosis’. China’s gradualist 

reform is the manifestation of this symbiosis.  

As much as the Chinese government’s gradualist reform strategy is a historical fact, so are the 

nation’s mounting problems. Here, Nolan obviously not only celebrates China’s reform 

approach and economic success, but also expresses his concern regarding the country’s social, 

economic and political problems that emerged with the gradual introduction of the market and 

integration into transnational capital and goods exchange. With the title “China at the 

Crossroads” (2004a), he suggests precisely that China had reached a critical point, like it had 

in 1978, that demanded crucial decisions by the political elite in order to avoid “system 

disintegration”. He explicitly highlights China’s soaring levels of inequality and uneven 

regional developments, rampant rent-seeking and corruption, malpractice in financial 

institutions, lack of progress in the SOE sector and competitive multinationals able to thrive in 

international markets (2004b: 233-296), as well as the lack of sustainable growth and 

environmental deterioration, respectively (2004a: 11-59). While there is little dispute about this 

list of problems and the failure to address those lastingly negative impacts on China as well as 

the world economy in its entirety (cf. also Lin, Cai et al. 2003: 203-236), there is indeed dispute 

between scholars on how to resolve those problems and on the interpretation of China’s 

emerging order. With the crossroads metaphor, Nolan allegorises what to him constitutes the 

range of paths China could follow. He (2004a: 60) sketches four possible ways:  

“The first, ‘realist’ approach advocates a tough authoritarian state as the only way to control 
Chinese society in the face of fast-growing socioeconomic inequality. The second, ‘human 
rights’ approach believes that only through comprehensive political change can China survive 
this turbulent period. The third approach argues that China must return to the ‘mass line’ of the 
Maoist period in order to develop in an independent and socially cohesive fashion”.  

For Nolan, each of these paths “is deeply flawed” (ibid: 110). For China, he suggests what he 

calls a “Third Way”, “namely to move beyond the crossroads by following broadly the same 

direction as has been followed over the past [three] decades, namely ‘groping for the way 

forwards’ in an experimental, non-ideological fashion” (ibid). Nolan’s Third Way signifies the 

emphasis on a uniquely Chinese development model and the West’s habit of identifying China 

as an absolute Other. Before unpacking his understanding of a Chinese Third Way, his critique 

of the first and second paths will be highlighted. Essentially, those two options relate precisely 

to Europe’s two historical phases of capitalism, i.e. (i) to primitive capitalist accumulation (the 

‘realist’ approach) and (ii) to the rise of a liberal-democracy (the ‘human rights’ approach). As 
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Nolan presents both as different paths of modernisation, the latter would precisely relate to 

overnight political and economic liberalisation, while the former to the assumption that harsh 

capitalism accumulation would also lead to a liberal democracy in China.  

The most unrealistic path, however, seems to be, for Nolan, the last one, where he also spends 

the least amount of time elaborating on his work. This path suggests the restoration of state 

socialism in China. As he says: “Although, for the sake of academic debate, it is tempting to 

emphasise the achievements of the period, many aspects of which are, indeed, deeply worthy 

to study, it is not a development path that may Chinese people wish to rejoin or to which China 

is likely to return. China cannot go back” (ibid: 106,110). He alludes to socialism as an 

impossible project not only for China, but also for any other economy in the age of global 

capitalism. Here, an analysis of Nolan’s work is superfluous as he hardly elaborates on the 

possibility of socialism. In other words, the attempt to reconstruct Marxist scholarship during 

times of global capitalism – as done by the politico-theoretical Left – is absent in Nolan’s work 

(cf. Butler, Žižek et al. 2000; Therborn 2008).  

What makes, to him, China’s development path unique is not that it is a convergence between 

the two past enemies – socialism and capitalism – but that it repeats a symbiosis between state 

and economy that has previously guaranteed imperial China long periods of stability and 

prosperity. Based on a history developing largely independently of the West, so it is argued, 

China’s state-based gradualism is therefore proposed as an allegedly ‘non-ideological’, non-

Western way of resolving problems that occurs in the course of industrialisation (Nolan 2004a: 

110). As shown in the following, Nolan’s critique of liberal capitalism is important, but it is 

limited to the West only.  

3.1.1. Why market foundationalism is unsuitable 

Nolan argues that the ‘side-effects’ of free markets prevail over those intended in Western 

economies. To underpin such a capitalist critique, he seizes upon the socioeconomic and 

political conditions of the United States, the country that has perhaps most strongly followed 

the ideal of “free market foundationalism” (2004a: 7-8). Hence, in opposition to the claims of 

classical economists, American life is marked, to use his words, by a “wide and growing 

inequality in the distribution of income”, “high levels of stratification and low levels of social 

mobility”, the “perverse results” of “private consumption”, a “polluted [...] political process”, 

and a lack of “social cohesion”. Such conditions started to occur after the 1970s, when “the US 

moved remorselessly towards removing regulations on financial markets” (ibid: 87-96), which 

helped to counter the stagflation experienced in the 1970s and avert the introduction of 

interventionist state policies of a John Maynard Keynes, but at the same time create an 
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environment of “greed” and “systematic fraud” (ibid: 177). The ‘Dotcom’ crash in 2000, the 

Enron scandal in 2001 and, perhaps most devastating in the history of free markets, the recent 

global economic crisis, which mainly emanated from the United States in 2008 and of which 

the consequences are not yet foreseeable a year later, are negative demonstrations of an 

economy that has actively been left to its own devices. Those negative events certainly confirm 

Nolan’s critique of U.S.-based free market foundationalism and his previous claim that some 

form of state intervention is necessary for markets to function. Regarding the most recent 

crisis2, markets around the globe have witnessed the largest government intervention since the 

Great Depression in 1929. In the United States, only six months after the bankruptcy of Lehman 

Brothers in September 2008, the government had already bailed out over twenty ailing 

companies including organisations such as American International Group, Fannie Mae, Freddie 

Mac, and General Motors. In addition to a USD 700 million bailout fund, the U.S. Congress 

also approved a USD 787 billion economic stimulus bill. Similar measurements have been 

observed in many other economies. Cheap credit, high risk taking and speculation with future 

gains, especially with mortgage-backed securities, have been made responsible for the latest 

crisis. Relying on the classical work of John Maynard Keynes, Nolan specifically critiques 

unbridled speculation within the financial sector, from where the recent crisis also emanated In 

the aftermath of the Great Depression, Keynes cautioned that speculation was a “scarcely 

avoidable outcome of our having successfully organised ‘liquid’ investment markets” (in Nolan 

2004a: 47). In other words, even more or better information about markets, as processed by 

national regulators like the Securities and Exchange Commission (ESC) in the United States, 

do not increase transparency or reduce risks, as is conventionally assumed, but rather keep the 

risk level steady in highly deregulated markets. Nolan concluded prior to the recent economic 

slump, rather polemically, that the “American Dream” of “individual freedom” and 

“opportunity” was as much in turmoil as the country’s economy. “Adopting such a philosophy 

would gravely endanger China’s development” (ibid: 166). 

Nolan’s critique is certainly not free of party ideology. Rather, it is reflected in the recent 

change in presidency in the United States. During the 2008 presidential election, President 

Barak Obama publicly argued that the United State’s financial crisis “is the final verdict of an 

economic philosophy that has completely failed” (Obama 2008). At that time, the then 

presidential Democrat candidate Obama was obviously targeting the Republican Bush 

administration and its neoliberal, neo-conservative politics. His plea was for more regulation 

and redistribution of wealth. Self-critique also came from none other than Alan Greenspan, a 

                                                        
2 As the current economic crisis had already started in 2007, clearly surfaced in 2008 and its end was 
not in sight during the development of this piece of work, it will be referred to as ‘the 2008 economic 
crisis’.  
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leading proponent of deregulation, who kept interest rates low, left complex securities 

unregulated and hardly moved against any signs of crisis. Nevertheless, in the midst of this 

history-making economic crisis, he had obviously no choice but to admit that it was wrong to 

fully trust the self-regulating capacity of the market: “Those of us who have looked to the self-

interest of lending institutions to protect shareholders’ equity, myself included, are in a state of 

shocked disbelief” (in Andrews 2008). Whether this self-confession will lead to the alteration 

of the current economic system in a way that prevents future crises of similar magnitudes is 

rather questionable.  

Nolan’s critical observations also resonate with the work of many other scholars, who have 

equally associated the primacy of shareholder equity to the loss of social cohesion, security and 

authenticity in work and private life, occurring not just in the United States, but in the West in 

general (e.g. Lash and Urry 1987; Giddens 1994; Bauman 1998; Sennett 1998; Beck 2000). 

Those scholars’ critical assessments of capitalism, mainly raised in the 1990s, have certainly 

not lost their significance at the beginning of the twenty-first century. On the contrary, they 

have been reconfirmed by scholars like Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello (2005), who critically 

emphasise the ‘protean’ nature of capitalism. To them, capitalism has the ability to assimilate 

trends that were considered subversive to the dominant capitalist logic at some point in the past, 

but always become mainstream at some point in the future (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005). 

Boltanski and Chiapello highlight, accordingly, that the Western world of work has experienced 

a successive abandonment of hierarchical work structures through flexible, network-based 

forms of organisation since the 1970s (cf. Castells 1996). Today, instead of top-down 

leadership and machine-paced operations, employees are encouraged to self-organise and to act 

of their own volition; work and organisation are constructed in terms of “biological systems” 

rather than “machines” (Morgan 1997). The “organisation man” (Whyte 1956) of the 1950s 

and 1960s is replaced since a while by the “flexible working man and woman” (Crompton 

1999). Now, what appears as liberation from old oppressive structures is, for both scholars, the 

re-manifestation of more subtle forms of capitalist coercion – a ‘Capitalism 2.0’, as it were. 

One might therefore agree with Nolan that an economic model that has merely shifted from 

“wealth production” to “risk management”, to use Ulrich Beck’s words (1992), is unsuitable 

for a country like China that has managed well over the past three decades, but faces itself 

“innumerable practical problems that the market alone cannot solve” (Nolan, 176). A liberal 

democracy based on free market foundationalism would rather worsen than resolve China’s 

problems. 

Nolan, however, does not disregard the market economy for its incapacity to deliver prosperity. 

Rather, in order to restore its positive effects, he critically highlights that the neoliberalist’s 

standpoint – which itself arose from its critique of Manchester Liberalism and the formation of 
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cartels in nineteenth century Europe that distorted an allegedly ‘self-regulating’ market – is 

founded in a selective reading of the works of Adam Smith, the father of Western liberal 

economics. 

Smith put forward the idea, following Nolan’s interpretations, that man was primarily 

motivated by self-interest and that the market and the pursuit of profit were intrinsically related 

to self-interest. The market, however, tended to calibrate between particular self-interests, 

resulting into an optimal mix between supply and demand and the occurrence of reasonable 

prices. Self-interest and competition were the main drivers for such an order and a natural 

division of labour to occur. To Nolan, it is precisely this idea of self-organisation, as symbolised 

through Smith’s notion of the ‘invisible hand’, which has acted as the basis upon which 

mainstream economists have relied on and justified their proposition. In such an ideal 

environment, the state only needs to protect private property so that not only merchants or 

capitalists, but also the entire society can benefit from self-interest and even from greed and 

selfishness. However, Nolan stresses (2004a: 153), like Chomsky (1993) before or Mark Elvin 

(2008) after him, that Smith was equally concerned with the negative effects of self-interest. 

The uninterrupted pursuit of profit caused, to Smith, contradiction on both sides of the market. 

On the supply side, he identified the division of labour as the most efficient means for 

increasing productivity, yet left uncontrolled it would also lead to a “degradation of work” due 

to the ongoing simplification of operational tasks. Likewise, the wealthier a society became 

based on private ownership, the more property-less or poor people were necessary for 

producing the wealth and carrying out simple and mundane tasks. On the demand side, the 

pursuit of profit was no doubt the most effective incentive for a society to fulfil its needs. Yet, 

to Smith, psychologically it also provoked an image of wealth and greatness that did not 

coincide with people’s actual needs. The result was ‘frivolous consumption’, which, to Smith, 

no longer caused but eroded the ‘natural’ enjoyment otherwise derived from the fulfilment of 

basic needs. Here, Nolan quotes Smith at some length (2004a: 151): “Power and riches than 

appear to be, what they are, enormous and operose machines contrived to produce a few trifling 

conveniences to the body, consisting of springs the most nice and delicate, which must be kept 

in order with the most anxious attention, and which, in spite of all our care are ready every 

moment to burst into pieces, and to crush in their ruins their unfortunate possessor”. Such 

contradiction was the result of self-interest and thus innate to market activity. To Smith, it 

threatened the integrity of society “unless government takes some pains to prevent it” (in Nolan 

2004a: 148). Mark Elvin (2008: 90-91) regards the work of Smith in a similar way: “Smith 

believed that the economy was and should be in the service of society as a whole, and 

subordinated for the less well-paid and the less well-off, and a not entirely admiring view of 

the majority of business men, whom he saw as being often in a state of approaching one of 
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muted warfare with their fellow-citizen”. Hence, for Nolan, as for the other scholars, Smith was 

not a ‘right-wing apologist’ of the market who remained silent about the high costs involved 

when left unregulated and as an end in itself. In the midst of the 2008 economic crisis, the 

Financial Times (FT.com 2009, March 10) felt the necessity to correct the dominant 

interpretation of Adam Smith’s work as part of an in-depth series on “The future of Capitalism”.  

3.1.2. Insufficient time for primitive accumulation 

Based on Smith’s precaution about the “damaging effects of unfettered market forces” (2004a: 

175), Nolan receives strong theoretical confirmation from the intellectual basis of the liberalist 

camp itself that China’s state intervention and gradualism is necessary. If China does not 

immediately follow the liberalist path, but increasingly leans against a market-oriented 

economy, does it follow the Western historical path of capitalism? By consulting Smith to 

answer this question rather than Marx, who made similar observations about the market as 

shown in the previous chapter, Nolan also rejects claims raised within the Marxist camp (cf. 

3.2) that China is effectively undergoing the first stage of capitalism, i.e. through the rough 

stage of “Primitive Accumulation” (Marx 1887: Part III), which has been construed 

retrospectively as a necessary path towards the democratisation of human relations.  

Nolan agrees that China’s development largely resembles the development of Europe when it 

too went through a long period of primitive accumulation. But unlike Europe’s past 

governments and especially that of Britain – the birthplace of modern industrial capitalism – 

the Chinese government, Nolan argues, does not resemble a rigid, authoritarian, pro-capitalist 

state merely coping with “the stresses and strains of early industrialisation” (2004a: 61) and 

seeking modernisation at any cost. While it took Britain until the mid-nineteenth century, that 

is some hundred years from the beginning of industrialisation, for labour rights to emerge and 

for wages to increase, the Chinese government, with President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen 

Jiabao as its fourth generation leaders, has already made ‘concessions’. While under Jiang 

Zemin’s administration (1989-2002) China adhered to viral GDP growth, the Hu-Wen 

administration officially seeks to build a ‘harmonious society’ balancing between GDP growth 

and people’s welfare, and environmental protection (Fewsmith 2004). For example, in 2007, a 

Labour Contract Law (LCL) was passed, effective from January 2008, requiring employers to 

offer labour contracts to their workers and to lay out their terms in respective labour handbooks. 

While Huawei, China’s biggest telecommunication equipment manufacturer, immediately 

found a regulatory loophole (Hong 2008), it was nevertheless thought to bring security and 

certainty to China’s workers by reducing the amount of short-term work arrangements and 

preventing arbitrary redundancies and salary payment delays (Kahn and Barboza 2007). What 

had preceded the government’s move towards more welfare was a sharp raise in popular unrest, 
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expressed through numerous demonstrations throughout the country and the desperate voices 

in Internet blogs and (but much less so) in the print media. For Nolan (2004a: 177), the Chinese 

government has only the “choice of no choice’ (mei you xuanze de xuanze)” of acting like a 

“benevolent government”, as it could not simply sustain a system of “authoritarian 

modernisation” in the long run (2004a: 63). The idea of ‘primitive accumulation’ suggests that 

democratic institutions only start emerging after most of the workforce in the farming sector 

has been absorbed by the industrial sector. Causing saturation in the industrial sector, the 

transition between the agrarian and industrial sector, as conceptualised by William Arthur 

Lewis (1966), is motivated by higher salaries paid within the latter sector. This is what 

happened in the West, but also in Japan after its Meiji period (1868-1912). 

China’s exponential growth has equally depended on such Lewis-type development, with 

approximately 150 to 200 million ‘migrant workers’ having already left the rural areas to find 

better-paid jobs in the rich cities of the coastal regions, mainly in those of the highly populous 

regions of the Pearl River delta (Guangdong), Yangtze River delta (Shanghai region) and the 

Yellow River valley (Beijing-Tianjin) (cf. Davin 1999; Solinger 1999). Despite this 

development, however, 45 per cent of China’s total workforce still resides in the much poorer 

rural farming sector (Nolan 2004a: 69). Now one can more easily follow Nolan’s argument that 

the state has no choice other than to balance carefully between economic growth and people’s 

welfare. The time otherwise needed for China’s industry to absorb such a high remaining supply 

of ‘rural surplus-labour’ would simply be too long, therefore keeping wages low and labour 

rights wanting, even when anticipating the growth rate China has experienced in the last three 

decades. As Nolan summarises: “In the unlikely event that such a structure [of primitive 

capitalist accumulation] were, indeed, able to survive, it would constitute a uniquely lengthy 

and oppressive form of late industrialisation” (ibid: 69).  

In sharp contrast, and as a preview to the more critical voices presented later, when reading 

Naomi Klein’s polemic (2008) about China, one feels less confidence about the role of the 

Chinese state and its relation to the economy as opposed to that to the people. What Nolan 

conceives as a symbiosis between state and economy forms here a system of political 

oppression and economic exploitation. In her words (2008): “Sometimes called ‘market 

Stalinism’, [China] is a potent hybrid of the most powerful political tools of authoritarian 

communism – central planning, merciless repression, constant surveillance – harnessed to 

advance the goals of global capitalism”. Nolan, however, spreads confidence that the Chinese 

state, after three decades of harsh economic transformation, will successively sanction the 

economy for the benefit of the people.  
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3.1.3. China’s own Third Way 

Nolan obviously maintains an anti-West capitalist view. Before we are finally able to unpack 

his main argument, which presents China’s political economy as a unique form and even as a 

viable alternative to Western capitalism, we must first locate his critical proposition within the 

field of critical thought. This is necessary as Nolan unmistakeably makes use of Europe’s Third 

Way rhetoric of the 1990s. For this task, Göran Therborn’s matrix of Radical Social Theory in 

a Post-Communist World (2007; 2008) appears particularly instrumental.  

Therborn spans two analytical dimensions of critical thought ‘joining’ against the global axes 

of capitalism and neo-liberalism – one is delimited by socialism and capitalism representing 

political orientations, the other by Marxism and non-Marxism representing theoretical 

traditions (2007: 99; 2008: 158). Nolan’s conceptual appreciation of the ‘Chinese way’ can be 

located in the lower-right non-Marxist/capitalist quadrant, which Therborn identifies in terms 

of post-socialism and mainly dedicates to Anthony Giddens. Without specifically referring to 

Giddens, Nolan’s proclaimed “Third Way” for China picks on Giddens’ “Third Way” and its 

manifestation as ‘Realpolitik’, best represented by the former alliance between Britain’s ex-

Prime Minister Tony Blair and Germany’s ex-Chancellor Gerhard Schröder (for a critical 

review, cf. Callinicos 2001). The Third Way, or Neue Mitte, was a ‘concession’ to the ‘victory’ 

of capitalism over socialism and a critical response to Keynesian policies of the 1970s and 

1980s that had collapsed in a haze of austerity programmes which failed to fulfil the demands 

of an aging welfare state. Regarding the latter, John Maynard Keynes (1887–1982) popularised 

the notion that laissez-faire capitalism could not operate on its own and that state intervention 

was needed for the market economy to survive. He offered programmes for the state to fight 

the negative ‘side effects’ of the market – recession, inflation and unemployment. For 

neoliberals like Hayek or Friedman, however, those interventions only undermined the natural 

mechanisms of the market and ultimately led to a stagflation of Western economies, a 

paradoxical combination between low growth and high inflation, which the West experienced 

in the 1970s. On the political right, such as under Ronald Reagan (U.S. President from 1981–

1989) or Margaret Thatcher (U.K. Prime Minister from 1979–1990), relentless liberalisation 

and privatisation of markets were the answer and started dominating politics. Now fighting the 

demolition of the welfare state, the political Left sought to rescue “‘first way’ social 

democracy” (Therborn 2007: 100) by making concessions, by locating political programmes in 

between planning and the free market. The task of rebuilding the welfare state was rhetorically 

presented not as a matter of political Left or Right (Giddens 1994), but as one of ‘stagnation’ 

or ‘progress’. For post-socialists, on the one hand, the market became accepted as a major 

regulating system and source of prosperity. On the other hand, the state was required to 

intervene in the market as often as necessary in order to ensure a ‘fair’ but no longer ‘equal’ 
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allocation of acquired wealth. While solidarity and equality remain core values of a post-

socialist, post-industrial environment, these values should not neglect individual effort, 

responsibility, creativity, and diversity in lieu of egalitarianism and mediocrity. Hence, in a 

‘new’ welfare state, certain levels of inequality, especially income inequality, are inevitable 

and even acceptable, but only if they coincide, as suggested for example by Esping-Andersen 

(1999), with a state that fosters social mobility. Overall, the European ‘third ways’ 

compromised their socialist roots, which has been identified, controversially (Žižek 2008: 

405pp), as the ‘End of History’ (Fukuyama 1992) or ideological conflict and the victory of 

Western ideals and liberal-democratic capitalism. 

For Marxists, who oppose Fukuyama’s apocalyptic sentiment, this development has meant 

‘more market’ and ‘less state’, or better, ‘more state’ whose powers (judicative, legislative and 

executive) have become the safeguards of self-interest and return on equity. In a Marxist sense, 

both form an alliance, while the latter determines the terms of this relationship. As we know 

from above, the past decades have undermined a ‘fair’ distribution of wealth and social 

cohesion and solidarity – the cornerstones of social democracies. Therborn, a Marxist himself, 

therefore critical judges Giddens’ Third Way as “short-lived” (ibid: 100), a worthwhile attempt 

that nevertheless failed. Žižek would add, in his transcendental materialist manner (cf. Johnston 

2008), that “the Thatcher revolution was in itself chaotic, marked by unpredictable 

contingencies, and it was only the Third Way Blairite government that was able to 

institutionalise it, to stabilise it into new institutional forms […] Blair repeated Thatcherism, 

elevating it into a concept” (2008: 189). For Žižek, Europe’s Third Ways do not provide an 

alternative, but merely signal “capitalism’s ideological triumph”. “The victory […] occurs”, in 

his neo-Hegelian sense, “when the enemy talks your language” (ibid: 189). What does this 

critique say about Nolan’s use of the term ‘Third Way’? Does his concept of a Chinese 

development model also merely conspire with the “self-interest of lending institutions to protect 

shareholders’ equity” (p:48)? 

Nolan also suggests an intimate relation between the Chinese state and its economy, one that is 

also indifferent to leftist or rightist ideology, but puts the state into the potent position of 

“marry[ing] the ‘hedgehog’ of market dynamisms with the ‘snake’ of social cohesion” (ibid: 

145). Nolan’s Third Way metaphor is not only indebted to Europe’s politico-theoretical 

tradition, but also alludes to Deng Xiaoping’s famous allegory of ‘cats catching mice’: “It 

doesn't matter if a cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice” (in Shambaugh 1995: 88). 

Deng made this comment in 1962, “in the course of a speech in which he supported the 

experimental policy of contracting farmland to individual peasant households”, and sought for 

ways to “revive agricultural production” (Shambaugh 1995: 88). At that time, Mao Zedong 

condemned Deng’s comment as a serious deviation from the Party line; in today’s context, it 
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echoes the very moral sentiment that for Nolan guides government action. Now, to underpin 

that China’s Third Way is able to counter the disintegrating forces of capitalism, of which 

Europe’s Third Ways seem incapable, Nolan highlights that it is repetition of the political 

economy of China’s pre-industrial past. “If, by the Third Way, we mean a creative symbiotic 

inter-relationship between state and market”, as Nolan puts it, “then we can say that China 

practised its own Third Way for two thousand years” (ibid: 175). In other words, China’s own 

history and culture can give Chinese people the “confidence” and “moral cement” to resist not 

only Western liberalism, but also avoid the arduous path of primitive capitalist accumulation, 

yet still pursue “desirable social objects” (ibid: 166). Grounding the present in a history that 

largely developed interpedently of Western history, Nolan therefore suggests that China’s Third 

Way does not fill the gap between socialism and capitalism, but has the opportunity to attend 

to an idiosyncratic form of ‘state benevolence’ that has brought wealth and stability for long 

periods of time during China’s past and will be thus less affected by the impotence of today’s 

‘Third Way socialism’ and ‘identity politics’. Nolan obviously attends to a reading of imperial 

China that largely resonates with the positive reading of the country’s past presented in the first 

chapter. To substantiate his argument, he significantly draws on the work of Confucius and 

suggests a resemblance to the work of Adam Smith (ibid: 157-165).  

Both thinkers, to Nolan, “are uniquely influential within their respective cultures. Unwittingly, 

they occupy a broad common ground across centuries and cultures” (ibid: 155-156). Providing 

excerpts from the original texts, Nolan points out that Smith and Confucius advocated 

“benevolence” as the foundation of a “good society”. As a common virtue, man should restrain 

from selfishness and self-interest, from the pursuit of profit, material consumption and position. 

If those virtues were violated, both saw individual happiness and tranquillity placed in jeopardy 

and the social cohesion of society threatened. The path towards benevolence and thus the means 

of sustaining a naturally occurring order was based on education and obedience or duty (ibid: 

157-165). In addition to those similarities, Smith, unlike Hegel or Marx, did not hold, or held a 

less ethnocentric standpoint towards China. For Smith, China was an ‘advanced’ and not 

‘backward’ or ‘stagnant’ economy (Hobson 2004: 219ff). Put into a historical context, Nolan 

basically implicates that Western neoliberalists ‘misconstrued’ Smith’s work in order to justify 

unregulated markets whose negative ‘side-effects’ seemed to outweigh the intended positive 

ones, while China’s imperial governments largely adhered to Confucian moralities and thus to 

a politico-theoretical institution that helped to sustain order and moderate economic growth. As 

he puts it: “Confucianism produced a deeply developed concept of duty, which was the 

foundation of social prosperity and collective action. The fact that the system went through 

regular cycles when these principles were poorly observed, rulers and bureaucrats were corrupt 

and the economy and society foundered should not blind us to the underlying coherence of and 
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lasting benefit from this integrated system” (ibid: 174). As for those authors presented towards 

the end of first chapter, also for Nolan, the state and economy form a symbiosis of interests, a 

near perfect mix between subsistence and a mercantile economy, on the one hand, and state 

regulation and incentivisation on the other. Such manifestation of a pre-capitalist economy, 

which nevertheless made extensive use of the market but without fully surrendering to it, could 

be explained through the work of Adam Smith (cf. Arrighi 2007), but also, as Nolan stresses 

here, through the work of Confucians, who, like Smith, presuppose a natural ordering of 

society.  

Based on this appreciation of China’s past, Nolan finds such ‘state benevolence’ – which had 

regularly reminded emperors of their dependency on the people and economy – repeated by the 

leaders of modern China since 1949. To Nolan, China’s Communist Party is equally not the 

modern ‘reincarnation’ of ‘Asiatic despotism’, but a sovereignty proven to take on such 

responsibility during the socialist and reform periods. Regarding the former, “China’s own 

recent history under Chairman Mao’s leadership provides a vivid illustration of the dangers of 

excessively simplistic and utopian approaches […] However, [the socialist institutions] 

provided an exceptional example of social cohesion and security” (ibid: 156,166). To some 

extent, they embody Mao’s dictum “‘Serve the people’ (wei renmin fuwu)”. Regarding the 

latter, since the renunciation of ‘utopian’ socialism, the post-1978 administration has taken the 

much more potent role, to Nolan, of bringing wealth to the people and making necessary 

interventions in order to prevent the radicalisation of the market into a destructive form of 

capitalism. The positive use of state power is reflected in China’s steady growth and the 

government’s ability to sustain system stability. In this context, statements like Jiang Zemin’s 

“make the past serve the present (zuodao gu wei jin yong)”, Hu Jintao’s “‘plain living and hard 

struggle’ (jianku fendou)” or Wen Jiabao’s “society of all-round ‘small comfort’ (xiaokang)” 

(in Nolan 2004a: 166-171) confirm, for Nolan, that the millennia-old virtue of benevolence 

continues to guide government action, but under the circumstances of the present. To him, the 

Chinese government therefore does not need to rely on Western support in order to address the 

country’s socioeconomic problems.  

Contrary to Nolan’s interpretation, one can equally judge those renowned public statements as 

political rhetoric seeking to justify the continuation of the Party and as merely concealing a 

political economy from its already capitalist base. This is the argument of primarily Marxist 

scholars put forward in the next section, and clearly undermines the notion of a national 

development model and uniquely Chinese capitalism. For Nolan, however, these statements 

signify how China’s ‘benevolent real politics’ manifest, i.e. precisely in terms of the 

government’s gradual reform approach. Again, for Nolan, China’s gradualism is the expression 

of a typical Chinese development model. So, to trace back to the cultural origin of China’s 
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gradualism, Nolan constructs a second link to Confucianism, which recalls our explications of 

the first chapter and, at this point, clearly reveals the political and reverse ethnocentric nature 

of his argument. 

In Confucianism, he argues, order is not construed as an absolute, Parmenidian essence. Rather, 

it is always comprised, following the Yin-Yang principle, of two interdependent forces. In this 

formal sense, change must be gradual as it presupposes continuation; the past must serve the 

present. Such conceptual duality manifests in Confucianism as the rejection of truth construed 

as a transcendental beyond or a contradiction between subject and object. As we already know 

from the first chapter, the latter represents the primary target of Western metaphysics. For 

Nolan, such dualistic thinking is not a disadvantage, as it was for Hegel, Weber or other 

Western ethnocentric thinkers. On the contrary, at that stage of his argument, Nolan takes the 

opportunity to ‘turn the tables’. As he argues: “Philosophers in the Confucian tradition tend not 

to waste their time on logic-chopping without practical issue. The Chinese philosophers, 

following the Confucian tradition, have been ‘much more impressed by the opposite extremes 

of intelligence, the aphoristic genius which guides thought of the maximum complexity with 

the minimum of words’” (ibid: 155, emphasis added). Relying on the work of Angus Graham 

(1964), Nolan obviously disregards Western philosophy as ‘wasting time’ with ‘logic-

chopping’ without ‘practical use’. To underpin further this difference between China and the 

West, he also maintains the view that the nature of dominant Chinese thought is grounded in 

the Chinese written language and that the latter is distinct from the Western alphabet. As he 

puts it: “This method of thinking was influenced by the fact that Chinese words are uninflected 

and their functions marked only by participles and by words-order, ‘so that there is a much 

more complete illusion of looking through language at reality as through a perfectly transparent 

medium’ [i.e. Western alphabet]” (ibid). In other words, for Nolan, like for Hegel, the Chinese 

language lacks scientific rationality, but, unlike for Hegel, this very deficiency manifests the 

advantage Nolan attributes to Chinese thought. Chinese language and thought are better 

equipped to accommodate the complexities of reality than are Western metaphysics and the 

alphabet. Translated back into today’s context, Nolan basically suggests that China’s gradualist 

reform can rely on a vision of reality that escapes one who grounds change in the Western 

intellectual tradition.  

At this point, the limitations of Nolan’s argument clearly surface. Most obviously, Nolan, like 

Derrida, falls prey to a reverse ethnocentrism that undermines the objectivity of his argument. 

He disregards Western negations of China, which is laudable, but continues to rely on their 

‘schizophrenic’ assimilation of Chinese ideas in order to ‘refamiliarise’ the West with an 

allegedly better development model. The problematic status of this perception of Chinese 

language and thought was discussed at length in the previous chapter. Thus, based on the 
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critique raised earlier, in this context we can argue that Nolan’s identification of a reforming 

China is first and foremost a political stance rather than a representation of its true nature. He 

selectively uses Chinese cultural resources to make sense of reform China, which now means 

that China is not culturally better equipped to master capitalism than another capitalist 

economy. However, it is not only Nolan’s positivist identification of Chinese culture that is 

problematic, but also his political economy, which, to him, supersedes culture. Although he 

tends to present Chinese culture as a timeless artefact, for him, culture nevertheless depends on 

the political and economic forces that define a given historical epoch. This is why he refers to 

Confucius and China’s own experiences of history as a ‘source of inspiration’, rather than as 

what precondition people’s behaviour. Limitations in his political economy are thus even more 

damaging to his overall argument. Here, a critique can be raised in two fundamental ways; the 

first reveals the hegemonic nature of Nolan’s proposition, while the second deals with its 

ideological nature. 

Firstly, grounding China’s political economy in Confucianism suggests a system of domination, 

as we know from the first chapter and as Nolan alludes to here, which is based on mutual 

obligations and personalistic authority. The fact that China during its imperial era had a more 

advanced economy than Europe provides support for Nolan’s view that such a system of 

domination, in a Weberian sense, will also help today’s government in mastering capitalism. 

Paradoxically, the Hu-Wen administration seems to follow a strategy that is diametrically 

opposed to that what Nolan suggests. They do not promote Confucianism as state doctrine, but 

a “scientific development concept” (kexue fazhan guan) and as a method for establishing a 

“harmonious society” (hexie shehui) (Fewsmith 2004), meaning the introduction of a rational-

legal system of domination. In this context, Doug Guthrie (1999) highlights (discussed in more 

detail later (cf. 4.3)) that such a rational-legal system, which has its roots in the West, has 

already gained in regulatory strength in China. It not only relates to state-level law, but also to 

the formation of formal-rational bureaucracies implemented at enterprise level. Both law and 

enterprise level bureaucracies are deemed to specify China’s market economy and increasingly 

subordinate those parts of China’s pre-industrial system of domination, the institutions of which 

have partially survived China’s modernisation until now. Such ‘self-Westernisation’ is omitted 

in Nolan’s work, but is essential to China’s modernisation.  

Secondly, and finally, giving primacy to the mode of change, i.e. gradualism, over the effects 

of change, and thus to the political over the economical, in order to indentify a distinctive 

Chinese development model, we might tend to overlook that China has already become a 

capitalist economy and resembles other capitalist economies much more than Nolan wishes to 

admit. Moreover, the political, i.e. Nolan’s notion of a ‘benevolent Chinese state’ and of Third 

Way government action, might in fact only work on behalf of the political, which makes 
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China’s Third Way not much different from Europe’s Third Ways of the 1990s. The 

construction of a rational-legal system, as mentioned above, can thus be construed as the 

attempt to resolve the ideological conflict between CCP’s socialist promise and its capitalist 

turn. This leads us to the next section, which precisely seeks to deemphasise ‘Chinese 

characteristics’ and reveal that the country has become a capitalist economy supported by an 

authoritarian government and decentralised state.  
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3.2. As capitalism with mere Chinese characteristics 

In contrast to defining a political economy that is uniquely Chinese – an attempt we will 

encounter again in the next chapter when looking more closely into the discourse on China’s 

organisational and work life – scholars within the Marxist camp pitch the opposite case: China’s 

gradual introduction of market socialism has led to nothing less than full-fledged capitalism. 

What differentiates this radical view from the previous one is not that different scholars see 

different realities. Rather, it is the quality attributed to the relation between state and market as 

well as the focus on the outcome rather than on the process or mode of change. In the following 

subsections, the first task is to look into how China's gradualist approach has created a capitalist 

economy that is now supposed to be no different from other capitalist economies. Then, the 

relation between the state and market is scrutinised, as here rests the major difference over the 

political economy suggested in the previous section. Neo-Marxists highlight that the state is 

fully complicit in the capitalist market and operates like a liberal-bourgeois state. The state and 

government therefore lack the capacity to act as a necessary counterforce to the market. 

Gradualism is less specific to China’s history, but rather typical for the liberalists’ attempt to 

sustain the promise of democracy and freedom. Although a Marxist reading of contemporary 

China reveals the ideological nature of an affirmative view, it is not unproblematic either. The 

limitations will be addressed in the last section of this chapter (1.1).  

3.2.1. All it is: Primitive capitalist accumulation  

Whether ‘gradual change’ or ‘shock therapy’, for Marxist China observers the result of either 

approach is comparable In opposition to Peter Nolan, Richard Walker and Daniel Buck (2007) 

argue, like Martin Hart-Landsberg, Paul Burkett (2005) or Robert Weil (1995), that the 

“Chinese economy now operates largely according to capitalist logic” (ibid: 40). Additionally, 

more liberal voices echo those claims by providing the relevant economic indicators: “It is a 

market economy because the non-state sector accounts for almost four-fifths of industrial 

production, most prices have been decontrolled, the nominal value of exports equalled 36 per 

cent of GDP in 2004, and by 2002, cumulative foreign direct investment amounted to nearly 

14 per cent of total domestic investment [...] The centrally planned economy of yesteryear is 

little more than a shadow of its former self” (Yusuf, Nabeshima et al. 2006: 40-41). Hence, as 

much as China continues to seek resolutions to its mounting problems via ‘experimentation’ or 

‘groping’, it has already established a new order upon which the government can ‘securely’ 

operate and which determines the lives of millions of people. Without such order, and despite 

its precarious formation for many people, China would be in a stage of chaos and turmoil. Since 

the beginning of reform in 1978, this has not been the case, although stability has often been a 
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rare occasion in twentieth century China. Thus, the emphasis on transition and groping to 

differentiate China from the rest of the world, as done by the scholars presented in the previous 

section, is here an ideology of that new order. In a classical Marxist sense, which defines the 

economy as the basis of social, cultural and political production, as seen in the first chapter, it 

thus merely conceals already existing liberal bourgeois interests protecting the property of the 

economy. Likewise, ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics,’ as officially maintained by the 

CCP, equally becomes a mere cover for what Walker and Buck (2007) call a “developmental 

dictatorship”. The political legitimacy of China’s authoritarian leaders has become based on 

the ability to deliver export-oriented economic growth. 

That the introductions of market-oriented special economic zones such as Shenzhen or later 

Shanghai or Guangzhou, were only initiated to supplement China’s socialist economy, but not 

to substitute and thus undermine it, as Deng Xiaoping had assured, does not hold true to a 

Marxist analysis. That capitalism would become the dominant mode of production was already 

foreseen by Richard Smith (1993: 63). In the early 1990s, he argued that the country’s growth 

in the 1980s, the initial decade after the 1978 reform, was “due [...] to the steady expansion of 

a true capitalist market sector outside the framework of the stagnant and un-reformable 

bureaucratic economy”. This steady expansion, Hart-Landsberg and Burkett (2005) would add, 

“quickly proved uncontrollable”. Today, hardly any sphere of human relations exists outside 

the mechanisms of capitalist markets, including the previously ‘un-reformable’ state-owned 

sector or what has remained after its gradual dismantlement. To Hart-Landsberg and Burkett 

(2005: 16), “it is in our position that China’s market reforms have led not to socialist renewal 

but rather to full-fledged capitalist restoration, including growing foreign economic 

dominance”. Essentially, both authors pledge against an individual development model as 

invoked in the previous section. 

This Marxist view on China's new order is also largely shared by Wang Hui (2003; with Huters 

2003) – a prominent Chinese scholar living in China, previously an activist in the Tiananmen 

Square/June 4th movement, and belonging to a group of scholars who identify themselves as 

China’s “New Left” (cf. Dirlik 2004; Pozzana and Russo 2006; Leonard 2008). Complicating 

the subject matter, to Wang, “China is caught between the two extremes of misguided socialism 

and crony capitalism, and suffering from the worst elements of both” (in Leonard 2008). With 

‘misguided socialism’ Wang suggests that the ideals of socialism were not exhausted under 

Mao’s regime, as it remained in a position of political turmoil and state violence. Conversely, 

it would also be wrong to assume, not only to Wang but also to other scholars of the political 

left, that capitalism designates the ‘end of history’ and ‘victory’ of liberal-democratic 

capitalism (Fukuyama 1992; for critical review, cf. Žižek 2008: 405pp). With ‘crony 

capitalism’ Wang actually refers to China’s new politico-economic order. The government has 
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compromised socialist values for a destructive alliance between state power and market 

monopolies. In this process, people in power have enacted a dual responsibility, as Wang Hui 

(2003: 117) puts it, in an absurd fashion: “on the one hand they clownishly bury all of the 

reasonable aspects of the revolution and of socialism, while on the other employ state violence 

and monopolisation to guarantee the smooth transition of a Chinese economy in crisis to one 

based on market mechanisms, in the process wrecking all of the equitable features of the social 

guarantees contained within the old system”. The assimilation of various strata of human 

relations into the mechanisms of capitalist markets has not only resulted into steep economic 

growth and a precarious displacement for millions of Chinese people, but also helped the state 

to ‘re-legitimize’ itself after socialist categories had lost their significance due to the state-

authorized turn towards capitalism. This ‘marriage’ between state and economy strengthening 

rather weakening the former - an historical fact violating conventional liberal thought - as well 

as that socialism preceded capitalism - another historical faux-pas undermining Marxist 

historicity - are certainly specific to China’s history. For more orthodox Marxists, less so for 

Wang Hui, this does not nevertheless justify an over-determination of those particularities, 

thereby compromising a highlighting of the contradictions and alimentation caused through 

capitalism. As Walker and Buck (2007: 39-40) put it at some length:  

"The first common error is to exaggerate China’s uniqueness vis-à-vis the general process of 
capitalist transition. This does not mean adopting the flat-earth neoliberalism of Thomas 
Friedman or a unilinear Marxism in which the rest of the world must recapitulate the economic 
history of Britain or the United States. While capitalism has universal elements, the road to 
capitalism follows many routes, depending on history, geographic circumstances and politics. 
Like a virus, capitalism cannot survive without living hosts, whose DNA it alters in order to 
reproduce. Therefore, one can certainly refer to ‘capitalism with Chinese characteristics’."  

Before drawing attention to those methodological claims and in particular to this seemingly 

paradoxical relation between China’s centralized and authoritarian state and decentralized 

markets (the ‘crony-ness’ of China’s capitalism) as well as to the struggle of defining an 

emancipatory project in an era of pervasive inexorable capitalism (attempts to overcoming 

‘misguided’ socialism), we first must look into the manifestations of China’s gradual changes, 

that is into the features of capitalist order underlying China’s historically grown particular 

characteristics. 

For Walker and Buck, as for Nolan, China’s new order corresponds to what Marx described as 

‘primitive capitalist accumulation’. While Nolan, however, only briefly touches upon one, yet 

definitely important development - the Lewis-type absorption of a rural farming population by 

urban industries - but then disregards Marxist categories as a form of critique in order to 

emphasize China’s ‘characteristics’, Walker and Buck drill further into the various paths of 

labour absorption and the creation of a class of wage-labourers respectively. What, in addition, 
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makes for both authors China’s economy a capitalist one, thus resembling the emergence of 

capitalism in Europe and North America, is of course the advent of a "capitalist class with a 

stock of original capital" as well as "the development of home markets", "the commodification 

of land", "the rise of cities and extension of the spatial division of labour", as well as "the 

transformation to a modern bourgeois state" (2007: 40-41). Although knowledge about all those 

seven interrelated themes is "an essential baseline for China scholars and outside observers 

trying to understand the country’s economic development or assess current social conditions 

there" (ibid: 65), the focus taken in the following will be on the first and last aspect, that is on 

the emergence of wage labour and the role of the state. Those two subjects are most relevant to 

the discourse led in this work, recounting the various antagonistic conceptions seeking to 

resolve the China puzzle. The other five interrelated aspects are nonetheless addressed where 

they become relevant and subsumed under the focus categories. 

3.2.2. China’s routes to wage-labour in reform China 

Walker and Buck sketches three major routes towards wage-labour and the formation of 

China’s working class, which is typical for the emergence of modern capitalist work and 

coincides with the historical development and reforms discussed so far. To emphasise the 

emergence of wage-labour is not to suggest that wages did not exist under Mao, but that they 

were centrally allocated and not dynamically derived from the market and coexisted with non-

wage benefits offered by the danwei and the communes in the rural areas. The first route is 

from people of the farming countryside, the second from the collapse of the township and 

village enterprises (TVEs) in the late 1980s and mid-1990s, and the third from the successive 

capitalist dismantling of China’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs), which also experienced a 

peak in the late 1990s. Adding up all three routes, the total amount of wage labourers is 350 

million, including those who are less visible and work in construction, retail, small trade or 

low-level service work. Some have become wage labourers in the farming sector, but the 

majority of wage labourers, upon which China’s growth depends, has been absorbed by the 

rapidly growing non-farming private sector as well as the successively transforming public 

sector. In addition to those labourers, there is an estimated 20 per cent of the total workforce, 

which became unemployed in the course of privatization and marketisation, but is fit for 

China’s service and manufacturing work. Both a vast amount of peasants and this huge pool of 

unemployed workers constitute in Marxian terms China’s ‘industrial reserve army’. As Nolan 

equally emphasised, such labour surplus keeps wages low and perpetuates the divide between 

rich and poor, which has taken on extreme form. In the following subsections, each route 

towards proletarisation is considered. 
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a. Conversion of the farming population 

Since 1980, with the demolition of the communes, millions of rural farmers have been 

incorporated into the urban industrial work process. In 2002, officially, this accounted for a 

population of 120 million people. Commonly referred to as ‘peasant workers’ or ‘migrant 

workers’ (mingong), this mass movement is typical for the stage of primitive accumulation. In 

comparison, during Europe’s nineteenth and early twentieth century industrialisation, some 

combined 50 million peasants migrated into Europe’s cities in search of work. With China, 

however, world history has witnessed the largest of all inner-country migrations. Most of the 

migrant workers, as mentioned in the previous section, moved to large cities and their suburban 

areas in coastal regions, mainly labouring for privately-owned enterprises, but also, as 

temporary resources, for state-owned enterprises. In contrast, some 700 million people 

remained in the economically stagnant farming countryside. Some farmers benefited 

economically from the abolition of communes and the inception of the household or contract 

responsibility system in 1981, which entrusted the management and cultivation of publically 

owned farmland to individual households through long-term contracts, which was later 

extended to the non-farming sector (Hassard 2007: 115-128) and thus replaced Mao’s 

egalitarian distribution and quota system. Officially, the rural population mired in absolute 

poverty has been significantly reduced from 250 million in 1978 to 15 million in 2007 (Xinhua 

October 12, 2008). Compared to the booming cities, however, the majority of farmers have 

turned into “marginal producers increasingly exposed to low prices, poor soils, small plots, lack 

of inputs, and the corruption of predatory local cadres” (Walker and Buck 2007: 42). Regarding 

migrant workers, although China has done better than many other economies in preventing the 

emergence of slums in its urban areas, the alienation and coercion – caused through such 

immense displacement and commoditisation of work – cuts across histories and national 

boundaries.  

Most migrant workers live in poor housing conditions and often in dormitories provided by the 

employer, keeping workers under control and making them readily available for long, arduous 

shifts either in the manufacturing (24 per cent of GDP), construction (21 per cent) or service 

sectors (50 per cent). Working conditions, particularly in manufacturing, are lonesome and 

hazardous. Imported Western Fordist production methods, coupled with despotic leadership, 

are the means used by management to pass on market pressure to the workers. Factories that 

are either owned or commissioned by Western corporations are not excluded from such 

undignified working conditions either. A well-known example in the West is the “iPod City” 

of computer manufacturer Apple, which is located near Shenzhen. Subcontracted to the 

Taiwanese producer Foxconn, workers toil for 15 hour-days in return for not much more than 

USD 50 per month (Mail-Online 2006), assembling Apple products that have been known to 
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contain hazardous substances (Santillo, Walters et al. 2007). Although conditions have slightly 

improved over time across the entire manufacturing sector, the exploitation of cheap labour 

remains the primary motive not only of global, but also domestic, capital. In addition to these 

working conditions, female workers, who make up a large proportion of the entire migrant 

workforce, are often the target of gender discrimination (Hanser 2005; Pun 2005). What makes 

rural-urban migration precarious to both genders and obliterates other differences related to 

education, origin, age, or personal preferences that stratify the entire population of migrant 

workers (Solinger 1999) is the lack of urban residency rights. This is due to the household 

registration (hukou) system, previously introduced by Mao. Without being granted urban 

residency rights, migrant workers have no access to public welfare and other institutions 

necessary for urban living. Once factories shut down their operations or make other 

retrenchments, workers often have no choice other than to leave the cities. 

b. Collapse of township and village enterprises (TVEs) 

The second path from a need and subsistence-based work to surplus-driven wage labour 

followed the collapse of China’s township and village enterprises. Before their collapse in the 

mid-1990s, however, TVEs contributed significantly to China’s economic growth, particularly 

in the 1980s. At their peak, in the early 1990s, they employed more than 100 million people 

and produced 40 per cent of China's total manufacturing output. The other lion’s share of 

China’s manufacturing output came out of the country’s urban state-owned enterprises (SOEs). 

Three factors are generally thought to account for their success: firstly, an abundance of cheap 

rural labour that had been released after the phasing out of collectivised agriculture; secondly, 

autonomous management on the level of local governments that allocated resources in response 

to specific market needs and not to central plans; thirdly, an absence of competition as TVEs 

remained in light industry while their larger counterparts, China’s SOEs, operated in other, 

more sophisticated and higher value industries. As a result of TVES and the household 

responsibility system, which made farmers responsible for the profit and loss of their 

enterprises, the income disparity between rural and urban environments decreased between 

1978 and 1985 (Wang, H. 2003: 152). Under the Chinese banner of “New Collectivism”, some 

Chinese intellectuals enthusiastically received the initial development of TVEs as an alternative 

modernity emerging to Western capitalism, overlooking that China’s economy was already 

strongly enmeshed in the global flow of goods and capital (Wang, H. 2003: 165). 

However, in the mid-1990s, the majority of the TVEs collapsed and their protection by the local 

governments and efforts towards shared prosperity shrank drastically. Increasing competition, 

finally having picked up as a result of China’s gradual opening up of its economy to 

international markets, revealed outdated production technologies and poor product quality. In 
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addition, many TVEs were subcontracted by SOEs, and as the latter themselves became subject 

to reforms and began to struggle under market pressure and efficiency demands, downsizing 

and bankruptcy caused a chain reaction, which consequently pushed many TVEs out of 

business. Fresh money necessary for product and business development was difficult to obtain 

as TVEs were already burdened with enormous bank loans from the past. This rise and fall of 

TVEs entailed, as Walker and Buck (2007: 43-44) observe, “a two-stage incorporation of 

peasants into the proletariat, first as TVE workers nominally protected by the obligations of 

local government, then as proletarians subject to the full force of the market – Marx’s shift from 

‘formal’ to ‘real’ subsumption of labour”. The same logic of dual-stage incorporation applies 

to China’s SOEs, albeit with a temporal difference. 

c. Dismantling of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 

The third major path towards wage labour and the formation of a working class, for Walker and 

Buck, was caused by the retrenchment of China’s SOEs. In addition to the establishment of 

agriculture-based communes in rural areas, SOEs were the main achievement of Mao’s 

modernisation and industrialisation, producing up to 80 per cent of the nation’s non-agrarian 

economic output. At the centre of this major residue of socialist employment was China’s 

danwei or ‘work unit’ (Walder 1986; Lü and Perry 1997), a term which has always been used 

in relation to SOEs and is still utilised, especially by older generations, but has since lost its 

past significance. Under Mao, the danwei, which defined urban landscapes, not only guaranteed 

life-long employment, but also housing, medical care, disability insurance, retirement 

insurance, and education for the young. In addition to wages and non-wage welfare, the danwei 

also inextricably linked the individual worker to the political infrastructure of the government 

and Communist Party, functioning as the main channel for state propaganda, policy execution 

and control. However, the indoctrination of the people with socialist principles and the 

diversion from their fixation on pay was mainly achieved through the provision of non-wage 

benefits. Lü Xiaobo and Elizabeth Perry (1997: 8) summarise those two sides of China’s past 

work units as follows: “The danwei is not merely a type of workplace, but a long-standing and 

multifaceted institution that has served many purposes for the regime [...] As in a traditional 

family, the danwei acts as a patriarch who disciplines and sanctions his children, while at the 

same time serving as a maternal provider of care and daily necessities”. It should be noted, 

however, that some of those enterprise-level institutions, as well as the rationalisation of labour, 

had their roots in China’s nationalist era, under Nationalist Party rule (1927-1949), and were 

continued by the Communist Party after it seized power in 1949. Unlike to Andrew Walder 

(1986), who offered perhaps the most influential work ‘on shop-floor politics’ in communist 

China, to Mark Frazier (2002) the danwei does not symbolise an abrupt change in labour 
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relations and the articulation of a completely new set of labour management institutions, 

although Mao’s socialist transformation had, by 1957, extinguished the private sector and 

consolidated state control over the important industrial sector. Rather, China’s modern 

industrial workplace is an outcome of a long process of “conflict and coalition between 

workers, managers, and state officials” that started before the formation of the People’s 

Republic of China. As Frazier (2002: 9) puts it: “Workers received broad benefits from their 

enterprises before 1949, and managers in pre-1949 China sought to create self-enclosed 

communities that would facilitate their control of the workforce”. Frazier’s observation links 

two otherwise antithetical periods, namely China’s Nationalist and Communist era, into a single 

continuum of modernisation.  

Since reform, the nature of past SOE-based work relations has significantly altered, as too have 

the past functions of the danwei. Especially since 1997, China’s state policy of “grasping the 

large and freeing the small” (zhua da fangxiao), which is very much in tune with the overall 

groping-forward approach, has entailed the privatisation of thousands of small and medium-

size SOEs and the corporatisation of some large SOEs (Yusuf, Nabeshima et al. 2006: 42). 

Similar to the collapse of the TVEs, this change has equally exposed millions of workers to the 

full force of the market, further shattering China’s ‘iron rice bowl’ (tie fan wan), the promise 

of lifetime employment and social security. Previously, SOE workers had already experienced 

an ongoing decoupling of comprehensive welfare, only ever available to an urban minority, 

from the state. Earlier retrenchments related to the ‘law of temporary hire’ as well as the 

‘bankruptcy law’. In addition, the abolition of central plans led local SOE managers and 

government officials to import the latest Western manufacturing methods in order to meet 

productivity and efficiency commitments determined by the market (Walker and Buck 2007). 

There is no doubt that, also under Mao, the Communist Party had to balance between 

egalitarianism on one side and the improvement of productivity and workers’ discipline on the 

other, which led to a differentiation of wages and a reliance on incentives (Frazier 2002). Since 

reform, however, this balance has become radically skewed towards the latter. Hence, ongoing 

rationalisation and quasi-privatisation led, in the late 1990s, to return to the beginning of this 

paragraph, not only to the reduction of state benefits, but also to mass lay-offs. By 2000, SOE 

employment had dropped from 70 to 30 per cent of the urban workforce, with approximately 

40 million displaced workers seeking jobs mainly within the private sector (for more details on 

how surplus labour was reduced, cf. Hassard 2007: 180ff). Although these enterprises will 

remain state-owned for some unforeseeable time, the concept of the danwei has ultimately been 

reduced to not much more than a labour contract. As Doug Guthrie (1999: 75) puts it: 

“remuneration and the redefinition of the labour relationship through emergence of the labour 
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contract (laodong hetong), as institution that, in effect, marks the end of the socialist institution 

of lifetime employment”. 

These three developments, which have created a huge class of non-agrarian wage labourers, 

clearly mark a break between an economy based on the fulfilment of need to one that is led by 

surplus and relentless GDP growth. With wages substituting publicly provided non-wage 

benefits, what has skyrocketed even more than China’s GDP is its population’s consumption. 

While consumption was suppressed under Mao as a motor of capitalist economies, it has now 

become the motor of China’s economy, even if the biggest demand for Chinese goods still 

comes from outside China; for Marx, producers are always and already consumers. The huge 

class of wage labourers thus consumes what it produces. While liberalists and some 

postmodernists positively construe modern consumption as an expression of individual 

freedom, for Marxists China’s “rapidly moving into the worldwide mainstream of consumer 

culture” (Walker and Buck 2007: 51) reveals just another severe ‘ill’ of capitalism already 

implicated by the three routes towards wage labour.  

3.2.3. Spatial division of labour 

Interdependently, the commoditisation of labour has widened greatly the spatial division of 

labour into two great classes, countryside and city people, mirroring the extremely unequal 

distribution of wealth mentioned earlier. Regarding this point, Marx and Engels (1968) noted: 

“The greatest division of material and mental labour is the separation of town and country [...] 

The antagonism of town and country can only exist as a result of private property. It is the most 

crass [sic] expression of the individual under the division of labour, under a definite activity 

forced upon him”. In light of China’s imperial past, however, Marx and Engels’ generalisation 

is flawed. For private property, as highlighted in the first chapter (pp. 34), was already imperial 

China’s main economic driver. However, it did not lead to such great spatial division. In fact, 

in a ‘reversed’ Marxist sense, the gulf between countryside and city widened even more during 

the period of Chinese state socialism. This is because the size of the industrial sector doubled 

in terms of the number of wage labourers, “from 3 million in 1949 to 7.5 million by 1957” 

(Frazier 2002: 16), by the time when the private sector was largely extinguished and China’s 

industrial base was fully under state control. As Pun Gnai (2005: 95) emphasises: “The history 

of Chinese State socialism witnessed the confiscation of private property in the 1950s, but at 

the same time, the creation of a huge urban and rural chasm within Chinese society. It was not 

‘feudalism’, nor the ‘petty-capitalism’ of past Chinese history that turned human beings into 

prohibited town or country animals, but the socialist development dictated by the Chinese 

Communist Party that claimed to liberate all countrymen from oppression”. In addition to the 

division between industrial workers and peasantry, a clear division amongst workers also 
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occurred, “primarily between relatively prosperous full-time workers in state-owned 

enterprises and disaffected temporary and contract workers in underfunded collective 

enterprises”, suggesting a “skewed distribution of welfare provision” (Frazier 2002: 142). 

Nevertheless, since reform, as Marxist China observers emphasise, the commoditisation of 

labour and resource allocation has significantly increased the number of industrial wage 

labourers and made the spatial division for many people more precarious, causing more and 

newer insecurities than it did under Mao. In China, what maintains the division and restricts 

rural people from becoming urban – the desirable type of modern citizenship – is not only the 

lack of private property, but also, as mentioned earlier, an institutional barrier erected and 

maintained through the household registration (hukou) system (Solinger 1999; Wang 2005). 

The hukou, which was introduced by Mao in order to prevent rural-to-urban migration, but 

which has its roots far back in China’s history (Dutton 1992), unambiguously divides China’s 

population into rural (nongcun) and urban (chengzhen) hukou holders. While the former have 

access to social welfare and subsidies such as social and health insurance, housing and 

education benefits, the latter are excluded from all of these benefits when living and working 

in the cities. Borrowing Nancy Fraser and Axel Honneth’s distinction between ‘redistribution’ 

and ‘recognition’ (2003), the hukou system marginalises migrant workers in two fundamental 

ways. On the one hand, this large group of wage labourers is mostly excluded from the material 

redistribution of China’s wealth, which ironically is based significantly on migrant workers’ 

‘sweat and blood’. On the other hand, migrant workers are stigmatised politically and culturally 

through their formal recognition as peasants and migrant workers, inherently limiting life 

chances. On the other side of the divide are some 40 million well-off urban middle class people 

enjoying all the benefits and expressing their wealth through a high demand not only for 

domestic, but also foreign, commodities. Nolan pictures this spatial division of labour as 

follows: “China’s emerging middle class, those who can afford, for example, to buy 

automobiles, will remain a ‘besieged’ minority among a sea of urban poor people, who vastly 

outnumber them: the twenty-first century meets the eighteenth century at the window of 

Starbucks. The vast majority of the urban population are excluded by their low incomes from 

Starbucks or Wal-Mart and excluded by armed guards from the apartment blocks of the new 

middle class, except where they are employed for domestic service” (2004a: 17). Unlike for 

Nolan, for Marxists the rural working class toiling in the cities are first and foremost a tool of 

China’s Third Way gradualism. What has aggravated such extreme polarising of China’s 

population is the government’s gradualist approach of privileging cities over the countryside. 

In summary, while low wages coupled with non-urban residency rights have excluded people 

from citizenship, the benefits for the state and the economy of maintaining the hukou system 

stand out: it prevents overpopulation, protects the wealth of the growing middle class and 
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lessens the burden on the budget of firms and of local city governments. Considering the routes 

towards wage labour, the ‘real’ proletariat are the rural-urban migrants and those who have are 

urban hukou holders, but compete with migrant workers and face a similar struggle. 

3.2.4. Formation of the capitalist class 

Having recounted a Marxist analysis of how China’s working class has emerged since the 

beginning of reform, the question that naturally follows from a Marxist standpoint regards the 

alleged ‘class enemy’, those who own the means of production and are in pursuit of the highest 

returns on their invested capital and are made responsible for the exploitation of human labour 

and the environment. In short, who are China’s capitalists and how did they accumulate an 

initial stock of capital?  

The first place where one ‘finds’ capitalists in China are the numerous Western companies in 

the coastal regions with their venture capital spent as foreign direct investments (FDIs). For 

Nolan, they represent the ‘snake’ of global capitalism, which China’s government has cleverly 

utilised, but also successfully kept at bay through its gradualist approach. In fact, China 

received USD 82.6 billion in 2007 (Ying, D. 2008), which worldwide is the highest amount of 

foreign invested capital a country has ever received, highlighting the foreign interest mainly in 

China’s cheap production capacities. Foreign investments have accelerated production and 

economic growth, establishing links to international markets, technologies and designs. The 

most important business partners and investors have come from Hong Kong and Taiwan, 

simply due to their cultural and geographic proximity. Especially the sweatshops in the Pearl 

River delta region, with Shenzhen as its rising star, have been an economic bonanza for 

capitalists in Hong Kong (Nolan 2004a). As relevant as FDI has been and still is to China’s 

capitalist transformation, one should not overlook, however, that today it only amounts to 10 

per cent of China’s total capital stock. Hence the ‘class enemy’ does not come mainly from the 

outside, but already resides within China and bears Chinese nationality.  

China’s capitalists have themselves extracted most from the surpluses generated through the 

exploitation of their own labour. In fact, the accumulation of those returns has turned China 

into a country with “one of the world’s highest rates of saving” resulting, at state level, into “a 

huge foreign exchange reserve over USD 1 trillion by 2006” (Walker and Buck 2007: 54). 

Mainly through the purchase of treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities, in this process 

of capital accumulation China has become one of the largest creditors of the U.S. economy, 

accounting, together with Japan’s share, for 40 per cent of the U.S.’s state debt. One major 

reason for China’s purchasing of such long-term debts is to ensure the growth of the U.S. 

economy in order to keep exports to the U.S. – and thus China’s own economic growth – at a 
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high, steady rate. Such financial dependency on China has caused great anxiety amongst 

economists in the United States. At this point, it should be noted, as Nolan would do, that China 

exhibits characteristics that are rather typical for a late-industrialising economy. The West, 

which here again functions as the universal template, did not experience such a global exchange 

of capital during its phase of primitive accumulation. This corollary of history certainly 

highlights how interest and financial speculation stretch across nation states and influence 

distant fiscal policy-making. That China is also a producer of hi-tech products, which have 

always been pushed by the government in order to close the ‘technology gap’ to the West 

(Simon 1989), and that it has introduced sophisticated financial markets are also rather typical 

for late-industrialising economies. For Marxists, although those aspects make China’s political 

economy more complex, they do not fundamentally alter the principle mechanisms of 

capitalism, which they see as constituting the core of China’s economy in the twenty-first 

century. This brings us back to the original question regarding China’s class of capitalists.  

China’s capitalists were not originally merchants like they were in the West during the 

transition from a feudal to a capitalist society. Despite a highly advanced economy during 

China’s imperial time, as highlighted earlier, mercantile trade was entirely cut off under Mao, 

despite small market towns that survived collectivisation, the great-leap and Cultural 

Revolution (Skinner 1964-1965). Rather, many capitalists are former party members and 

government officials who have managed to transfer their public positions into the ownership of 

a privatised state company. Others are senior employees who were given the opportunity to buy 

shares of a formerly state-owned company. While in both cases a formal transfer in ownership 

has been achieved, in the context of China’s SOEs, officials and functionaries act like 

entrepreneurs. As part of the GDP growth incentive regime, which has turned the state into a 

giant profit-seeking shareholder, they are in pursuit of profit but are not de jure property owners. 

The retrenchments of publicly held enterprises, highlighted above, were enacted through these 

quasi entrepreneurs. Officials act not only as managers in publicly owned companies, property 

firms or as members of advisory boards, but they are also shareholders of private businesses. 

After restrictions on private firms were lifted, another core route to becoming a capitalist was 

the formation of private firms. By the mid-1990s, the private non-agrarian sector, mainly based 

on small and medium-sized enterprises, employed more than 40 million people in the cities, 

which is roughly as many as SOEs employed. Personal relations (guanxi) and corruption were 

often means in the process of splitting up state property. Despite differences between rural and 

urban areas, the privatisation of property, as Wang Hui critically notes, has often been “carried 

out under undemocratic and unjust circumstances” (2003: 153). 
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3.2.5. Transformation to a modern liberal-bourgeois state 

A crucial element in China’s ‘reform puzzle’ is the function of the nation’s state. To recall, 

economic liberalisation is conventionally believed to create wealth most effectively through the 

withdrawal of the state from the market. In China, however, not only was the market introduced 

by the state, did not occur naturally and was a natural continuation from socialism, but also the 

market developed rapidly without state desertion, as Nolan emphasised. For Marxists 

observers, however, emphasising that China developed so rapidly because of the continuation 

of the state is equally problematic, as it continues to assume, but simply in a negative way, the 

‘flat-earth’ liberalist assumption (Friedman 2007) that less state and regulation ensures even 

more economic growth. Thus, while conventional liberal thought is ‘surprised’ that the state 

has not shrunk under the pressure of a liberal economic order, for Walker and Buck (2007: 62) 

it is not a question of “whether the state is smaller, but how it has been restructured and what 

its components have been required to do”. This critical feedback also applies to those scholars, 

like Nolan, who equally criticise conventional liberal thought by emphasising instead China’s 

gradualism as a unique order and path towards modernity. Based on the country’s own history 

and cultural resources, state and market or individual interests are not antithetical, but symbiotic 

and mutually beneficial for the welfare of all in the long run. Gradualists, however, although 

conceiving the old ideological divide between socialism and capitalism unsuitable for capturing 

the nature of China’s political economy, continue to perpetuate the old divide precisely due to 

their consideration of China’s restructuring or gradualist transformation as an order for and in 

itself. They do not rethink socialism and capitalism but divert the attention altogether to 

something new, to China’s political economy as a viable alternative to the West’s hegemony 

on liberal-democratic capitalism. The new is like the positive otherness attributed to China’s 

imperial past. Against a neo-Marxist backdrop, gradualists like Nolan might overlook, 

nonetheless, that economic and political liberalism has taken on different (‘non-flat’) forms and 

routes, while the effects have remained the same. Hence, rather than seeking to restore the old 

opposition between socialism and capitalism to maintain the foundation of a critical, 

emancipatory project, Marxists highlight, as shown above, that China’s gradualist 

transformation has created, in a traditional capitalist sense, domestic markets, a huge class of 

wage labourers, a middle class of urban people, and a small elite class of capitalists whose 

relentless pursuit of profit perpetuates the gulf between the rural poor and urban rich. On the 

political side, which will be the focus below, gradual reforms have created a state of central 

and decentralised powers. Occurring during the past three decades since the beginning of 

reform, this restructuring has not brought mass participation in China’s political process, but 

created local governments and administrations that very much operate in a liberal-bourgeois 

way. The state has not withdrawn, but rather become ‘one’ with the economy. 
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In ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy’, Marx argued, as sketched in the first 

chapter, that the political depends on the economy: “each mode of production produces its 

specific legal relations [and] political forms” (1859), a formula that still applies for neo-

Marxists. Geoff Pilling argues that “the history of political economy cannot be reduced to a 

review of the conscious aims and motives of its leading representatives” (Pilling 1980). Rather, 

consciousness is a product of the dominant mode of production. Thus, in capitalism, the state 

primarily protects the property of the economy and the liberal-bourgeois interests of the 

capitalist class, respectively. However, Nolan, who, similar to Marxists, pits himself against 

neo-liberalism, believes in a ‘political consciousness’ that can act largely independently of the 

forces of the economy and endows such agency to China’s political elite. He clearly sees the 

government as a viable counterforce to the pressures of the market, capable of reforming itself 

ultimately based on goodwill. As he puts it: “The ‘choice’ to increase and make more effective 

the role of the state to solve the intensifying socioeconomic challenges facing the country can 

only succeed if the Chinese state today, with the Communist Party at its core, as in periods of 

greatest prosperity in the past, can radically improve its level of effectiveness and eliminating 

rampant corruption. State improvement, not state desertion, is the only rational goal for Chinese 

system reform” (Nolan 2004a: 177). Neo-Marxists, in contrast, have less confidence with the 

role of the state. As the state usually acts on behalf of the economy, it is not a matter of state 

desertion or withdrawal, but how the Chinese state has accommodated the requirements of a 

liberated economy. 

Since reform, the restructuring of the Chinese state has followed a programme of central 

political and economic power devolution (Wang, H. 2003: 118). By initiating reforms in a top-

down fashion based on laws, policies and proclamations, central government has thereby 

transferred economic power to the industries via marketisation and privatisation, and delegated 

political power to local governments. Focusing on the latter, “[m]unicipals, provincial, and 

county authorities act”, as Walker and Buck put it, “are the overseers of the development, 

working with whoever offers the best promise of rapid growth” (2007: 63). As ‘overseers’, 

local governments have been granted the authority to annex territory, subordinate counties, 

seize farmland, extend infrastructures, and build up their own fiscal budgets based on taxes, 

land rent, and leases. A major part of revenue comes from the taxes levied on profits made by 

private businesses. To stimulate business, they also offer tax breaks, build industry parks and 

ensure a sufficient supply of labour. Regarding the latter, governments assign quotas of 

potential urban hukou holders to companies – domestic or foreign-owned. Using them as an 

incentive, the companies can themselves select a few employees and ‘turn’ them into urban 

citizens as an acknowledgement of their performance. What finally makes local officials eager 

to work with ‘whoever offers the best promise of rapid growth’ is not only local government’s 
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incentivisation based on GDP growth, but also the personal relations officials maintain with the 

industry. For Wang Hui, the former highlights the one-sidedness and ruthlessness with which 

central government has pushed capitalist modernisation. The latter highlights that the 

‘conspiracy’ between state and economy occurs not only on a formal institutional level, such 

as through GDP growth, the hukou system and other laws and policies pushing the mechanisms 

of the market, but also on the levels of personal interest and emotion. Regarding the latter, 

Wang Hui emphasises particularly that China’s party leaders at all levels of society have 

become indistinguishable from the capitalists of China. They either act as entrepreneurs, as 

highlighted above, or are acquainted with them. As Wang Hui (ibid: 26) puts it: “members of 

the political elite or their families directly participate in economic activity and have become 

agents for large corporations and industries”. One is reminded here of Weber’s emphasis on 

China’s culture of personalism (2.1.3), which keeps public life a matter of private affairs. Wang 

Hui emphasises that assets built up during socialism were mainly split up in camera and through 

the misuse of personal relations. However, such involvement of the state in the economy and 

‘closed-door’ agreements are not peculiar to China’s development, but, for Wang Hui, rather 

typical for emerging economies: “those who control domestic capital are in fact the same as 

those who control political power” (ibid). After ‘opening up’ the economy to the external world, 

the internal redistribution of wealth has not yet been done openly. The privatisation of property 

was carried out ‘behind closed doors’, under undemocratic and unjust circumstances (ibid: 

153). As Wang Xiaoming (2003: 280) puts it: “In the smaller cities and countryside, the mutual 

support and corporation between the new rich and officials has reached such an extreme that 

they do not even bother to conceal it”. The formation of this conspiring relationship between 

state and market did not have to wait until the former General Secretary Jiang Zemin, during 

his speech at the 80th anniversary of China’s Communist Party in 2001, formally invited 

‘private entrepreneurs’ to join the Communist Party. This invitation was mainly to articulate 

formally what had already materialised within the capillaries of the Chinese state. Zemin’s 

announcement was thus not so much to indoctrinate sceptics with the ideals of the market, than 

it was to seek further legitimacy of the Communist Party within society by symbolically 

tightening the bond between state and market.  

Against this backdrop, the Chinese state, with central and local governments at its centre, was 

unlikely to fulfil the necessary counterforce to the market and act as a ‘benevolent’ state 

wishing to implement a ‘harmonious’ society, as articulated by the Communist Party and 

envisioned by Nolan. Despite the policy of zhengqi fenkai, which formally separates 

government function from business operations, and which gradually applied to the consumer 

goods industry, then to high-tech and heavy manufacturing and, more recently, to banking 

(Woetzel 2008), the state and economy have not become inextricably interwoven. In an 
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orthodox Marxist sense, the former, as the ‘superstructure’, resembles China’s capitalist ‘base 

structure’. While Nolan argues that China could and should continue to resist ‘market 

foundationalism’, as practiced especially within the United States, Walker and Buck see it 

already manifested through the reconfiguration of the Chinese state, which, to them, greatly 

resembles the configuration of the U.S.. Hence, similar to the federal system of the latter, 

China’s provinces, ranking highest in China’s administrative order, form a unity represented 

by central government, but largely remain independent in internal affairs. As in the United 

States, in China central policies endorse regional growth and provoke inter-province 

competition (Walker and Buck 2007: 64). For example, in 1988, for a trial implementation, 

self-governance of village people in the countryside became formally represented in China’s 

Organic Law of the Villagers’ Committees, to promote “socialist democracy at the grassroots 

level” (NPC 2008), and in 1998, the law was fully adopted by the National People’s Congress 

(Xinhua May 31, 2009). This authoritarian-confederalist rather than totalitarian structure, 

which has been conducive to the liberalisation of the country’s economy, is not new to China. 

As highlighted in the first chapter, a similar state order has existed during China’s prolonged 

imperial past to keep a vast territory together for centuries, based on an institutionalised 

network of personal relations (Weber) or self-sufficient village communes (Marx). As Wang 

Xiaoming (2003: 287) states: “[China] is nominally controlled by a Communist Party, but in 

reality the mighty CCP of ‘revolutionary ideals’ that once moulded, organised, and controlled 

society so tightly, disappeared long ago. It is still a totalitarian regime with a highly centralised 

system of power, but its rationale, operating principles, and social based are changing […] It is 

preceding over the market rather than a planned economy”. Now, while in the past China’s 

decentralised structure was thought to inhibit the rise of capitalism, today the old Chinese 

proverb “Heaven is high and the emperor far away” (Hamilton in Fei 1992: 30) (tian gao 

huangdi yuan) is deemed highly supportive of China’s capitalist transformation. In addition, 

society seems to remain structured in a bottom-up manner, where children remain obedient to 

their parents and workers to their bosses (cf. 105ff). In this way, China is probably more liberal 

than the West, if one does not feel that one’s own parents and family epitomise capitalist 

oppression – as many must have felt in the West during the 1968 revolt. 

A traditional Marxist interpretation of the role of the state also alters the quality of China’s 

change approach. While praised by Nolan as something distinctly Chinese, the gradualist 

approach only means that some areas – especially China’s special economic zones – practiced 

‘liberal state’ and ‘market economy’ earlier than others. This temporal difference in China’s 

transformation is well in tune with Deng Xiaoping’s credo that “some people will become 

prosperous first” (reference). Severe doubt, however, is raised regarding the latter half of 

Deng’s promise that “others will become prosperous later”. At the beginning of the twenty-first 
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century, the gap between rich and poor is not temporary, but has become a permanent structure, 

which was certainly not envisioned by Deng Xiaoping. The production of wealth is no longer 

based on people’s ‘own’ labour, but on the ‘exploitation’ of labour, which represents the 

classical contradiction between the ‘forces of production’ and ‘relations of production’ that 

Marx condemned and Mao fought against. Against this backdrop, suggesting a non-flat 

liberalist Chinese state, the concept of ‘transformation’, which includes notions such as gradual 

change, groping, experimentation and dual-track, thus primarily serve as an ideological device 

‘concealing’ the capitalist nature of China. Nevertheless, even traditional (flat-earth) liberalists 

in China, for Marxist China observers do not admit the liberalist marriage between state and 

economy, draw on the concept of transformation in order to “maintain [the] myth of free 

markets and globalization” (Wang, H. 2003: 120). Thus, when Nolan critiques neoliberalism 

and upholds China’s gradualism as a viable Third Way, he merely conspires with those he 

criticises.  

Finally, what, besides economical and political action, demonstrates the intimate relation 

between state and capital is the violence with which the Chinese state has introduced the market 

economy to its people or utilised to ensure its continuation. Again, critical China observers 

have detected a pattern of state intervention that is not specific to China, but rather characteristic 

of the process of capitalist modernisation. Critically referring to Friedman’s idea of ‘shock 

therapy’, Naomi Klein (2007) draws the reader’s attention to this ‘dark’ side of the ‘birth’ of 

free market capitalism. While one can conceptually grasp the link liberalists construct between 

‘free market behaviour’ and ‘individual freedom’, the market, however, has frequently been 

introduced in restricted ways. Governments of various economies, advanced or emerging, often 

use violence and the period of ‘collective shock’ occurring afterward to make changes in the 

economy and curtail what are frequently received as unpopular measurements amongst the 

people. For Klein, China is no exception here. The Tiananmen Square massacre in June 1989 

is a sad example of such abuse of state power. For the government this ‘counter-revolutionary 

rebellion’ threatened the stability of the country and the economic reform process. The 

protection of the reform – and that it would bring prosperity for all – justified the draconic 

measures the government took. While between 1978 and June 1989 a democratic relation 

between the state and society emerged, involving people from different social statuses and 

backgrounds, after 1989 this relation, according to Wang Hui, became fully substituted for the 

alliance between the state and market. During the first decade of reforms, what was experienced 

amongst China’s independent intellectuals and party reformers was the democratic sense of 

increased freedom of speech and assembly. Since the violent crackdown during the June 1989 

demonstrations, this publically shared sentiment, to which people generally referred to as the 

‘New Enlightenment’ movement (Wang, H. 2003), has never returned. What instead made its 
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breakthrough was China’s economy. Compared to moderate growth in the 1980s, from the 

beginning of the 1990s China’s economy started to escalate at an astronomical rate. The 

government could further liberalise and incentivise the economy by exposing more people to 

the brute force of the market. In a state of shock, which is certainly one way to summarise the 

collective mood after the Tiananmen Square massacre, no dissident dared challenge the 

government again. More than a decade later, however, the number of social upheavals has 

sharply increased again. Indignities such as unpaid wages, wholesale clearances of housing 

blocks, confiscation of farmland, pollution, or the venality of local administrations has spurred 

popular unrest to erupt mainly in China’s rural areas. According to official sources, there were 

some 87,000 cases of “public order disturbance” reported in 2005, which represents a 50 per 

cent increase over 2003, involving protests, demonstrations, picketing, and group petitioning 

(Lum 2006). The central government introduced pro-labour rights reforms, such as the Labour 

Contract Law (see 50), and campaigns against corruption. Despite such ‘concessions’, it “has 

not allowed the people to organise and speak for themselves; a tight lid has been taken on 

democratic awakenings, from Tiananmen Square to Internet 2.0” (Walker and Buck 2007: 65). 

“So far, however, these elements [China’s Marxist legacy and protests] do not add up to a 

significant national political force” (Therborn 2008: 56). For Žižek (2008: 190), equally, “large-

scale workers’ movements” and their “brutal repression” are proof “that China is the ideal 

capitalist state: freedom for capital, with the state doing the ‘dirty job’ of controlling the 

workers”. China is regularly accused by organisations like Amnesty International, Human 

Rights Watch or United Nations’ Committee against Torture of abuses of human rights and the 

inhumane treatment of dissidents. Within China, dissatisfaction with the Chinese government 

and its authoritarian rule has most clearly been articulated since the Tiananmen Square 

movement with the protest in Tibet in March 2008, in Xinjiang in July 2009 and, intellectually, 

in the petition ‘Charter ‘08’ (Link 2009). The latter, which demanded the democratisation of 

the Chinese government, was publically signed by several hundreds of prominent Chinese 

dissidents, which in turn provoked a crackdown on those signees (Anderlini 2009). In the 

process of such accusations, one should not overlook, however, that China’s ‘new 

intelligentsia’ is experimenting with the liberalisation and innovation of the country’s political 

institutions, seeking possible avenues of interaction between government, the state and society. 

Such experimentation was unthinkable only a few decades ago. Nevertheless, from the Party’s 

perspective, any political reform approach should not threaten the Party’s monopoly on power 

and China’s economic transformation path (Leonard 2008). Furthermore, Wang Xiaoming 

points out that the class of people that is most concerned with China’s long-term development 

and unstable situation is the class of the new rich: “They appear unwilling to see society 

reformed in any profound way; instead they prefer the status quo. Are they at least those most 

confident in the future? Just the opposite. The new rich are for the most part very pessimistic 
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about Chinas future. Almost every one of them has a foreign passport in his or her pocket, as if 

preparing to escape a dangerous situation” (Wang, X. 2003: 282). 

Those scholars who identify China’s gradualist transformation approach as ‘non-ideological’, 

‘pragmatic’ change are wittingly or unwittingly complicit in China’s state violence. 

Considering Nolan’s anti-American attitude and welcoming of the continuation of the 

Communist party, his complicity can be deciphered by his choice of the following words: 

"During the occupation of Tiananmen Square in 1989, a significant proportion of the protestors 

called for the Chinese Communist Party to ‘step down’. Their enduring symbol was the erection 

of the ‘Goddess of Liberty’, explicitly modelled on the USA’s Statue of Liberty. Dissident 

Chinese inside and outside the country still call for the overthrow of the Chinese Community 

Party given a firm basis of support by international human rights organizations” (2004a: 70, 

emphases added). For Nolan, to recall, Western liberalism, “which strongly opposes any form 

of state interference with the natural workings of society” (ibid: 80), “cannot serve as a suitable 

model to solve the challenges facing the 1.3 billion people on Chinese Mainland” (ibid: 105). 

Perhaps one goes too far when claiming that Nolan sees June 1989 as a necessary sacrifice or 

less drastic measure compared to a possible disintegration of the entire country when Western 

democratic forces have succeeded. But even if one stays within the Chinese tradition and 

Confucianism respectively, one can detect strong violations not only against internationally 

recognised conventions such as like human rights, which are primarily based on Western 

values, but also against the moral conduct of ‘non-paternalistic Confucianism humanism’ itself 

(cf. Dellios 2005). As the country with one of the highest income disparities in the world, China 

seems far from establishing a harmonious society. However, it is also presumptuous to claim 

that China’s government does not try to follow the ideal of a harmonious society. 

In summary, for neo-Marxist observers, China’s transformation puzzle seems to resolve as 

follows: on the one hand, the state has radically ‘deserted’ and the economy ‘liberalised’, as the 

state no longer takes on the function of the central planning, pricing and distribution of goods 

and services. Such state desertion is reflected in public spending and tax revenues, which, in 

relative terms, make the Chinese state one of the smallest in the world. In relation to China’s 

GDP, the former amounted to 19 per cent in 2006 (CSYB 2007), while the latter sharply 

decreased from 31 per cent in 1978 to 20 per cent in 2006. Liberal thinkers argue here in a 

classical fashion that low taxes, not gradualism, have been key incentive and growth drivers. 

Low taxes have kept China’s overall fiscal capacity low, making the funding of large-scale 

state interventions difficult without significantly increasing state deficit. From this perspective, 

China is more liberal than any other Western state, where tax revenues and spending have 

reached unprecedented dimensions in the history of the modern ‘liberal’ state. In Germany, for 

example, about 50 per cent of one’s own income goes directly to the state treasury. 
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Reprehensibly, Peter Sloterdijk (2009) calls such a tax collection regime ‘expropriation qua 

income tax’ or ‘state kleptocracy’. Every finance minister of an authoritarian state might envy 

the result of such political disciplining in the West. On the other hand, the presence of the state 

remains strong via an effective alliance between the central government and its power, 

emanating from Beijing’s central ministries (bu) and the dispersed authority executed by the 

local governments and administrations of and within the provinces (sheng), municipalities 

(zhixiashi), autonomous regions (zizhiqu), or special economic zones (jingji tequ) (for a review 

of China’s state administrative hierarchy, cf. Guthrie 1999: 24-41). The prolonged power of the 

Communist Party was reflected in the state’s active and, if necessary, violent introduction of 

the market and the crackdown on emancipatory forces undermining the power of the party. So, 

what is officially termed ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics’ can be more adequately 

termed, from a Marxist perspective, ‘Capitalism with Chinese characteristics’ or ‘authoritarian 

capitalism’ (Žižek 2008). 
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3.3. A question of modernisation 

As demonstrated above, two major attempts to historicise China’s recent political economic 

development can be derived from the literature. Although both approaches make liberal 

capitalism the primary target of their critique, they locate the source from which its 

disintegrating forces emanate in two fundamentally different places. The first dominant 

approach, here mainly associated with the work of Peter Nolan, identifies China in terms of a 

‘market-oriented’ economy that is uniquely Chinese. This political economy not only freed 

China from the chaos of the Great Leap and Cultural Revolution, but also ties in with China’s 

imperial past; a conceptual link is drawn between today’s gradual reform and a state-economy 

alliance that guaranteed long periods of economic prosperity and political stability. The latter 

is conceived as a source of the uniqueness of China’s development model and what will help 

the nation to sustain stability and growth in the future. A liberal-capitalist order, as practiced 

especially in the United States, is judged as unsuitable for the issues the Chinese government 

faces today. Although China has to cope with the impact of global capitalism (the ‘snake’), 

capitalism continues to be regarded as an external threat, as what still mainly emanates outside 

China. This reading of China’s recent history is based on historicity ‘nominalism’ or 

‘particularism’.  

The other approach, utilising traditional Marxist categories, does not make this clear distinction 

between China and the West, but directly criticises capitalism by highlighting that China’s 

economy has effectively become capitalist. Capitalism has been ‘injected’ into China’s 

economy like a ‘virus’ into its new ‘host’. It no longer emanates from the West, but has clearly 

become a global structure with multinational corporations, multilateral organisations like the 

IMF and World Bank, national governments and central banks as its primary agents. At the 

beginning of the twenty-first century, there is nothing special about China’s development apart 

that it has become another strong force in the global quest for economic growth and profit 

guaranteed by an authoritarian state. Thus, while the former seeks to refamiliarise the West by 

disregarding Western-style market foundationalism and proposing China’s political economy 

as a viable alternative, the latter is a critique of China’s capitalist turn. In a traditional Marxist 

way, it highlights critically the alliance between the state and the economy. Suggesting 

gradualism as a unique development model, in other words, merely gives credit to the function 

of the Chinese government and conceals ideologically its capitalist foundation. This reading of 

China’s recent history is based on ‘historicist universalism,’ as China’s otherness is largely 

negated and subsumed under categories that are presented as a global structure. 

With those last words we have reached an important juncture in the argument of the latter, 

which will remain our primary source of defining a critical project in this study. A Marxist 
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analysis helps us to see that a particularist, affirmative approach, despite its attempted critique 

of Western capitalism, might only conspire with global capitalism. Despite this advantage, 

Marxism faces the problem of accounting for socioeconomic change. From a Marxist 

perspective, until now, we have only looked at the effects of capitalism in China, but omitted 

the crucial question of how Marxists would resolve China’s problems. Put differently, while 

the former approach proposes ‘gradual change’ and ‘state-market symbiosis’ as viable 

alternatives to liberal capitalism, the latter remains rather mute regarding historical change. The 

question of historical change and alternating the trajectory of capitalism into a more social 

direction is, of course, not just a problem related to China, but one that has generally concerned 

critical thinkers on the political left.  

To recall (cf. 2.1.2), in traditional Marxism the history of modernity and capitalism is the 

history of class struggle, of the antagonism between proletariat and capitalists and the inherent 

attempt of the former to emancipate from the oppression emanating from the latter. However, 

from the very beginning of the modern ‘history of revolution’, which spans from the French 

Revolution (1789–1799) to the Maoist Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), as its last instalment, 

actual history has complicated if not invalidated class struggle as the foundation of 

emancipation and change (Žižek 2008: 175). The demise of the Communist bloc in 1990 

epitomises a conceptual struggle amongst Marxists, who have searched, as Žižek (ibid) argues, 

“for the moment of the Fall, when things took the wrong turning in the history of Marxism”. 

Mainly in order to ‘rescue’ the primacy of class struggle-based emancipation, Marxists have 

attributed the ‘Fall’ to ‘external’ causes, that is either to a wrong application of the ‘original’ 

version of Marxism or to ‘unripe’ revolutionary conditions and the lack of readiness for socialist 

change. Some scholars have also located wrongdoing in the work of the late Karl Marx himself, 

“after he had abandoned his youthful humanism” (ibid). However, for a number of Marxists, 

mainly identified as post-Marxists or neo-Marxists, such ‘externalisation of errors’ and 

maintenance of class struggle as primary impulses of history appear as programmatic when 

considering the actual course of history. In our context, such a search would simply repeat an 

analytical framework based on which China’s history in particular could only appear as 

contradictory. Conversely, China’s history has clearly twice invalidated the premise of 

unilinear Marxism. 

Firstly, China’s socialism was not born out of capitalism, but directly out of China’s feudalism. 

Consequently, there was no huge class of proletarians or wage labourers that were collectively 

ready for change or joining forces as self-conscious revolutionary agents. Instead, for Mao, 

there were only ‘popular masses’, mainly peasants, whose revolutionary identity had to be 

mobilised and politically articulated. The same politicisation applied to the oppressor of Mao’s 

socialist modernisation. There was no liberal bourgeois class, although a small fraction 
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appeared during the Republican era (1911-1949). Rather, internally, the struggle was targeted 

against the Nationalists (Guomindang), feudal landlords and warlords controlling the economic 

process, and, externally, against Western and Japanese imperialist forces. In short, Mao and his 

followers faced ‘real’ threats, but the direction of the struggle over power and order was 

politically determined and motivated by the ideals of socialist modernisation, ultimately leading 

to the formation of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. The subsequent nationalisation and 

industrialisation of the economy caused a spatial division of labour, which traditionally is 

thought to occur in capitalism, but which had already occurred under Mao’s state socialism. 

Paradoxically, to overcome the contradiction between worker and peasant, town and country, 

mental and manual work, Mao had first to produce those elemental antagonisms to reach an 

alignment with the overall socialist narrative (Wang, H. 2003: 149). In the actual course of 

socialist modernisation, society became radically subordinated to such state-led hierarchisation, 

following Mao’s belief in “‘contradiction’ as the universal and objective law generating and 

governing the totality of the world” (Liu 1995: 603). Despite ongoing internal struggles, 

China’s identity as a nation and the process of producing and overcoming contradiction was 

strengthened through the political identification of the capitalist West and Japan as enemies, or 

the absolute, negative ‘Other’.  

The second time history was an outcome of politics rather than of an automatism in history was 

when Mao Zedong passed away in September 1976 and Deng Xiaoping came to power and 

initiated reform. While the former historical variation of unilinear Marxism left out a crucial 

step in the process of socialist modernisation, i.e. capitalism, the changes made since 1978 

inverted orthodox Marxist historicity altogether. In short, socialism was used to implement 

capitalism. This suggests again that class struggle did not cause change, but rather a specific 

politico-economic response to the struggle over the best path towards modernisation, which, in 

turn, entailed the mobilisation of popular masses. Thus, again, the 1978 liberalisation of the 

economy did not occur due to an innate drive towards liberty, but was deliberately implemented 

top-down. Such deliberation and the lack of an innate class struggle can be seen in how the 

transition between both stages of modernisation required an active ‘undoing’ and ‘redoing’ of 

the working class identity. Under Mao, the proletariat (gongren) signified a highly privileged 

class that was officially not alienated by labour, but actualised through it. Mao saw his 

revolution as the final synthesis of China’s modernisation process (Wang, H. 2003: 147pp). In 

contrast, the ‘new proletariat’ (dagong), whose different paths towards its formation were 

discussed earlier, has officially to endure until wealth trickles more evenly and a harmonious 

society is implemented. Another ‘long march’ seems inevitable. In the meantime, the dagong 

no longer subordinates to the welfare of the people, the party or the socialist state, but to the 

interest of the ‘capitalist boss’ (Pun 2005: 20). Of course, while history did not automatically 
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respond to class struggle, consequently, we cannot expect, as different studies have already 

demonstrated (e.g. Chen 1995; Anagnost 1997; Xin 2002; Pun 2005), either the old or new 

proletariat to be homogenous despite their recurring radical politisation. The hegemonic 

articulation of a class of workers and peasants – and now the articulation of a market-oriented 

economy – subordinates, but does not eliminate, differences. Today, the biggest group of 

workers, China’s migrants, is highly fragmented and lacks an identity based on wages and 

hukou (Solinger 1999), although both structural elements have created an extremely unequal 

distribution of wealth. As Pun Ngai (ibid: 18) argues: “While the category of class no longer 

looks alien in reformed China, the making of the new worker-subject is still far more 

complicated than a conventional, or worse, reified Marxist notion of ‘class’ can discern”. 

Although capital and contracts have become the dominant means of social (dis)integration, 

China’s workers do not automatically identify themselves as members of the new working 

class. The lack of such identity makes it difficult to see employers as those who are exploiting 

workers, as is traditionally assumed (Braverman 1974).  

Those two twists demonstrate that history, unlike in a traditional Marxist sense, does not follow 

a pre-existing homogenous subject of change that unites various histories into one overall 

trajectory, although a distinct material distribution of wealth and economic activity suggests 

otherwise. Instead, China’s history succeeded when those who could, seized on power and 

produced the subject of change in order stay in power. Here the Communist Party was, and still 

is, China’s main agent of historical change. In this sense, we can also give credit to a 

particularist representation of China. However, what still appears as a common thread 

throughout the country’s recent history and the recent history of many other nation states is an 

attempt at modernisation (Wang 2009). In other words, it is not class struggle that unites history 

or mere political action, but the “regression to pre-modern organic society that denies the 

infinite right of subjectivity” (Žižek 2006: 33). Although the right for infinite subjectivity 

remained repressed in Maoist China (Wang, H. 2003: 147ff) – and is still largely wanting in 

contemporary China (Chen 1995) – since 1949, however, China is no longer a country 

dominated by feudal landlords and warlords. In this way, we can reconsider the antithetical 

representations from above as an intellectual dispute between particular versus universal 

modernisation. Both approaches have limitations, as both presuppose modernisation as a 

primary force in history. Conversely, to define a critical project that can be applied towards 

China and is able to withstand critical reflections, one must readdress the old question of 

modernity, but under today’s circumstances. For now, however, we postpone this fundamental 

concern until a later stage (7.2.3), as we have not exhausted the range of arguments dealing 

with the nature of contemporary China. In the following chapter, we recount and pinpoint major 

accounts on contemporary organisations and work life in China. This analysis brings us closer 
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to our own case study, which unfolds within a large Chinese high-tech corporation. Put 

differently, while this chapter has dealt with more general questions about political-economic 

change, the following chapter deals with everyday social organisation.  
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4. China’s work life: Between change and continuity 

The two main views recounted in the previous chapter represent China from a political 

economic perspective. Orrú, Biggart and Hamilton (1997: 6ff) would regard those views as 

“macrostructural”, as they make dependent the social and cultural on broad political and 

economic institutions: “political economy theories generally assume that the character and 

policies of the state are determined by the character of the economy, with other institutions […] 

shaped by their role in sustaining political economic relations”. An alliance between the state 

and economy is assumed as determining the course of history. In contrast to the political 

economy, there is a substantial body of literature on China’s development that offers a 

‘microstructural’ approach. Various scholars explain economic activity from an institution and 

organisation theoretical perspective. As derivatives of a Weberian sociology (cf. 2.1.3), this 

perspective conceives the political, economic, social and cultural as different variables 

determining, based on their historical composition, the nature of society and economic activity. 

Although there are epistemological differences between an institutionalist and organisation 

theoretical approach (Hamilton 2006: 10ff), proponents present such economic sociology as 

providing a more ‘granular’ representation of history, one that is thought to be ‘closer’ to the 

experiences of day-to-day life (Whyte 1996). The purpose of this chapter is not to engage in an 

epistemological debate between both approaches or to dismiss a political economy in favour of 

an economic sociology. Rather, at this stage, the purpose is, as in the previous chapter, to 

recount another dominant set of views on contemporary China in order to add quality to our 

theoretical understanding and to traverse the range of arguments that claim intellectual 

authority over its history. 

As will be highlighted in this chapter, accordingly, economic sociologists do not locate the state 

and broad economic institutions at the centre of analysis, but the traditional Chinese family. 

The latter is construed as the primary economic force and, as thus, what accounts, according to 

certain scholars, for China’s recent economic success (1.1). Those who locate the traditional 

family at the centre of economic activity can rely on a historical discourse that highlights how 

the traditional family structure has survived China’s past episodes of modernisation and the 

emergence of the industrial workplace, respectively (4.1). However, in opposition to this 

particularist affirmation, a more differentiated account on China is provided, highlighting 

instead the emergence of rational-legal structures (4.3). It is argued, in other words, that the 

withdrawal of the state since 1978 has created a void mainly filled, especially within urban 

areas, with a new system of domination based on state-level law and firm-level bureaucracy. 

This view tends to negate China’s otherness and emphasises a change in institutions that are 
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usually associated with a modern society. Each argument will be addressed in the following 

sections. 

4.1. Historical development of work and family relations 

From an economic sociological standpoint, the traditional Chinese family, similar to the 

Japanese keiretsu or the South Korean chaebol, is frequently identified as the social structure 

that makes not only China’s society, but also the various Chinese societies in other East Asian 

countries distinct from Western ones. In line with the authors presented in the previous chapter, 

the authors discussed here are equally influenced by the economic dynamism of this area; most 

of them agree that the traditional Chinese family is a veritable engine of economic growth. This 

positive appreciation of the Chinese family obviously causes again a contraction to past 

negations of the country’s traditional system of domination. While Weber, to recall (cf. 2.1.3), 

regarded China’s patriarchal and personalistic system of social organisation, which is precisely 

implied by the notion of the traditional Chinese family, as an obstacle to modern capitalist 

development, the authors here generally cling to a reverse view. They adopt Weber’s dialectic 

between China and West, but turn his past negation into an affirmation and suggest that the 

spread of capitalism is supported by China’s traditional system of social organisation. Within 

our analytical framework, this conceptual posture primarily reveals not China’s true otherness, 

but, again, the political nature of scholarly argumentation. These authors are aware of the 

contradiction and seek to break with Weber’s past negation, but nevertheless continue with the 

search for a uniquely Chinese economic development model, which causes this contradiction 

in the first instance. 

Setting aside, for now, how neo-Weberians seek to overcome this contradistinction, what the 

emphasis on the Chinese family suggests is the continuation of values and socioeconomic 

structures that Weber found rooted in China’s imperial past. Put differently, China’s patriarchal 

or personalistic system of social organisation, which he valued as traditional, must have 

withstood China’s own forces of modernisation. Within a Weberian sociology, modernisation 

conventionally presupposes the depersonalisation of traditional relations and their replacement 

by a system of legal-rational domination. In particular, it must have largely withstood the 

country’s nationalist (1928-1949) and socialist (1949-1978) periods, two episodes of change 

that radically signalled the departure from the nation’s imperial past and thus from traditional 

relations. There are several influential authors who argue for such continuation and thus support 

the notion of the Chinese traditional family as today’s major difference over Western 

economies (Walder 1986; Berger 1987; Davis and Harrell 1993; Perry 1993; Kaple 1994; 

Whyte 1996; Frazier 2002; Perry 2002). In turn, we will review both past periods of 

modernisation and this ongoing tension between change (rationalisation of human relations) 
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and continuation (manifestation of traditional family relations) from an industrial labour and 

family perspective. 

4.1.1. The rise of industrial labour during nationalism 

Frazier locates the emergence of China’s modern industrial workplace at the centre of China’s 

transition from an agrarian empire to a modern industrial nation state. In this context, he argues 

precisely that during both eras, the nationalist and socialist periods, the traditional system of 

organisation, despite the rapid industrialisation and nationalisation of the economy, largely 

survived, even within the industrial sector. During the 1920s and 1940s, the rise of the industrial 

sector, which became possible mainly due to heavy investment made by the newly formed state, 

marked a clear change in China’s history. Not only did large factories equipped with modern 

production facilities emerge, but also Western-trained industrial engineers actively introduced 

new organisation management techniques. Not indigenous to China’s own manufacturing 

tradition, these techniques were based on Frederick W. Taylor’s scientific management, which 

had already found widespread applications in the capitalist West as well as in the Soviet Union.  

Taylor assumed an exponential increase in production output when human relations are strictly 

subordinated to the production process and when the latter is divided into many linearly-linked 

work steps and measured according to productivity and efficiency standards. As is classically 

argued, the managerial function is strictly separated from the operational labour and human 

skill inscribed into the highly divided and standardised production process (cf. Braverman 

1974). Now, considering the economic performance of the West, which, at that time, by far 

exceeded China’s, it seems obvious that in the context of China the principles of scientific 

management signalled a business opportunity for factory owners. At the same time, the 

introduction of formal rules and technical procedures meant a radical break with a traditional 

form of organisation, which primarily adhered to a personalistic and patriarchal style of rule 

and the skilled leadership of people (Schurmann 1968: 206-1). To realise the economic 

opportunity, China’s scientific factory managers sought to improve not only the production 

process itself, but also the existing labour management process, which, to them, kept modern 

industrial work inefficient. This led to the introduction of personnel departments, highlighting 

the functional separation between planning and work. Here, the primary target was the 

contracting system, which ensured the supply of skilled and unskilled labour, but which was 

controlled by guilds and labour racketeering gangs that functioned as labour intermediaries. 

Thus, the factory manager or owner was directly part of the labour process. As Frazier (2002: 

27-8) puts it again: “Factory managers in China, especially in its most cosmopolitan and 

capitalist city of Shanghai, sought to overhaul employment practises by replacing ‘feudal’ ties 

between workers and ‘master’ with the professional codes of personnel departments and 
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efficiency standards […] In the professional and trade journals of the period, Chinese managers 

of the largest factories viewed contracting and other practices associated with what they called 

the ‘foreman system’ (gongtou zhi) as ‘backward’, ‘feudalistic’, and most importantly, 

inefficient and ineffective by the standards of modern scientific management”. Despite the 

introduction of scientific management and personnel departments, according to Frazier, this 

first attempt to rationalise and depersonalise the labour process largely failed.  

One reason for this failure relates to enterprise managers’ incompetence and their lack of 

technical knowledge and business understanding, respectively. Another reason, which seems 

more significant to Frazier, relates to the strong presence of feudal guilds and labour 

racketeering gangs, which had dominated the labour process in the past and whose practices 

spread in modern industrial factories precisely in the function of the factory foreman or 

supervisor. The reason why their practices could spread again, and were not displaced by “the 

professional codes and efficiency standards” was not due to a cultural aversion towards 

rationality, but to “informal alliances” formed especially between large labour racketeering 

gangs and the Nationalist Party, Guomingtang, under which the Republic of China (1912–1949) 

was nominally united. While those gangs could expand their informal recruitment system to 

the new industrial sector, the Nationalists could strengthen their influence in the industrial 

sector and further manifest their political power in opposition to the Communist Party. Thus, 

from the outset, China’s modern industrial workplace, according to Frazier, manifested as an 

anti-modern “foreman’s fiefdom” (Frazier: 34, 234). The relation between foreman and worker 

remained one between patron and client: “A foreman [...] controlled virtually every aspect of a 

worker’s employment: access to jobs, training, pay, promotion, leave time, dismissal, and very 

often housing and food” (ibid: 33). The worker, in turn, was expected to follow the traditional 

rites or ceremonies of respect and subordination, like that of gift-giving, in order to attain and 

keep a job and win the favour of the supervisor. Traditional ties of loyalty and reciprocity, such 

as those related to kinship or native-place guilds, continued to cement the relationship between 

foreman and worker (Perry 1993). To Frazier, this was the institutional environment at the birth 

of China’s modern industrial workplace. 

4.1.2. Re-emergence of personalistic domination during socialism 

A more radical attempt to break with China’s personalistic and patrimonial system of 

domination was, of course, the Communist Revolution and the twenty-five years of state 

socialism that followed. The formation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 

signalled Mao’s victory over the past alliance between imperialism and feudalism, and 

nationalists and warlord fiefdoms, respectively. The victory legitimised China’s Communist 

Party’s (CCP) continued modernisation, but under socialist principles. Prior to 1949, about one-
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third of the industrial sector’s output was already state-owned. The Communist regime 

immediately took over those existing state industrial assets from the Nationalists and 

successively collectivised the rest of the economy, including the vast agricultural sector. 

Change from private to public ownership meant that enterprises had to remit their profits to the 

state taxation authorities for central reallocation. Profits derived from the agricultural sector 

were used specifically to finance the growth of the industrial sector – the guarantor of China’s 

transformation to a modern socialist state. State investments led to a rapid increase in the 

number of publicly-owned enterprises and thus of property-less wage labourers. From 1955 to 

1957, that is within the time frame of the first five-year plan (1953-1958), the number of state-

owned and jointly-owned enterprises doubled to a total of 58,000 and 112,000 endeavours, 

respectively (Frazier 2002: 196). With a comparatively low increase in wages, but a higher 

increase in outputs, state-owned enterprises quickly became China’s ‘cash-cow’, with a share 

of 46 per cent of the state budget in 1957 and up to 60 per cent and over in subsequent years 

(ibid: 135).  

Despite ongoing political and economic struggle in the process of socialist transformation, as 

will be addressed further below, a growing economy provided a better life for more people 

compared to life during the nationalist period, which mainly caused economic uncertainty for 

families (Whyte 1996). The apex of this transformation – and what symbolised and structurally 

manifested the institutions of China’s command economy – was the danwei. As addressed 

earlier (p.65), the danwei, or work unit, not only guaranteed lifetime employment and welfare, 

but also served as the CCP’s platform for policy enforcement and ideological control. People’s 

dependency on the work unit and thus on the socialist state, coupled with ongoing “propaganda 

stressing that loyalty to the Party and Chairman Mao should come before loyalty to one's own 

family”, as Martin K. Whyte (1996: 46) emphasises, clearly undermined and signalled a break 

with the past political and labour regimes. Frazier would generally agree with this observation, 

but as much as Whyte ultimately stresses that family life largely remained intact and was even 

supported by the institutions implemented by central government, in spite of “children 

denouncing parents in recurring campaigns, couples assigned to work in different locations, 

young people sent down to live in the countryside, family members dying in officially induced 

famines and political campaigns” (ibid), Frazier highlights that the danwei was not a product 

solely of the socialist era, but that some of its core institutions were already anticipated prior to 

1949. Frazier’s argument is in opposition to Andrew G. Walder’s influential claim (1986) that 

China’s danwei or factories, in general, “represented an abrupt break with the past” (Frazier 

2002: 7). In Walder’s words: “Even if China’s pre-revolution labour traditions were unique, it 

would be difficult to find historical continuities in the face of the sweeping and systematic 

changes of the 1950s” (in Frazier 2002: 7). To underpin his counter-argument, Frazier provides 
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historical evidence for the continuation of institutions by referring to the practices concerning 

wage fixation, welfare provision and labour allocation. 

It would exceed the scope of this work to recount Frazier’s analysis of the historical 

development of each of these institutions. The question that concerns us, though, is whether 

China’s new state regulations and incentives eventually determined industrial workshop 

operations, or whether a personalistic and patrimonial rule continued to do so. In this context, 

from a firm labour management perspective, Frazier identifies two historical developments 

during China’s overall socialist transformation that precisely suggest the latter, the re-

emergence of the ‘foreman’s fiefdom’, yet in a weaker form and interlaced with shop floor 

politics. These phases are, firstly, an ongoing tension between central government policies and 

local circumstances in the factories throughout the 1950s, and, secondly, the decentralisation 

of state administrative authority that started at the end of the 1950s, which gave authority to 

local party committees, re-empowered workshop supervisors and institutionalised clientelism. 

a. Ongoing tension between the centre and periphery 

The 1950s, the first decade of China’s socialist transformation and within which the First Five-

Year-Plan (FFYP) unfolded, was marked, according to Frazier, by an ongoing opposition 

between central requirements and periodical enforcements, on the one hand, and local 

circumstances within the factories, on the other. The CCP did not find a social-economic 

vacuum, but its plans and policies clashed with already existing labour management practices 

and relations, especially in factories that had existed before 1949. Emphasising this clash, to 

Frazier, “is not to say that the institutions of the command economy failed” (ibid: 163), but 

“[as] managers and workers adapted to the new rules, they also altered then in discernible ways” 

(ibid: 18).  

From central government’s perspective, both state labour policies (regulating recruiting, pay 

and other work-related issues) and firm labour and production management (the actual 

management of individual factories’ operations) were fused into one industrial management 

system, i.e. one set of central regulations and incentives based on which the government sought 

to fulfil its macroeconomic goals. Such aspired “unity of political and economic leadership 

(zhengzhi lingdao he jingji lingdao de tongyi)” (Kaple 1994: 61) was typical for a command 

economy. CCP’s initial knowledge regarding this was mainly adopted from the experience of 

the Soviet Union. In fact, CCP’s adaption of its neighbour’s intellectual resources was 

immense, “[extending] to the translation of hundreds of books and articles on Soviet methods 

of workforce organization and mobilization” (Frazier 2002: 16-7). The purpose of mentioning 

this here is to highlight that those methods were “heavily informed by Lenin’s open admiration 
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for Taylor and scientific management” (Frazier 2002: 15). Hence, through the process of 

copying and applying Russia’s methods of industrial management, scientific management again 

entered China’s factories, but at that time under the banner of socialist transformation and in a 

more rigid, top-down fashion. Obviously, Lenin was not only China’s source of Marxism and 

understanding of modern macroeconomic processes, but also of Taylorism and an 

understanding of the micro-economic equivalent. Regarding the latter, the result was the 

introduction of Russia’s concept of “one-man management” (yizhang zerenzhi) (Kaple 1994: 

62). Its principles suggested a rigid hierarchisation of the labour process and a clear division 

between decision and execution. As Frazier sketches it: “To carry out one-man management, 

Chinese enterprises during the 1950s enacted the production-territorial system, a hierarchical 

or line reporting arrangement in which orders flowed from the factory director’s office 

downward to work-shops (chejian), intermediate work sections (gongduan), and to basic-level 

production teams (shengchan xiaozu). At each level, a director or section chief had sole 

authority to enforce orders issued from the higher level” (Frazier 2002: 17). At the top of the 

factory hierarchy was the director, who reported to the state official of a responsible central 

government ministry. The role of factory management was divided and allocated to staff from 

administrative departments such as personnel, planning and accounting.  

As a result of this hierarchisation and functional division of labour, the authority of the foreman 

or shop floor supervisor diminished. The supervisor could no longer simply hire, allocate or 

dismiss workers, as was rather common practice during the nationalist era. In the ‘spirit’ of 

scientific management, the new “administrators of rules and technical procedures” of the 

functional departments undermined the foreman’s previous role as a “skilled leader” (ibid: 

209). Ideologically, behind such rationalisation of the labour process was the socialist 

democratisation of Chinese leadership and management styles. In addition to these top-down 

imposed structural changes, previous factory managers and supervisors also became the target 

of recurring “factory campaigns” (ibid: 114ff). Especially during the early formation of the 

PRC, campaigns were an essential part of China’s imposition of “High Stalinism”, that is the 

achievement of total party control over factories and society at large (Kaple 1994: 3pp). They 

were carried out in order to expose and punish “[d]irect opposition to the CCP and flagrant 

violations of industrial, commercial, or taxation policies” as well as to signal ideological 

proximity to the Soviet Union (Frazier 2002: 125). Although campaigns were not directed 

primarily at labour management issues and the relation between factory managers and workers, 

respectively, the Party was nevertheless able, based on numerous campaigns carried out in the 

early 1950s, “to penetrate and alter workplace relations” (ibid). As a result, the position of the 

worker was generally strengthened, while the previous power of factory managers and 

supervisors diminished. Most importantly, factory managers or supervisors could no longer 
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simply hire and fire workers and adjust wages (ibid: 127). One campaign that was explicitly 

targeted at denouncing factory owners and supervisors was the Democratic Reform Campaign 

(minzhu gaige), which took place in 1951, as Frazier puts it, specifically “to break up ties of 

affinity and ‘feudal’ relationship that existed between bosses and workers” (ibid: 114). In the 

long run, these campaigns became part of an entire propaganda apparatus through which the 

CCP articulated its doctrines. At the centre was the mobilisation of workers and peasants as 

revolutionary agents, who were seeking liberation from past oppressions and whose task it was 

to show loyalty to the Communist Party and Chairman Mao before the family (Whyte 1996: 

46). 

From a regional or everyday work perspective, however, the introduction of formal structures 

or ‘blueprints of industrial action’ clashed with existing practices and expectations stemming 

from work experiences of the past. Frazier refers to various areas of tension between state 

officials, factory managers and rank and file workers, mainly relating to questions concerning 

wages, welfare and labour allocation. The area that was of particular macroeconomic concern 

and caused lasting tension was wages. In order to control economic growth and simultaneously 

avoid inflation, from which nationalist China suffered during the 1940s, the Communist 

government fixed wages by introducing a nationwide eight-grade wage system. Each grade 

represented a skill-level, with the eighth grade being the highest one usually awarded to 

directors of the largest factories. The wage system was thus not only a means to control wages 

nationwide, but also to incentivise work and motivate people to strive for higher wages and 

thus more advanced skills. The latter eventually meant the ability to operate industrial 

machines, which were literally the ‘motors’ of China’s economic growth and the source of a 

‘sacred’ skill for factory directors and respective state officials. The introduction of a central 

wage system, despite the consideration of differences in regional cost structures, nevertheless 

assumed that skills and technologies, as encoded in the respective job descriptions, were similar 

across Chinese factories and regions. Here, Frazier clearly highlights that this was not the case; 

quite the contrary, the enforcement of a unified wage system, but also of other labour laws and 

regulations, brought to light a highly fragmented economy. Undermining the centralisation and 

standardisation of the economy, differences occurred between the state and formerly non-state 

sector and within sectors themselves. Within the former they occurred due to an unequal 

allocation of state investments, resulting in some factories becoming much better equipped with 

production technologies than others. Within the latter sector, differences were provoked 

through the forced consolidation of the entire sector, that is through the continuation, merger 

and closure of formerly privately-owned firms (Frazier 2002: 138). Differences meant that 

different levels of skills and technologies were available throughout the industrial centres of 

the PRC. Moreover, China was generally less advanced than Russia, from which the wage 
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system and related job descriptions originated. Thus, central blueprints largely did not meet 

local circumstances. Such a discrepancy between “outside” or “formal institutions” and 

“inside” or “informal codes and practices”, as Frazier (ibid: 12-3) classifies them, necessarily 

led, at the beginning of China’s socialist transformation, to local discretionary authority over 

job descriptions and evaluations. ‘Misunderstandings’ amongst workers were common, as was 

the unfair assignment of wage-grades and the resultant unfair pay. Similar tension arose in 

relation to the provision of welfare benefits such as housing, medical care, education, or food. 

Those non-wage benefits were also an important economic lever not only for the CCP to 

allocate wealth more equally, but also to control economic growth and inflation.  

The tension between managers, workers and officials accumulated and, in Perry’s words (2002: 

206), “reached the climax of national outpouring of labour protest” in 1957, especially in 

relation to the Hundred Flowers Movement, the campaign during which the CCP encouraged 

different views and solutions to state policy issues. As Frazier highlights: “the strikes appear to 

have been a reaction against conversion to state planning. According to Shanghai GLU 

[General Labour Union] reports, in strikes involving 548 factories and 27,000 workers, 88 per 

cent of the cases centred around wages and benefits” (ibid: 198). While those strikes occurred 

in the Shanghai area and “surpassed the historic episodes of strike activity in 1919, 1925 and 

1946” (ibid; cf. Perry 2002: 206-237), similar protests against wage reform discrepancies had 

broken out a year earlier, in Guangzhou and other cities in the Pearl River Delta region. During 

these times of protest, as Frazier emphasises, a special group of people carried on practices 

from the past and were awarded for having “‘contributed to the nation’ by enduring the 

sufferings of pre-1949 factory work” (ibid: 181); it was this group of ‘old-workers’ whose skills 

were of the highest value. During the strikes, this group of workers turned into the ‘backbone’ 

of CCP’s command economy and functioned as a mediator between “angry apprentices and 

factory office administrators” (ibid: 199). Understanding the importance of their technical as 

well as labour management skills, these senior workers were significantly involved in defining 

and implementing labour policies through which, eventually, previous labour management 

practices were reproduced. Consequently, due to their political status, a seniority wage system 

manifested, one which “rewarded marginal wage increases based on years of service to the 

enterprise” (ibid: 238) as opposed to the skill-based eight-grade system, which was centrally 

articulated. The seniority wages reduced the dispute over the wage system. 

b. Decentralisation of state administrative authority 

The ongoing tension between centralised industrial management and local labour and 

production management not only threatened social stability, but also hampered the economic 

growth of the still young PRC. In 1956, therefore, central government decided on more drastic 
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measurements. For the “Improvement of the Industrial Management System”, the government 

decided to decentralise state administrative power over the industry (cf. Wu 2005), which 

marked the beginning of another distinct phase in China’s socialist transformation, and, to 

Frazier, led to the re-emergence of a more personalistic and patrimonial rule on the level of 

everyday industrial work. 

In 1957, accordingly, the state council rapidly handed down administrative authority to local 

governments. As a result, “[m]any thousands of state enterprises, which had previously 

submitted all profits to the central government and had bargained for investment and labour 

resources from the centre, suddenly in late 1957 were transferred to provincial and municipal 

governments” (Frazier 2002: 18). Unlike before, when local governments informally interfered 

with factory operations (ibid: 198), from that moment onwards local governments were not 

only authorised to collect a share of factories’ profits, but also to intervene formally in everyday 

production and labour management. This decentralisation was part of a bigger plan that would 

have a devastating impact on the Chinese people. In 1958, state decentralisation activities 

cumulated in the Second Five-Year Plan (1958-1963) and Great Leap Forward (1958-1961), 

respectively, which was the government’s frantic attempt to catch up economically with the 

West by boosting industrial production. 

In addition to the decentralisation of state authority, the GLF required the decentralisation of 

the management function within the factories. The decentralisation of labour management 

effectively meant that central functions like personnel, planning and accounting, which were 

implemented during the FFYP and followed the ‘scientific principles’ of ‘one-man 

management’, were suspended and white-collar staff reallocated to shop floor operations. 

Coupled with the decentralisation of state administrative authority, such bundling of human 

resources within the operations was a clear departure from the mere adaptation of Soviet-style 

industrial management. What counted most during the GLF was not the administration of rules 

and procedures, but the possession of operational and leadership skills. As a consequence, with 

white-collar workers inexperienced in the latter and with the former having lost its privileged 

status, the role of the shop floor supervisor was strengthened again. As Frazier puts it: 

“supervisors, long the enemies of scientific management under both capitalism and socialism 

in China, […] enjoyed considerably greater autonomy than under the rigors of central planning 

and administration of the FFYP” (ibid: 209). The re-emergence of “dominant factory floor 

supervisors” (ibid: 235) did not mean a full return to the personalistic practices of the foreman’s 

fiefdom and past labour gangs, simply because the broader structure of China’s command 

economy was manifested despite decentralisation. Within this structure, supervisors were still 

not in the position simply to recruit, allocate or dismiss workers based on their own discretion. 

“However, because many of these bosses were also representatives of the enterprise party 
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committee at the shop floor level, they did gain by the past-Leap period […] important new 

political resources with which they ruled workers under them” (ibid: 209).  

The last sentence suggests what, according to Frazier, ultimately sustained a personalistic and 

patriarchal system of domination until the early 1980s. The economic and human calamity 

caused by the GLF, accordingly, led to a recentralisation of state power. However, the 

government did not reattempt to install the ‘one-man management’ system of the pre-1957 

period. Instead, recentralisation after GLF finally “amounted to the consolidation of power by 

provincial party committees” (ibid: 216). Thus, on a national level, the state remained 

decentralised – which later, following a Marxist analysis (p.71), would be conducive to the 

spread of capitalism – but on the regional level, it became highly centralised, rigorously 

subordinating the economical to the political. The consequence of the latter was the politisation 

and indoctrination of the industrial workplace, which surpassed the impact of factory 

campaigns in the 1950s. Politisation occurred in two ways. Firstly, the formal authority granted 

to local party committees over the industry led officials to recruit designated party members as 

managers at different levels of the factory organisation including the level of shop floor 

supervisor. With direct party affiliation and relations becoming a source of power, this, 

secondly, divided ordinary workers into “political activists and the less committed followers 

who competed for limited resources through personalised relations to party authorities on the 

shop floor” (ibid: 233). Echoing here the work of Walder (1986), for Frazier, this 

personalisation of labour relations qua political interest and party position became characteristic 

of China’s danwei, effectively turning factories into “party committee factories” (dangwei 

chang) (ibid: 204), much more so than had occurred in the former Soviet Union. As Frazier 

concludes: “Patron-client relationships formed the central nexus of exchange that Walder 

characterised as ‘communist neo-traditionalism’” (ibid). The Cultural Revolution (1966-1969) 

did not change the overall trajectory that had been in place since 1957, but rather marked, from 

a labour management perspective, another radical cycle of decentralisation and recentralisation, 

similar to that of the GLF and post-Leap periods (ibid: 230ff). Overall, China experienced the 

decentralisation of state administrative power between 1958 and 1979 (Wu 2005), which 

strengthened the country’s personalistic and clientelist mode of social organisation and 

weakened central rationalisation attempts. To Frazier, this decentralisation was not primarily 

due to the continuation of China’s prolonged experience in statecraft and benevolent leadership 

but the result of political and economic power struggles and institutional pressures distinct to 

that period. 
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4.1.3. The survival of traditional family relations  

A similar continuation of customary practices stemming from China’s pre-industrial past is 

highlighted, further supporting the notion of a specific Chinese way of organisational and work 

life, but from the perspective of the ‘Chinese family’, the acclaimed source of China’s otherness 

(cf. Fei 1992). This view on the Chinese family is largely shared amongst a series of prominent 

scholars writing, for example, in Deborah Davis and Stevan Harrell’s edited book (1993) on 

‘Chinese Families in the post-Mao Era’.  

Mainly contrasting between China’s socialist and reform era, they jointly reject a traditional 

Marxist and Weberian explanation of societal change. They provide historical evidence that 

neither China’s industrialisation eliminated traditional cultural preferences, nor did the law, 

formal policies and procedures become the dominant mediators of society. Thus, in contrast to 

the West’s modernisation, China’s modernisation has not led to an individualisation of society. 

For Davis and Harrell, this is not to say, however, that family life has not changed altogether 

during China’s nationalist and socialist periods. Rather, similar to the development of China’s 

industrial workplace, an already existing ‘family culture’ was confronted with a new regime of 

“convergent processes of industrialisation and particular state policies” (1993: 20). The 

resulting tension between an ‘existing’ structure and a ‘new’ one led over time to the 

elimination, weakening or elevation of dominant marital (polygamy, concubinage, dowry, bride 

price), parental (son preference) and family welfare (care for the young, old and those in need) 

practices as well as an alteration to the household structure (the ideal of the multigenerational 

household). Yet the attempt of members of households and kinship organisations to “maximise 

their resources” (ibid: 22) under nationalism and socialism escaped the pressure of 

modernisation and remained based on the core ideals of “traditional Chinese familism” (ibid: 

1-2). The struggle between new and old during both periods is addressed in turn. 

Regarding China’s republican and nationalist periods, Martin K. Whyte argues that the 

beginning of nationalisation and industrialisation clearly interrupted the prolonged existence 

“of a highly commercialised and competitive system of markets and an open class system” 

(1996: 43). “The dynastical decline of the late nineteenth century and the military and political 

chaos and corruption of the first half of the twentieth century”, which signalled the beginning 

of China’s modernisation, created an environment that undermined “property ownership” and 

“the freedom to pursue multiple upward mobility strategies” (ibid: 44) based on which families 

realised both their economic strategies and the ideal of a multigenerational household (Davis 

and Harrell 1993: 7). Decline and chaos, however, did not cause the disintegration of the 

traditional family. Rather, it created conditions that “tipped the balance further in favour of 

security and against entrepreneurship even among complete, landholding families” (ibid). Such 
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longing for security would continue to be the major force for sustaining family cohesion based 

on patriarchy and mutual obligation.  

The communist period, in contrast, signalled a more radical break in China’s history, not only 

in terms of labour relations, as we already know from Frazier, but also in terms of family and 

kinship relations. Thus, similar to the former, existing family culture became exposed to a 

rapidly emerging socialist state whose economic and political infrastructure was endogenous 

to Chinese culture. Nevertheless, while the re-emergence of a ‘weakened foreman’s fiefdom’, 

according to Frazier, was rather an unintended consequence of state administrative 

decentralisation, land reform and marriage law already bore contradictory regulations and 

incentives for Chinese families. “On the one hand, [they] undercut the power and authority of 

patriarchs and destroyed the economic basis of family farms and businesses. On the other, 

[they] created demographic and material conditions conducive to large, multigenerational 

households with extensive economic and social ties to nearby kin” (Davis and Harrell 1993: 1). 

How CCP’s “repressive egalitarianism” (ibid: 2) mainly undercut, but ultimately strengthened, 

an existing family culture can be made more explicit for each side from direct and indirect 

political and economic forces. The targets were what can be here construed as two cornerstones 

of China’s pre-industrial family organisation: patriarchy and mutual obligation or family 

loyalty.  

a. Changes in traditional family relations 

Policies and enforcements that explicitly attacked oppressive elements of China’s patriarchal 

and personalistic society, or what were identified as ‘feudal’ or ‘semi-feudal’, have been linked 

especially to the revolutionary overthrowing of previous powers and the Marriage Law of 1950. 

Regarding the former, in order for the new communist government to manifest its hegemony, 

it had to smash feudal warlords and landlords, who had a long history of controlling land and 

the peasantry prior to 1949. Their powerful kinship organisations were replaced by the political 

institutions of the CCP as well as a people’s militia. As a symbolic act of breaking with the 

history of strong kinship organisations, their rituals, ceremonies and many ancestral halls were 

destroyed or secularised in the process. CCP propaganda required people’s subordination to the 

Party and state. Workers and farmers were officially represented as agents of the revolution, 

who praised egalitarianism and manual labour and felt actualised by labour. Regarding the 

latter, the Marriage Law prohibited pre-industrial marital practices that reproduced the old 

system of patriarchal domination and execution of arbitrary power in society. It specifically 

outlawed or banned polygamy, early marriage, concubinage, child betrothal, or the sale of sons 

and daughters into marriage. The government encouraged instead a frugal marriage without the 

traditional practice of bride price and dowry payments. Also, for the first time in China’s 
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history, women were granted the right to file for divorce, which was previously only granted to 

the husband (Davis and Harrell 1993: 9-13). 

In addition to those directly enforced changes, mainly executed to eliminate past enemies and 

win over a large population to the new leadership, China’s families with their pre-industrial 

structures, practices and cultural preferences also experienced indirect forces related to the 

transformation to a socialist economy. In particular, with the Agrarian Reform Law of 1950, 

successive collectivisation and the loss of private property, the father, who was also husband 

and head of a household, lost a core incentive to sustain paternal lineage. Whyte (1996) 

identifies the loss of property as what has consequently softened the discretionary authority of 

senior generations. In other words, parents lost the economic lever that allowed them filial piety 

or obedience from their grown children. Such weakening of patriarchal authority also impacted 

gender relations and empowered the position of the woman in society. During the Maoist 

period, women became increasingly involved in paid labour and were given access to 

education, which made them socioeconomically less dependent on the husband’s or her family.  

The widespread introduction of paid labour and the breakup of artesian work signalled a threat 

not only towards China’s patriarchal order, but also to its system of mutual obligations and 

family loyalty. The institutions of the state and wage labour became an essential part of societal 

integration and made not only the woman, but also the individual in general less dependent on 

the network of kin relations. The provision of non-wages of welfare benefits caused a similar 

effect. While traditionally the family cared for the frail and vulnerable, and provided housing 

for its members, in socialism, public institutions, as part of the urban danwei and rural 

commune, took over this function. In turn, families relinquished much of their former welfare 

responsibility.  

b. Continuation of traditional family relations 

In opposition and contradiction to these political enforcements, economic forces and the 

revolutionary terror that either explicitly outlawed repressive male and family domination as 

well as semi-slave practices or implicitly weakened family obligation and patriarchy, another 

set of central decisions, equally aimed at transforming China into a command economy and 

pushing society into its modern form, created an overall environment that was rather conducive 

to the continuation of pre-industrial family structures and cultural preferences. As Davis and 

Harrell argue: “During most of the Maoist era, economic and political pressures fostered 

‘family convergence’. That is, in contrast to the two decades prior to 1949 [...] the overall legacy 

of the Maoist political economy was a remarkably uniform household structure” (1993: 7). 

What first and foremost allowed for such convergence was the significant increase in living 
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standards that came with the communist revolution and nationalisation of the economy. Even 

without private property, it provided the material preconditions for families to grow and pursue 

their strategies after what had been a long period of uncertainty. Such improvement was largely 

the result of those political and economic forces mentioned above as well as of those mentioned 

in the following paragraphs. The latter did not contradict the former in terms of granting 

families more rights to control their everyday life; they were equally coercive in the way of 

imposing change, but they nevertheless reinforced family cohesion. 

What seemed to cause such cohesion most strongly – and thus perpetuate pre-industrial patterns 

at times of radical change – were two forms of labour movement restriction. Those directly and 

indirectly state-enforced restrictions basically outweighed the potentially disintegrating forces 

of the wage labour, nationalisation and rationalisation of society and work. The first relates to 

the tight control over rural-to-urban migration, which was addressed in the previous chapter 

concerning China’s hukou system (cf. p.68). During socialism, families did not become 

dislocated simply because people were not allowed to search for paid labour in distant, 

preferably urban, places. While this restriction was primarily a means to simultaneously 

maintain stability and ensure economic growth, it also kept family members in close proximity. 

To draw such a causal link between movement restriction and family cohesion implies that 

families largely stayed together during the process of collectivisation and de-privatisation in 

the first instance. According to Whyte (1996), this was chiefly the case. Agricultural 

communes, which, by 1956, encompassed 90 per cent of all rural households, were explicitly 

constructed on the basis of existing residential arrangements. This applied to the central 

allocation of labour and housing. In urban areas, however, “[w]ithout astute bargaining with 

relevant officials, an urban family could find its members scattered across distant provinces by 

the demands of state labour allocation. This appears to have been the case especially in coastal 

cities such as Shanghai and Guangzhou, with relatively larger pools of skilled labour than cities 

in the interior” (Frazier 2002: 157).  

The second restriction did not limit people’s movement to urban areas, but tended to limit 

movement between workplaces within rural and urban areas. Here, a series of policies and 

material forces such as the central allocation of labour, differences in technologies and skills 

across enterprises, the pressure to fulfil output quotas or local party committee politics, created 

an environment that prohibited cross-enterprise and cross-commune labour movement. An 

individual person was essentially tied to the same commune or work unit for most of his or her 

life during the socialist period. Frazier identifies such ‘protectionism’ as characteristic for 

factories in the industrial sector. Factories turned into “‘communities in themselves,’ sealed off 

from the outside world and dominated by party activists” (2002: 233), many of which remained 
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“relatively impervious to external political, social, and economic forces” (ibid) until the 

beginning of the 1980s.  

While these structural barriers of migration and labour exchange largely tied the individual to 

one location and workplace, two additional economic institutions reinforced cohesion and a 

‘supportive link’ explicitly between individual workers and their families. The first, as an 

outcome of the land reform movement and a new agricultural organisation, was evoked by the 

work-point system, introduced “for recording the amount of work each member [of a 

production team] contributed and for calculating the compensation for it” (Madsen 1991: 631). 

Now, although points were awarded based on individual effort, they were totalled and could 

only be used for the distribution of grain and cash on the basis of a family household (Whyte 

1996: 47). The second institution that strengthened family relations, but within the urban area, 

was China’s job substitution, or dingti, system. Applying to the work unit, it was “a system of 

job assignment in which a retiring person’s job [could] be taken over by his or her children” 

(Siu 1993: 178). Considering that China, unlike the Soviet Union, was far from having a 

functioning labour market where individuals could readily obtain jobs and housing (Whyte 

1996: 50), not only the inheritance of the parent’s work-unit occupation, but also the sharing of 

work points and housing provided stability and certainty for the young and reinforced 

dependency on the family rather than on the state.  

The last point raised – economic dependency between family members – highlights why, 

overall, in Maoist China, “there were more forces at work that tended to strengthened family 

solidarity” (Whyte 1996: 50). Wage labour and political pressure did not result “in powerless 

individuals” On the contrary, “[p]recisely because the party-state was so powerful, but also 

because of the pervasiveness of shortages and the arbitrariness with which goods and services 

were distributed, individuals cold not survive, let alone prosper, through individual effort and 

following the rules of the system” (ibid: 215). Especially “in times of crisis”, like during the 

Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, “when the social environment [became] more 

dangerous and unpredictable, people [were] thrown back on their closest bonds in order to 

survive” (Whyte 1996: 49). The impossibility of migrating and changing jobs prevented the 

elimination of pre-industrial family bonds. Thus, as much as to Frazier the personalistic rule of 

the foreman’s fiefdom survived in a somewhat weaker form, to Whyte (1996: 45, 50) and other 

scholars (cf. Davis and Harrell 1993) “on balance and for most families powerful family 

obligations survived, but with a significant softening of power of the senior generations”. 

Moreover, the majority of China’s population continued to engage in a subsistence existence, 

which had been the economic basis reproducing the structure of the traditional Chinese family 

prior to 1949 (Skinner 1964-1965).  
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c. Family relations in contemporary China 

Since 1979, as already discussed in the previous chapter, China’s political economy has 

changed again and, consequently, for China family researchers here, the environment within 

which families seek to “maximize their resources” (Davis and Harrell 1993: 22). Similar to the 

previous phases of modernisation, in post-Mao China, family members continue to experience 

the dialectic between old and new, existing societal structures and state-authorised change, 

respectively. As Pun Ngai notes, with explicit reference to the lives of China’s migrant workers 

(2005: 15-6): “On the issue of constituting the modern Chinese self as part of the project of 

modernity in general […] there is always a complex dual process: an intensity of market forces 

geared towards an increasing atomization of Chinese individual lives, and a recurrence of social 

forces entangled in the meshes of guanxi (social network), tongxiang (native-place 

relationship), kinship, family, gender, age, marital status and so on”. Since 1979, the main 

source of change has not only been the market and the rapid transformation of more “rural 

bodies into industrial workers” (ibid), but also China’s one-child policy, which has been “the 

most draconian birth control campaign in history” (Davis and Harrell 1993: 3). Both have 

strongly impacted what has survived China’s modernisation so far – mutual family obligation 

and weakened patriarchal domination.  

Chinese family observers provide ample evidence that China’s one-child policy of 1979 has 

severely undermined traditional family strategies and in particular the ideal of bearing of a son 

who would grow to maturity and continue the patriline, that is, the intergenerational contract 

ensuring the inheritance of family membership and patrimony from the father. As the patriline 

continued to be the primary ordering principle of family organisation, especially within rural 

areas, the one-child policy lowered the chance of ‘proper’ succession and tarnished the esteem 

of families when failing to bear a son. The seriousness of son preference is reflected in the 

proscription in hospitals to reveal the sex of the child before birth; a future baby girl would 

much more likely lead to abortion. Policy execution thus immediately led to a dispute between 

the rural population and the state. Today’s male preference, especially amongst the rural 

population, is also reflected in a high amount of baby boy abductions. Boys are often purchased 

by families desperate for a male heir and who view boys as a ‘retirement insurance’ (Jacobs 

2009). What, nevertheless, “brought rural fertility close to compliance with state goals” over 

the period of the past three decades, is not mere policy enforcement (Davis and Harrell 1993: 

16). The one-child policy softened in the mid-1980s, allowing the rural population to have two 

children and ethnic minorities three children. Rather, it is “the rational calculation of peasant 

families” themselves, which has significantly lowered fertility (ibid: 16; cf. Greenhalgh 1993). 

Economic constraints and the dependency of wage labour has made it self-evident for many 

couples that one child is the only financially viable option. Such an economically motivated 
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calculation is not only reflected amongst the rural farming population, but also amongst other 

parts of the population, yet in a reverse sense. Urban entrepreneurs and employees have 

increasingly given primacy to careers over family. Overall, the demographic impact of single 

child households is already visible today: a fast ageing population and heightened pressure on 

single children to comply with the demands of senior generations. 

This economically motivated self-compliance with state goals indicates the magnitude with 

which China’s market economy has already altered family life and expectations and threatened 

again pre-industrial family strategies. Echoing the explications of the second chapter, Chinese 

family researchers emphasise that wage labour, competition and profit-orientation in the 

workplace, the cutback of state-provisioned welfare, the commodification of almost any other 

aspect in life, as well as a Party-sanctioned discourse that no longer praises ‘revolution’ but 

products ‘Made in China’, have created an environment that strongly approves individual 

striving. Davis and Harrell explicitly report that the alliance between politics and the economy, 

forged since 1979, undercuts the system of mutual obligation and the willingness to sacrifice 

for other family members. While socialist modernisation and the state suppression of traditional 

family culture did not lead to an atomisation of society, with only one child and without socialist 

indoctrination condemning individual striving, individualisation has become more likely, and 

so has the chance to benefit exclusively from one’s own success and to be solely responsibly 

for all risks and one’s own failure (cf. Beck 1999).  

Davis and Harrell point out, however, that three decades of reform still have not altered societal 

relations in the way capitalist accumulation had done in the West at comparable times. As they 

(1993: 21-2) argue: “in China neither the family nor the individual is as autonomous as were 

Europeans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries”, and no gradual shift from “the household 

as a mode of production to a family wage economy” has occurred respectively. On the contrary, 

the successive withdrawal of the state from close supervision and the liberalisation of the 

economy have led to a “retrogression” of pre-industrial family practices and preferences. Davis 

and Harrell highlight not only the re-emergence of boundaries between kin and non-kin 

relations, but also of practices the Maoist regime previously outlawed or suppressed such as 

child betrothal, lavish dowries and high bride prices. What has also re-emerged – and recalls 

China’s imperial times and the heights of the Qing dynasty – is the “entrepreneurial spirit” with 

which families have been pursuing business opportunities since the reform (Whyte 1996: 55). 

Whyte has a straightforward answer for such a reoccurrence: “Since family change in part 

involves a succession of generations, this simple fact means that there are many more people 

still alive who were socialised in, and had personal experience with, a petty capitalist 

environment” (ibid: 45). Hence, the transformation from a command to a market economy, the 

turning away from egalitarian values, but the lack of intrinsic meaning of a newly emerging 
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material order, has caused a void on the level of everyday sense-making that is filled with the 

cultural beliefs and practices that have been maintained by those senior generations.  

However, for Chinese family observers, similar to the economic historians of the second 

chapter, the revival of traditional family culture, and its continuation during socialism, suggests 

that society is neither a consequent outcome of a certain mode of production, nor a mere 

repetition of cultural predispositions, which, in both cases, would deprive history of any human 

agency and individual responsibility. Rather, the political articulation and enforcement of 

policies, incentives and regulations, which first create an “environment of inevitability”, 

interact with an already existing order and people’s attempts to ‘maximise their resources’. As 

Davis and Harrell (1993: 5) put it: “[c]learly, in the [PRC] state power and policies have been 

the creators, not the creations, of a transformed society”. Now, based on this organisational 

(agency) and institutionalist (structure) interpretation of history, the reform has created a 

structure that not only motivates and necessitates individual striving, but also increases social 

mobility and autonomy — particularly be necessary for traditional Chinese family strategies to 

realise before China’s modernisation (Whyte 1996).  

The strongest stimulus to the latter was the ‘second land reform’ and adoption of the ‘household 

or contract responsibility system’ in 1981. De-collectivising more than 80 per cent of all 

farmland, this macroeconomic change rapidly restored the rural family as the primary unit of 

agricultural production and the economic significance of the patriline, traditional rites and 

ceremonies. Since then, families’ certainty about their reacquired land and “freedom [...] to 

control their own economic affairs” (Whyte 1996: 53) has increased steadily, especially with 

the extension of land tenure from 15 years to 30 years in 1995 and the Land Management Law 

in 2003, which has made possible the exchange of land-use rights. The other equally important 

incentive was the contracting out of management rights and quasi-privatisation of township and 

village enterprises (TVEs) and of other commune and village assets. Despite “continuing 

restrictions and interferences from rural officials” and the hukou system, as Whyte (ibid: 53) 

concludes, land reform and the quasi-privatisation of rural industry have given sufficient 

autonomy and mobility to the rural population, revitalising the “entrepreneurial spirit” of 

families and causing an upspring of small and medium-sized enterprises and sideline activities. 

Foreign direct investments and the formation of joint ventures have been another key stimulus. 

In the large cities, as Whyte contrasts, the economic incentivisation of traditional family 

strategies has been much weaker. Although many cities have also experienced an upsurge of 

private enterprises, “the great bulk of China’s urban residents – more than 90 per cent – remain 

predominantly workers and employees, rather than petty capitalists” (ibid: 53). This is mainly 

due to the past dominance of collective and state-owned enterprises and their continuation 
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under new ownership. While in the urban family loyalty and patriline have also regained 

importance, this is not as much the case as within the rural sector, Whyte concludes.  

Although the family researchers here emphasise the reoccurrence of Chinese 

entrepreneurialism and familism, they do not simply suggest that reformed China has only 

created opportunities qua increased social mobility and family autonomy. Based on the Marxian 

explications of the previous chapter, we are already aware that the redistributing of public assets 

was carried out mainly ‘behind closed doors’, that many farmers have been struggling 

economically with their small plots and only a few have successfully converted into 

entrepreneurs, and that a large part of the rural population is toiling in urban areas directly 

facing the pressure of a globally connected economy. As mentioned above, the reform has 

created opportunities, but for the majority it has made life more precarious and uncertain. It is 

this uncertainty and economic struggle – and the absence of a sufficiently state-provisioned 

welfare system – which also accounts for an increase in family loyalty and mutual dependency.  

The tension between risk and opportunity, coercion and liberation is evoked, as mentioned at 

the outset, by the dialectic between old and new, continuation and change, or, to return to 

Frazier’s distinction, between inside and outside. Although Chinese family researchers 

emphasise mainly the former as what determines contemporary Chinese society, they do not 

suggest the Chinese family to be homogenous throughout China. Rather, they emphasise that 

the composition and strategies of today’s families and individuals are much more 

heterogeneous than during and certainly before socialism. A significant increase in material 

and cultural choices and individual striving has fragmented society into patterns of belief and 

action that cut across the obvious rural-urban divide and social classes, and invalidate the notion 

of the ‘traditional Chinese family’. The question of whether familism remains central in 

Reforming China has thus not been answered by those authors to this day (Whyte 1993: 216).  

However, a series of scholars, who focus on organisation and work life, which is now the focus 

in the remainder of this chapter, have emphasised precisely the former, China’s familism, as 

what determines work in post-Mao China. Certainly finding support in the work of Frazier and 

the family researcher here, Hamilton and Redding, most notably, make such emphasis. Like 

Frazier, Whyte, Davis and Harrell, they thereby perpetuate the dialectic between inside and 

outside. But while those authors, similar to Marxist China observers, highlight the outside as 

China’s own attempt of modernisation, Hamilton and Redding, similar to Nolan, suggest an 

outside that is literally outside of China. The tension between both forces resembles China’s 

national boundary, which is used to designate an absolute difference between China and the 

West. While, in Weberian fashion, the inside is China’s otherness and family-based business 

culture, the outside is the West with its large corporations based on an abstract system of legal-
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rational domination. That Chinese organisations seek to rationalise their corporations in a 

Western fashion is de-emphasised. 
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4.2. Continuation: Familiar relations as bases of economic activity  

The representations of the previous two sections, mainly stressing the continuation of China’s 

pre-industrial family during socialism and their re-strengthening since 1978, support the 

argument of those scholars who emphasise traditional family culture and practices as the 

determinants of today’s work life in China. This view has been maintained notably by Gerry 

Hamilton and Gordon Redding. While Frazier has drawn a conceptual link between China’s 

‘artesian native-place guild’ and the emergence of the country’s modern industrial workplace 

during the period of nationalism and socialism, Hamilton’s or Redding’s emphasis on Chinese 

family businesses extends this link to the post-Mao era and complements our view already 

taken on today’s family life. 

Based on their own empirical work, both authors see in Chinese family firms realised, in 

Redding’s words, a “combination of features” that identify “Chinese capitalism” as “a separate 

and distinct category” (1993: 11), or, to Hamilton, “inventions of their own way of life” (2006: 

12). The primacy of the family and family firms also answers the question, especially for 

Hamilton, as to why the “Chinese [have been] so successful in business” (ibid: 249). To them, 

work embedded within the context of the family firm is more indigenous to Chinese people 

than work embedded within large corporations, which is rather typical for Western economies. 

Hamilton draws his conclusions from his observations of Chinese society within and outside 

mainland China, while Redding gains his insights mainly from interviews with overseas 

Chinese business people, from Chinese communities settled in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, 

and Indonesia (ibid: 203). What Redding presents as indigenous to the socioeconomic life of 

Chinese people is, to him, however, not just “alive [...] among the overseas Chinese but beneath 

the communist veneer of the People’s Republic” (ibid: 40). 

Now, although both authors have made similar observations and ground those in Weber’s 

comparative sociology, this harmony is disrupted when they contrast Chinese family firm 

culture with that of Western organisations. Although Redding emphasises the economic agility 

and entrepreneurial spirit of Chinese family firms, he disregards them as “unsuitable 

organisations for advanced capitalist economies” (ibid: 222). Hamilton agrees to the former, 

but vehemently opposes Redding’s latter conclusion. To him, the “family-centred 

organisational principles” based on which the management and control of family firms rests 

even manifest a “societal competitive advantage” (ibid: 209) over the organisational principles 

underlying Western businesses. Obviously, both authors, first and foremost, repeat Weber’s 

dialectic between East and West and continue the Western tradition of designating Chinese 

people as an absolute cultural other. Nonetheless, while Redding negates China by 

unreflectively applying Weber’s conclusions (for a critical review, cf. Xu 2008), Hamilton 
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affirms China and seeks to define a uniquely Chinese development model by reversing Weber’s 

negation. Hamilton is reassured through Redding’s work that “Weber’s analysis of Chinese 

civilisation is not insufficient, but wrong” (1984: 404). Yet he still finds in Weber’s 

methodology a “fruitful paradigm, [which] maintains that organisational patterns are 

institutionally anchored in worldviews shared by a common civilisation” (2006: 31). Weber’s 

comparative sociology provides him with a framework upon which he develops a “sociology 

of Chinese society” (ibid: 227). We will see, however, that most of his and Redding’s 

generalisations about China’s otherness coincide with those of Weber.  

Empirically, there seems to be little doubt about the re-emergence of traditional family practices 

and values as well as the rise of private family firms. In addition, while in the West capitalist 

industrialisation led to the emergence of large bureaucratic corporations, such an emergence of 

large privately-run corporations has not occurred in China for the past thirty years (Nolan 

2004b). The most internationally known large corporations are Lenovo, TCL-Thomson, Haier, 

BOE, Huawei, and ZTE, one reason for which relates to the presence of many SOEs with which 

China’s market-oriented modernisation started from the outset. Another reason – one that the 

authors here commonly share – is that those ailing SOEs have “had considerable difficulty 

competing with newer and smaller rivals for opportunities flowing from China’s post-1978 

open door policy” (Whyte 1996: 56). Whyte, like Hamilton, refers here to the multiplicity of 

family businesses that can be very agile and have, indeed, attracted direct foreign investments. 

Furthermore, to Hamilton, the family firm, which can grow considerably in size, is more 

indigenous to Chinese culture and history than large bureaucratically or legal-rationally 

structured enterprises. Thus, Chinese capitalism is a capitalism based on the entrepreneurial 

family and not on government’s gradual change approach, as highlighted in the previous 

chapter. In opposition to this view, Reading argues, which resonates with Nolan’s view, that 

China’s ability to compete internationally in the long run strongly depends on its ability to 

develop multinational corporations that can benefit from the economies of scale and compete 

on a global scale. To understand the justifications behind each author’s position, it is first 

necessary not to focus on their empirical findings but to recount what Hamilton and Redding 

conceive as the main principles underlying everyday social organisation, i.e. to focus on the 

concepts they have derived from their own primary and secondary observations. Despite their 

antithetical conclusions, their observations about these principles or China’s system of 

authority, to stick to Weber’s terminology, are congruent. Firstly, both scholars assume the 

relation between two individuals to be the smallest unit of social organisation. Mutual 

obligation, not individuality, structures social relations. Secondly, they argue that relations are 

not purely personal and particular, but are normatively defined by the inner and outer sides of 

family relations and the manifestation of patriarchal control, respectively. The inner ensures 
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socioeconomic integration of the individual and accounts for the hierarchal and patriarchal 

structuring of family businesses, whilst the latter ensures the integration of entire families and 

family firms into networks of owners. Each aspect of this system of social organisation is 

addressed in more detail in the following subsections. 

4.2.1. Interpersonal relationship as the smallest unit of social 
organisation 

While Redding’s account largely appears more as a stance than as a reasoned deduction (Xu 

2008), Hamilton immerses in a more detailed discussion to develop the non-Western foundation 

of what he phrases a “sociology of Chinese society” (2006: 227). Here, he relies on the work 

of Fei Xiaotong (1992), who himself is an acclaimed Weberian. Fei spent many years in China’s 

countryside studying what he then proposed as the ‘soil’ of Chinese society. Conducting 

empirical research during the heights of Mao’s reign, Fei was dissatisfied with the dominant 

Marxian framework. To him, Marxism failed to capture the specificity of Chinese traditional 

culture and everyday social organisation. This limitation was not primarily due to materialist 

ontology or linear temporality, but predominantly due to the relation assumed between the 

individual and social class. To relate the individual to an abstract object, like that of social class, 

in order to identify the former and propose the latter an absolute, was not just symptomatic of 

Marxism, but of the history of Western thought and society (Mann 1993). From this point 

onwards, as one will recognise, Fei, as well as Hamilton, who shares Fei’s dissatisfaction with 

a Marxian political economy, does not add substantially new facets to Weber’s argument, which 

has been discussed in some detail (p.25ff), but mainly refines it, if without Weber’s ethnocentric 

evaluation, i.e. that China’s personalism and familism prevented the rise of capitalism.  

Largely indebted to Fei’s work, Hamilton (2006: 222-232) argues that in Western culture the 

relation between subject and object is emphasised. The object represents the ideal of an 

absolute, transcending all human relations. It can take on the form of God, the law, state, 

society, organisation, or social class. In Chinese culture, in contrast, it is not the relation 

between subject and object but rather the relation between subjects that is attributed importance. 

The smallest unit of social organisation is thus not the “autonomous individual”, who is put 

side-by-side next to the abstract organisation, but the dyadic relationship, the relation between 

two individuals. Thus, the individual does not integrate into society by assuming membership 

of different organisations, as is the case in the West, but primarily by fulfilling a role of a dyadic 

relationship, which locates the individual within a network of social relationships. Conversely, 

while Western societies are largely based on organisations that are defined as “jurisdictions” 

and deemed to control human action, Chinese societies are based on a multiplicity of such 

networks of interpersonal relationships. To Hamilton, the notions of ‘organisation’ and ‘self’ 
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as self-referential entities are basically absent in Chinese history and culture. As he summarises: 

“The crucial issue in the Chinese setting is not the Western question of who had jurisdictional 

control over the economy or over economic institutions. Instead, the crucial issue for China 

was how should the world, including the economy, be harmoniously arranged, and how could 

people's livelihood be guaranteed” (ibid: 45). 

To emphasise the intersubjectivity of human relations is not to suggest, for Hamilton and others, 

that relationships are highly contingent and only manifest on a purely personal or particular 

level. Rather, China developed its own system of social organisation formalising the distance 

between two individuals or two different roles. As he puts it: “Individuals in Chinese society 

evaluate who they are and how they manoeuvre in relation to others by cognitively juxtaposing 

their ongoing social interactions with a grid of predefined categories of social relationships that 

normatively define the identities and the social responsibilities of those with whom are 

interacting” (ibid: 225). While different social relations become constrained by different 

categories, or “sets of normative expectations” (ibid), “filial piety” (xiao) and “reciprocity” 

(renqing) are, to Hamilton, the two most fundamental, historically grown and institutionally 

manifested norms that prevail over all other types of social relationship. The former structures 

relationships on the inner side (nei) of the family, and the latter on the outer side (wai), 

highlighting the importance for the Chinese family to retain non-family relationships. 

Considering the continuation and revival of pre-industrial family culture and the re-emergence 

of family businesses since 1978, it becomes readily comprehensible that this inner-outer family 

boundary must form, to Hamilton, the “principle axis of power and authority” in contemporary 

Chinese society (ibid: 227). Redding refers to the same boundary in terms of “vertical order” 

and “horizontal cooperation”. 

From the perspective of everyday social activity, accordingly, the relationships amongst family 

members and especially the relationship to one’s parents remain the most significant and 

demanding. These relationships, which constitute for Hamilton or Redding, on the inner side 

(nei) of the family, are determined by filial piety (xiao) or obedience to the hierarchical control 

of the parents, and of the father in particular. To Hamilton, they manifest as “expressive ties” 

(ibid: 226), binding two family members not only normatively, but also emotionally. The 

former translates the moral demand for piety into a socially recognisable and mandatory code 

of conduct, the latter makes the former appear not as a force imposed from the outside, but as 

a force motivated from the inside, experienced as based on one’s own will. Thus piety, in his 

words, does not “result from the naked use of force” as Hegel or Marx had influentially claimed. 

Rather, piety is constituent to “a system of power” that is “accepted as legitimate” and “inter-

subjectively understood” (ibid: 224). Here, we can detect the overlap or similarity between 

Weber’s notion of authority and Foucault’s notion of ‘disciplinary power’ (Foucault 1979). 
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While patriarchally structured family relationships are presented still as the most significant 

type of relationship or authority in contemporary Chinese society, it obviously does not 

represent the universe of all relationships. As outside of the family, as Redding (ibid: 54) 

argues, Chinese “society is ‘minimally integrated’”, the integration into this universe is thus 

even more important for a family and its economic survival or prosperity. With inner-family 

relationships being the most important, it is thus the relationship type found at the outer side 

(wai) of the family that primarily determines the formation of non-family, non-kin 

relationships. However, as follows from the preceding point, only those social encounters turn 

into stable non-family relationships that are beneficial to both parties involved and help either 

side, which consequently represent the outer side of two families, to fulfil their strategies. In 

colloquial Chinese, those strategic ties are also identified by the term guanxi (Orrú, Biggart et 

al. 1997: 108). 

Guanxi usually occurs between “distant relatives, classmates, neighbours, colleagues, teachers 

and students, people coming from the same hometown [tongxiang], or any other particularistic 

trait of similarity” (Hamilton 2006: 226). “Without using the networks of guanxi”, as Redding 

(1993: 232) accentuates, “nothing significant can happen” in Chinese society. These outer 

relationships, however, are not simply “instrumental” and “governed by a utilitarian calculus”. 

The latter, for example, would be the case between a customer and a retail assistant. Rather, 

like inner family relationships, these outer relationships also bear an expressive element and 

thus are also normatively and emotionally binding. However, the expressive side of these 

“mixed ties” does not form based on reproduction or marriage, but adheres to patriarchal 

control. They emerge and are sustained by the norm of reciprocity (renqing), i.e. the feeling of 

sympathy for the other or human kindness. Thus, initially, relations of guanxi need the active 

consent between two non-family members in order to pursue such a strategic relationship. Once 

both parties agree, mutual trust and empathy for the other is what characterises such outer 

bonds. To maintain or reactivate those mixed ties, one must interact with others in a mutually 

beneficial or ‘reciprocal way’, which mainly involves “giving, receiving, and returning gifts”. 

Moreover, these non-family based relationships bear a sense of duty and obligation (Hamilton 

2006: 226-227). 

4.2.2. The inner and outer realm of Chinese businesses 

Recounting Hamilton’s and Redding’s theorising about Chinese organisation and work life 

should be fairly straightforward. Both authors, accordingly, conceive of the family firm as the 

main locus of everyday business activity, and both find replicated therein the pattern of the 

inner and outer family relationships. The distinction between “inner and outer manifestations 

of patriarchal control” coincides with a firm’s “ongoing tension between managing labour and 
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resources inside the firm and obtaining resources and opportunities necessary for the family 

assets to grow outside the firm” (Hamilton 2006: 231-232). In other words, the inner (nei) 

relates to a firm’s operations, the outer (wai) to its relationships to other firms or economic 

institutions. 

On the inner side (nei) of the firm, to begin with, centralised patriarchal control creates clear 

relationships linking family as well as non-family workers and managers to the entrepreneur, 

who is usually the father or eldest son. “The person in question [...] is the chief executive, and 

the organisation comes to revolve around him, and be dependent on him, to a degree unusual 

in the context of world business” (Redding 1993: 116). Although not only large multinationals 

but also family-run firms determine large parts of Western economies, their organisation seems, 

however, to differ clearly from the organisation of their Chinese counterparts. As Redding 

continues to argue: “Other family business types do not have Confucianism providing a vertical 

stable order, do not have the particularly Chinese form of paternalism based in long-standing 

patrimonial tradition, do not have trust bonds reinforced by the Chinese version of obligation 

and reciprocity, do not have the same psychological dependencies, do not have the intensity of 

identity with family accentuated by experience of Chinese social history. These forces have 

shaped a special kind of cooperative system, and they contribute significantly to its economic 

efficiency” (ibid: 239). Redding essentially emphasises that relationships at the inner side of 

the firm do not adhere to an abstract work contract or work description, but rather the principle 

of piety (xiao). This relationship structure applies to all organisational functions such as general 

management, personnel, marketing, or production. Decisions made for each field are, 

nonetheless, not just political. Instead, according to Redding’s observations, they strongly 

follow an economic calculus emphasising the following principles: “Low margin and high 

volume as a means of penetrating markets and of guaranteeing a steady flow of profit [...] 

Rigorous control of inventory to achieve low capital investment and high rate of stockturn [...] 

The reduction of transaction costs by use of networking within the Chinese community [...] The 

use [...] of capital available from sources outside the form, to improve gearing potential”. These 

principles are not “taken from a standard textbook, but have in fact been accumulated as folk 

wisdom passed on from father to son over generations, and not normally committed to any 

Chinese literature on the subject” (ibid: 170). As the organisational principle – the interpersonal 

relationship – normatively blurs the boundary between work life and private life, such 

economic calculation is not experienced as a structure imposed from the outside of human 

experience, thereby undermining and alienating people’s ‘natural’ life world – as would be 

thought in the West – but as being part of everyday social origination. Regarding this inner 

structure of the family firm, Hamilton makes two additional observations. Firstly, the overall 

organisation is not the sole domain of the father or husband. Rather, the central organisation 
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task is often divided into its “control” and “management” functions. While the wife or other 

senior family members often tend to manage the operations and track accounts, the husband 

tends to control the firm by allocating resources and maintaining relationships with the outside. 

This division of labour does not flatten the inner vertical order, but highlights that not only one 

person, the father, exclusively leads and rules the firm. Furthermore, and secondly, firms, 

especially larger ones not mainly constituted of family relationships, tend to replicate this inner 

system of piety and patriarchal control (Hamilton 2006: 230). In these enterprises, the boss 

(laoban) of a work unit or department tends to create “fictive” kinship ties and “utilise 

generation and gender inequality” precisely to strengthen management authority. The company 

boss or entrepreneur tends to recruit the sons and daughters of friends and neighbours in order 

to spread authority and increase loyalty based on those personal quasi-family ties. According 

to Frazier, a similar structure must have also been the point of departure in 1978 within state-

owned and collectively owned enterprises, which still contribute one-third of China’s economic 

output and employ 50 per cent of the urban population. However, in this regard, Hamilton 

provides no detailed insights. As highlighted in the next section, depending on various 

institutional pressures, the family-centred principle of social organisation applies increasingly 

less in publically owned enterprises (Guthrie 1999). 

Returning to the argument here, the outer (wai) realm of the family business, in contrast, is the 

field of social action where business opportunities are created and resources acquired in order 

to grow family assets. Within the context of the privately-owned family firm, the outer is even 

more important than in a mere family household context. For, without guanxi, mixed ties or 

reciprocal relationships with a wide circle of friends, colleagues, and other business owners, 

there would be no business, as Hamilton emphasises. While such outer dependency applies to 

any business context, in Chinese society it manifests in a way that, unlike in the West, Japan or 

Korea keeps firms small and thus particularly dependent on their outer bounds or ‘guanxi 

networks’ (Redding 1993: 232; Hamilton 2006: 246). One key reason relates to the traditional 

patrilineal inheritance practice (fenjia), which divides family assets after the death of the father 

equally among the male heirs. The other main reason why businesses stay small relates to the 

primacy of ranked relationship dyads and patriarchal control on the inner side of the firm. To 

Redding it restrains the development of “decentralised decision making” (ibid: 155). At one 

point, during the growth of a business, it is broken up into smaller businesses to guarantee 

control. Formal roles and procedures, which would allow an increase in the span and depth of 

control, are alien to the personalistic nature of patriarchal control. To understand how Chinese 

family firms can nevertheless “reach beyond the limitation imposed by their size, both 

geographically and economically” (Hamilton 2006: 246), one must pay attention to their guanxi 

relations. As Hamilton (ibid: 245) argues: “While the family is indeed important, it is, in reality, 
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only one side of Chinese business. The other side is the network in which Chinese firms exist. 

Both sides work in tandem, each dependent on the other for economic success. The household 

is the node in the network. These networks can be production networks, distribution networks 

or ownership and financial networks. The firms, or more likely their owners, are linked together 

so that in combination they achieve more than they could on an individual basis”. In short, 

guanxi networks increase the economies of scale that a single firm would never achieve without 

giving up its familial organisational principles. What ensures that family firms are able to share 

risks and information, and “give everyone the flexibility to make deals and to profit from them 

as partners in business”, is also here the norm of reciprocation (renqing). It is not a standard 

contract that unites such “non-bureaucratic business organisation”, but, as mentioned above, 

“trust (xinyong) and human heartedness (ganjing)” (Hamilton 2006: 236-247) and “the mutual 

well-being of their members” (Orrú, Biggart et al. 1997: 108). 

4.2.3. The question of family firms’ suitability for global capitalism 

While Hamilton and Redding offer similar representations highlighting that Chinese society is 

based on vertically ordered and horizontally integrated families and family firms, their final 

evaluations about the Chinese family firm in a comparative context are diametrically opposed. 

Although Redding regards overseas Chinese as “one of the world’s most effective economic 

cultures” (ibid: 233), he nevertheless claims that, in the long run, Chinese family firms “are 

unsuitable organisations for advanced capitalist economies” (ibid: 222). He measures suitability 

against six categories: role specialisation, standardisation, formalisation, centralisation, 

configuration, and size (no. of employees). Mainly comparing between firms from Hong Kong 

and the United Kingdom, he concludes that Chinese firms lack “bureaucratic objectivity” and 

“a professional managerial cadre” (ibid: 224). Both keep firms “small and relatively 

unstructured” and inhibit “successful growth” (ibid: 155). Obviously, Redding contrasts 

Chinese family businesses with the Western prototype of the bureaucratically structured 

organisation, which Weber had already presented as best suited for the tasks of modern 

capitalism. Thus, almost slavishly following Weber’s dialectic between tradition and 

modernity, Redding assumes that there is still only ‘one version’ of modern capitalism, one 

based on the West’s experience of history. Even though Western organisations have witnessed 

considerable change in their organisation structure, they are still based on a rational-legal 

system of domination. The six categories principally relate subject to object, the individual 

worker to a standardised and formalised system of work, which he deems as the ideal form of 

organisation. Work based on a personalistic system of organisation can, instead, only result in 

a lack of ‘bureaucratic objectivity’ and ‘professional management’. To underpin his argument, 

and negatively emphasising Chinese people’s otherness, Redding also reproduces the old riddle 
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that Chinese people largely lack a “Cartesian rationality” (ibid: 77). Proof for this and his 

overall claim is found in the Chinese written language, which he also considers “essentially 

graphic” consisting of “a series of pictures” (ibid: 75). Redding alludes to the difference in 

semiotic structures that, for him, as for those scholars presented in the first chapter, divide the 

language systems of entire civilisations and thus the method of how people apprehend reality 

altogether. The problematic status of this error-ridden observation has already been addressed 

in detail. 

Hamilton (2006) also maintains Weber’s boundary between China and the West, a personalistic 

system and rational legal system of domination, but argues the opposite case. To him, Chinese 

family firms not only constitute a uniquely Chinese version of capitalism, but their underlying 

organisational principles even have an advantage over those of Western organisations. 

Regarding the former point, he argues, echoing the critical voices of the first chapter, that 

Chinese firms “are not in some way mirror images of Western firms. Instead, they rest on 

socially accepted organisational principles that have no necessary correspondence to the 

organisational principle found in the Western societies” (ibid: 225). Thus, on the one hand, 

Hamilton clearly regards Weber’s work as wrong. Chinese organisational principles were not 

a sign of stagnation and thus the negative reverse of the West’s rational-legal system of 

domination, but made the heads of ordinary families, who were “peasants, merchants, artisans, 

and occasionally scholars” – not the state or a capitalist elite – the main economic agent during 

China’s imperial past (ibid: 135). Reason, as manifested in the Chinese family-centred 

organisational principle, must therefore not necessarily lead to a rationalisation of human 

relations as experienced in the West. Considering the entrepreneurial spirit of pre-industrial 

Chinese families and today’s extensive spread of capitalism in the non-West, “those 

explanations that trace Asian capitalism to hoary origins [...] now seem inappropriate” (ibid: 

2}. On the other hand, Hamilton agrees with Weber, as he also grounds history and thus the 

difference between China and the West in their respective systems of social organisation. 

Weber’s identification of Western society as one that emphasised the ‘rational mastery of the 

world’ and the Chinese counterpart as one that emphasises the ‘adjustment to the world’ still 

applies today. To this end, Hamilton criticises Walter W. Powell and Paul DiMaggio’s “new 

institutionalism” (1991). To him, unlike to both authors, “exterior processes of institutional 

isomorphism” do not primarily determine everyday activity or “shape the internal structure of 

organisations”, but are possible resources for reasoned action. So, while economic institutions 

are similar across cultural boundaries, framing human action overall, it is the principles of 

action that primarily influence the internal structure of organisations. As those principles are 

historically grown and culturally different, this is why Chinese capitalism is different from 

Western capitalism. In other words, structure does not determine agency, but both together form 
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a duality. Hamilton therefore does not speak of institutions, but of “collective use” to emphasise 

this duality and the possibility of reasoned action (Hamilton 2006: 9).  

By giving primacy to agency and the internal structuring of organisations over structure and 

institutions, Hamilton is conceptually in the position to argue that the Chinese organisational 

principle is today not only different to, but also even advantaged over the Western one. Thus, 

regarding the latter point, Hamilton rightly emphasises that economic globalisation has pushed 

“firms towards the development of inter-firm networks and away from establishing vertically 

integrated production systems” (ibid: 223). By doing so, however, he argues that ongoing 

liberalisation and privatisation of the economy, the flexing of work and technological 

advancements have brought the Western mode of organisation closer to the Chinese mode, and 

not vice versa. In more detail, Hamilton alludes to what has been conceptualised in the West as 

the shift from the modern to a late-modern society, through which the forces of modernity that 

once ‘liberated’ the individual from past ‘feudal oppression’ have themselves become the target 

of reciprocal transformation (Giddens 1991; Bauman 2000; Beck 2000). In the context of 

organisation and work life, this reciprocal transformation refers to the shift from a Fordist 

production system, or Weber’s “iron-cage” bureaucracy, which determined work during the 

industrial age, to adhocracies or project-based organisations determining today’s post-industrial 

era (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005). In organisation and management studies this spatial, 

temporal and contractual flexibilisation and individualisation of work life (Beck 2000) has also 

been identified in terms of the “rise of the network society” (Castells 1996; Dijk 2006). The 

network metaphor is thought of as representing most adequately a society that, thus, no longer 

manifests in terms of fixed social classes, groups and organisations. As Therborn (2008: 152) 

puts it at some length: “Networks are looser and more open than both groups and organisations; 

they focus on individual actors and their resources, rather than on constituted collectivities; 

they form channels for markets as well as bureaucracies, movements and classes. As such, 

networks are highly important social connections, tying together complex, loosely coupled 

social systems. Their rise to centre-stage in contemporary social theory and analysis should be 

seen as not only deriving from intellectual discovery, but as an indicator of changing social 

relations”. Networks and self-organisation are identified as The New Spirit of Capitalism 

(Boltanski and Chiapello 2005).  

Against this backdrop, Hamilton argues that the ability to think and act in terms of networks 

and no longer to assume or be constrained by organisational membership is clearly the result 

of the socioeconomic transformation sketched above and thus not ‘native’ to Western society, 

but to Chinese society. Chinese society unfolds precisely, as highlighted throughout this 

section, in terms of horizontally linked networks of guanxi. The struggle that has accompanied 

this change in the West is thus constitutive to the everyday life of Chinese people. Likewise, 
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the boundary between work and private life, which has also become blurred during this 

transformation in the West, creating a new experience of work, has also never really existed in 

China (Hamilton 2006: 135). Nevertheless, while such blurring further individualised Western 

society and is argued to have undermined solidarity and the community further, which are the 

pillars of Western society, China’s economic transformation seems to have strengthened 

instead the family as a locus of joint business activity. For Hamilton (2006: 233), it is thus not 

surprising that, for example, “networks of small and medium-sized firms in Hong Kong and 

Taiwan can mobilise resources more quickly and respond faster to consumer demands than 

large firms”. He also perceives the vertical structure of family firms as beneficial, as rapid 

responses to markets have arisen “from the entrepreneur's centralised deal-making ability” 

(ibid). Overall, this is why, to Hamilton, and similar to Nolan, but from the perspective of 

everyday social origination, that China and South-East Asia in general do not primarily have 

an economic advantage in terms of cost leadership, but, more fundamentally, a “societal 

competitive advantage” over Western society (Hamilton 2006: 97-110). The argument that 

Asian societies have an advantage over Western society is also shared, not from the perspective 

of everyday action but through contemplation, by scholars Charles Hampden-Turner and 

Alfons Trompenaars (1997; 1997; 2000), who, together with Geert Hofstede (1984; 2001) have 

most strongly influenced cross-culture research within the field of mainstream management 

studies. However, the next and final section of this chapter will relativise the claim, which is 

largely the conclusion of this section, that Weber’s view on a rational-legal system of 

domination as a necessary part of capitalism was unwarranted. 
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4.3. Change: Rationalisation of labour relations 

Scholars, who do not focus on the private economic sector, but rather on the state-owned sector, 

provide a different view on the origination and experience of work life in China. Although the 

relative size of the state-owned sector has been much reduced compared to the size of the 

private sector, which has increased sharply since the mid 1990s, the state-owned sector remains 

critical to China’s overall transition from a planned to a market-oriented economy. As the 

‘industrial backbone’ of China’s previous planned economy, state-owned enterprises not only 

produce in areas that are still critical to China’s industrial development, but also provide 

employment to a large proportion of the urban population. To make them profitable, SOEs, 

which are still responsible for the majority of non-performing bank assets, have been working 

toward the ongoing targets of government-led restructuring, consolidation and changes in 

ownership. The pressure to expose the industrial sector further to the market intensified 

significantly in the mid-1990s, when the sector experienced its worst financial performance 

since reform began and with China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 (Yusuf, Nabeshima et al. 

2006). 

If the state sector remains important despite its diminishing contribution to the Chinese 

economy, of interest now is how three decades of reform have altered the organisation of state-

owned enterprises and what has determined their performance or lack thereof. In this context, 

Doug Guthrie (1999; 2006) provides an account on the organisation of Chinese enterprises that 

diverts from the previous emphasis on the dominance of China’s family-centred principle of 

social organisation. He argues, accordingly, that the gradual withdrawal of the Party from the 

direct control of enterprise management as well as from the allocation of resources and labour 

caused an institutional and organisational void for economic actors, which has been filled in 

three fundamental ways. Firstly, the personalistic party authority of the pre-reform era has been 

gradually replaced by a “rational-legal system”, which the government has constructed to 

determine the rules of China’s market economy at state-level (Guthrie 1999: 179). The 

definitions of policies and regulations which have successively aligned enterprises to the 

determinants of the market have been the primary task of the government since reform began. 

Secondly, the restructuring and consolidation of the state industrial sector has led to the 

emergence of “formal rational bureaucracies at the firm level” (ibid). Such rationalisations on 

the enterprise level manifest market strategies and the interpretation of new legal requirements. 

While both state-level law and enterprise-level bureaucracies signalled change and the 

emergence of new institutions, Guthrie also highlights that the abandoning of the planned 

economy and party politics at enterprise level led also to the revival of China’s system of 

interpersonal relationships. Thus, thirdly, the relation between economic actors, as between the 
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state and enterprises, between enterprises and the market and between individual workers 

within enterprises, is not fully determined by the law and formal enterprise structures, but also 

based on the particular circumstances of interpersonal relationships.  

Considering the emphasis taken in the preceding sections, both the construction of a state-level 

law and the formalisation of enterprise-level structures basically represent China’s third episode 

of rationalising economic, political and social relations. Guthrie constructs the dialectic 

between rationalisation and personalisation, change and continuation, which Frazier assumed 

to direct the course of change in relation to the emergence of China’s industrial workplace 

during the nationalist and socialist eras. As the reform era has already lasted longer than that 

accorded to socialism, one must assume that this time the rationalisation of labour relations has 

already been more successful. In this regard, Guthrie offers empirical evidence that the third 

development, the re-emergence of interpersonal relationships, or guanxi as he also refers to it, 

plays a much less significant role than it did before the reform. As he states: “In China today, 

economic actors pay more and more attention to the laws, rules, and regulations that are part of 

the emerging rational-legal system” (ibid: 177). He essentially opposes those “China observers” 

who “are obsessed with the notion that the Chinese system is fundamentally built on 

connections” (ibid: 176). Although he does not mention it in his work, Guthrie highlights the 

return of scientific management at enterprise level. Yet such an institutional change does not 

homogeneously apply to the entire sector. Rather, Guthrie has detected different patterns of 

industry action, which reveal the extent to which the new institutions have manifested – and 

thus enterprises changed – in the direction desired by central government.  

While the difference between public and private ownership has been traditionally related to an 

organisation’s performance, suggesting that private firms are more efficient than state-owned 

firms, ownership type is an insufficient variable in this context to help explain development 

within the state-owned sector itself. Yet to capture these differences Guthrie grounds his 

observations in Walter Powell and Paul DiMaggio’s neo-institutionalist methodology (1991). 

The varying adaptations of the law and formal organisational structures depend on the position 

of an enterprise within the hierarchy of state industrial administration and thus on the type of 

relation between government and enterprise. In short, while enterprises supervised at state 

ministry level adhere most strongly to the law and have formalised most rigidly organisational 

structures, enterprises supervised at district level adhere the least to the law and tend to lack 

bureaucratic rationality. Before continuing the discussion on how the relation between 

enterprises and state administration has influenced the manifestation of new institutions, the 

contents of these state and firm-level institutions are outlined as follows. 
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4.3.1. The construction of a rational legal system at state level  

In the 1980s, the reforms concentrated on China’s rural areas, while the 1990s witnessed a new 

wave of reforms targeting the urban areas where China’s state-owned industrial sector was 

primarily located. The reason for this long-anticipated shift in the government’s reform strategy 

was due mounting losses in the sector. While Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) grew 

considerably in the 1980s and the private sector was slowly emerging, the profit of State-Owned 

Enterprises (SOEs) as a share of China’s GDP declined from 14 per cent in 1978 to zero in 

1996 (Naughton 2007: 303). This required the government to act, and led to mass downsizing. 

As already discussed in the previous chapter, tens of thousands of SOEs and urban collectively-

owned enterprises were shut down, 40 per cent of the SOE workforce was made redundant, and 

state provisioned welfare benefits were radically cut back. To stabilise and increase the 

productivity of the industrial sector in the long run, the government realigned the sector, but 

now more strongly to the principles of the market. To achieve this and, in turn, to manifest 

further the institutions of the market, the government continued adopting a series of industry 

laws that pushed down state economic and administrative responsibility to the level of the 

enterprise and more decisively separated the latter from the previous state redistribution system. 

Some of the more important institutions, several of which were already put in place in the 

1980s, were the Accounting Law (1985), the Enterprise Bankruptcy Law (1986), the State-

owned Enterprise Law (1988), the Tax Collection Law (1992), the Company Law (1993), the 

Commercial Banking Law (1995), the Securities Law (1995), and the incorporation of the right 

of private ownership in China’s constitution (1999). For scholars who focus on changes in the 

state-owned industrial sector, a milestone institution that clearly rationalises economic activity 

at the state-level occurred in December 1993 with the adoption of the Company Law by the 

National People’s Congress, the world’s largest legislature (Guthrie 1999: 196ff; Naughton 

2007: 301ff; Hassard 2007: 102). For Guthrie, focusing on his first contribution, there is a direct 

observable relation between “state level institution and organisational responses” (ibid: 124). 

Modelling its basic form of enterprise control on the Western corporate system of management 

(Hassard 2007: 102), China’s Company Law provides “the first legal basis in the history of the 

PRC for private, collective, and state enterprises to exist as autonomous legal entities” (Guthrie 

1999: 124-125). Mainly adopted from Europe’s corporate governance systems, the Chinese 

model has been the precondition for the privatisation of SOEs and the diversification of 

ownership, respectively. Today, there is not a single SOE that has not been converted either 

into a joint stock company (public company) or a limited company (private company) – the two 

basic legal forms specified by the company law. To Guthrie, this conversion epitomises the 

challenges of China’s transforming process and the contradiction of ‘market socialism’, i.e. of 
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the government’s need to decentralise economic and administrative responsibility and to retain 

control over the economy at the same time.  

On the one hand, the law formalises the right for economic and administrative autonomy of 

individual enterprise and protects the interests of each individual firm’s stakeholders. With the 

adoption of the Company Law, the government formally abandons the need to fulfil production 

quotas and follow politically tainted orders from various government agencies. Instead, the 

enterprise is allowed to plan its own budget and fulfil its financial commitment according to 

market strategies. While the enterprise can retain profits, it is also responsible for its losses and 

can no longer expect, in the latter case, to be bailed out by the government. 

On the other hand, the Company Law reintroduces state control, not based on the old system of 

partnership or sole proprietorship, but on the principles of the market economy. To align the 

interests between enterprise and the state, the law requires public companies and large limited 

companies to implement a corporate governance structure (Wei 1998). It rationalises the 

lifecycle of an enterprise, from its formation and mergers, to bankruptcy or closure. The most 

important firm-level institution, however, is the company’s board of directors, to which the 

enterprise manager is made accountable. In the Company Law it is specified as the firm’s 

supreme authority, consisting of the company’s manager and shareholders, which often is the 

state. As Naughton (2007: 315) puts it: “The state appoints the members of the board in its 

capacity as a shareholder in the firm. The board of directors then gives direction, oversees, and 

hire and fires managers. In this way, the state is to exercise its ownership rights by redefining 

its role as a pure shareholder”. The Company Law clearly signals central government’s 

intention to depoliticise enterprise by realigning interest to a “return on equity” and reducing 

direct Party control to “shareholder voting” (ibid). The adoption not only of the Company Law, 

but also of all other industry and labour laws clearly signals the attempt to rationalise and, in 

fact, Westernise human relations. The implementation of a rational-legal system, however, has 

varied and thus people’s adherence to the law. 

4.3.2. The formalisation of formal bureaucracies at enterprise level 

The state’s gradual withdrawal from direct economic and administrative control and, in turn, 

the increase of enterprise autonomy, which has become protected by the law, initially caused 

an institutional and organisational ‘void’ in the urban industrial sector. From an institutionalist 

perspective, this void relates to the uncertainty of how to structure everyday enterprise 

operations and the lack of an organisational basis that legitimises managerial control. While at 

state-level, as shown before, a rational-legal system is gradually filling the void or 

compensating for the loss of direct state authority, at enterprise level, as Guthrie also argues, a 
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“wave of formalisation” has been “sweeping across organisations” since the mid-1990s, 

gradually replacing the old “clientelist model where personal relationships (between managers 

and workers) dominated the firm structure” and “Party organs and Party propaganda conveyed 

rules of conduct”. With formalisation Guthrie generally “refers to the systems, rules, and 

structures that are set in place in an organisation to govern behaviour in a rational way [...] to 

make social relationships and social processes within the origination stable and predictable” 

(ibid: 43, 45). 

As much as government officials and state bureaucrats “borrow extensively from Western legal 

doctrines, concepts, procedures, and terminology” (Guthrie 1999: 127; also cf. Leonard 2008) 

to construct China’s rational-legal system of state authority, so too do enterprise managers. To 

reduce uncertainty and rebuild legitimacy, enterprise managers borrow from mainstream 

Western management practices or mimic Western organisations in the case of joint ventures. 

Through this process, the principles of scientific management have again entered China’s 

industrial and commercial workplace. While the introduction of scientific management failed 

during the nationalist and socialist periods, as we already know from Frazier’s work, this time, 

according to Guthrie, it has already reached regulatory strength. China’s “informal, network-

based system” thus makes way gradually for a Western enterprise system that traditionally rests 

on the conviction that organisations consist of “manipulatable parts, each of which is separately 

modifiable with a view to enhancing the efficiency of the whole” (ibid: 43). Thus, unlike the 

family-centred principle of organisation, newly emerging enterprise structures differentiate 

subject from object, thereby imposing a system of collective subordination rather than of 

mutual personal obligation. Such rationalisation of work relations has occurred, according to 

Guthrie, in the area of corporate governance, human resources management (job descriptions, 

recruitment, promotion tests), or worker’s representation and grievance procedures (ibid: 45-

56). From a worker’s perspective, what the rationalisation and depersonalisation of labour 

relations still highlight most clearly is the institution of the labour contract, which has been 

increasingly adopted by the industry (ibid: 75ff). 

4.3.3. Rationalisation dependent on the state administrative hierarchy 

Although the overall direction of China’s gradual transformation remains unclear, considering 

the rather antithetical representations presented in the second chapter of the current work, the 

framework within which China’s new economic order should manifest seems to be clear to 

Guthrie. As highlighted above, the government has constructed laws at state level and formal-

rational bureaucracies at firm level in order to transform China into a “rational” and 

“democratic system” (Guthrie 2006: 199, 235). The question, to which we can now finally turn, 

is “to what extent [has] the economic transition [ushered] in a new model of organisational 
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structure in China?” (Guthrie 1999: 45). Guthrie offers an answer grounded in institution 

theory.  

According to institution theory, the internal structures of different organisations changes or 

manifest in similar ways when they become equally exposed to at least one of the following 

institutional forces: political coercion, economic uncertainty or normative control (ibid: 57). 

New institutions never emerge, however, out of an empty space of potentially new human 

relations, but are “built on the legacies – ‘the ruins’ […] of systems past, and these systems 

necessarily influence the shape of the new systems that emerge in their stead” (ibid: 24). The 

emergence of new institutions is thus “path-dependent”, meaning that past and present 

retrospectively form a linear trajectory or are linked dialectically, in a Hegelian sense. In the 

context of China, Guthrie highlights that all three institutional forces have been at work since 

reform began, but that the first, political coercion, emanating from state structures that already 

existed in the pre-reform era, is “central to [China’s] path of economic transition” (ibid: 25). 

The source of institutional pressure Guthrie refers to is China’s system of state industrial 

administration. 

After 1949, the Maoist regime implemented an administrative system of government 

organisation in order to mobilise the economy, i.e. China’s firms and people. As we already 

know from Frazier, the administrative system manifested as a decentralised government 

structure that allowed central government to execute policies and control the allocation of 

material resources and human labour. To ensure oversight across such a vast country, the 

administrative system was divided into three hierarchically-linked layers of jurisdiction: the 

ministries of the central government, municipal bureaus and district bureaus and companies. 

Each of these three state offices directly controlled enterprises, but while relevant ministries 

controlled China’s largest enterprises, district bureaus and companies controlled China’s 

medium and small-sized enterprises. This administrative hierarchy (zhuguan bumen) is still in 

place in today’s reforming China, but the quality of political coercion has fundamentally 

changed since 1978, in a way, as highlighted by Guthrie, that resonates with the Marxist 

explications presented in the second chapter (pp.59). 

Central government has pushed down economic and administrative responsibility to the 

enterprises and the lower ranks of the state administrative hierarchy. To Guthrie, this 

decentralisation has had the most profound impact on the inner organisation of enterprises and 

the adaptation of the new institutions, respectively. More specifically, Guthrie emphasises a 

causal relation between a firm’s rank in the administrative hierarchy, the extent to which it 

adapts the law and how its own operations are rationalised. The patterns or institutional 

isomorphism that Guthrie detects here are as follows: firms at the upper level of the 
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administrative hierarchy, directly under the jurisdiction of central ministries or municipal 

bureaus, have adapted most to the new institutions, while firms in the lower ranks have adapted 

least to the new institutions and insufficiently changed in the direction desired by central 

government. Hence, the system of personal relations is less significant in firms at higher levels 

than in firms at lower levels of the administrative hierarchy. Guthrie finds the reason for this 

square development in the way decentralisation has influenced the relationships between 

government and state officials and enterprise managers. Although not making the same 

conceptual distinctions, Naughton’s more influential observations (2007: 295-303) about the 

changes in the state-owned industrial sector largely confirm Guthrie’s. 

As “[u]pper level government offices are divesting themselves of administrative and economic 

responsibility”, firms directly under their jurisdiction, which are mainly China’s large SOEs, 

“experience an extreme sense of being set adrift in the reform era, as they are forced to handle 

these administrative and economic details themselves” (Guthrie 1999: 25). In other words, 

political coercion emanating from central government causes economic and administrative 

uncertainty, which is what those enterprises seek to reduce. Due to tightening fiscal budgets 

and changes in ideology, enterprises can no longer count on state bailouts. Thus, to regain 

economic and administrative certainty and a sense of direction, enterprise managers must 

rationalise operations and decisions against what makes economic sense and is in compliance 

with the industry and labour law. As a consequence, although China’s system of personal 

authority, which survived China’s socialist period, has yet to disappear since reform, following 

Guthrie’s observations, it has become further substituted by organisational rules and 

procedures. Guthrie highlights, however, that firm-level rationalisation is not exclusively tied 

to firms at the upper level of the state administrative hierarchy. New firm-level institutions also 

spread based on a firm’s “location in a particular sector, the general manager’s background, 

and whether the firm has formal relations with a foreign company” (ibid: 216). Especially in 

the latter case, i.e. within the context of joint ventures with Western firms, Chinese firms tend 

to mimic the organisational structures and management practices of their Western partners, as 

these are perceived as more successful and legitimate within a market-oriented system. The 

awareness of enterprise managers that “the Chinese government [...] places a premium on 

Western-style organisational practices and systems”, which is a form of political and normative 

coercion, further pushes the adoption of international concepts across the state industrial sector 

(ibid: 61-63). 

Returning the focus to the higher level of the administrative hierarchy, Guthrie also highlights 

that state behaviour has also altered significantly. At this level, officials no longer act primarily 

as Party patrons, but rather as regulators who ground their action in the law and assess 

enterprises based on efficiency standards and their contribution to China’s overall development. 
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For Guthrie, there are mainly two institutional forces that explain this new rational-legal 

distance between enterprise and state. Firstly, officials have lost personal power as they no 

longer control access to the resources that enterprises demanded in the past to fulfil production 

quotas. Without such control, “[i]ndustry managers no longer need to curry favour with state 

officials to overcome bottlenecks” (ibid: 182). Secondly, central government’s fight against 

corruption has negatively marked the system of personal relationship, or guanxi. As Guthrie 

puts it: “Given that the official discourse surrounding guanxi practices is negative, it is not 

surprising that large-scale industrial organisations are more careful about the extent to which 

they engage in this institution [...] and keep up on state regulations surrounding economic 

practices” (ibid: 181). Nevertheless, the relationship between enterprise and office at the higher 

levels of state administration remains ‘intimate’ due to the government’s vested interest in the 

economic prosperity of large, state-owned enterprises. Unlike Hamilton’s emphasis from 

earlier, central government privileges, within the state-owned sector, large enterprises over 

small or medium-sized ones, as the former have the economies of scale needed to survive 

international competition and supply goods and services that are important to the country’s 

development. They also tie up most of the state capital. This importance was made explicit in 

1997, as Naughton (2007: 301-302) highlights, in the policy known as “grasping the large, and 

letting the small go” (zhua da fang xiao). Thus, although large industrial enterprises 

“experience an extreme sense of being set adrift in the reform era”, their restructuring and 

rationalisation is of particular concern to central government, and the respective managers and 

officials maintain personal relationships. 

In contrast to firms in the higher ranks, the picture of state-economic action changes 

considerably for firms and offices in the lower ranks of the administrative hierarchy. As central 

government is less interested in small and medium-sized enterprises, this level basically 

constitutes the actual ‘receiving end’ of the government’s decentralisation measurements. 

Naughton (2007: 301) puts it like this: “In ‘letting the small go’, policy-makers were given 

local governments much greater authority to restructure their own firms”. Local offices have 

thus not divested themselves of, but rather taken on, administrative and economic 

responsibility. To Guthrie, they actively help firms below them to “navigate [...] their ways 

through the economic reforms [...] develop long-term transitional plans, development plans, 

and strategies for survival” (ibid: 25, 31). In this role, they “are acting more like corporate 

entities [and] less like government agencies [...] their main concern is not regulatory action as 

much as it is the economic success of the firms they oversee” (ibid: 59). In short, firms at this 

level tend to be protected by government offices. According to institution theory, however, 

such protection has a rather negative effect towards the adaptation of new institutions. If local 

offices are not reinforcing the implementation of new institutions, enterprises at that level do 
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not experience the uncertainty or coercion necessary for institutional change. For Guthrie, this 

local protectionism is the reason why firms at district level have generally not applied to 

become a company or adopted the Company Law (ibid: 135). Another indicator for the lack of 

institutional change is the attitude of enterprise managers towards vertical guanxi. In this 

context, Guthrie observes that smaller firms rather “continue relying on their own networks and 

system for accomplishing tasks in the official sphere” (ibid: 185). Wang Xiaoming (Wang, X. 

2003: 280) puts it in a more provocative style: “In the smaller cities and countryside, the mutual 

support and cooperation between the new rich and officials has reached such an extreme that 

they do not even bother to cancel it”. Managers hold a similar attitude towards horizontal 

guanxi, between enterprise and the market, although also here competitiveness increasingly 

undermines the importance of personal connections, especially within highly commodified 

markets.  

At this final stage, Guthrie’s observations come closest to those offered by Hamilton or 

Redding. For Guthrie, however, a successful transformation of China’s state-owned sector not 

only requires more commitment to its privatisation, but also the transformation of its enterprises 

into legal-rational bureaucracies. Thus, like Redding, but unlike Hamilton, Guthrie views the 

Western mode of organisation as what best suits global capitalism. What to him remains 

distinctively Chinese, however, is the combination of institutions and their path-dependencies 

rather than a unique form of organisation (ibid: 214-217). The overall negative development of 

state-owned SMEs certainly supports Guthrie’s argument (Naughton 2007: 301-2). 
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4.4. Particularist versus universalist historicism 

To summarise the theoretical discourse on contemporary China, the major difference between 

this chapter, ‘China’s work life: Between change and continuity’, and the preceding one, 

‘Today’s China – another West?’, is the level of detail and methodology used for understanding 

culture and history. In the second chapter we recounted two dominant approaches focusing on 

the political economy of contemporary China, i.e. both take a ‘top-down’, ‘macro-level’ 

perspective. In this chapter, we have also pinpointed two approaches, but focused on the 

different institutions and forms of social organisation that are thought to manifest contemporary 

Chinese society. One might therefore argue that these approaches take a rather ‘bottom-up’, or 

‘micro-level’ perspective, one that is concerned with everyday life. Despite this difference there 

is a crucial similarity between both chapters, which leaves the critical China observer with a 

certain level of dissatisfaction.  

Reading the dominant literature on China, one eventually encounters opposition between 

particularist and universalist historicity. Towards the end of the second chapter (1.1), we 

pointed out this opposition between a particular and universal modernity. One side, which is 

mainly associated with the work of Peter Nolan, sees in China an economic development model 

emerging on a national level. China is encapsulated as an absolute Other. This otherness is 

defined based on China’s own history and cultural resources. From a political economy 

perspective, what makes today’s China distinct is its ‘benevolent governance’ and ‘groping 

forward’ reform strategy. The former suggests a positive symbiosis between state and economy, 

one that has secured imperial China long periods of prosperity, while the latter suggests a 

culturally manifested distrust in following extreme ends, such as ‘overnight’ democratisation; 

the focus is on stability and continuity. The other side, which is mainly associated here with the 

works of Richard Walker and Daniel Buck as well as Martin Hart-Landsberg and Paul Burkett, 

grounds China’s recent history in ‘non-unilinear’ Marxism. It appreciates China’s 

‘characteristics’, but argues that a capitalist economy and a quasi-liberal state determine the 

course of China’s history, as do the contradictions that are deemed typical in capitalism. While 

the former approach affirms China, this one negates and subsumes the country’s otherness 

under Western categories, which have turned into a universal development model. China is a 

hybrid of advanced capitalism and primitive accumulation, while political liberation is still 

wanting. 

Despite different levels of analysis, in this chapter the reader experienced a similar opposition, 

but one without the same critical edge of the former chapter. Again, one side, which is primarily 

related to the work of Gary Hamilton and Gordon Redding, emphasises the ‘Chineseness’ of 

China. Less in the search for a national development model but still for an approach that 
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accounts for China’s rapid growth, these authors emphasise the country’s traditional system of 

‘interpersonal relationships’ and ‘obedience’. As has been argued, the traditional system of 

‘family-centred organisational principles’ has survived the different episodes of China’s 

modernisation, namely its Republican and, especially, Maoist periods, and regained strength 

with the reform and the gradual withdrawal of the state from the economy. It manifests in terms 

of the ‘traditional family firm’ and is argued to realise a ‘societal competitive advantage’. This 

is to say, in a Weberian sense, that Chinese people are more intuitive in meeting the challenges 

of an increasingly complex world, where the past boundary between work and private life easily 

dissolves. On the other side, we have Doug Guthrie, who does not oppose the prevalence of the 

Chinese family firm and that of family-centred organisational principles, respectively, but 

instead emphasises that what has taken shape during the past three decades – and will continue 

to replace China’s system of personal domination – is the ‘other side’ of a Weberian sociology. 

It is the rationalisation of society that follows the “construction of a rational legal system at 

state level” and the “formalisation of formal bureaucracies at enterprise level”. In this sense, 

China clearly experiences a shift from traditional to modern. Like the opposition above, here 

the former reverses past negations in order to account for China’s economic success, while the 

latter tends to negate China’s otherness and highlights that a modern regime of domination is 

what increasingly manifests the nation’s new order and fills the vacuum created through the 

withdrawal of the state from the economy.  

 

 Level of observation 
 

Form of historicising 

Micro-level perspective  
Institutions & social organisation 

Macro-level perspective  
Political economy 

Particular 
development mode  
'China as an absolute 
Other' 

System of interpersonal relations 
and obedience (personalism) 

Groping as reform strategy 
Benevolent governance 

Universal 
development model  
'China like the West' 

State-level law and firm-level 
bureaucracy (rationalism) 

Capitalist mode of production 
Quasi-liberal state 

Figure 1: Dominant discourses on contemporary China 
 

As summarised in Figure 1, what these antithetical representations on contemporary China 

suggest, when all four representations are conflated into ‘One’ experience, is that China 

essentially lacks an identity or order, i.e. the entire discourse represents a struggle over identity. 

Wang Xiaoming, a distinguished scholar on Chinese literature and culture, highlights that 

contemporary China easily escapes its unique representation. When seeking to identity this 

‘Momentous Era’ (Wang, X. 2003), one rather encounters “dissimilar Chinas” (Wang, X. 2003: 
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275), but each dominant theoretical approach suggests otherwise. As designated by the four 

different matrix fields in Figure 1, each presents such identity and de-emphasises the experience 

of other possible ‘Chinas’. Now, a Marxian reading also emphasises struggle, as does the 

institutionalist account on the development of work and family relations presented in section 

4.1, but both overlook the other possible identities or approaches towards history as also 

discussed. For us, this discrepancy represents the reason and justification for leaving the realm 

of theoretical analysis and entering the realm of ethnographic participation in order to engage 

directly with the ‘Chinese other’, to experience how reality is constructed on an everyday basis.  
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5. Introducing the ethnographic case study 

The attempt to identify China from a distance, as made in the previous chapters, leaves us with 

an unsatisfactory outcome. For Wang Xiaoming (2003), this is not surprising. While 

recognising China’s embeddedness in global capitalism, he nevertheless argues that 

“comprehensive theories fail to convey the texture of current experiences”. China, in his words, 

is “not a capitalist country, yet it is also clearly not a socialist society of the kind it used to be” 

(ibid: 287). From a methodological perspective, he therefore concludes that “criticism should 

eschew simplistic accusations for a careful description and thorough analysis of the 

phenomenon” (ibid: 290), which means that we should not readily apply existing theory, but 

pause for a while and remain with a particular moment of experiencing contemporary China. 

Wang Xiaoming says that the socialist ideology has only left a few “empty phrases”, but goes 

on to argue that “the spiritual arena of a society cannot remain empty; if the old retreats, 

something else must takes its place” (ibid: 275, 280). This “something else” that occupies the 

place for a retreating “old” is precisely the focus of the two chapters that follow hereafter. 

According to Ernesto Laclau’s political logic, it shows how an ‘empty universality’ is 

emphatically identified with some particular content that seeks to ‘hegemonise’ it. 

In the format of an ethnographic case study, the goal is to provide a detailed analysis of how 

this void is filled with new content, i.e. how reality becomes newly ‘hegemonised’ and 

‘ideologically reproduced’ on an everyday basis. This shift from theory to practice and the 

emancipation from dominant representations still, however, bear their own challenges. If the 

approaches from above only partially address Chinese people’s ‘texture of current experiences’, 

our representation must consequently suffer from the same limitations of representing the 

cultural Other. We might not just provide a partial representation – it may be one that does not 

represent the Chinese Other, but first and foremost ourselves. We have already seen in the first 

chapter that even Derrida, a fierce critic of traditional Western philosophy, fell prey to a reverse 

ethnocentrism. His identification of the ‘Chinese Other’ signified no one else other than the 

‘Western Self’. The purpose of this methodology chapter is thus to address the problem of 

representation and to outline those research techniques that are deemed effective in avoiding a 

self-centric representation of the other. In more conventional terms, what is addressed in the 

following is the question of the research design and methodology. 

To avoid misunderstanding, this turn towards the empirical does not mean that theory is less 

important. On the contrary, “the discussion of practical matter cannot avoid returning to more 

theoretical and comprehensive reflections, since the crux of today’s problems cannot be 

separated into isolated components”, as Wang Hui (2003: 113) states. After the empirical study 
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we are better equipped to return to theory and resume a critical dialogue, but one between the 

dominant theories from above and our own experiences as presented further below. 

5.1. Research field and objectives 

While reviewing the relevant literature, we moved from a general to a more particular view, 

from philosophy, over political economy, to China’s institutions and social organisations. 

While these three ‘moves’ are still on the level of distant abstractions or the universal, in a 

Laclavian sense, the following case study provides a step further towards the particular and a 

direct encounter with the ‘Chinese Other’. At this stage, a choice had to be made about the 

research field, the social environment from which the research participants were recruited. The 

choice was in favour of a large high-tech organisation. This organisation, Zhongxing (ZTE in 

the following), is a leading equipment supplier to the telecommunications market and located 

in Shenzhen, which is one of China’s first and fastest growing Special Economic Zones. All 

three – the organisation, the city and China’s telecommunications market – emerged after 1978 

and thus signify a crucial element in the government’s gradual reform. As change never unfolds 

within a historical vacuum, this tripartite entity epitomises the transition from old to new, state 

socialism to state capitalism, and from traditional to modern China. Additionally, up to the 

point of finishing this thesis, it appears that no in-depth qualitative case study has been carried 

out in one of China’s large high-tech corporations. 

Considering the unsatisfactory outcome of the analysis regarding the discourse on 

contemporary China, the goal of the empirical research is twofold. Firstly, we explore the work 

life that constitutes the organisation under scrutiny. We seek to answer the question as to what 

the narratives of employees convey when they reflect upon their experiences of working for 

ZTE. Based on the reconstruction of these narratives into a single story, secondly, we attempt 

to re-appropriate the particularity of contemporary China. This is accomplished through 

comparing the themes emerging in the story with the representations provided in the existing 

theoretical discourse on China. By returning to theory, the goal is, in other words, to overcome 

the dichotomy between a particularist and universalist historicity, to define a critical project for 

the studies of China, which allows us to acknowledge the various attempts of identification, but 

without presuming modernisation as a given background development, as tends to be done in 

the dominant discourse on China.  

The first goal needs to be translated into a proper research design (5.2) and methodology (5.3), 

which addresses the problem of representation, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

and sketches the means of how this ethnography was carried out. This task is accomplished in 

the following sections of this chapter. The result, i.e. the actual story, is presented in Chapter 
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6. Then, the realisation of the second goal requires a second interpretation or re-reading of the 

story, which is provided in Chapter 7. After mapping the story with the theory (7.1), a different 

way of reading history will be introduced, based mainly on the works of Ernesto Laclau (7.2.1, 

7.2.2) and Slavoj Žižek (7.2.3). 

5.2. Research design 

As implied by the first research objective, organisational life construed as a narrative largely 

determines research design (how the research is epistemologically grounded, the data collected 

and interpreted) and methodology (how the research is carried out and data collection and 

interpretation techniques applied). Construing the organisation as a narrative or discursive 

space already narrows down the related literature addressing the problem of representation. In 

this section, we will discuss this overall epistemological concern, and then present the 

respective data collection and interpretation techniques, which are thought to prevent an 

ethnocentric identification of the cultural Other. However, we begin the discussion with the 

concept of the ‘case study,’ as it determines the overall research design and raises questions 

about the general applicability of a particular case study. 

5.2.1. Case study as an overall research design criterion 

The case study, just like qualitative research in general, stands accused of lacking reliability, 

validity and replicability (Simons 1980; Eisenhardt 1989). These criteria, however, usually 

measure the effectiveness of quantitative research methods that seek to represent one dominant 

view of reality, one system of direct cause-effect relationships. In this research, the intention is 

not to prompt a further refinement of a dominant representation about China, but to highlight 

the limit of such ‘total’ representation. In Laclau and Mouffe’s sense (1985: 106), the 

representation operates as not as truth but as a hegemonic limit, interrupting the flow of 

relational differentiation, and thus makes representation or identity possible in the first place. 

Conversely, this limit also designates the incompleteness of a totality, as those particular 

differences that are excluded by that totality potentially challenge its antagonistic boundary (cf. 

7.2.1). As argued before, the universalist discourse designates the limit of the particularist 

discourse, which designates the limit of the universalist one, and the presence of each one 

reveals the incompleteness of the respective other. The intention of this case study is thus to 

provide an insight into the operations of this ‘constitutive limit’ or ‘lack’ and to those ‘thick 

descriptions’ of a particular milieu later in order to revisit critically those dominant discourses 

on China.  
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Despite this structural difference between quantitative and qualitative research, there is, 

however, a “functional equivalence” between both approaches (Bauer and Aarts 2000: 20). In 

the same vein as quantitative approaches, the qualitative case study also seeks to provide a 

sense of wholeness or ‘representativeness’ about the researched field. The understanding of 

wholeness, however, is diametrically opposed. In the former tradition, wholeness or objectivity 

is achieved through statistical methods aimed at ruling out deviations from the main body of 

linear correlations. The goal is to represent a single, coherent One. In the latter tradition, which 

concerns us here, completeness is achieved through exploring a whole range of different 

phenomenological experiences. Reality is conceptually not grounded in ‘sameness’ conflated 

into One, but in ‘difference’ and inflated into many, which is a process that certainly bears its 

own methodological challenges. Again, it can be argued that a particularity, which resists 

apprehension within the model, is a statistical outlier that ‘proves’ the general case. 

Alternatively, and as will be elaborated here, the resistant particular may be interpreted as 

symptomatic of how any symbolic order has limits and is therefore inherently vulnerable to 

disruption. In this sense, our methodology of reading theory (cf. 1.4) will largely continue to 

be the method of interpreting text derived from this empirical case study. 

5.2.2. The organisation as narrated space 

The understanding of the organisation as narration or language emerged amongst Western 

thinkers as a result of a “growing disillusionment with many of the mainstream theories and 

methodologies that underpin organisational studies” (cf. also Gill 2000; Grant, Hardy et al. 

2004: 1). The reasons for such disillusionment are diverse, but one often relates to the 

incapacity of the mainstream to represent organisational life as experienced on an everyday 

basis or to the lack of critical reflection upon its assumptions. For us, this disillusionment relates 

primarily to the ethnocentric tendency when it comes to cross-cultural comparison (Prasad 

2003), which can be observed especially in the works of Redding (Xu 2008), Hampden-Turner 

and Trompenaars (Warner and Joynt 2001: 260) or Hofstede (McSweeney 2002; Fang 2003). 

To these authors, whose thinking is grounded in traditional metaphysics (cf. p.16), the Western 

experience of organisational life continues to function as a basis of comparison. As their 

thinking would only perpetuate the dichotomy between China and the West, this disqualifies 

their approaches as bases for our empirical research. 

Now, discourse analysis as organisation analysis is not an unproblematic science either. For 

some time now, it has lost its ‘subversive’ character and seems to have become ‘commonplace’ 

in organisation studies (Cederström and Spicer 2006). That various discursive approaches, 

which are presented in opposition to the Western tradition of knowledge production, have made 

their way into a handbook, as in case of the editors Grant, Hardy et al. (2004), signifies the 
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transition of this field of intellectual thought into a ‘middle-aged’ science that already finds 

application for an entire range of organisational phenomena (cf. Alvesson and Kärreman 2000). 

As a consequence, organisation discourse theory has itself become the target of critique. 

Especially with the ‘linguistic turn’ in origination studies (Alvesson and Kärreman 2000), 

which was inspired by the work of poststructuralist and postmodernist thinkers of the late 1960s 

and 1970s and led to a radical grounding of organisation reality in ‘text’, discourse theory has 

been placed under scrutiny for its radical displacement of the subject (Thompson and Ackroyd 

1995) or for ignoring material structures (Reed 2000). The former critique suggests that a 

‘discourse-exclusive’ approach undermines any form of agency or resistance (cf. Fournier 

1998), while the latter ignores ‘real’ existing institutions (cf. Fairclough 2005). In turn, attempts 

have been made to address this struggle of representation (Grant and Hardy 2003) and to 

revitalise the innovative and critical momentum of its underlying assumptions, but without 

adhering to the field’s initial ‘discursivism’ (e.g. Calás and Smircich 1999; Alvesson and 

Kärreman 2000; Contu and Willmott 2005; Flemming and Spicer 2007; Glynos and Howarth 

2007). In anthropology, which is the area from which the humanities and social sciences 

frequently borrow techniques for empirical research, the same development can be observed. 

The linguistic turn was first celebrated as a departure from the truth-seeking practices of 

modernist anthropology and mainly from the works of Malinowski and Fortes, but soon created 

a crisis in ‘writing culture’ (Clifford, Marcus et al. 1986), rendering any representation 

impossible. A decade later, however, anthropologists suggested possible paths out of this crisis 

(James, Hockey et al. 1997). The new credo is that one should not “throw the idea of a common 

humanity out with the bathwater of modernism” (Bowman 1997: 42). 

Highlighting these developments brings us back to the first chapter of the current work and to 

Jacques Derrida, whose radical grounding of reality in ‘writing’ has also strongly influenced 

the field of organisation discourse theory (Cooper 1989; Killduff 1993; Chia 1996), as did the 

works of Foucault, Baudrillard, Lyotard, Jameson, or Deleuze and Guattari. As we know from 

the first chapter, the separation of ‘the text’ from ‘the world’, to use Calás and Smircich’s 

expression (1999: 659), was to debase the logocentric foundation of Western thought, but 

instead revealed a ‘world’ that made such separation possible in first instance. This ‘world’, 

however, has less to do with Derrida’s later work on ethics and democracy, which is positively 

construed as a way out of the impasse of discursivism and Derrida’s own bridge, upon which 

he acts and which is emphasised in order to ‘rescue’ his scholarship (Jones 2004; Brewis 2005). 

Rather, for us, it is a ‘world’ that signifies the continuation of a century-old Western myth about 

China and the tendency to exclude China as a radical other.  

At this stage of our studies, it is this ideological ‘mask’ that alludes to the ‘writing culture crisis’ 

in anthropology and causes a problem for an ethnography based on organisation discourse 
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theory, but which is often omitted in the organisation discourse literature itself (Prasad 2003). 

For this reason, one needs to turn to postcolonial theory in order to become aware of this issue 

first. Banerjee and Linstead (2004) demonstrate, for example, that ethnocentrism is still often 

found in ‘written culture,’ especially within anthropology and management studies. As 

ethnocentrism tends to hide in both fields in the guise of poststructuralist and postmodern 

motives, to both authors, it does not reveal its ‘ugly’ face easily. ‘Defamiliarisation’ and 

‘refamiliarisation’, which both authors identify as common practice in more reflective studies, 

are precisely what Derrida employed when he introduced China as a civilisation that allegedly 

emerged outside the history of logocentrism altogether. Not through longing for a natural 

standpoint, but through using the Other to refamiliarise the Self, Derrida exposed his own ‘blind 

spot’. However, there seems to be a way to not close this unbridgeable gap between ‘the text’ 

and ‘the world’ or to escape our own cultural background, but to stay alerted and engage with 

the cultural other without sharing complicity with its ideological identification. There is a way 

that prevents us from “throwing out the idea of a common humanity out with the bathwater of 

modernism”, which will be developed in this and the succeeding two chapters. Put most 

generally, the ideological ‘blind spots’ that obviously operate on the level of the unconscious 

are not simply deeply hidden in us, but they are always already outside, manifested as social 

structures. As Žižek (in Hanlon 2001: 6) argues: “the fundamental lesson of psychoanalysis is 

that the unconscious is outside […] The subject is not aware of these beliefs, but the beliefs are 

materialized in the social practices, rituals, institutions in which the subject participates”. 

After a long history of colonialist and neo-colonialist Western thought (cf. Ashcroft, Griffiths 

et al. 1995), Xu Qi (2008: 268), for example, offers a proposal for “a new start”. She urges 

cross-cultural researchers, firstly, to seek out “face to face” encounters, secondly, to understand 

“[t]heir culture”, but without reducing it from “our theory” through asking “positive questions” 

and, thirdly, to lead a “dialogue” and abandon a “monologue” and a “research practice in its 

familiar vocabulary”. One should emphasise “their expression”, the vocabulary of “my 

interlocutor” instead. Following those precautions, we found the appropriate techniques for data 

collection, interpretation and representation, as shown in the following sections. However, to 

avoid a misunderstanding from the outset, letting the other talk, which is effectively implied in 

Xu Qi’s words, does not mean that now the other holds the true identity of its otherness. Rather, 

the other hegemonises reality or identifies with an existing dominant reality, which equally 

creates structures of inequality and oppression. Such ‘hegemonic production’ and ‘ideological 

reproduction’ on the side of the neo-colonial, non-Western Other often remains under-theorised 

in the postcolonial discourse. These fundamental processes are at least not mentioned in the 

work of Xu Qi (2008) or Rhodes and Westwood (2007), for example, who both ground their 

critique of Western ethnocentrism in the work of Emmanuel Lévinas (1969). That Lévinas’ 
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‘ethical responsibility for the other’, which is thought to precede any search for knowledge, did 

not prevent him from reproaching China as ‘radical strangeness’, is evident in the first chapter 

(p.18). In other words, the invocation of such laudable ethics to show responsibility for the 

Other might already be based on a ‘fantasy’ that reproduces, to use Lévinas’ own words, an 

‘imperialism of the same’. Nevertheless, before we can highlight how hegemony and ideology 

structure the life of the Other (Chapter 1.1), for the reader, we first need to find a way to 

represent the Other, to reproduce what employees experience when working for a large high-

tech corporation headquartered in Shenzhen. Writing from a Western perspective, these post-

colonial precautions remain highly important.  

5.2.3. Techniques used for data collection and interpretation 

It should be obvious that the answer of the first research question requires a qualitative research 

approach (cf. Bauer, Gaskell et al. 2000). In order to avoid deducing ‘their culture’ from ‘our 

theory’, we need to ‘explore’ people’s reality and not ‘test’ hypotheses. Unlike quantitative 

methods, which focus on the reporting and verification of factual predicates and the explanation 

of their causal relationships, qualitative research seeks to follow a “multiplicity of conceptual 

structures” (Geertz 1973: 10). It demands of us to increase the scope of our field in terms of 

thoughts and words and not to reduce it to a few social states or variables, as would be the case 

in a quantitative research setting. The qualitative research design developed here consists of 

two major tasks: data collection and data interpretation.  

a. Data	collection	techniques	

Qualitative research often takes the form of interviewing, which is also the primary way of 

gathering empirical data here. Compared to questionnaires, the advantage is that the interviewer 

encourages a conversation or ‘inter-view’ (Farr 1984) between the researcher and participant 

by being responsive and leaving room for the participant to elaborate upon his or her 

experiences. It allows the researcher to explore the meanings that participants assign to events, 

as well as their thoughts, beliefs and motivations. In this research, the interviews were semi-

structured and based on open-ended questions, which provided the necessary space and time 

for participants to express themselves and to obtain clarification and amplification of emerging 

points, but allowed for concentrating on the subject of inquiry (Gaskell 2000). The hyphen in 

Robb Farr’s ‘inter-view’ suggests that the conversation between researcher and participant is 

an intersubjective process. While intruding the world of the other,	neither	does	simply mirror 

the world of the other, as “modernist legislators” mistakenly assume, nor is the gap between 

the self and the other forever unbridgeable, as “postmodernist interpreters” claim in opposition 

(Bauman 1987: 110-26). As Glenn Bowman (1997: 45) argues, using insights from Lacanian 
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psychoanalysis (cf. p.196): “The other is not fundamentally different from us – is not Other – 

but shares with us the need to construct its subjectivity out of the elements provided […] by 

[…] the social world”. Bowman basically argues that we do not identify the other as object, but 

identify with the other as subject through mutually using whatever signs and symbols are 

available in the historically defined social milieus of both. By sharing the same locus, which is 

also implied by Xu Qi’s notion of the ‘interlocutor’, the interview provides an insight into the 

social reality of the participant, but also bears an element of creating a new reality that becomes 

shared between the researcher and participant.  

Another major source for the construction of the research ‘corpus’ (Bauer and Aarts 2000: 22ff) 

was the collection and analysis of documents. Annual reports, market research reports, internal 

speeches, intranet pages, and e-mails were gathered during the ethnography process. Compared 

to interviews, the advantage of using documents is that they are ‘unobtrusive’ or ‘non-reactive’, 

i.e. the presence of the researcher does not influence the inquiry (Robson 2002: 348ff). More 

importantly, analysing those documents was helpful for the understanding the social milieu of 

the other, the ‘background’ within which participants work and with which they tend to identify. 

In particular, annual reports and documented speeches held internally by executives provided 

the possibility of reconstructing the central identity of the organisation under scrutiny and to 

become familiarised with the vocabulary used centrally by the other.  

In addition to interviews and document analysis, the case study included an observation of my 

own experience as a researcher when participating in the social milieu of white-collar workers. 

Those experiences were recorded in a personal log file and used in the data interpretation to 

recall past events. 

b. Data	interpretation	techniques	

Despite the complex subjectification processes implied above, the goal of data interpretation is 

to represent the meaning participants attribute to the experiences of their work life in a plausible 

and readable way. Two techniques were applied to accomplish this task – thematic analysis and 

narrative analysis, both based on Kenneth Burke’s concept of dramatism (1945).  

Based on grounded theory, thematic analysis is a common method to dissect, consolidate and 

extract concepts from textual data (Bauer 2000; Attride-Sterling 2001). Themes are abstracted 

and refined from coded text segments, and then combined into groups of themes and 

hierarchical networks of meanings to facilitate further analysis and theorising. Coding, which 

was done with the support of data analysis software (QSR Nvivo), makes it possible to manage 

a large amount of textual data derived from interview transcripts and the other documents 

mentioned above. The disadvantage of thematic analysis is that codes and theme are taken out 
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of their original context, i.e. the moment of the interview, and then lose their meaning. To 

reintroduce such contextuality, but in a way that puts each theme into the perspective of the 

entire organisation and insights gathered from all interviews, narrative analysis was applied 

based on Burke’s concept of dramatism. Here, we reach the point where we come to understand 

the organisation as a discursive or narrated space.  

Before the linguistic turn in philosophy and before it reached organisation studies, Burke had 

already grounded reality in language and rhetoric (Bygrave 1993). Conceiving reality as an 

outcome of ‘rhetorical action’ or ‘persuasion’ suggests that reality is never complete, but based 

on an ongoing discourse. For Burke, and in anticipation of a poststructuralist proposition 

(Carmichael 1991), the identification with any idea can never be absolute, as such a premise 

would otherwise undermine the possibility of identity and reality altogether (cf. Laclau 2000: 

57). This constitutive negativity is not only a potential for the emergence of reality, but also a 

risk for the emergence of conflict. For Burke, this paradox turns life into a ‘drama’. What 

primarily creates coherence in such an inherently conflicting empirical reality and connects 

particular experiences into a single whole is the “representative anecdote”, which is the 

fundamental trope of Burke’s ‘grammar of motives’. Similar to Ernesto Laclau’s “hegemonic 

link” (2005: 86), the representative anecdote “takes the form of a generalisation carried to the 

point of some metaphor or image, after which all particulars are seen in terms of it” (Burke 

1945: 306). In other words, to represent means to take “whatever principle meaning [particulars 

of the world] are already felt to process” (ibid). In our context, we will construe narratives, 

which are assumed to constitute the social organisation, mainly as representative anecdotes. 

Narratives are thus not just particular conversations located in a point in time and space or a 

means to pass on experiences from one person to the other. Rather, an organisational narrative 

encompasses a set of conversations that occur in different places and at different times, but are 

still connected via the representative anecdote (cf. also Czarniawska 1998: 66ff). A 

conversation about human resources management, for example, can take place at different 

locations without a direct link between those locations, but the topic of the conversation will 

still be the same. To Laclau (2005: 111), such an ‘invisible’ connection is established on the 

level of affection. The latter irreversibly emerges when a representative anecdote is presented 

in public or, in Laclau’s sense, hegemonically articulated. That is to say, an organisational 

narrative or discourse starts manifesting as collective reality when it becomes centrally 

articulated. From this point onwards, it multiplies and is reproduced through local 

conversations, but without central articulation. Whether another discourse precedes such a 

beginning, which is a legitimate question, but for which the answer would unnecessarily 

complicate the discussion at this point, will be addressed in chapter 7.2. 
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To understand what motives representative anecdotes convey and how they determine people’s 

actions – which is of primary concern in this context – Burke (1945: xv-xxiii) offers a simply 

methodology that consists of five analytical perspectives constituting the cornerstones of any 

drama. These “key terms of dramatism” are the “act”, the “scene”, the “agent”, the “agency”, 

and the “purpose”. They correspond to five elemental questions, which are the “what”, the 

“when” and “where”, the “who”, the “how” and the “why” of people’s narratives (see Figure 3 

on page 140). Answering these questions renders complete, for Burke, a “statement of motive”. 

For the researcher, as has been demonstrated for example in the works of O’Connor (1995) or 

Garcia-Lorenzo (2001), organising the narratives alongside this “pentad of key terms” allows 

to highlight the coherences and dissonances of reality and people’s attempts to attribute reason 

to their actions. In our context, this basic concept of dramaturgical inquiry has proven 

instrumental for the interpretation and reorganisation of themes that were initially derived from 

the coding of the interviews. The application of these basic terms and questions has allowed us 

to construct ‘a tale from the field’ from people’s ‘tales of the field’ (Czarniawska-Joerges 1998: 

13ff), a story that focuses on people’s motives, but without presuming predefined concepts 

other than the Kantian categories (cf. Bygrave 1993: 23ff). To be clear, Burke’s categories do 

not help to establish truth, but to highlight how participants identify with their social 

environment. 

5.3. Research methodology and procedures 

Above we presented the main techniques of data collection and interpretation. In the remainder 

of this methodology chapter we outline how these techniques were operationaslised and led to 

the story, as presented in the next chapter. This outline addresses the section of participants, the 

development of the interview topic guide and the coding frame, as well as the means of field 

access and onsite procedures. 

5.3.1. Participant selection 

Sampling approaches in qualitative research, similar to those in quantitative research, aim to 

achieve a sense of completeness (Bauer and Aarts 2000). Whereas quantitative research 

achieves this completeness by randomly or unselectively choosing a sample that represents its 

population, in qualitative research it is a systematic or selective process. While the former 

tradition follows a predefined sample size and structure, the latter also sketches the structure in 

advance, but its actual size successively manifests in the course of the research event. 

Qualitative sampling usually continues until a certain saturation point is reached, i.e. when 

further interviews add little or nothing to what has already been learned. However, the 

researcher will not necessarily know when this limit is reached, because this implies further 
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sample selection. It generally follows the cycle of primary selection, analysis of variety and 

extension of sample (Gaskell 2000). 

In this research, sample structure and size were partially determined as a consequence of 

choosing case study as an overall research design. Thus, the population resembled the size of 

the organisation, which, at the time, comprised approximately 25,000 employees. According to 

the argument above, there is no rule outlining how to deduce from the population the ideal 

sample size (Robson 2002). The sample size was thus made dependent on the characteristics of 

the sample structure. To achieve a perceptual wholeness, i.e. to gather as many different 

‘representative anecdotes’ as possible in the given time frame, sample selection followed the 

principle of diversity (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000). Here, four criteria applied: job hierarchy, job 

role, business unit, and length of employment. In respect to the research objective, gender and 

ethnicity were not considered important to the sampling procedure.  

Based on these criteria, thirty-nine participants were interviewed in total, of which thirty-five 

interviews were conducted in Shenzhen and four in Shanghai. The characteristics of each 

participant are tabularised in Appendix A. 

5.3.2. Interview topic guide and coding frame 

The topic guide (Gaskell 2000: 40) captures the objectives of the empirical studies and frames 

a dialogue between the researcher and participant, providing a meaningful progression through 

the issues related to organisation and work life. It is an important instrument which thus not 

only addresses the relevant interview items, but also creates an open and explorative 

environment in order to gain the data required for later analysis. In this research project, the 

topic guide was, to a certain extent, derived from the review of the literature, but mainly from 

the requirement to establish rapport between the researcher and participant and conduct an 

interview that is meaningful to an employee working for a professional organisation. That is to 

say, to engage the participant throughout the entire interview, the general logic behind the 

structure was to proceed from the most specific to the broadest topic and from the least 

challenging to the most challenging (Cannell and Kahn 1968). The general structure of the 

guide is shown below. 
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Four main topic areas were defined, each perspective covering probing, open-ended questions 

that were designed to elicit information from the participant to reconstruct his or her 

experiences about working for ZTE. The first three perspectives provided depth about 

organisational life while the final perspective addressed experiences regarding changes in the 

organisation (see Appendix B for a detailed interview schedule). It was assumed that initiating 

the interview from the change or organisation perspective would either threaten or overtax the 

participant. The first two perspectives offered a sequence to which the participant could most 

likely relate, before progressing to a stage where the participant was asked to reflect upon the 

organisation in more abstract terms. This logic worked particularly well when interviewing 

participants with minor or no managerial responsibility. For senior managers the sequence had 

to be slightly changed. For these participants the ‘funnel sequence’ was applied (Cannell and 

Kahn 1968: 571), which generally implies a progressing from the broadest to the most specific 

question. Hence, the work perspective was exchanged with the organisational perspective, as 

senior managers felt more comfortable talking first about the organisation. At this stage, 

Burke’s pentad did not apply, as his five categories and questions appeared too abstract for the 

purpose of the interviews. Overall, no interview ‘follows slavishly’ (Gaskell 2000: 40) the 

proposed sequence of the topic guide. In fact, many issues of the topic guide were initially 

raised by the participant, not the researcher. Thus, the guide was understood as a “comfortable 

framework providing a logical and plausible progression through the issue” (ibid). 

After all interviews were conducted and transcribed verbatim, this collection of transcripts was 

thematically analysed, as proposed earlier. The analysis was both deductive and inductive. 

Initial codes were derived from topic areas of the topic guide outlined above; however, due to 

the emergence of new insights, the coding frame was modified upon completion of the reading 

of all interview transcripts. New codes were added and several codes were subsumed under 

different themes. This task frequently required referral to the transcripts in order to re-establish 

the original context when it was felt that this link between code text and context was lost. 

Importance attributed to a code was based on the frequency of its occurrence in the transcripts 

as well as on its associated meaning in the overall context. Once all transcripts were coded, all 

themes, substantiated with a quote taken from the interviews, were finally reorganised using 

Figure 2: General structure of the interview topic guide 
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Kenneth Burke’s pentad. All themes were reorganised according to the following meta 

questions and meta categories:  

 
Scene What is the background situation of the organisation? 
Act What took place, in thought or deed? 
Agent Who are the people and what is their role? 
Agency How do the people act and by what means? 
Purpose What is the underlying motive for action? 

Figure 3: Kenneth Burke's pentad 
	
As argued before, this allowed us to put the themes into a readable order, linking themes and a 

multiplicity of individual narratives into a single storyline in order to provide an exhaustive 

view on the motives people attributed to their experiences. The results of the thematic analysis 

and reorganisation of the themes using Burke’s pentad are summarised in Figure 4 on page 142. 

Our particular story regarding ZTE unfolds according to this structure. 

5.3.3. Field access and procedures 

Having introduced the research techniques and how they were used as one methodology, this 

final section outlines how the fieldwork was carried out. Access to the field, which can be a 

challenging task (Robson 2002), was achieved through a personal contact within ZTE. 

However, the opportunity to carry out ethnographic research, which was a novelty to the 

company, was based on one condition. Starting in January 2006, during the first three months, 

I was required to work for the Corporate Culture department, which kindly hosted my project. 

Only after that period was I allowed to carry out my interviews, which required another three 

months. This condition, though, was not disadvantageous. On the contrary, in this way I became 

acquainted with the field and developed relationships with employees from different 

departments. Hence, the first group of participants I recruited for my interviews was derived 

directly from those contacts. The other contacts were mainly established based on referral or 

recommendation. This put me directly into the network of personal relationships, which is 

emphasised by Hamilton and other scholars as a Chinese characteristic. Since I had managed 

to build up several contacts before, I was in different networks of personal relationships, which 

satisfied the premise of diversity.  

All interviews were carried out discretely at ZTE’s premises, and each of the thirty-nine 

interviews lasted on average fifty minutes. They usually began with some informal 

conversation, to put the participant at ease and establish rapport. At the beginning of each 

interview, the confidentiality of the participants’ statements was reiterated and the permission 

to record the interview and to use it for further analysis reconfirmed. Following each interview, 

initial reflections on the interview experience were also sketched. The interviews were then 
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transcribed verbatim and thematically and discursively analysed, together with other documents 

collected throughout the entire period, as described before. Even after the six months, 

relationships with certain participants were maintained until and beyond completion of the 

entire thesis. Frequent ‘informal’ reunions with individual employees, or those who had left the 

company in the meantime, provided the opportunity to gain further insight or clarification, 

which influenced the interpretations. These get-togethers, however, were not recorded. What 

will remain omitted in this research, but which is no less important, is an analysis of the 

relationship between researcher and participant as well as a more personal account on the 

experiences of working for a large Chinese corporation. As such an analysis does not directly 

contribute to the goal of this research, it shall have to be addressed on another occasion in the 

future. 
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6. The story: Working for a Chinese high-tech company 

The following presents the collective experiences of white-collar workers employed by one of 

the most successful companies in China, Zhongxing Telecommunication Equipment Company 

Limited (ZTE). As depicted in the figure below, the main experiences or themes that could be 

derived from an ethnographic study are organised following Kenneth Burke’s pentad. Each 

theme signifies a representative anecdote, and the most basic motive that links all themes to 

one story is the theme of working for ZTE within the telecommunications industry.  

The structure of this chapter is organised according to those five ways of ‘talking about 

experiences’, starting with the scene and finishing with the purpose. In the interests of 

readability, quotes taken from the interviews and presented in the story underwent minimal 

editing for grammar and syntax, but the general meanings remained unchanged. 

 
 Themes derived from the corpus of empirical data 
Scene - Shenzhen, the showplace of China’s reform 

- A gradually deregulated telecommunications market 
Act - ZTE Corporation: An icon of Shenzhen’s rise 

- Everyday work for one of China’s most desired employers 
- The local struggle of a globalising corporation 

Agent - Employees as talents 
- Managers as cadres 
- West as imaginary Other 

Agency - Rationalising the organisation 
- Managing human resources 
- Balancing with an existing form of organising 

Purpose - Becoming a global leader and market-driven company 
- Money, power, career and the longing for meaning 

Figure 4: The story's major themes organised based on Burke's pentad 
 

6.1. The Scene 

Work life within a large professional organisation does not unfold as a multiplicity of 

independent events. Rather, in order for a particular event to be meaningful and constituent to 

a stable pattern of human activity, it must be part of a larger context. Without context or 

universality, any particular experience remains meaningless or, in a Laclavian sense (Laclau 

and Mouffe 1985: 105), a “moment […] that is not discursively articulated”. Burke’s ‘scene’ 

designates such necessary context. To him, it is “the background of the act, the situation in 

which it occurred” (1945: 1). In our particular case, the scene is the City of Shenzhen and the 

telecommunications industry, of which the organisation under scrutiny is a major player. The 

overall background of everyday white-collar work is this rapidly growing city and industry. 

While the former clearly locates the workplace in space and time, the latter, as a global 
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occurrence, cuts across the boundaries of Shenzhen and China and links particular acts, agents, 

agencies, and motives experienced at the workplace with distant events and places.  

6.1.1. Shenzhen, the showplace of China’s reform 

Shenzhen is located in the Pearl River Delta of Guangdong Province, 100km south-east of the 

provincial capital Guangzhou, and directly on the border of the New Territories of Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Zone (SAR). Shenzhen is often regarded as the “showplace of China’s 

economic reform”, as the city that, as no other in China, is “hurtling towards the telos of 

modernity” (Anagnost 1997: 161, 165). The city’s history represents par excellence the 

implementation of the government’s gradual transformation strategy (Leonard 2008). In 1980, 

accordingly, Shenzhen, together with Zhuhai, which borders the former Portuguese colony 

Macau, became China’s first Special Economic Zone (SEZ), the first ‘test ground’ for 

practicing a market economy. Shenzhen was chosen because of its proximity to Hong Kong 

and thus potential access to foreign direct investments, an existing market and industry 

expertise, and a port that would reconnect China to the outside world after decades of ‘Maoist 

isolation’. At that time, Hong Kong was still a British colony, which would change, as for 

Macau, in June 1997, with the transfer of sovereignty to the PRC. As a British colony, Hong 

Kong had already developed into a powerful industrial economy, functioning as a major 

economic hub in South East Asia. For Shenzhen, in contrast, 1980 was the formal beginning of 

what is often recognised today as a tremendous programme of urbanisation and 

industrialisation, one that is unprecedented in the history of modernisation.  

Where today a metropolis seams a subtropical maritime landscape, there once existed a small 

fisher village only three decades ago. Baoan County, to which Shenzhen belonged, was an 

infertile, mountainous area inhabited by some 300,000 thousand people. Today, the same area 

is relatively flat, highly urbanised and home to 8.6 million inhabitants. Key economic indicators 

reflect this massive urbanisation and rise in population. Shenzhen’s per capita GDP has 

multiplied 131 times, from RMB 605 in 1979 to RMB 79,645 in 2007. It corresponds to an 

annual GDP growth rate of 26.9 per cent, far above the already high national average. While 

agricultural output has shrunk to less than one per cent, the lion’s share of Shenzhen’s output 

is divided into equal parts between industrial manufacturing and service delivery. This 

performance is based largely on Shenzhen’s enterprises, the numbers of which have risen 

equally steeply and steadily. In 1979, the region counted 517 enterprises, in 2007, the number 

had risen to 6,875 (SZSYB 2008)3. Today, 33 per cent are privately-owned enterprises, 44 per 

cent founded by entrepreneurs from Hong Kong, Macau or Taiwan, and 14 per cent by foreign 

                                                        
3 Enterprises with revenue above RMB 5,000,000. The multiplicity of small, family-based firms is thus 
not considered in this number. 
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investors. Only 1.7 per cent of all enterprises are ‘large’, but they do employ 30 per cent of all 

workers and produce 51 per cent of Shenzhen’s GDP. Overall, these numbers suggest an area 

that has turned into a megacity, providing wage labour for millions of people. Although 

Shenzhen clearly lacks the history of China’s other three major cities – Guangzhou, Shanghai 

and Beijing – this development has made it the richest city in China ranked by per capita GDP. 

Yet it is not only Shenzhen that has grown so rapidly in South China, but the entire Pearl River 

Delta (PRD), which is part of Guangdong Province and which Shenzhen faces directly towards 

the inland. With an annual growth rate of 16.9 per cent (CSYB 2007), the PRD has become 

both China’s economic ‘powerhouse’ and the world’s major ‘sweatshop’. Almost every 

multinational manufacturer produces either in the PRD or Shenzhen. The difference between 

PRD and Shenzhen is, however, that the latter seeks to become a centre for financial services 

and high technology and is relocating its heavy and low-value light industry to the former or 

elsewhere. 

 
Figure 5: Map of China's Pearl River Delta Region 

 

However, although Shenzhen’s breathtaking development has not been as linear as it may 

appear here (Agelasto 1998), today it is generally presented as a ‘success story’ with linear 

diegesis (Lai 2006). Beginning in the 1980s, central government established several SEZs, most 

of which are now located in the Pearl River Delta region. Due to its economic success, the SEZ-

based development model has not only been replicated in China, but also in many other 

emerging economies around the globe. The World Bank estimates that “over 3,000 projects are 
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taking place in 120 countries” (Leonard 2008). In this sense, gradualism certainly appears as a 

viable alternative to wholesale economic privatisation and political liberalisation. However, the 

concept of the SEZ also manifests the dialectic of capitalism. While Shenzhen has risen to one 

of the wealthiest cities, comparable accumulation, as outlined in chapter two, is still wanting in 

China’s vast hinterland. SEZ-based development has caused an extremely uneven distribution 

of wealth, a contradiction manifested in Shenzhen itself. Simply put, out of Shenzhen’s 8.6 

million inhabitants, 6.5 million are migrant workers from across China, but live in Shenzhen 

without hukou and thus without proper access to state-subsidised healthcare, education and 

social security. Attracted to Shenzhen’s economic growth, migrants earn a fraction of what the 

remaining 2.1 million hukou holders receive, but their ‘sweat and blood’ have contributed most 

to Shenzhen’s success. The number of migrants might be even higher than officially recorded, 

as many do not register formally with the local government. Nolan’s earlier metaphor, that “the 

twenty-first century meets the eighteenth century at the window of Starbucks” (p.68), certainly 

applies to the socioeconomic condition of Shenzhen. While the emerging middle class 

celebrates its new wealth by holding business meetings at Starbucks, day-trading stocks while 

sipping Caffè Latte, or simply passing time by reading fashion magazines, a migrant or even a 

less affluent Shenzhen hukou holder might occasionally find rest on one of the chairs until a 

Starbucks barista sends the person away to make room for the former, who are the ones who 

can afford the high prices of Starbucks beverages. Ironically, Starbucks workers are usually 

migrants themselves. For one participant in this research project, who had lived in Shenzhen 

for quite some time, Starbucks and all other big Western and Chinese chains symbolise that 

“ideology has been replaced by materiality”. “Nowadays, Chinese people are very confused. 

They don’t know what to think or believe. So the government pushes Chinese people to 

consume” (Zhang Wenan). In other words, Shenzhen is no longer simply Hong Kong’s 

sweatshop; it has cultivated its own consumer class and built its own megastores.  

Shenzhen is a city of such stark contrasts, which perfectly epitomises the dialectic of capitalism 

to an extent that did not exist during the Maoist period. A rapidly rising crime rate and, in turn, 

increasing public surveillance are indicators of that gap between new rich and new poor 

(Bradsher 2007). Western observers tend to view Shenzhen with suspicion. Naomi Klein, who 

recently visited Shenzhen and is perhaps one its more prominent critics, identifies Shenzhen as 

an outcome of “a potent hybrid of the most powerful political tools of authoritarian communism 

– central planning, merciless repression, constant surveillance – harnessed to advance the goals 

of global capitalism” (Klein 2008). For China’s liberal economists, however, the rise of 

Shenzhen proves that urbanisation is a “leading growth engine” (Fu 2009). Likewise, Chinese 

people living in Shenzhen, both the rich and the poor, would not understand why someone 

could hold such a negative opinion about the city. From personal experiences, many Chinese 
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view Shenzhen as offering considerably better living and work conditions than the majority of 

other cities in China, and especially the poor countryside. 

6.1.2. A gradually deregulated telecommunications market 

China’s SEZs have been a breeding ground for enterprises and industries. The Shenzhen SEZ 

and PRD are particularly known as manufacturing hubs not only for low-tech concerns, but 

also for a rapidly growing high-tech industry. The sector that strongly represents the latter is 

telecommunications. In terms of technological advancement, infrastructure and service 

penetration, telecoms has been one of the fastest growing and mature industries in China. 

Gartner, a leading Western market research company, summarises the characteristics of this 

industry as follows: “China is a developing country with a developed market’s telecom 

infrastructure […] spawning new giant carriers and a credible stable of local equipment 

providers” (Chetham 2003). Our organisation in focus, ZTE, is one of these local equipment 

providers. After Huawei Technologies Company Limited (Huawei), it is the largest 

telecommunications equipment manufacturer in China. In order to understand the work life in 

ZTE, we need to understand first the characteristics and history of the industry.  

Like transportation, telecommunications is generally regarded as a critical infrastructure for 

modern economic development, which must meet the demand for a rapid flow of labour, 

capital, resources, products, and information in order for an economy to maintain its 

competitive advantage. The Chinese government’s gradual reform strategy rests on the same 

assumptions (Mueller and Tan 1997). In 1978, however, China’s telecommunications network 

lagged far behind those of Western nations, in terms of telephone line penetration and 

technology standards; at that time, telephones were only provided to the political elite and 

factory managers. Due to ideological reasons, the deployment of public telephones for the 

general public remained suppressed. China also operated a network, primarily linked to public 

loudspeakers within rural villages, which was used for propaganda purposes. In quantitative 

terms, these conditions meant that China, in 1978, operated 1.93 million fixed telephones, 

which represented a phone penetration of less than 1 set per 100 capita (CSYB 2007). In 

contrast, in 2008, China’s operators counted 340.81 million subscribers for fixed telephone 

lines and 641.23 million subscribers for mobile communication services. The 2008 figures 

resembled a phone penetration of 74.3 sets per 100 capita (NBSC 2009). 

On the positive side, the state reformers of three decades ago probably did not anticipate such 

exponential growth, which, in 2002, had already made China’s telecommunication’s market 

the world’s largest. On the negative side, they might not have anticipated that such growth 

would lead to a “digital divide”, as China experiences today and which signifies, like the city 
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of Shenzhen, a highly unequal distribution of wealth (Fong 2009). Their intention was, 

however, to overhaul a previously ailing network and make it suitable for commercial rather 

than purely political needs – to build a telecommunications infrastructure that supports market 

socialist growth. Retrospectively, this goal led to three development paths, each of which shall 

be addressed in turn: government-funded R&D programmes and support, import and transfer 

of Western technologies, and aggressive R&D by newly emerging local manufacturers (Tan 

2003).  

As the technology gap between China and the West spanned several decades, the government 

began a national initiative in the early 1980s to boost local research and development (R&D). 

It encompassed a series of programmes such as the ‘863 High-Technology Programme’ or those 

that were coordinated by the State Development and Planning Commission. In the 

telecommunications industry, the purpose of the government-led programme was three-fold: 

firstly, to track global trends and carry out research in areas useful for China, but where 

enterprises were less willing to carry out research; secondly, to train China’s new generation of 

students, scientists and engineers and ensure up-to-date industry and scientific knowledge; and 

thirdly, to offer R&D funds for the state-owned and growing private enterprise sector. These 

intensions were part of a larger ‘master plan’, which was to support the development of China’s 

national defence system. In this way, China’s R&D programme resembled the United States’ 

‘Strategic Defence Programme’ (SDI), Western Europe’s ‘Eureka’, or Japan’s ‘Human 

Frontier’ programme (Tan 2003).  

Although crucial for stimulating innovation, the Government R&D programme was not 

sufficient enough to catch up with the West, which was simply due to a structural lack of basic 

scientific knowledge throughout the nation. Thus, as part of the opening-up policy, China 

started importing Western technologies. This was a clear break with the previous socialist 

‘doctrine of self-reliance’ or ‘technological nationalism’. As a compromise, opening-up 

followed the “policy of import, digestion, absorption and creation” (Xu 2004: 25), which meant 

that Western companies could not just sell their products to China, but were also required to 

transfer their technologies at the same time. As the huge size of the Chinese 

telecommunications market provided bargaining power for the government, Western 

companies often complied. While Siemens and Alcatel were the first multinationals appearing 

in China, companies like NEC, Lucent, Nortel, or Ericsson soon followed as they feared losing 

this market entry opportunity. These Western companies were required to form joint ventures 

(JV) with local firms, as common in these industries, in order for them to set up their production 

and assembly lines in China (Tan 2003). As a result, imports decreased and local manufacturing 

outputs increased rapidly, while Western companies still retained their high market share.  
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The third path of ‘catching-up’ was the direct outcome of the government’s gradual 

introduction of the market and endorsement of independent innovation, respectively – 

essentially, the emergence of China’s own telecommunications equipment manufacturers. Due 

to ongoing infrastructure expansion and the technological upgrade of existing 

telecommunication infrastructures, a recurring ‘gap’ or ‘catch-up’ potential occurred between 

new technology and its commercial production and deployment. Despite direct imports and 

foreign direct investments, there was still enough room and incentive for local manufacturers 

to emerge. The emergence of these indigenous companies was not least due to the government’s 

active support for local independent innovation carried out by state-owned or private 

enterprises. While China initially required Western technologies, the government’s goal was, 

however, to make the country less dependent on Western technologies in the long run. The 

government’s own R&D activities could not fill that gap, as government-led R&D relied on 

outdated production facilities – a relic of China’s planned economy (Tan 2003).  

In the mid-1990s, a group of four companies – Julong, Datang, Zhongxing (ZTE), and Huawei 

– manifested as the ‘credible stable of local equipment providers’, and were able to supply local 

technologies and supplement the market for imports and JVs. Together they were called “Ju 

Da Zhong Hua”. The name consists of the first characters of each company’s name, together 

meaning ‘Giant China’ (Zhou and Yin 2005). Although these incumbents enjoyed the benefits 

offered in China’s Special Economic Zones, they were nevertheless directly exposed to 

competition against Western multinationals and needed to find ways of supplying products that 

closed the technology-production gap. Western multinationals were reluctant to sell their 

production and assembly lines to these local manufacturers because they did not want to lose 

their competitive advantage. The joint venture fulfilled the requirement of ‘technology 

transfer’. Alternatively, the licenses of Western technologies were mostly too expensive due to 

the complex product configurations typical for the telecommunication industry. Considering 

the slow spread of local technological expertise, the only possible methods of innovation were 

“imitation” and “reverse engineering”. Retrospectively, this method has proven very 

successful. The indigenous manufacturers were able to build cheaper yet reliable alternatives, 

which successively pushed Western companies out of the market and largely made the necessity 

of importing core network components, like central office switches, obsolete (Tan 2003: 12). 

As a result, towards the end of the 1990s, many JVs ended in “divorce” (Xu 2004). Where 

imitation and reverse engineering did not fully succeed, a third method of supplying local 

technologies manifested, i.e. the ‘outsourcing’ of missing components to Western companies 

that complemented local suppliers’ offerings. The most important ‘outsourcing’ in terms of 

product licensing was related to ZTE and Huawei’s use of Qualcomm’s CDMA technology, 

which is the dominant standard for 2G and 3G mobile communications (Tan 2003).  
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What is characteristic of this ‘catch-up’ development is that the respective time between the 

arrival of a new technology in China and its commercial supply through local manufacturers 

has become shorter over time, i.e. the time until a manufacturer can supply a local alternative. 

The spread of relevant engineering skills, as well as the availability of more advanced 

development technologies, explains such an improvement. For example, for the first generation 

of mobile communications (1G), introduced in China towards the end of the 1980s, there was 

hardly any local technological progress. For the second generation (2G), which still dominates 

today’s mobile communications throughout the world, the gap was an estimated five to ten 

years. For the third generation (3G), though, which provides high-speed mobile internet access, 

there has hardly been any catch-up period or delay (ShanghaiDaily.com February 17, 2009). 

Local manufactures supply their 3G technology almost at the same time as Western companies 

and thus start competing neck-to-neck (Tan 2003).  

This ‘coming-from-behind’ success is clearly reflected in the national market for 3G network 

equipment and handsets, which currently constitutes USD 41 billion (c114.net January 8, 

2009), the industry’s largest market and major growth driver. In March 2009, Chinese 

manufacturers owned 70 per cent of the 3G deployment market, with Western companies 

owning the remaining 30 per cent. In addition, the technology standards used for the 3G 

network also reveal that China’s manufacturers and operators are no longer primarily 

technology ‘followers’, as the methods of imitation and reverse engineering suggest, but have 

become technology leaders in certain segments (ShanghaiDaily.com March 12, 2009). Today, 

there are three 3G standards: CDMA2000, WCDMA and TD-SCDMA. The former two are 

from the United States and Europe, respectively, and the latter from China. It was developed in 

by Datang, in joint cooperation with Siemens, and recommended by the International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) as the third global 3G technology. This might explain why 

China’s suppliers lead the domestic 3G market, simply because of privileging the home-grown 

technology. However, in 2008, Huawei, for example, won forty-two 3G deployment contracts 

across the globe, which represents more than 40 per cent of all new 3G contracts signed 

(ShanghaiDaily.com February 17, 2009). These contracts are not based on China’s TD-

SCDMA standard, but on Europe’s WCDMA standard, which is considered more advanced. 

A final question, but of no less importance, concerns the extent to which the Chinese 

government has withdrawn from protecting the telecommunication market. From the above, it 

seems that the former applies to the government-led catch-up development. As local 

manufacturers have become serious competitors in the course of opening-up and reform, the 

West has tended to accuse the Chinese government of distorting local competition. The 

agreement between China and the World Trade Organization (WTO), which China joined in 

2001, formally addresses this issue. Agreed was the introduction of an independent regulatory 
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body, a Western-style telecommunications law and a phased opening of the market. The former 

two institutions were supposed to increase transparency in state-industry decision making, to 

reflate competition while ensuring fair market prices and preventing the industry from over-

investments in network infrastructure (Chetham 2003). Yet, in 2009, a ‘telecommunications 

law’ and ‘independent regulatory body’, representing the former, were still wanting. China’s 

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) acts as a de facto regulator, but is 

clearly a state agency. As China’s operators, though partially financed abroad, at the Hong 

Kong and/or New York stock exchange are still state controlled, de jure neutrality between 

operators and MIIT is not given. The same applies to ZTE and Datang, as both are state 

controlled.  

Regarding the latter, the phased opening up still does not allow foreign operators to offer 

communications services in China. Although there has been a constant restructuring amongst 

the operators, whose number shrank from six to three in 2008, these three operators (China 

Mobile, China Telecom and China Unicom) were also the only ones awarded the desired 3G 

licenses in January 2009. In addition, the government maintains policies that directly or 

indirectly protect local suppliers by regulating foreign investments, financial incentives or 

procurement practices. Regarding the latter, public tenders are assigned quotas that determine 

the maximum amount that non-Chinese bidders can win. An obvious case was in 2001, when 

ZTE became the market leader of China Unicom’s CDMA network deployment. ZTE set to bid 

for – and won – the biggest share as it was the only one of twelve Chinese suppliers that did 

not bid together with a Western joint venture partner (Xu 2004: 27). Similar privileging must 

be assumed in relation to the recent 3G tenders.  

Considering the catch-up performance of local suppliers highlighted above, it is probably safe 

to conclude that both forces are at play: an increased competitiveness of China’s local suppliers 

(ShanghaiDaily.com March 12, 2009) and prolonged government support (Xu 2004: 27). This 

is at least what the Chairman of ZTE, Hou Weigui, emphasised in an internal speech given to 

his employees: 

Top governmental officials have stressed many times the importance of independent 
innovation, and the national media sets this topic as an important agenda. This is a favourable 
situation for us. However, how can we transfer this favourable situation, especially the support 
offered by top governmental agencies, into actual market shares? How can we transfer 
governmental relationships into customer relationships? These transformative processes will 
not be easy since we have many competitors […] There are many approaches and we need 
meticulous execution, perseverance and timely adjustment according to the changes in the 
market. 

The Chinese government not only supports domestically, but also internationally. An “active 

diplomatic policy” between the Chinese government and the governments of ZTE’s target 
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countries has helped ZTE to sign contracts. In order words, for ZTE, the local ‘scene’ is 

favourable, but the delivery of competitive technologies is also required by the government, 

which is simultaneously a regulator and customer. Since opening up, competitiveness is the 

only way for China to prosper as an economy. 

6.2. The Act 

As a principal division of a dramaturgical work, the ‘Act’ highlights what has happened; it 

“names what took place, in thought or deed” (Burke 1945: 1). Here, the Act relates to the 

emergence of ZTE itself and of a workplace for thousands of employees. If growth, profit and 

innovation are taken as positive benchmarks, ZTE’s history reads as a success story. From an 

employee perspective, the act refers to the everyday work carried out for one of the most 

desirable employers in China. However, the performance gap or distance to Huawei, ZTE’s 

direct competitor, reveals the internal organisational struggle that has marked ZTE’s 

development. Thus, while the scene still appears as universal – though Shenzhen is a particular 

city and telecommunications a particular industry – the following increasingly highlights the 

particular experiences of everyday work within ZTE. 

6.2.1. ZTE Corporation: An icon of Shenzhen’s rise 

As mentioned at the beginning, China’s SEZs have been a breeding ground for enterprises. 

Over the past three decades, however, only a few organisations have developed into large 

internationally-recognised enterprises that maintain offices and market their products directly 

in the countries of their customers. As a leading telecommunications manufacturer, ZTE has 

become one of those organisations. Following annual reports, press articles or internal speeches 

by ZTE executives, the company’s history reads like a success story.  

The company was founded in February 1985 based on a joint corporation between China’s 

former Ministry of Aerospace Industry, Chang Cheng Industrial Company Limited and a Hong 

Kong-based investment company named Yun Xing Electronic Trading Company Limited. This 

beginning is often associated, however, with Mr. Hou Weigui, who was one of the founding 

figures and today is still the Chairman of ZTE. He had the vision to build a high-tech company, 

and Shenzhen ultimately proved the ideal place to start realising this vision. Most of ZTE’s 

development essentially followed the development of China’s telecommunications industry as 

outlined above. What is often emphasised in the context of ZTE is “the prudence of Hou’s 

business strategies”, i.e. his foresight and risk awareness in relation to product development 

and regional expansion decisions (ZTE May 17, 2005). As will be addressed later again, Hou’s 

management behaviour is regarded as a typical “Eastern management style”. 
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Regarding Hou’s prudent development strategy, ZTE has not only invested in basic network 

technologies like CDMA-based 2G mobile networks, which represents the company’s core 

business, but also in unfamiliar downstream markets such as mobile handsets. As one of Hou’s 

‘wise’ decisions, ZTE invested in the Personal Handy System (PHS), which was an existing 

low-cost and easy-to-deploy mobile communication system used mainly in Asia. As customers 

of ZTE, China Telecom and China Netcom (which became part of China Unicom in 2008) 

adopted this system, which allowed them to offer affordable mobile communications services 

to their subscriber base. With 69 million users in 2008, this service had become very popular 

amongst Chinese consumers, and, for ZTE, it has been a cash cow since 2003. In the meantime, 

however, ZTE continued investing, especially in China’s proprietary TD-SCDMA 3G network 

and handset technology. This has been a more obvious trend, but is still regarded as a prudent 

business decision, as the PHS business broke away radically in 2006, as indicated in Table 1 

further below (Cbfeature.com January 10, 2008). In early 2009, MIIT issued a note requiring 

all operators to discontinue any PHS service by the end of 2011 (c114.net February 20, 2009). 

Precisely in light of China’s 3G launch, PHS has simply become an outdated technology and 

TD-SCDMA provides ZTE with the next growth opportunity and a route into the other 3G 

standards. 

Regarding ZTE’s international expansion, Hou’s strategy has also been celebrated as a success, 

although the business has become very complex and is marked by fierce competition as a result. 

ZTE first started conquering the telecommunication markets of other emerging economies such 

as “Mexico, Ethiopia or Algeria” before it intensified its business development activities in the 

advanced economies of Europe and North America. As was expected, the entry barriers of the 

market requirements of the former have proven to be much lower than those of the latter. In an 

internal speech, Chairman Hou reduced the differences between both regions to the difference 

in product quality requirements: “The requirements for quality in underdeveloped countries are 

relatively low. In contrast, markets in developed regions are strict with product quality”. Since 

2005, however, ZTE has started exposing itself more strongly to the strict product quality 

requirements of “developed countries”. ZTE could sign important deals, but the success 

experienced in emerging economies is still inadequate. Product quality is the issue and 

manifests a ‘deeper’ struggle that continues to determine ZTE’s storyline. 

Nevertheless, today, after two and a half decades of growth, ZTE has become a stable and 

internationally renowned telecommunications manufacturer, whose product portfolio consists 

of competitive wireline and wireless communication systems and handsets, as well as network 

access and bearer systems and other related Information and Communication Technology 

services. ZTE has sold its products, based on its 2008 annual report, to more than “500 

customers”, in “140 countries in Asia Pacific, South Asia, North America, Europe, Latin 
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America, Africa, and the Commonwealth of Independent States”. To that customer base belong 

operators as prestigious as Hutchison Telecom, France Telecom, British Telecom, Vodafone, 

Telefonica and Telus. In the same year, sales amounted to RMB 44.293 billion (USD 6.388 

billion) in terms of revenue and RMB 1,660 million (USD 239 million) in terms of net profit. 

Both figures represent a year-on-year growth of 27.4 and 32.6 per cent, respectively, which is 

above the industry standard and considerably above the nation’s growth average. In all, 60 per 

cent of ZTE’s revenue was realised abroad. The company’s results were achieved with 61,350 

employees of whom 8,000 were employed in one of the firm’s one hundred overseas 

representative offices. To continue reducing catch-up cycles, ZTE has not only become a 

member of major global standardisation bodies such as ITU-T, 3GPP or WiMAX, but also 

invests 10 per cent of its revenue in R&D, which allows the company to operate fifteen R&D 

centres outside China, e.g. in Asia, North America and Europe. 

This development makes ZTE, for many Chinese people, an icon not just of Shenzhen’s rise, 

but even that of the entire nation. This is what Premier Wen Jiabao underscored in his speech 

during his ZTE site visit in April 2009: “The name of ZTE implies the meaning of prosperity 

and development, and I should say it also signifies the prosperity and development of China” 

(ZTE April 22, 2009). ZTE shares its national fame with other Chinese companies that have 

shared similar development such as Lenovo, TCL-Thomson, Haier, and Huawei (Ridding 

2006). As we already know, the latter company, Huawei, is of particular importance as it is 

ZTE’s direct home-grown competitor.  

Together, both companies possess not only the largest share of the Chinese telecommunications 

equipment market, but both are also headquartered in Shenzhen. ZTE’s headquarters is located 

in Shenzhen’s High-Tech Industry Park, Huawei’s in Shenzhen’s Longgang District where it 

has its own large office park accessible via its own highway exit. Although both companies are 

in the same city, that one is located in a state-run industry compound and the other in a self-run 

estate probably clearly marks the difference between both organisations. With USD 23.3 billion 

in revenue (2008), USD 6.74 million (2007) in profit and 83,000 employees (2007), Huawei is 

much larger than ZTE and consequently leads the Chinese market, despite ZTE’s lead in the 

Chinese 3G market. With 75 per cent of revenue coming from international sales, this also 

makes Huawei the better known adversary internationally, in both low- and high-income 

Table 1: ZTE's growth between 2003 and 2008 (RMB in millions) 
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countries (Gibson and McGregor 2008). What epitomises the difference between ZTE and 

Huawei is the difference in their ownership structure. According to China’s Company Law, 

ZTE is a public company financed at the Shenzhen and Hong Kong stock exchange. As the 

state, with 31.4 per cent, holds the majority of the shares, ZTE, like China’s operators, is 

effectively state controlled. Huawei, in contrast, is a privately-held company and was 

established by several entrepreneurs in 1988.  

To mention Huawei’s leading position is important in this context, as ZTE employees and 

managers frequently refer to Huawei when making sense of their work life in ZTE. While in 

the past ZTE positively differentiated itself from Huawei, due to Huawei’s significantly better 

performance, ZTE today rather tends to follow the ‘Huawei way’. 

6.2.2. Everyday work for one of China’s most desired employers 

Although to the external world ZTE celebrates its success, internally its management is very 

much aware of its issues. The company’s rapid growth not only suggests the successful 

realisation of market opportunities, but also bears with it, as recounted further below, many 

risks and problems. From an employee perspective, the rise of ZTE, however, is first and 

foremost associated with the emergence of one of the most famous and desirable employers in 

China. As presented on the corporate website, ZTE has been publically given such positive 

feedback several times, suggesting an employee-centric organisation. It has been awarded titles 

such as “Best employer” or “Most respectable enterprise” by institutions such as the Ministry 

for Education, Chinese universities, the Chinese IT Industry, or Chinese business magazines. 

This positive feedback is echoed by employees within the organisation. Besides the need to 

earn a salary for living, what makes ZTE attractive for employees is that it gives the opportunity 

to pursue one’s own work interests: 

I joined ZTE because it is a very big company and I asked some friends that already worked 
here and they told me that you will have a lot of chances at ZTE. If you don't like one job, you 
can move to another position because the company is growing very quickly. You always can 
find some things of your interest (Cheng Xiaofeng). 

Another person adds: 

ZTE is always changing. It’s my theory about the company […] When I joined ZTE it was a 
small company, it only had more than 300 employees. Now it’s maybe 30,000. It has become 
an international company with many overseas offices; and ZTE provides many opportunities 
to many employees such as me after graduation (Chen Jianzhou). 

Others implicate ZTE as helping them to fulfil their goal of having a career: 

To me, it’s accumulating experience in the HR area because before I worked in the government, 
so I just have the training experience in the HR field. So I work here as I want to accumulate 
practical experience in order to have a career (Irene). 
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Employees also tend to prefer ZTE over Western companies. To them, the chances of making 

a career and developing their own skills are much higher in ZTE. Also, Chinese who study 

abroad are more likely to return to China, as the opportunities there are much better than a 

decade or two ago. At that time, graduates rather looked for a job abroad and hoped to be sent 

back to China as representatives of a Western company. 

Basically, I still have the opportunity to enter Siemens or Nokia or Motorola […] But the thing 
is none of those well-established, world-class companies can offer me the platform to try so 
many things which are available right now in a company like the ZTE Corporation […] in 
theory at least […] And actually, for my generation, I’m in China, the so-called wai pai, they 
go outside, they go overseas to study and they try to get work in a world-class company. And 
then they try to be sent back to China to be the chief representative of that company, and that’s 
with the older generation. And for the new generation, they are trying to be the new emerging 
players of China and then they go international (Andy Tao). 

For Candice, who studied in the U.K. and returned to China, the relation between ZTE and 

herself is a “win-win situation”: “They gave me a chance to work in overseas markets – it’s 

very good for me. And for the company – because I have an overseas education background – 

it’s good for the company”. It is noteworthy that those who have previously worked in the 

government or SOEs now prefer ZTE; although the state holds the majority of shares, ZTE is 

much less “bureaucratic”. As Irene indicated, it is extremely difficult to build a career in an 

SOE, like in one of China’s banks or telecom operators. Employees also prefer ZTE over 

Huawei, which still is a privately-owned company. Although “it is obvious that Huawei is 

developing faster and is bigger” and is thus “more attractive to some developers” (Shi 

Weiqiang), many prefer ZTE over Huawei. Work in ZTE is not as exhausting as it is in Huawei, 

and ZTE still provides similar opportunities: “We often had to work during the night and at 

ZTE the evening or night is free. If you want to stay, you can stay; if you want to go home, you 

can go home” (Zhang Hong). For many other employees, however, overtime work is often the 

norm rather than the exception, blurring the difference with Huawei.  

The positive image of ZTE spreads not only amongst professionals, but also amongst the 

general, mainly urban population. One employee, Zhang Wenan, did not dare to leave ZTE in 

order to pursue other opportunities, as it would have hurt the pride of his parents and made 

them lose their reputation or ‘face’ (mianzi) within their community. Zhang’s mother always 

used the ‘ZTE argument’ to promote and find the appropriate wife for him. Yet, one day, he 

disregarded the ‘face’ and quit his job:  

I have to admit that my resignation has made them lose face. When next time their friends ask 
how I am, they feel embarrassed to answer. Not like before – they always told them I was 
staying in some country, managing people for a huge telecom company. I even guessed even 
when they were not asked that they may feel eager to be asked and always wanted to transfer 
their chat to some topics about me.  
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ZTE’s fame provides meaning and identity, but one should not get the impression that material 

factors are less important. Certainty is closely related to salary: “I think the costs of living in 

Shenzhen are very high and most of us care about salary, we care about the benefits and we 

care about promotion” (Zhang Hong). While it is reported that Chinese factories often postpone 

the payment of wages, such unorthodox payment practices are not experienced at ZTE. This is 

certainly an advantage when working for a large, powerful corporation, which, additionally, is 

under the close supervision of China’s regulators.  

While the positive image of ZTE motivates people and creates a strong pull and competition in 

the job market, the ‘Act’ does not mainly relate to the ‘enthusiastic recruit’ who reflects upon 

ZTE’s positive image, but rather to the repetition of everyday mundane work. Although ZTE 

is growing rapidly, a certain pattern can be observed that represents order in a constantly 

changing environment. This pattern starts around at 8:30am, when employees in the Shenzhen 

headquarters commence working. Many come to work by company bus. Such a transportation 

service is common in Shenzhen, especially for large public or state-owned organisations. 

Before work commences in ZTE’s large, greyish open-plan offices, where each employee is 

assigned a small work cubicle, the employee might have breakfast in the canteen – eating at the 

workstation is prohibited. Then people start checking their emails, drafting presentations, start 

coding, having meetings, et cetera. These tasks ultimately stretch over the entire day, 

interrupted by morning exercise at around 10am, a fixed lunch break around 12:30pm and a 

collective post-lunch nap in portable beds. At 2pm work continues until 6pm, when employees 

usually finish their work and take one of the buses home.  

6.2.3. The local struggle of a globalising corporation 

ZTE’s growth and positive image as a local employer suggest a success story. However, the 

distance to Huawei, the other national champion headquartered in Shenzhen, clearly reveals a 

rupture in the storyline, a struggle behind the everyday routine described above. With USD 

23.3 billion revenue and as the first Chinese company to top the list of international patent 

applications in 2008 (WIPO 2008) – ranking above Western competitors – Huawei is much 

larger, has grown even faster and is internationally more successful than ZTE (Gibson and 

McGregor 2008). On the same list of international patent filings, ZTE is the only other Chinese 

corporation, which is a major achievement, but only ranked number 23. Additionally, an 

internal strategy document from early 2006 also reveals a strong discrepancy between target 

and actual, disrupting ZTE’s storyline. For 2008, the goal was to achieve RMB 80 billion in 

turnover, but the company only realised 40 billion. Despite constant growth, this severe budget 

deviation and distance to Huawei suggests an organisational struggle. For Ken, who is one of a 
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few Western foreigners working in the headquarters and responsible for product 

documentation, this struggle clearly manifests in ZTE’s product quality.  

Frankly, I don’t think they will recognise the real issues and what ‘bad’ means in the 
marketplace. They’ve had customer studies and supposedly ZTE is only ranked number 17 out 
of 20 in some cases. So, what we need to focus on is customer needs. 

While the ordinary employee might not ‘recognise the real issues’, ZTE’s top management is 

very much aware of its product quality problem. For them it means that the company is 

increasingly exposed to the forces of the market, especially when selling to customers of high-

income countries. Hou Weigui, ZTE’s chairman, clearly raised this concern during an internal 

speech to ZTE employees:  

The quality problem is still very severe. Although we made some progress […] customer 
satisfaction levels in product quality have still dropped […] Some colleagues may argue that 
we raise the quality issue every year, ‘but haven’t we grown on a steady pace’? This is a wrong 
attitude since we will expand our business to the European and North American markets. The 
requirements for quality in underdeveloped countries are relatively low. In contrast, markets 
in developed regions are strict with product quality. If we don’t pay much attention to quality 
control, it will cause huge damage to our company. 

These problems simply highlight that the company acts within and reproduces a market 

environment that is determined by competition. As Ms. Zhou Susu, Head of Human Resources, 

metaphorically concluded in an interview: 

There are increasing risks these days, we often have the feeling of walking across a single-
wooden bridge, and there are lots of others, competitors walking on the same bridge. The only 
thing we can do is to move forward; otherwise we will be kicked off into the river. 

Although ZTE deals pragmatically with issues when they occur, such ‘groping’ has yet to 

evidence a clear direction, which equals the direction of its major competitors. As Huawei has 

been growing even faster than ZTE, the problems are not intrinsic to growth, but rather to how 

the organisation accomplishes growth. The drivers of the market make the problems 

recognisable and management articulates and locates them somewhere on the inside of the 

organisation. ZTE top management primarily relates ‘poor product quality’ and ‘customer 

satisfaction’ to two problem areas: ‘lack of cross-departmental collaboration’ and ‘lack of 

professionalism’. Regarding the former, Hou Weigui said in the same speech quoted above: 

I feel that there are fences existing inside our teams, and cross-departmental complaints are a 
common phenomenon. We must take pains to solve this problem properly […] Today, there 
are many higher level and subordinate cadres who do not share harmonious relationship with 
each other, and they do not wish for a better one; this unpleasant phenomenon also occurs 
between cadres on the same level. Without mutual cooperation, any task will be difficult to 
undertake (Hou Weigui). 

To Hou, those “inharmonious dynamics” result from managers following their own interests 

and keeping corporate affairs as a private matter: “Some colleagues still favour their own work, 
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so that effectively our market has been taken away by others […] We are against private 

conflicts, which is, saying nothing on the table, or just speaking facial language in public while 

bearing disagreements privately”. Lack of collaboration is tightly related to ZTE’s latter critical 

area, ‘professionalism’. To Zhou Susu: 

In order to be the long-term champion within such a changing atmosphere, we must have a 
strong sense of professionalism [...] general fight will not work out nowadays.  

Defined in a questionnaire the company used to survey the quality of its management, 

professionalism essentially means to have a “vision”, to be an “expert” in a certain technical 

field, to apply “advanced”, “scientific methods” and to be a confident “decision-maker.” To 

Hou Weigui, however, “many cadres fail to conduct scientific management on time” and thus 

to act ‘professional’. As it is deemed critical to success, Hou therefore demands that “leaders 

should not depend on their subjective impressions […] as those entail the risks of making severe 

mistakes”.  

Employees, who have worked for ZTE for some time, emphasise, however, that the company 

has become much more professional. In the past, to Andy, it was more like a “worker jungle. 

People did what they wanted, and at the time they were forced to look at profit only because to 

survive was number one”. How in a so-called ‘worker jungle’ order was nevertheless 

maintained – and how it still often continues to determine human relations – however, is 

highlighted further below under in subsection 6.4, “The agency”.  

6.3. The agent 

With ‘the agent’ Burke refers to “what kind of person [...] performed the act”. Here agents are 

not individual people, but groups of people who share social identities. One might also construe 

these different identities in terms of subjectivities. While social identity requires some form of 

Laclavian articulation for it to emerge, the latter refers rather to a Deleuzian repetition of such 

hegemonic articulations. Both forms of reality production and reproduction are experienced at 

ZTE. The main agents are ‘talents’, ‘cadres’, and the ‘imaginary West’. 

6.3.1. Employees as talents 

In his intriguing work on contemporary Chinese society, Xin Lui (2002) identifies three agents, 

or characters, as he calls them, which represent the moral sentiment of living in urban China. 

These are the xiaojie, laoban, and chuzhang. The xiaojie is the young lady working in the 

booming service industry, as a shop assistant, waitress or as the ‘Miss’ in one of the countless 

massage parlours. The laoban is the boss of any kind of business, the one who effectively 

replaces the Party and state to which Mao’s working class had to subordinate. Finally, the 
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chuzhang is the local official who “occupies a strategic location in the bureaucratic machine of 

government administration” and conspires with local businesses (ibid: 31). Although each 

character represents a different status group or struggle, to Xin Lui, the striving for money and 

power is what often unites them. As he suggests, in China “money talks and money walks” 

(ibid: 132). In our context, one important agent is missing. It is what Wang Xiaoming (2003: 

277) calls the “exhausted white-collar workers” who are the “emblem of China modernisation 

and vector of purchasing power”. As shown in TV advertisements, for China’s political leaders 

they represent the ideal urban citizen: they pursue a career in a modern company and eventually 

become parents in a one-child family household.  

At the ZTE Corporation, these young white-collar workers make up the majority of the 

company’s workforce. Yet, compared to the general urban public, this group of people is 

attributed a different status. Top management identifies them as “talents” (rencai). They no 

longer belong to the hundreds of thousands of graduates, who each year search for jobs in one 

of China’s most prestigious organisations (China Daily, 11 July 2008) – they have succeeded 

and been recruited by one of them. ZTE claims to employ “only the best people”, which is the 

“top five per cent” of China’s workforce. In 2008, 70 per cent of all employees held an 

academic degree. There is no doubt that working for ZTE or Huawei is considered a privilege. 

However, once the applicant has joined the company, ‘talent’ becomes a signifier for the 

ordinary ZTE employee; internally, it no longer represents a few gifted people (cf. Chambers, 

Foulon et al. 1998). Rather, for Zhou Susu, the HR director, the talent represents the majority 

of ZTE employees:  

From our perspective we don’t think that the very outstanding person is the talent [rencai]. We 
regard those people who really fulfil the requirements of the company as talent. If his 
qualification really fulfils the job description, really fulfils the need of the company, he’d be 
regarded as talent […] talents are a massive good. 

ZTE talent is basically a commodity that has to conform to existing rules, and should refrain 

from “internal politics”, not be “too ambitious” or be “impatient”. In contrast, challenging a 

boss, which might be necessary for positive change to occur, is not mentioned or regarded as 

secondary. As Cindy, an internal HR consultant, puts it: 

First the person should accept the goals; accept the strategy […] regardless of whether it is 
right or wrong. Then he should follow the manager; he should acquire his capabilities first. If 
the person does it, he then can share his own ideas. But his idea should just be a suggestion. 

To ensure such conformity, Cindy also emphasises that managers tend first to evaluate 

employees based on whether they fit the team, and then they evaluate skills and experiences: 

“first we should have the right people, then, according to the people’s capability, we will create 
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the right position for the people”. Now, when probing talents about their relation to their 

superiors, their statements often confirm the primacy of such a system of conformity. 

I think most of the bosses don’t like to negotiate about work. So we just do it because they are 
busy, they don’t want to listen to so many excuses as to why you don’t like your work. Then 
you just do it (Cheng Xiaofeng). 

Chinese employees are very obedient. They don’t refuse. If they are given some orders or some 
assignments, they won’t say too much. They won’t complain too much and they won’t reject 
you directly […] it’s different in other countries (Xu Xiaofei). 

Nevertheless, one gets the impression that the company also looks for something different than 

people who primarily just obey. ZTE’s Chairman Hou explicitly stresses that “management 

cadres should turn down the flattering speeches of their subordinates”. For him, “the biggest 

opportunity to every enterprise and every team is to encounter advanced talents (gaoji rencai); 

they are our helpers, and we should put this emphasis into action”. The chairman mentions 

‘advanced talent’, which is different from the mere ‘talent’ the HR director spoke about before. 

Yet, at some point, the HR director also reveals that there is a small group of employees whom 

she also regards as the “very special talents”, the “real talents”.  

In any case, talent is a master signifier used to identify ZTE employees, to make them feel 

privileged as well as to reveal their performance gaps in case they do not fulfil the requirements 

of the company. For one employee, however, an account manager, this central talk about talents 

is just internal rhetoric: “I think they just make propaganda [xuanchuan] about people to be 

talents and to be flexible. The leaders here, they just want the staff to be obedient” (Wang Jijun). 

6.3.2. Managers as cadres 

As already implicated, the other major agents constituting and manipulating work life at ZTE 

are the managers, who, according to the Chairman’s simply definition, can “order others to do 

things”. The members of this much smaller, but privileged group of employees are identified, 

as is common in other large Chinese state controlled organisations, as “cadre” (ganbu). While 

ZTE borrows the term ‘talent’ from the mainstream Western management discourse, the term 

‘cadre’ is adapted from China’s Communist Party. In the CCP, cadre designates a position of 

administrative authority (Murphy 2002: xv). ZTE’s ganbu system has five levels of such 

administrative authority. In contrast, at Huawei, management teams are not referred to as 

cadres, mainly because the company is privately-owned. However, as its president, Ren 

Zhengfei, is a former director of the military’s (PLA) engineering academy, which is 

responsible for telecommunications research, it is rather military vocabulary that permeates the 

symbolic sphere. Management titles such as committee (weiyuanhui), general inspector 
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(zongjian), deputy (daibiao), or supervisor (zhuren) are more common, as an ex-Huawei 

employee explains (Andy Tao). 

In the ZTE book (Zhou and Yin 2005), which was published in China in 2005, the company 

compared its management style with that of Huawei. ZTE identified itself with the image of a 

‘bull’ and Huawei as a ‘wolf’. According to Chinese culture, the former stands for endurance, 

loyalty, stability, and humility, while the latter represents aggression, cruelty and teamwork. 

Today, ZTE distances itself from that image, simply because Huawei has been much more 

successful. In particular, Zhou Susu dislikes this image as it does not capture the changes in the 

market environment, which have also altered ZTE’s management style. In her words,  “Because 

of the strong competition in the telecommunication market, of course, we’re also acting very 

aggressively”. This distancing from past rhetoric equates to recognition of limitations regarding 

its management culture.  

From earlier, we know that top management regard their cadres as lacking in ‘professionalism’ 

and ‘collaboration’, which are both deemed crucial to ZTE’s further development. The 

definition of an ideal cadre is additionally determined by Chairman Hou, but in a negative way, 

i.e. in terms of what managers should not do or be: 

First, spend no time on cultivating talents; second, care wholeheartedly only about the internal 
politics of the enterprise; third, only require staff to be loyal; fourth, make the same mistakes 
repeatedly; fifth, have a narrow mind; sixth, be dishonest; seventh, lack high-level thought; 
eighth, prepare excuses for failures beforehand; ninth, be satisfied with past achievements; 
tenth, use others’ achievements as one’s own.  

To him, “these ten phenomena are immoral and should be permanently forbidden”. The 

chairman also offers a positive definition, emphasising “passion” (reqing) and “honesty” 

(zhengzhi) as the most important traits.  

Without passion, cadres cannot progress, but passion is needed to break limits. And honesty –
one should really obey to truth and methodology, be brave to disagree with oneself, and do not 
rely on past achievements (Hou Weigui). 

Employees who have been promoted to a management position often echo these words, like the 

project leader Shen Shanhong. Asked to reflect on his own career, he suggested that his ability 

to “show concern for the employees [… and] to have a very clear view of the tasks and the 

targets of the team”, in addition to showing “passion”, helped him to become a project leader. 

Employees who participated in this research often worked for a boss who cared about their 

professional and private life. But most of them also experienced at least one boss who rather 

represented some of the traits the chairman sought to ban.  
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Because the leaders, they have different attitudes to different things. For example, if our former 
leader tells us to develop something, we may tell him “it’s difficult, we can’t do this”, but our 
new boss doesn’t allow you to tell him that (Zhang Hong). 

He just asks us to work hard […] but he seldom thinks about the personal life of the staff. 
Sometimes I think he just wants us to be like work machines (Ma Haiying). 

It’s ridiculous. They ask you to set out the workflow. And I set the flow and offer him to correct 
or revise; no response. Then you finish your workflow – but sometimes these leaders, they are 
the first people to break this flow (Yue Lihau). 

In the statements above, one can find the counterpart of the ‘obedient talent’ – the ‘authoritarian 

manager’. Employees tend to obey and thus simply repeat a certain system of authority without 

giving much attention to it. However, the arbitrariness of management behaviour and the 

execution of direct power, as implied in those comments, collide with their habit of obeying, 

and obviously evoke discontent and anger. Zhang Wenan explains why such exclusive 

behaviour coexists with the more inclusive or employee-centric behaviour showing concern for 

employees’ well-being. To him, there are three generations of people at ZTE, those from the 

“pre-revolution and revolution”, from the “post-revolution” era and the “modern young 

generation”. Most of ZTE’s top managers belong to the former group. They maintain this 

system of authority, while the latter group, the majority of employees, experiences such 

behaviour as inappropriate. The middle generation, to which Zhang Wenan himself belongs, is 

often split between both worlds.  

6.3.3. The West as an imaginary Other 

Another important and reality-making agent at ZTE is a player that is paradoxically absent, 

namely the ‘West’. ZTE’s top management frequently position successful Western companies 

and their management systems as the highest benchmarks, referring to them in order to stress 

ZTE’s performance gaps and to justify the restructuring of internal structures and procedures. 

As the majority of ZTE’s employees have no direct contact with Western customers, partners 

or other people, the West functions primarily as a desirable, but ‘imaginary agent’. Comments 

like the following are common in ZTE:  

We are still at the starting point of professionalisation, and we are not professional at all. It is 
very important to set up regulations for certain positions. If we are not professional, the 
customers, especially in Europe and the United States, will look down upon us, and it’s really 
hard for them to partner with us. This is just like in sports such as golf or table tennis: if you 
don’t play the game according to the rules, not being professional, you will never make 
progress […] The R&D efficiency of our company is still very low. Although our R&D costs 
are not high, calculated according to per capita efficiency, our R&D efficiency is several times 
lower than that of international leading companies (Chairman Hou Weigui). 

The West obviously symbolises professionalism, which is what ZTE is lacking, as recounted 

earlier. This China-West dialectic is not only articulated in company speeches, but also formally 
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encoded in, for example, ZTE’s value handbook, which is available to all employees and a set 

book for new hires. 

We admit our gaps towards world-class companies. We direct all our efforts to narrow these 
gaps and are restless in improving our operations through teamwork. 

Employees are mostly aware of the positive image of the West and that management articulates 

its business aspirations based on it. As Wang Quanqin, a divisional HR manager, recounts: “I 

think that our CEO and President says he wants to make ZTE a very famous brand. We have to 

do it just like Microsoft”.  

Microsoft, as shown further below, is not the only Western company that has served as an 

ultimate benchmark. However, the positive identification of the West does not mean that ZTE’s 

cadres and talents admire and instantly surrender to Western business ideals. This negative gap 

does not merely signify a business opportunity or performance gap. Rather, actively locating 

ZTE in the ‘shadow’ of the hegemonic West, this form of self-negation threatens the identity 

of ZTE members, employees and managers alike. The comparison is not just between 

companies but obviously between two civilisations. To restore the identity and to explain ZTE’s 

performance gap, employees engage in various justification strategies.  

One employee emphasises that Western competitors and operators protect their monopoly in 

the industry. They determine technology standards to which companies like ZTE must comply 

and against which their products are tested in the laboratories of multinational operators. While 

ZTE could fairly easily sell its products in African countries, Western standards have hampered 

the company’s overall growth in the West. One employee also provides a historical explanation 

and argues that Western companies, compared to today’s Chinese companies, were facing 

similar obstacles “when they started to jump up into the international stage” (Andy). Now 

Chinese companies are in a similar position. The latter explanation, mainly implying that China 

and ZTE have been practicing a market economy and ‘independent innovation’ for only a short 

period of time, is the most common form of restoring a positive identity. 

China opened up in 1979, ZTE has only 20 years of history and, of course, in many aspects 
we’re [currently] not comparable with those Western companies. However, we have the right 
strategy now; one day we can match our targets. To match those targets we might be a little bit 
different from those Western companies. We shall explore our own way to match that point 
(Zhou Susu). 

The last statement bears two further justification strategies. Firstly, although there is a clear 

performance gap in comparison to Western companies, ZTE is capable of closing that gap. 

Such optimism is widespread in ZTE, and is supported by its overall development. Secondly, 

while the West defines the target, the means of catching up will be specific to ZTE. When Zhou 

Susu says at a different stage that “all our employees are really different from those of Western 
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companies”, she grounds this optimism and the specificity of the ZTE way in the differences 

between the Western and Chinese cultures. 

As shown next, however, Western companies not only define ZTE’s development targets, but 

also have been the major source of ZTE’s own management systems. Hence, the way ZTE 

organises, controls and improves its operations, i.e. the means of development, are solely 

founded in Western management practices. It suggests that ZTE not only wants to offer 

products that can compete with those offered by Western competitors, but also must act like 

them to achieve this goal. Zhou Susu’s emphasis on an idiosyncratically Chinese path reveals, 

nevertheless, a struggle in combining Western management practices with a culturally 

established system of organisation.  

6.4. The agency 

Burke’s notion of agency directs attention to “what means or instruments [the agent] used”, 

addressing the question of how the past act, as sketched above, has been accomplished. As 

shown in the following, Western types of rationalisation and bureaucratisation are major 

instruments to determine ZTE’s work life. Such application of Western organisation and 

management practices collides, however, with another major instrument, which is identified as 

ZTE’s ‘Eastern management style’. This clash is contradictory as well as complementary. 

Rationalisation and bureaucratisation are necessary to ensure professionalism and product 

quality, but undermine ZTE’s ‘middle-way’ approach and its ‘culture of warmth’. The latter 

two traits constitute ZTE’s Eastern management style, which is presented to balance out the 

negative effects of a Western management style. 

6.4.1. Rationalising the organisation 

The development of ZTE strongly confirms Guthrie’s observation that urban China is 

implementing a corporate governance system at state and enterprise levels. From a state level 

perspective, ZTE is a public company complying with China’s Company Law of 1993 as well 

as the regulations governing listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. ZTE’s quarterly and 

annual reports highlight their accountability towards the public. Ownership and management 

are clearly separated and the latter is made accountable for the company’s return on equity 

demanded by the former. From an enterprise perspective, ZTE has, nevertheless, ceaselessly 

introduced formal structures and work procedures.  

Structurally, ZTE operates a “matrix organisation”, with vertical “product divisions” facing the 

customer and horizontal “functions” such as marketing, sales or human resources management, 

which bundle classical management tasks required in any of ZTE’s five divisions. In addition 
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to such “permanent teamwork” organisation, ZTE also operates a “temporary” or “project-

based” teamwork organisation. Especially for ZTE’s “turnkey projects”, which are large and 

capital-intensive customer engagements, employees from different operational units and 

regions are pooled for the duration of a project. This matrix organisation signifies ZTE’s 

attempt to decentralise the organisation. Before its introduction, decision-making was highly 

centralised.  

Procedurally, ZTE has defined a multiplicity of workflows which are found at every level of 

the organisation. The headquarters in particular is eager to determine workflows, i.e. inputs and 

outputs, work steps, roles, and resources. In the International Sales Department, for example, 

ZTE has put in place a five-step sales process in order to control performance and increase the 

sales hit rate:  

The first milestone is to invite high-level clients to China. The second milestone is to start 
negotiations and get some agreements like the International Strategic Cooperation Agreement. 
The third milestone is to get project resources allocated for the country. The fourth milestone 
you get short-listed. And the fifth is to hit the target – the customer-signed contract (Kun Li). 

Much of the rationalisation initiatives and business terminology used in Western professional 

organisations can also be found at ZTE. In fact, ZTE’s factual knowledge regarding 

organisational rationalisation and operations management largely comes from U.S.-based 

companies. In this context, General Electric (GE) and Motorola, amongst other Western firms 

like Microsoft, Intel or Dell, have played a pivotal role in ZTE’s development. While GE has 

primarily helped ZTE to build its organisational structure as sketched above – which is centrally 

conceived as a major step toward decentralising management responsibility – Motorola has 

helped to improve operations using the ‘Six Sigma’ methodology.  

Six Sigma, similar to ‘5S’ or ‘JIT’, is a ‘Total Quality Management’ (TQM) concept that was 

first used by Motorola and GE in the 1980s, but today finds widespread applications in the 

manufacturing and service industries. It is based on the assumptions that shareholder value can 

be increased through ‘continuous improvement’ rather than ‘rapid change’. ‘Metrics’ and 

‘methodologies’ that are aligned with a company’s overall strategy are the manager’s primary 

tools to break down work into measurable entities and to ‘detect’ and ‘eliminate defects’, 

respectively (cf. Adams, Gupta et al. 2003). ZTE’s decision to introduce Six Sigma in 2001 

was triggered ultimately by a severe product failure that disrupted the operations of one of its 

customers in China. For management, this was not only a “bitter experience” (xue de jiao xun), 

but symptomatic of its “lack of professionalism” and “quality awareness”. As a pilot project, 

Six Sigma was first introduced in to one of ZTE’s subsidiaries, where its application quickly 

reduced operating costs by RMB 200 million. This was celebrated as a major success story and 

justified its company-wide rollout. Xu Xiaofei, the Head of the Learning Centre, a section of 
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ZTE’s Training Department, described how ZTE today seeks to ensure an effective application 

of Six Sigma:  

The candidates, in addition to their training participation, are required to do projects, and only 
after their project result has passed a review from the Six Sigma management office, together 
with their qualified testing results of the training, can they be awarded the title of Black Belt. 
So, in addition to training, there are projects – real projects (Xu Xiaofei). 

In addition to Six Sigma, which is regarded as ZTE’s primary quality management 

methodology, the company also employs the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from 

Carnegie-Mellon University. ZTE uses this equally popular management method to standardise 

its software development work. It is mainly Western customers that insist that suppliers like 

ZTE use such methodologies.  

Not so much from an organisational, but more from a product and technology perspective, the 

company also complies with industry and cross-industry standards. Regarding the former, ZTE 

belongs to major industry standardisation bodies such as ITU-T, 3GPP and WiMAX. Regarding 

the latter, ZTE regularly applies for the quality certification of its products and manufacturing 

processes at organisations like the International Organization for Standardization and the 

German TÜV. Such compliance and membership is a condicio sine qua non. It does not provide 

a competitive advantage, but without it ZTE would not be able to compete in the 

telecommunications market at all. 

The company’s attempts at rationalisation and compliance, which are all centrally driven, are 

often summarised with the term “scientific management”. As can be grasped from earlier 

comments, this notion of ‘scientific management’ is omnipresent. It is frequently used in formal 

speeches, internal media and by employees, especially those working within the headquarters, 

when contextualising their work or the company in general. All major work processes seem to 

be broken down into “Key Performance Indicators” (KPIs), into small work units that can be 

clearly planned, controlled and measured against performance benchmarks. Bracketing all the 

rationalisation activities mentioned above, scientific management names the primary 

instrument through which executives attempt to overcome the company’s “lack of 

professionalism” and “lack of collaboration”. It signifies a new or more prosperous future.  

Some employees, however, are less enthusiastic about such rationalisation. For Xu Xiaofei, for 

example, scientific management basically undermines an existing form organising: “I think 

sometimes even the traditional Chinese culture is weakened”. What she calls “traditional 

Chinese culture”, as shown further below, refers to the other dominant form of agency, which 

is actively positioned in opposition to scientific management.  
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6.4.2. Managing human resources 

ZTE’s primary instrument of change, i.e. ‘scientific management’, not only targets the 

organisation from the point of view of its reporting lines and operational procedures, but also 

the processes directly concerning the individual employee. The latter domain of rationalisation 

is usually associated with human resources management (HRM), a management function that 

also receives high priority at ZTE. Repeating the emphasis on ‘scientific management’, a HR 

manager exemplifies what ‘scientific’ means in her field: 

If we are running a project and need to collect information, we have to use a scientific way. 
Sometimes we have to use consultant companies or legal agencies in order to collect the 
relevant information to set up labour contracts that fulfil all legal requirements […] In the past 
we often didn’t have contracts for our newly hired employees. 

In essence, ‘HRM’ refers to the formalisation of the relationship between the worker and 

company. In ZTE, it not only refers to labour contracts or payroll, but also to more managerial, 

less administrative HR tasks such as recruitment, career development or training.  

Regarding recruitment, ZTE formerly encouraged employees to hire friends and family 

members, which was the easiest way of recruiting the number of employees needed to fulfil 

growth targets. However, in 2001, ZTE banned this relationship-based hiring. It was made 

responsible, amongst other things, for hampering growth, as employees got too comfortable in 

their quasi-private work environments. Instead, ZTE introduced HRM and started formalising 

the recruitment process. Although many employees are still recruited based on personal 

recommendations, formal interviews and campus recruiting have become the norm. At Huawei, 

in contrast, nepotism has always been forbidden. 

Career development constitutes another often-mentioned HRM area that is regarded as crucial 

to ZTE’s development and is demanded by its employees. When the company was still 

relatively small, there was less need to formalise and centrally support the development of 

individual workers. The growth of the company and China’s telecommunications market, 

though, has provided plenty of opportunities.  

When people joined at that time, they could grow quickly with the company up to the upper 
level of management, especially when they were very intelligent. But for those employees who 
joined after 2000, it’s very different. Yes, we are still growing fast, but most management 
positions are now occupied (Shi Weiqiang). 

Today, there is a career bottleneck, as management positions continue to be in high demand by 

ZTE employees. This demand is confirmed by a HR manager, who recounts what employees 

usually ask for when consulting the HR department: 
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In ZTE, many of the employees want to follow only this way, the management path. ‘I want to 
be manager. If I can be manager, I can get everything: money, power and responsibility’. But 
our management positions are very, very rare (Irene). 

To meet the demand for careers, ZTE introduced ’Three Career Development Paths’. Based on 

their skills and experiences, employees are allocated either to the technical, service or 

management track. The former two are horizontal tracks, i.e. people do not climb the hierarchal 

ladder of ZTE’s ganbu system, but become experts in certain fields, while the latter relates to 

the classical vertical management path. In ZTE corporate terms, these career paths “are the 

company's commitment to its people that their potential can be continuously developed in 

different directions within the organisation”. In this way, ZTE’s career system serves a 

motivation function which, however, also reinforces the bottleneck regarding management 

positions.  

As part of ZTE’s major corporate instrument, HRM, the career development system is not only 

designed as a pure motivation system, but also as a resource planning system. As the Head of 

the Training Department explains: 

As part of our training, we let the employee take different tests […] Firstly the company will 
know your skill level and then we can give you a training plan for the next level. Secondly, the 
company will know the skill levels of all employees. We see what we have and compare it with 
what we need and we also match the skill levels with salary levels […] Thirdly, the aim is to 
have a global standard of skill levels. Then, if you come from Britain and I come from China 
and another one comes from Pakistan, we can cooperate in one project (Chen Jianzhou). 

ZTE’s intention is to make employees identifiable by subordinating them to predefined 

positions within each career path. Conceptually, each position requires a certain skill set and 

corresponds with a certain salary band. Such a system helps the company to plan and control 

its operations more effectively and respond to customer needs more rapidly. What is also 

implicated in the quote above is the last major instrument of ZTE’s HRM system – employee 

training.  

ZTE executives attribute strategic importance to training and “continuous learning”. The first 

responsibility of the training department is to ensure that ZTE employees receive business, 

industry and technological know-how. For example, the reading of Western business literature, 

of books like Jack Welch’s ‘Winning’ or Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman’s ‘First, Break 

all the Rules’, which are selected by the Chairman, are part of reading classes that are 

mandatory for middle managers. That managers read these books is ensured through tests. 

Although training is considered to be of strategic importance, many employees complain that 

their bosses do not grant enough of it. As a HR manager says: “The first complaint is career 

development and then it’s the training”. Clearly, personal skill is regarded by employees as the 

currency of a person’s career development. 
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The other major responsibility of the training department is the articulation of company 

policies. Each formal structure and procedure highlighted above is ultimately legitimised 

through internal policies. In ZTE, policy is the primary means of sanctioning people’s 

behaviour. To narrow the gap between policy and reality, the training department is authorised 

to carry out tests. Similar to ordinary training courses, this course of action ensures that 

managers have read and comply with new policies.  

Also, the training is an important channel for internal communications because most of the 
policies are executed through this department. For example, last year, there was a big change 
in the overseas market region. Managers had to take an examination on the Intranet so that the 
company leaders knew they had grasped the main points of the regulations […] to help the 
company implement their strategy (Xu Xiaofei). 

Initially, policies clearly signify a gap between an existing and desirable form of organisation; 

such opposition is articulated at ZTE. On the one side, Western-style rationalisation is the 

central means of creating the type of desirable organisation highlighted above. On the other, 

related policies compete with an existing form of organising or agency, as highlighted below. 

6.4.3. Balancing with an existing form of organising 

ZTE’s policy-based bureaucratisation, which is the major instrument of building a globally 

competitive organisation, contradicts the experience of a HR consultant, as recounted earlier 

(p.159), that managers first tend to make sure that a recruit suits a team, and then build a work 

structure that suits the recruit. In contrast, the former suggests the definition of a structure to 

which employees have to subordinate. Obviously, both approaches separate human experience 

from formal organisational structure, but the respective emphases are diametrically opposed. 

This opposition between ‘human orientation’ and ‘structure orientation’ is addressed by the HR 

director. To her, it boils down to the classical opposition between “Chinese culture” and 

“Western culture”. 

We have adopted a lot of principles and philosophies from GE and Motorola, but also from 
Microsoft, HP, etc. I think all this is very common knowledge. However, we still rely on some 
very traditional Chinese traits. These culture traits can be regarded as balancing. We’re 
balancing the Western traits with the ‘current realistics’ of the Chinese culture. 

The instruments or the agency thought to maintain ZTE’s “current realistics”, i.e. the pre-

existing form of organisation based upon which Western management practices are interpreted, 

are laid out more formally in the book mentioned earlier, titled “Zhongxing Tong Xun” (ZTE 

) (Zhou and Yin 2005).  

The authors, who themselves work as managers at ZTE headquarters, present these “current 

realistics” as an outcome of a distinct “Eastern management style” (dong fang shi guan li). At 

the centre of this form of control they locate the Confucian “Doctrine of the Mean” (zhong 
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yong), which suggests that one should always balance between extreme ends. To follow a single 

path and maintain a steady mind are, consequently, the means by which the risk of jeopardising 

an existing order is minimised. In retrospect, zhong yong is presented at the core of Chairman 

Hou’s business strategy. To target the telecommunication markets in Africa first, and then those 

in Europe and North America is positively construed as a risk-averse or middle-way approach. 

It has kept investments low and maintained stability within an environment of radical change. 

As the Chairman notes, in relation to Huawei: 

Our major competitor has acted feverishly to make breakthroughs in international markets. 
This has created both advantages and disadvantages for us. Personally, I think it will do more 
good than harm to us […] As long as we follow our competitor closely, it is not necessary for 
us to win the first position in every region with huge costs. 

Two further norms of personal interdependency are mentioned as indigenous to an Eastern 

management style: sympathy (renqing) and harmony (he). The former refers to the expression 

of positive feelings for another person (cf. p.108), and the latter to the importance of social 

unity and integrity. Both concepts together constitute what ZTE presents as the “culture of 

warmth” (wen qing wen hua). This culture has turned ZTE into an employee-friendly work 

environment. If an employee makes a mistake, as is exemplified in the book, this ‘culture of 

warmth’ has restrained managers from punishing them. Even when employees receive 

consecutive negative monthly performance reviews, ZTE still tries to reallocate those 

employees to different departments before making them redundant. What Zhou Susu presents 

as ‘balancing’ is, in essence, the modern form of ‘benevolent governance’ (cf. p.20, p.35). From 

a corporate perspective, Confucianism is used positively to make sense of ZTE’s own 

otherness.  

In contrast to the Eastern management style, ZTE regards the Western management style, as is 

obvious by now, as an “extreme” form of planning and control. According to ZTE’s executives, 

it is not equipped to balance between opposing forces and its rationalism undermines a ‘culture 

of warmth’, as the person is subordinated to a system. However, as confessed by the authors on 

behalf of ZTE’s executives, those “current realistics” have limitations, harking back to the “lack 

of professionalism” and “collaboration” and to the company’s “poor product quality”. ZTE’s 

Eastern management style has created a “warm” but “sluggish” work environment, especially 

amongst upper-level cadres, roughly 40 per cent of whom have stayed for too long in the same 

position, for more than ten years, which has hampered necessary “innovation”. The result, 

today, is an environment where superiors enjoy their power and subordinates engage in the 

practice of keqi, i.e. flattering the former regarding their power and status. As Ken states:  

The employees, they do what they think they should to make the manager happy. Now, in 
business you’re supposed to make the customer happy. They’re not trying to do the right thing. 
You see these emails go around ‘oh today we walked around happy, happy, you achieved this 
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thing’. And then the boss sends an email back ‘everybody clap and be happy, happy for the 
new achievers’. It’s so wrong, but he [the boss] endorses it. That’s what he learned, that’s what 
they’re learning; it’s being perpetrated. 

As highlighted earlier, for some employees this system of obedience nevertheless constitutes a 

warm or employee-friendly environment, especially in comparison to the military atmosphere 

at Huawei. For other employees it repeats a system of oppression: “China has a very long 

history – I mean, society was ruled just like a kingdom. So this makes people have some wrong 

ideas in their mind. They think management means to be more powerful and to have more 

money”. Tang Zujia, Director of International Projects, offers a ‘market-oriented’ solution to 

break with this culture of sluggish management and keqi:  

I think ZTE needs new blood, fresh blood […] real competition […] But in this department 
even if you make too many mistakes, serious mistakes, you don’t lose your job, don’t lose your 
position. I think this is not good. 

A way to overcome stagnation has been ZTE’s management rotation system. Every two years 

managers must change their position in order to break up their personal or guanxi relations. 

Such rotation is not unusual, but common in China’s telecommunications industry. In 2004, the 

CEOs of China Mobile, China Telecom, and China Unicom exchanged their positions for 

similar reasons.  

What also symbolises the management ‘shake-up’ implied by Tang Zujia was the resignation 

of the old Chairman from his previous position as CEO in 2003 and the appointment of Yin 

Yimin as the new CEO. For many employees, Hou Weigui represents ‘vision’, ‘warmth’ and 

‘harmony’, while Yin Yimin represents the operational leader who acts with an “iron wrist” 

(tie shou wan) and whose primary means of organisation are based on Western management 

thought. The fact that both leaders co-exist, however, might suggest the continuation of ZTE’s 

middle-way in some form.  

6.5. The purpose 

The previous four dimensions of Burke’s pentad provide a systematic method for recounting 

the experiences of employees working at ZTE. While people narrate, they reveal the purpose 

of action, which is of primary concern in this study. Yet the purpose, i.e. why agents behave in 

a certain way or why they refrain from other possible action, is often only implicated. In this 

final section, therefore, the purpose or motive will be addressed directly. Recounted is what 

employees during the interviews explicitly identified as the purpose or what was explicitly 

articulated in public. In some way, this section offers a summary of the previous sections. 
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6.5.1. Becoming a global leader and market-driven company 

Although one dominant purpose is to maintain a “culture of warmth” and to follow the “middle-

way”, what seems to dominate the discourse on ZTE’s present and future order is an ‘absolute’, 

namely the striving for economic growth, profit or market share. All other motives centrally 

articulated appear secondary and dependent on this overall purpose. This goal has been clearly 

articulated by ZTE’s top executives on various occasions.  

Doing your own work is nothing else than running a company: strategy, profit and loss should 
guide all our daily work. (CEO) 

Increasing profits, according to the CEO, requires changing the existing work culture, from an 

“engineering” to a “market-driven” one. This goal is repeated through the Chairman, who wants 

to “abandon” the “engineer’s complexity”, which he perceives as “harmful”. To him, market-

orientation is also the primary goal: “All our resources have to move towards the frontiers! 

Serve them! Be evaluated by them!” Hence, to top-management, any action should thus be 

benchmarked against market and customer needs. This includes, to them, that ZTE’s products 

should no longer be developed independently of the feedback from sales departments. 

Although the Chairman is attributed as a leader with a “low voice” (di diao), as a person who 

maintains a low profile in public, he does however wish ZTE to become a “big voice” (gao 

diao), to become known in “every corner of the world”. 

We must deeply analyse the characteristics of these markets if we want to develop our business 
in a leap-forward style […] Our ultimate purpose is to have our company’s brand entered into 
every corner of the world (Hou Weigui). 

These phrases clearly resonate with ZTE’s overall goal as formally articulated in strategy 

brochures and on the company’s website. Thus, officially, ZTE originally aspired to “become 

a world leader in communications by 2008 and aims to be a world-class excellent enterprise in 

2015”. As we know from the above, however, ZTE’s actual financial figures suggest that it has 

clearly missed the first target.  

In addition to such tangible motives, the Chairman, much more than the CEO, tends to disguise 

ZTE’s ‘hard’ profit intention as ‘soft’ appeals for proper moral behaviour. To overcome the 

current “inharmonious dynamics”, he requires all managers to “become brave, moral and wise 

leaders”. To underpin the purpose of harmony and collaboration, respectively, the Chairman 

refers to a government example. 

The government regards this as a big issue. For example, in one place, committee members of 
the Party and the government had a terrible relationship. So both quit their jobs otherwise that 
city could not develop in a fast pace. 
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In other words, the suppression of personal interests and of internal politics is perceived as 

crucial for ZTE’s long-term success. From a corporate perspective, there seems to be only one 

interest. Beside economic growth, the nature of this interest is clearly stated by the Chairman 

while evaluating ZTE’s engagement in Africa: 

Even though the talents may leave the company, training is valuable for our representative 
offices. Of course, we should try our best to retain our talents. In the past, China invested 
tremendous energy assisting Africa; we generously cultivated talents for Africa while our main 
purpose was our own development (Hou). 

With ‘own development’, the Chairman is not just referring to ZTE’s development. Rather, he 

refers to ZTE as part of China as a nation, which is publicly expressed in the following slogan: 

“Prosperous ZTE, prosperous China” (Zhongxing tong xun, zhong guo xing wang). ZTE, like 

China’s other national champions, represents the government’s goal of ‘rejuvenating’ China. 

Thus, to work for ZTE means to serve China, and serving China means “patriotism”, 

“diligence”, “practice”, and “devotion”, as Hu Jintao emphasised in remembrance of the May 

4th Movement in 1919 (Xinhua May 3, 2009).  

6.5.2. Money, power, career and the longing for meaning 

From an employee’s perspective, the purpose of working for ZTE is more diverse and appears 

not as obvious as it does from a corporate perspective. Money, however, is a primary motivator, 

as it is for ZTE’s executives representing the interests of the company’s shareholders. 

According to the experiences of HR managers, as highlighted earlier (p.168), many employees 

long for management positions, which bear the promise of “more salary, more bonus and more 

power” (Irene). Many employees have moved, for example, to Huawei. The competitor is 

known internally for poaching ZTE employees by promising better pay. However, none of the 

participants in the present study explicitly stated the desire for money and power. Instead, 

Huawei’s reputation is based on anecdotal evidence given by HR managers, who deal with 

employees on an everyday basis.   

The group of participants that comes closest to the ‘money-talks-and-money-walks’ ideal 

explicitly emphasises career and the personal value of the accumulation of work experiences. 

As highlighted earlier, a Chinese company like ZTE offers better opportunities than foreign 

companies do, by offering a ‘win-win’ situation: one can grow as the company grows. So, 

instead of emphasising ‘money’ and ‘power’, the means of reaching this material goal are 

emphasised: 

I think every day is very exciting, especially when I just joined ZTE. After just two weeks, we 
had an international HR conference in Dameisha and I met so many different HR people from 
many different countries and I was excited […] This gives me a lot of work experience, which 
is one of my reasons for joining ZTE (Candice). 
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They’ve given me a lot of chances to build my personal career. Before I came to ZTE I had no 
chance to go overseas. So I come to this company and they send me to some developing and 
developed countries. I worked in Europe, met some customers. It’s the first time I’ve used my 
English. So they’ve given me a lot of chances. They have also given me company training 
about technologies, telecommunications (Kun Li). 

Those who have made a career, wait for the next internal or external career move. 

Actually, sometimes I’m just thinking about my future. I have been here for more than ten 
years. Maybe I should consider something else. Since I have experience in HR and training, 
maybe I should do something outside. Especially in China now, there are many Chinese 
companies that really need some management knowledge and skills. And ZTE, I think means 
one of the greatest companies in China, at least I think. So I can share some experience with 
them. And I really like to have the freedom to decide on my own work and work hours. It 
would motivate me much more (Chen Jianzhou). 

However, for the many other employees for who career and money do matter, they express 

some form of resignation or indifference as they cannot move on within their respective careers. 

In such a context, employees search for different meaning and keep a distance from those who 

struggle for a career. 

I want to be a Project Manager but maybe now there are no opportunities or maybe I haven’t 
tried my best […] Nothing to be worried about. I think I can solve my few problems because 
maybe I’m self-confident. I think many of my friends worry about their future, but I don’t 
worry about it because I think the work is very easy; I can do it well. Maybe I can’t be promoted 
but I can do it very well and so my income will not be bad (Zhang Hong). 

Although these employees just want to earn money to pay their bills or simply want to do a 

good job, they still justify their purpose against the mainstream career thinking, which puts 

power and money first in an implicitly desired or explicitly articulated and vulgar way. There 

is another group of employees who question the meaning of work altogether. The search for 

meaning becomes their primary purpose, especially for employees who have worked for some 

time. 

I think for me it’s not money. I just want to find what I want. Maybe I want to challenge myself, 
maybe I want to know different work. Maybe I find that all of this is not important. Money is 
not important and maybe the power is not important. In this procedure, sometimes you find 
what is true; what is really important […] I want to learn and maybe to live a totally different 
life because I think now, after these years, I find most of the people purchase some apartments, 
want more power and money, but this is not the most important thing. I don't want to do it like 
this – I think that maybe if you learn more, you might find a different way (Wang Quanqin). 

However, those employees who have made a career and hold a more senior position than Wang 

Quanqin tend to search for meaning that manifests beyond material wants. Often this longing 

relates to the desire to start a family or for some kind of self-actualisation. 
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7. Addressing the discrepancy between story and theory 

A conventional story is constructed around a plot that organises a series of events occurring at 

different times and locations into one coherent storyline. The storyline makes those events 

intelligible and signifies the story’s overall motive. The motive gives the story its identity and 

allows one to interpret and understand all other particular narratives. Less conventional stories, 

however, often contain events that do not easily subordinate to such a single dominant storyline. 

These events are part of the same story, but, nevertheless, may contribute to competing plots 

(Czarniawska-Joerges 1998; Boje 2008). This latter condition is what characterises our story. 

Although, at ZTE, the profit and career motive looms large, it is not the only one that structures 

reality and gives meaning to other experiences. Rather, we encounter narratives that offer 

different or competing explanations, contradicting or undermining the existence of a single plot.  

The first task of this final chapter (7.1) is to identify the major competing themes. To 

accomplish this task within the goal and scope of our entire study, the story is reinterpreted by 

referring back to the dominant discourse on contemporary China, which was presented in the 

second and third theory chapters. To forestall the conclusion of this first task, what this second 

reading of our story will bring to light is a clear congruence between our empirical material and 

the pattern of argumentation presented in the theoretical discourse illustrated on page 126. 

However, the crucial difference is that this pattern occurs in one story and not in four separated 

‘stories’, as is the case in the theoretical discourse on reform China. For us, this suggests 

limitations on the side of the dominant theoretical representations about reforming China, and 

attempts towards particularising or universalising history. The result of this second reading of 

the story will put us in a position to re-appropriate, on a more theoretical level, the dichotomy 

between a particularist and universalist historicity. This will be the second and final task of this 

chapter (7.2). To recall, this dichotomy in the theory encouraged us in the first instance to 

embark from the realm of theoretical deconstruction and to carry out empirical research in order 

to understand how reality is produced and reproduced on an everyday basis. Based on our re-

appropriation, it will be concluded that China’s history manifests as a particular development. 

However, this particularity is not that proposed by particularists, but one that should be 

understood in terms of the Hegelian notion of “concrete universality”, as put forward by Slavoj 

Žižek. 

7.1. Mapping the story with the theoretical discourse on China  

As figured in the matrix on page 126, the major theoretical strands discussing China left us with 

an unsatisfying situation. One side presents China as a political economy and society that 
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follows a uniquely Chinese development path unfolding independently of the Western history 

of liberal capitalism. It emphasises China’s personalism and benevolent governance, which is 

meant as a fruitful symbiosis between state and economy (particularist historicism). The other 

side presents a nation that adheres mainly, after three decades of reform, to the forces of 

Western capitalism, which have turned into a global structure that increasingly adopts a 

rational-legal system of domination, and is successively replacing China’s traditional system 

of personal domination (universalist historicism). Now, after reinterpreting the story and 

identifying the major themes, the following four subsections highlight that each theoretical 

strand occurs in the story, i.e. at the same time, in the same location. ZTE employees and 

managers experience the dominance of interpersonal relationships and obedience (7.1.1), of 

firm-level bureaucratisation and rationalisation (7.1.2), and our story further highlights, on a 

more general level, the prevalence of benevolent governance and groping forward (7.1.3) as 

well as the emergence of the law and of a liberal-bourgeois state (7.1.4). The impacts of such 

congruence will be addressed in the remainder of this chapter.  

7.1.1. Interpersonal relations and obedience  

Hamilton, like Redding, argued that in Chinese societies the smallest unit of social organisation 

is the ‘interpersonal relationship’ (4.2.1). With the traditional Chinese family as a primary 

institution in reforming China, there are two ideal types of interpersonal relationships: 

expressive ties and mixed ties. The former manifests on the inner side of the family (nei), the 

latter on the outer side of the family (wai) or between non-family members. The former is 

affective and vertically structured, adhering to the norm of filial piety (xiao), while the latter is 

affective as well as purpose-rational and horizontally structured, based on mutual sympathy or 

reciprocity (renqing). Due to the purpose-rational element, mixed ties are also identified as 

guanxi. Our story and empirical data clearly provide support for the reproduction of both types. 

The importance and dominance of interpersonal relationships are highlighted in ZTE’s “culture 

of warmth”. The notion ‘warmth’ alludes to the affective side of human relations and suggests 

that ZTE people tend to privilege the individual person over structure and particular 

relationships over formal procedures. Such personalism takes on different horizontal forms 

within ZTE. As highlighted in the story, managers are personalist when it comes to recruiting 

new employees. The candidate must first fit in to the team, before skills are matched against 

the requirements of a vacant position. The emphasis on team-fit is supposed to ensure harmony 

(he) amongst employees.  

What is highlighted as ‘warmth’, however, is also often aligned towards rational ends. For 

example, to get work done and especially to coordinate work across departments – which 
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rationally defines the purpose – personal relationships can be very important. This is 

emphasised by Shi Weiqiang, a Project Manager at ZTE, who needs to collaborate frequently 

with another department, but does not want to make it official, i.e. involve the head of the 

respective department. This bypassing of the formal reporting structure is not just necessary to 

speed up the work process, but mainly to avoid making such a collaboration public: “If things 

are out in public, it is too formal and if the work cannot be committed, then maybe both of them 

[department heads] will lose face [i.e. their authority and prestige]. However, on the guanxi 

level, I can approach the other side; even he [a team leader of the other department] might get 

scolded, but through this guanxi interaction, he can still release some resources and offer us 

special support without involving his bosses”. That personal relationships matter in ZTE also 

surfaces if one needs to establish them in order to implement a new company policy. Although 

ZTE is structured hierarchically and employees tend to obey the hierarchy, the adoption of a 

new policy involves a long and tedious process of “arranging meetings, arguing and reporting 

up to senior managers”, as Yong Lv says. 

I am setting up procedures for turnkey projects, but it is related to so many departments. 
Actually, these last two months I almost attended to nothing else than discussing with those 
departments the benefits, duties, responsibilities, their interfaces. Actually, I already have an 
outline for these things, but my boss said ‘just put it away and talk to the department leaders’ 
[…] If you want to do something good for the company, all the things you do will be assessed 
by every leader. Even more, when you do something, before that, you should build up your 
relationships. The organisational structure does not help you.  

In ZTE, the purpose of maintaining mixed ties is not only related to one’s work products and 

thus to company interests, but also to personal interests. Some simply seek friendships in order 

to avoid “feeling lonely”, as Zhang Hong emphasises, while others seek to improve their 

personal career opportunities. As Cindy puts it: “If you want to succeed in ZTE, the first thing 

you should do is establish a good relationship with key persons”. If an employee succeeds in 

building up such relationships, this could mean that the employee receives a bad performance 

evaluation in one department, but soon after that becomes a leader in another department. As 

Yue Lihau reports: “One person in this department, he got the lowest mark in the evaluation, 

and then he transferred to another department and he was promoted and he became a leader 

[…] What I mean, if you have good relationships you get promoted quickly”.  

Besides these horizontal ties, what also clearly surfaces in the story is the existence of affective 

ties that reproduce a system of obedience. The discourse on ‘talent management’, as well as the 

Chairman’s incitement that managers should refuse the ‘flattering speeches’ of their 

subordinates, epitomise the existence of this system of authority. Hamilton underscored that 

obedience (xiao) is a form of power that is not imposed from the outside, by the sovereign, but 

“accepted as legitimate and inter-subjectively understood”. Such an internally motivated 
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system of obedience is reproduced through various observable practices. One practice that 

sustains this power distance between subordinate and superior is that of naming. Employees 

usually address their managers by their function title and name. 

You know, everybody calls him by his official title. However, one day he ‘ordered’ us to call 
him without a title in a ‘formal’ meeting. But only a few people did this afterwards; once, I 
tried to act equally with him in public, but only created a very bizarre silence in the office and 
surprised looks on my colleagues’ faces. Basically, everyone went back to calling him Zhou 
Jing Li [Manager Zhou]. 

If the attention is directed towards such practices of power, one easily detects how workspace 

and work time are manipulated accordingly. Regarding the former, the office is open-plan. 

Everyone is assigned a small cubicle, which has shoulder-high walls, and all cubicles are 

vertically and horizontally aligned, facing the main entrance. The boss usually sits in the very 

back of the office in the corner to overlook the entire room. To demonstrate their superior status, 

bosses often smoke in the back of the office, as if ZTE’s non-smoking policy simply does not 

apply to them. The open space is also used to praise employees in public, but also to scold them 

if necessary. Regarding work time, managers often require their employees to work overtime. 

One suspects that a team faces an important deadline and needs to work more in order not to 

miss it. But this is hardly the case. Overtime is often demanded, without any further 

explanation. How the open-plan office and the demand for overtime can interact is illustrated 

in the following:  

Often we have to work overtime, for no particular reason. Our boss loves to work overtime and 
he loves that his subordinates also work overtime. He now simply requires us to work 25 per 
cent more for the next weeks. The other reason is, as you know, we moved to a bigger room. 
There are two departments in this room, and when the work is over, many employees in the 
HR Department continue working, working overtime. But the people in this department, we go 
home because we have finished our work. Our boss feels bad about this. I guess he thinks that 
his own superior must feel bad about him when he sees that all his people have already left the 
office. Just to sit behind the computer screen means to be busy. 

Based on these representative anecdotes and on the departmentalism highlighted in the story, 

we can conclude, in Hamilton’s sense, that a department is run in a similar way to a traditional 

family business, yet based on ‘fictive kinship’ relations. Each employee, and especially the 

manager, maintains outer relationships with other people from other departments that serve 

work-related or personal interests. ZTE positively identifies its ‘culture of warmth’, of which 

this system of personal authority is a part, as contributing to the company’s success. Based on 

these studies, however, it is still difficult to confirm whether this system provides a ‘societal 

competitive advantage’, as claimed by Hamilton (p.105). What is more obvious is that 

employees are very much aware of the nature of those relations and practices and that some of 

them experience them as oppressive and ‘old-style’ Chinese management. In this sense, the 

ZTE workplace manifests as a softened ‘foreman’s fiefdom’ (p.87). Indeed, although Hamilton 
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mentioned that ‘fictive kinship’ relations “utilise generation and gender inequality” to 

strengthen the position of the ruler, his theoretical framework does not allow critical 

engagement with such a system of authority, as it forms the basis of his ‘sociology of Chinese 

society’ (p.106).  

7.1.2. Firm-level bureaucratisation and rationalisation 

Hamilton’s ‘sociology of Chinese society’ allows us to make sense of many narratives in our 

story, yet makes it difficult to make sense of those that counter ZTE’s system of personal 

relations. China is an ‘old’ society that perpetuates this system of personal relations, but it is 

also a ‘young’ society, as Premier Wen Jiabao emphasised, that is restless in ‘rejuvenating’ or 

modernising itself. Hamilton helps us to address the former, the old, but remains mute regarding 

the latter, the new, as it does not suit the purpose of building a coherent sociology of Chinese 

society. However, the latter is equally part of China and ZTE’s reality. In our story, the new 

relates to the West or Western-style bureaucratisation and rationalisation, but as the West is 

largely absent and often presented as ‘imaginary other’, the new is not external, but internal to 

China or ZTE. That is to say, the new is already part of the organisation; it emerges and is 

repeated from within. For Hamilton, though, it would still be external to the organisation, as to 

him interpersonal relationships and not a rationalist mentality structure everyday social and 

economic activity.  

The scholar who, in our theoretical discourse, addressed China’s self-Westernisation is Guthrie. 

He highlighted that, since reform, China has been constantly introducing and refining laws at 

state-level and bureaucratic structures at enterprise level (4.3). Regarding the latter, which is of 

concern here, Guthrie argued that the government has actively passed down administrative 

responsibility to the enterprise level. Such state withdrawal created an administrative void 

which has been successively filled through the adaptation of new abstract rules and procedures. 

To Frazier, such rationalisation has been attempted since the emergence of China’s industrial 

workplace in the early twentieth century. According to Guthrie, however, only since the 1978 

reform have new labour management institutions that mainly incorporate Western management 

ideals seemed to manifest, thus replacing the ‘party committee factories’ and an operational 

regime based on ‘dominant factory floor supervisors’ (p.93). The latter is what effectively 

represents Hamilton’s emphasis on China’s personalism. 

ZTE is not an SOE, and therefore does not hold direct rank in the administrative hierarchy. 

However, the company’s main shareholder, Zhongxingxin Equipment Limited, is a major SOE 

in China, controlled by the State Council and included in the ‘The National Torch Plan’, an 

R&D programme run by China’s Ministry of Science and Technology. As the second largest 
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Chinese telecommunications equipment manufacturer, ZTE is also under the control of the 

main industry regulatory body, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT). 

In this complex constellation of government relations, ZTE is de facto high-ranking in the state 

administrative hierarchy. Guthrie argued that those companies ranking high in the state 

administrative hierarchy especially “experience an extreme sense of being set adrift in the 

reform era, as they are forced to handle these administrative and economic details themselves” 

(p.122). State withdrawal creates an administrative ‘void’ that Chinese enterprises are filling 

with new institutions. To Guthrie, this process of adaptation has mainly been one of imitating 

Western firm-level governance models. Our story confirms this causality between state 

withdrawal and enterprise-level restructuring.  

Firstly, a void occurred with the successive reform and opening up of the telecommunications 

industry, whereby industry manufacturers like ZTE were successively pushed into an 

environment of independent innovation and product marketisation. Today, the state primarily 

acts as regulator, shareholder or customer, but hardly ever as an enterprise administrator. The 

ties between state and enterprises might still be close, especially in the case of ZTE, which 

remains state controlled. While domestically the state can protect its local players, abroad, 

however, its support is limited and the administrative void surfaces more clearly. ZTE identifies 

this void as a lack of professionalism and product quality. Secondly, the filling of the void, 

from a technical perspective, is related to the catch-up periods between new Western 

technology and the commercial development of a Chinese alternative. Administratively, ZTE’s 

institutions that fill the void are not only based on Western management concepts, as Guthrie 

would suggest, but also on a combination between the former and an Eastern management style, 

which relies on China’s personalist principle of organisation. While the latter is basically a 

reflection of Chinese society, the former has been adapted by imitating the Western 

management concept used in companies within and outside the telecommunications industry. 

Their organisational structures and operational procedures are the targets of imitation, with the 

purpose of aligning human efforts towards the requirements of the customer. Additionally, to 

formalise the relationship between organisation and worker, ZTE also introduced the Human 

Resources Management concept. All of these planned change activities and the introduction of 

institutions that do not relate to any indigenous form of organising, respectively, are identified 

as ‘scientific management’ or ‘professionalism’. Imposed by the management, but also ‘lived’ 

by the employees, a trend exists to reduce work into plannable, controllable and measurable 

performance units. Key performance indicators are used extensively to track people’s 

contribution to the company. 

Internally, ZTE’s primary method of bureaucratisation and rationalisation is the articulation of 

policies. They formally codify the desired change of work relations and procedures into a 
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direction that often resembles the one observed by Guthrie. That ZTE has consistently and 

actively defined policies and changed the organisation accordingly is echoed in the words of 

one employee: “In ZTE, we need to consider much more policies and politics than people in 

any other company in the world”. What those words imply is the struggle associated with ZTE’s 

continuous rationalisation, a struggle that seems to have two aspects.  

On the one hand, the institutions ZTE adopt are ‘truly’ new in the sense that no other Chinese 

company has previously undergone this stage of development. There are no Chinese employees 

who have experienced independent innovation and internationalisation that could be of 

assistance to ZTE. As Ken says: “Today they have no experienced middle managers. They 

don’t have any bold engineers. I take the guys from India and Pakistan in to our meetings, and 

I go ‘find me an old engineer’. And they go ‘there aren’t any’”. Thus, although the overall 

intention of the new policies is clear, i.e. to turn ZTE into a world-class equipment provider, 

the company’s management does not really know how to bridge that distance. The adoption of 

new policies signals a collective struggle, where the lack of collective experience is the primary 

enemy. As Tao, a company strategist, explains: 

We said the top management knows all the problems. But the problem is they do not know 
how to solve them. It’s not only easy to find the right people. Strategically they know that to 
do business in China is absolutely different from doing business internationally. And it takes 
not only three years, or ten years to be familiarised with the international practices; even if you 
know the international practices, it’s not enough. You have to know why they practice or why 
they perform like that [...] So I think I can firmly say that none of the Chinese enterprises are 
already multinational in the true sense. But it is very promising that many of the Chinese 
companies will become multinationals, like the ZTE Corporation, like Lenovo, like Huawei 
Technologies, and many others [...] I think the Chinese economic philosophy is quite simple 
nowadays, try – just try. Try and don’t be afraid of failure. So we are trying, we’ve been trying 
for twenty years. 

On the other hand, the articulation of new institutions is not to fill a void, as Guthrie mainly 

emphasises, but to alter existing institutions and ways of organisation. This is related to ZTE’s 

Eastern management style and personalism, which brings us back to Hamilton’s sociology of 

Chinese society. As outlined above, we already are aware of the struggle related to the 

implementation of new institutions regulating how ‘turn-key projects’ should be managed 

across departments in the future. Without personal ties, this particular project seems doomed to 

failure. Thus, here the struggle is not pragmatic, where everyone joins in and pioneers towards 

a better future, as implied before. Rather it is a hegemonic struggle, where one side wins over 

the other. It cuts across an antagonistic frontier that separates the old from the new, a Chinese 

form of organisation from a Western one.  

Guthrie implies the clash between old and new, but does not provide an insight into how such 

institutional reform has already created a new order, a secure ground upon which decisions are 

made and which has turned human action into observable patterns of activity. Similar critiques 
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can be raised with Hamilton. An example of such synthesis from our story relates to ZTE’s 

talent management, which implies the cultivation of an elite, but primarily means the realisation 

of conformity. Another example refers to performance reviews, which are carried out to 

evaluate individual employees. In one particular case, however, the boss used the monthly 

performance evaluation, the results of which are shared in public, to maintain a sense of 

harmony amongst employees. In one month, person A received the highest result of all, while 

in the next month it was person B, although A had still performed better. In the third month it 

was person C, and so forth (Ma Haiying). Harmony represents the old form of organising, the 

performance review a new HRM institution. The latter also epitomises an individualisation of 

labour relations, as employees increasingly strive for a personal career and seek to accumulate 

skills that ensure their future employability.  

These examples do not signify that the emerging order has no fissures. Life still often remains 

unpredictable and manifests as struggle, but this struggle is not one between new and old China 

– it is the synthesis between both that often collapses. It is thus not the old China, which makes 

China’s development particular, but the synthesis, which itself unfolds as a struggle. Hamilton 

emphasises China’s personalism, while Guthrie emphasises China’s bureaucratisation. The 

dialectic between personalism and depersonalisation, however, unfolds here in one story, as 

both struggle between competing interests and an already repeating order. A similar dialectic 

occurs on a different level of theorising about China, as highlighted in the next two sections. 

7.1.3. Benevolent governance and groping forward 

As before, from a ‘social organisation’ perspective, China is also presented as an absolute 

‘Other’ from a ‘political economy’ perspective. Here, China’s uniqueness and assumed 

advantage over the West are not related to what happens ‘within’ the organisation, on a ‘micro-

level’, but rather to what happens with an entire organisation, i.e. how politicians, economists 

and managers act upon those institutions and organisations from the outside, from a macro 

level.  

Following the latter argument, which is here mainly associated with Peter Nolan, reforming 

China is presented as an economy that follows its own modernisation process. This 

development is thought to manifest as a viable alternative to the excesses of Western capitalism. 

China’s recent history has proven that an economy does not require ‘individual freedom’ and 

‘liberal democracy’ in order to function and grow rapidly. The nation has its own indigenous 

mechanisms to balance effectively between state and economy. These mechanisms, which are 

mainly related to Confucian doctrines, have already helped to sustain long periods of prosperity 

during China’s imperial past. They manifest in terms of ‘benevolent governance’ and ‘groping’ 
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as a means of pragmatically adjusting an existing order for the benefit of the people. Both 

aspects receive support through our story and corpus of the empirical data. 

Firstly, ZTE’s self-acclaimed ‘Eastern management style’ resembles Nolan’s emphasis on 

China’s groping-forward strategy. Although high-income regions were a key target of the 

growth strategy, ZTE executives did not invest in them immediately, but initially into other 

emerging economies. The opposite approach would have violated the Confucian ‘Doctrine of 

the Mean’, which is at the centre of an Eastern management style. This groping-based growth, 

as argued, saved ZTE from unnecessary over-investments and probably from economic failure. 

The approach does not focus on the ‘ideal’, thereby engaging in unproductive ‘logic shopping’, 

as Nolan would put it, but on what is intuitive and possible based on existing means.  

ZTE’s Eastern management style is also an example of ‘benevolent governance’, manifesting 

in ZTE as the ‘Culture of Warmth’. During moments of decision-making, what happens is that 

the ‘person’ and ‘social harmony’ are often privileged over the system that is aligned towards 

depersonalised ends. As highlighted in the story, an employee might demonstrate poor 

performance and a lack of skills, but even after some time without improvement, the manager 

might still refrain from more extreme measures like making that person redundant. Rather, at 

ZTE, there is a popular saying that ‘the employee does not lack capability, but simply is in the 

wrong place at the wrong time’. As we know from above, however, benevolence is not an act 

of altruism, but expects obedience and loyalty from those who receive such ‘human 

heartedness’ (ganjing).  

Finally, the Chinese government is also regarded as acting in a benevolent and gradualist way. 

ZTE executives praise the government’s reform strategy and successive deregulation of the 

telecommunications industry as an act of “wuwei”, a popular Daoist notion that means taking 

steps in a non-coercive manner, to act without direct action, to know when enough is enough 

(Xu 2008: 268) (cf. p.19). Here it is used to highlight that the government’s successive 

withdrawal from enterprise administration and resource allocation, as well as the introduction 

of market conditions, in other words, the practice of goal-oriented non-action, has brought 

wealth to ZTE and the entire telecommunications industry. Compared to the Maoist era, it has 

created the opposite of wuwei, a space of action or yuwei, which has allowed ZTE to grow and 

prosper. 

7.1.4. Emergence of the law and a liberal-bourgeois state  

Instead of grounding the relationship between China and the West in what differentiates both 

civilisations, the dominant theoretical discourse also presents two macro-level approaches that 

ground that relation in sameness. Due to the hegemony of Western economic and political 
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institutions and organisations since the collapse of the Soviet bloc, China’s reform and opening 

up has been construed as a deliberate move towards the West. The question here is not how 

much China differs from the West, but how much it has become Western. One approach takes 

an institutionalist view and emphasises that China has been unceasing in rationalising its public 

administration and introducing a Western-type law at state level. The other approach, a Marxian 

interpretation of history, argues that China’s political economy effectively adheres to the 

mechanisms of Western capitalism that has become a global reality.  

Guthrie argued that the withdrawal of the state from the economy has caused a power void and 

therefore witnessed the simultaneous introduction of the law that is supposed to fill that void. 

Although, according to our story, a Western-type telecommunications law is still wanting, this 

does not oppose Guthrie’s observation. On the contrary, the absence of a telecommunications 

law and a state-independent regulatory body that represent it does not highlight the Chinese 

government’s lack of willingness to introduce such a law, but rather the complexity of so doing. 

This law, which was discussed as early as the early 1980s, is supposed to regulate the 

telecommunications market after deregulation. Yet, deregulation and further opening up are 

still under way, which renders the definition of the law as problematic. However, a major step 

was accomplished with the award of the 3G mobile communication licenses in 2009, the result 

of which was that the MIIT issued a policy regulating the provisioning of 3G services. A law 

is supposed to be enacted in 2010 (interfax.cn March 9, 2009). In contrast, the European Union 

equally lacks a telecommunications law, and negotiations between the member states only 

began in 2008. Where Guthrie’s observations can be more clearly confirmed is in relation to 

China’s Company Law and Labour Law. ZTE, like Huawei or the other local suppliers that 

symbolise the spearhead of China’s transition, formally operates in accordance with the 

Company Law. Both firms, ZTE and Huawei, are juristic persons and required to follow rules 

of internal governance. Likewise, following the explanations of HR managers, ZTE also 

follows domestic and international labour laws closely. There is no ZTE employee who has not 

signed a labour contract determining the terms of employment.  

For Weber, the rational law, or the absence thereof, signified the difference between Western 

and Chinese civilisations. To argue that China increasingly becomes a law-abiding society, for 

which the story provides support, means that China increasingly moves towards a society where 

contract replaces tradition. For Marxists, who provide in our text the other major attempt to 

theorise China’s political economy, it is less the rationalisation of social relations, but the 

rationalisation of labour relations that primarily signifies the transition towards a modern 

capitalist economy. All four characteristics highlighted in the theoretical discourse (p.126) can 

be confirmed through our particular experience. Firstly, ZTE, although producing high-tech 

products, represents the stage of ‘primitive accumulation’. It recruits from a labour pool of 
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skilled engineers, administrators and marketers, who are available in abundance. Not only the 

market for blue-collar workers, but also for white-collar workers is demand-driven, which 

keeps wages low and companies like ZTE in a strong position. One senior employee of ZTE 

summarises the overall situation of China as follows: “And now what is the Chinese society, 

this is capitalism, the company can fire you anytime. The same thing like at the beginning of 

the twentieth century or the late eighteenth century in Europe” (Tao). Secondly, those white-

collar workers are tied to the company via the labour contract. In exchange for a wage, the 

worker puts its labour at the disposal of the company. Thirdly, those urban talents – who ZTE 

identifies as China’s elite, who work in Shenzhen, the showplace of China’s reform and in a 

strongly supported industry – epitomise China’s spatial division of labour. Without city hukou 

and advanced school education, one hardly has a chance to work for ZTE, and this applies to 

the majority of China’s rural population. Fourthly, ZTE, like Huawei, or the operators are 

owned by a few institutional or private investors that belong to China’s rising class of 

capitalists. In the case of ZTE and the operators, the state acts as a major shareholder and 

capitalist, considering that growth and profit are the primary goals. Finally, ZTE explicitly 

welcomes the withdrawal of the state from the telecommunications industry. This act of wuwei 

can be construed as the emergence of a liberal-bourgeois state. On the other hand, the 

government’s prolonged interference with the industry highlights that the state is actively 

creating China’s telecommunications market. As regulator and shareholder, it also actively 

protects the property of the industry. 
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7.2. Re-appropriating the particularity of China’s modernisation 

The most striking outcome of our story and this second interpretation is that the oppositions 

found in the theoretical discourse on contemporary China occur here in one story, which 

recounts employees’ experiences of working for one of China’s national champions. This 

finding has two implications. Firstly, we might conclude that reality is not just an open-ended 

space that allows for infinite representations of history. Rather, the space of possible 

representations seems to be limited to a few observable patterns of thought and activity. They 

highlight the manifestations of material dependencies and cultural preferences, which make 

reality appear ordered and historically frame the space of possible action. China is thus not just, 

as postcolonial critics tend to argue, the diffuse other which continues to escape representation 

(e.g. Rhodes and Westwood 2007; Xu 2008). Nonetheless, the striking difference between the 

theoretical discourse on China and our story is, thus secondly, that the oppositions that split the 

former into several camps separated by antagonistic frontiers, form a single particular reality 

in our story. In other words, while the theoretical discourse effectively offers four stories, each 

of which has at least one distinct spokesperson either emphasising China’s personalism, 

benevolent governance, bureaucratisation, or capitalist-liberalisation, in our empirical case, in 

contrast, these different narratives collapse into one story, into one world. A single employee, 

like the HR director, might even hold two opposing views at the same time.  

We have already concluded that the four theoretical approaches are consistent with two major 

antithetical ways of historicising contemporary China. One represents China’s history as a form 

of modernisation particular to Chinese culture and the country’s imperial past. It is not based 

on Western-type liberal capitalism, and even China’s socialist past is de-emphasised. The other, 

which is mainly based on Marxian thinking, does not affirm China as an absolute Other, but, in 

contrast, subsumes the country’s history under the history of Western modern capitalism and 

rational-legal bureaucratisation, both of which have turned into a global structure. The 

opposition thus lies between the particularist and universalist ways of historicising. According 

to this opposition in the discourse, work life within our story manifests at once as something 

‘particularly Chinese’ and ‘universally capitalist’. While for China observers like Wang 

Xiaoming (2003) or Xin Lui (2002), who engage with everyday life in China, the experience 

of such ‘dissimilar China’ is not surprising at all, it seems to escape the dominant Western 

explanations; each theoretical strand proposes a single identifiable reality, but our story rather 

lacks such order. Credit, however, must be given to historians like Frazier, Whyte and Davis 

and Harrell, who highlight that China’s modernisation has largely been a dialectical struggle 

between Chinese and Western institutions. Here also, as shown later, we encounter limitations 

due to the institutionalist grounding of these authors’ historicising. 
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The purpose of the last three sections of this final chapter is to return to the dominant discourse 

on China presented in the first three chapters and to point out explicitly the shortcomings of a 

particularist and universalist historicity. What will be a historical invariable in this final 

discussion is the global spread of capitalism. Our story has demonstrated that the doctrine of 

capitalist markets permeates everyday life in China, or at the very least that of white-collar 

workers in urban China, and confirms the work of scholars who have had similar experiences 

(Xin 2002; e.g. Wang, H. 2003). With capitalism as a global structure, we will lead this 

discussion from a Marxian perspective. While particularist approaches are right in arguing that 

past universalist approaches have largely failed to account for the major course of history – 

especially here in relation to China and those associated with Hegel, Marx or Weber – they still 

do not offer a viable alternative that helps to account for global capitalism. Ironically, China’s 

emphatic turn towards capitalism is often used strategically to substantiate particularist claims, 

especially those that seek to affirm China’s imperial past. If we conceive capitalism as a form 

of global history, then it is Marxism that is probably still best equipped to account for the global 

turn towards capitalism. However, as we concluded at the end of Chapter 2, Marxist thinkers 

help to reveal the ideological nature of particularist China observers, but have been struggling 

themselves intellectually with the desirable project of socialism. The latter seems to have 

moved into an unreachable future at times, where global capitalism manifests as a single growth 

model. For post-Marxists, the notions of ‘class’ and ’class struggle’ have turned into ‘empty 

signifiers’. Nevertheless, the discussion on the politico-philosophical Left (Butler, Zizek et al. 

2000) helps us to understand reality as an outcome of capitalist modernisation, but without 

assuming the existence of a self-conscious working class and of history as an outcome of class 

struggle.  

To reiterate, universalist or particularist approaches in our text fail to address that China 

manifests, following our case study, as a political economy and society that is at the same time 

particularly Chinese and universally capitalist and rationalist. In what follows, the goal is to 

resolve, or at least to account for, this paradoxical manifestation of reality. To achieve this, we 

first need to understand the limitations of a universalist and particularist historicity (7.2.1). 

Next, we offer an analytical framework that reconciles both ways of historicising and helps to 

explain the contradictory representation of reality in the theory and in our story. One framework 

is based on the work of Ernesto Laclau and his concepts of ‘antagonism’ and ‘hegemony’ 

(7.2.2), the other on the work of Slavoj Žižek and his concept of ‘ideological fantasy’ and 

‘concrete universality’ (7.2.3). Žižek’s work will prove particularly helpful in re-appropriating 

the particularity of China’s history.  
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7.2.1. The limitations of a particularist and universalist historicity 

In the theoretical discourse, a particularist, affirmative reading of China’s past and present 

signals a critique of Western universalist interpretations. Such ‘nominalist historicism’ suggests 

that there is no universal course in history or modernisation, as such. There is no Hegelian or 

Marxian dialectic that ‘automatically’ forwards history and successively liberates people from 

their lack of consciousness or material oppression. Likewise, a society that is based on a 

rational-legal system of domination is not necessarily better equipped for the emergence and 

spread of capitalism than other systems of domination, as a traditional Weberian sociology 

suggests. Rather, history has clearly invalidated such universalist or often ethnocentric 

interpretations. This critique primarily targets Marxism, which, in our analysis of literature 

about contemporary China, mainly represents a universalist reading of world history. For, 

although a Marxian explication plausibly highlights the manifestation of a capitalist order in 

reform China as well as the contradictions that are deemed classical in capitalism, when it 

comes to the question of historical change, authors like Walker and Buck are much less 

convincing or affirmative regarding their own thinking. This is not surprising, as the history of 

modern China has already invalidated the cornerstones of Marxism, i.e. the linear temporality 

of history and the working class or class struggle as a primary motive of history.  

To recap, China’s socialism was not born out of capitalism, but feudalism, and, secondly, 

today’s capitalism is not born out of feudalism, but China’s socialism. The major agent of 

change has not been the working class, but, in both cases, the Communist Party and the State. 

This development was outlined at the end of the second chapter (p.79ff), but our story regarding 

the latter and latest twist in China’s history also shows clearly this ‘non-linear’ development. 

The rise of Shenzhen, together with that of China’s telecommunication market, epitomise in 

our story the state-led hegemonisation of a new regime of capitalist labour relations and 

economic exchange. Now, to be fair, Marxists like Hart-Landsberg and Burkett or Walker and 

Buck distance themselves from such ‘unilinear Marxism’ (p.61) and their main observations 

about China’s new order are clearly confirmed in our story, as highlighted in the second reading 

(p.183). China is at a stage of primitive accumulation, but already markets competitive high-

tech telecommunications products abroad. However, due to the ‘victory’ of capitalism over 

socialism, as celebrated by scholars like Fukuyama in the early 1990s, the question of historical 

change remains even more problematic today and reveals more fundamental limitations of a 

universalist-Marxist historicity. For particularists, it is not the history that is wrong, but the 

grand theories of the ideological past. Today, social unrest is on the rise, but a return to 

socialism, however, is a path on which many Chinese least desire to tread; the pain of the Great 

Leap and Culture Revolution is still deeply rooted. What we find, instead, as a means of 

historical change, as emphasised by Nolan, is ‘groping’, which recalls Europe’s third ways of 
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the 1990s, but without liberal democracy and free elections. Groping encapsulates a lack of 

identity or a lack of a clear path, which seems to be typical for today’s post-socialist world. 

This lack of one coherent identity is what generally undermines a Marxist understanding of 

history and its linear temporality, and has become radicalised after the collapse of the Soviet 

Bloc. In reforming China, there is nothing which intrinsically reminds Chinese blue- and white-

collar workers of their historical significance as wage labourers. Scholars have reported that 

the identity of China’s most ‘exploited’ class, i.e. migrant workers, is highly fragmented 

(Solinger 1999). It tends rather to share the motives of the capitalist class, i.e. longing for 

money, than opposing it (Xin 2002).  

Our own story shows that white-collar workers, centrally identified as talents, follow different 

motives. While some are simply attracted to money and power, others de-emphasise money, 

but are eager to pursue a career or seek to fulfil private ends, while again others struggle with 

the meaning of work altogether. Although the work contract has become a primary means of 

societal integration, the consciousness of being oppressed and alienated by the capitalist system 

remains rather a political product. In our story, oppression is often associated with an 

idiosyncratically ‘Eastern management style’. This system of familiar and personal authority, 

as Weber argued and Hamilton continues to maintain for reforming China, tends to undermine 

the formation of a collective identity that cuts across the primacy of personal relationships. One 

might argue – in favour of Marxism and capitalist modernisation – that the introduction of a 

rational-legal bureaucracy and labour contract tends to liberate the individual worker from 

China’s traditional system of authority.  

Despite this necessary critique towards a Marxist worldview, in Chapter 2 we also concluded 

that the conceptual ‘atomisation’ of world history, which is the consequence of a particularist 

proposition, is also problematic. In the wake of global capitalism and a global de-politicisation 

of the economy (Wang 2006), particularist representations, like those offered by Nolan, 

Hamilton or Brook and Blue, merely ‘conspire’ with the former. While history has developed 

largely independently, as particularists tend to emphasise, no later since the fall of the 

Communist Bloc in 1990, which was already preceded by a deregulation of financial markets 

and rise of transnational corporations in the 1970s and 1980s neoliberal West, capitalism in the 

beginning of the twenty-first century unites today’s particular histories into one trajectory of 

capitalist modernisation. This is what Fukuyama argues (1992). From this perspective, the 

universalist legacy of Marxism, which tends to understand history in its entirety, offers here 

more explanatory strength than particularist observations. ‘Groping’, ‘benevolent governance’ 

and ‘personal authority’, which are motives of action emphasised in the theory as well as in our 

story, are no longer merely uniquely Chinese ways of reality production, but ideologies of 

modernisation whose major force has become capitalism. To Xin Lui (2002: 132), it is arguable 
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to “what extent such a change [the collapse of socialism] has affected or will affect the 

infrastructure of Chinese society, but it is obvious that it is precisely at this level that the image 

of money comes to function as an essential element in the reconfiguration of a new discursive 

surface”. Capital is also an essential element or primary motive for people in our case study. 

ZTE’s management identifies its strategy in terms of ‘groping’ or the ‘middle-way’, but the 

primary purpose of its management approach remains profit and growth. From a Marxist 

perspective, we can conclude that the Chinese way of governance and social organisation, 

which once prevented the rise of capitalist markets, has now also been assimilated by 

capitalism. 

7.2.2. The story’s motives as attempts to hegemonise reality  

Obviously, at the theoretical level, we are facing above direct opposition between a particularist 

and universalist historicity. The advantage of the former is the disadvantage of the latter and 

vice versa, but that both views on China occur at once in our particular story reveals limitations 

on either side. It essentially means that the universalist perspective overlooks the particular 

experience of everyday life in China, and that the particularist perspective is not particular 

enough, as it fails equally to help us understand the oppositions found in our story. The scholar 

whose thinking might help to make sense of this opposition in a formal way and who has 

already proven useful for the literature analysis carried out in the first three chapters is Ernesto 

Laclau (with Mouffe 1985; 1990; 1996; 2005; cf. Jelinek 2009). Laclau’s work has been used 

for empirical analysis on different, but still yet only a few, other occasions (e.g. Howarth, 

Norval et al. 2000; Xin 2002). 

To Laclau, who extends Gramsci’s notion of hegemony (Laclau and Mouffe 1985: 65ff), this 

conceptual opposition is first and foremost not one between the particular and universal, but 

one between two particular representations of China’s recent history. This opposition does not 

signal primarily an ‘error’ in observation on either side, but the very condition upon which 

reality is produced. In a post-structuralist fashion, Laclau argues, accordingly, that history or 

the material world bears no meaning itself, neither in terms of a ‘substantial real’ nor in terms 

of a ‘regulative idea’. Instead, for him, like for Derrida (p.13), to whom he is indebted, once 

we make sense of the material world or once it enters the realm of language, a ‘lack’ emerges, 

which “is an element of negativity that cannot be eliminated” (2001: 5). This ‘negativity’, 

‘lack’, ‘void’, ‘gap’, or ‘emptiness’ accounts for both, for the possibility of reality and 

impossibility of an absolute determination of reality, meaning, or identity (1996: 53). Any 

attempt to bridge the void or fill it with content is consequently a political act or act of 

“hegemonic articulation”, i.e. of seizing power over others who subordinate their differential 

existence to that emerging totality. In other words, reality or a dominant signifying system 
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emerges through “the emphatic gesture of identifying empty universality with some particular 

content that hegemonises it” (Žižek 1999: 159-60). What is important to emphasise is that 

Laclau’s “anti-essentialism” not only suggests “that the Social is an inconsistent field structured 

around a constitutive impossibility”, but that this impossibility is “traversed by a central 

‘antagonism’” (cf. Žižek 1989: 98, 127). For, without an essential content that would otherwise 

resolve all contradictions, any articulation of universality requires the radical exclusion of 

another particular difference, as the latter is what gives the former its positive meaning, as well 

as subverting it. With some important caveats, as highlighted in the next section, this is 

precisely what happens in the discourse on China.  

Laclau’s anti-essentialism supports, to some extent, a particularist historicity, as it precisely 

opposes that world history progresses towards a predefined end. If there was such an intrinsic 

motive, as implied by the work of Hegel, Marx or Weber, then no one would effectively be 

responsible for history; but especially the differences between Chinese and Western history 

signal some form of conscious deliberation or political action. When grounding history in a 

generalised politics, a universalist Marxist framework must fall apart. For this reason, Marxists 

have fiercely attacked Laclau for ignoring actual, that is empirical or material, history and 

disregarded his thinking as “Ex-Marxism without substance” (Geras 1987; 1988) or as the “acid 

of pure politics” (Therborn 2007: 87). Nevertheless, as highlighted above, neither class nor 

class struggle has been the primary agent or motive in the history of modern China. While the 

history of modern China is not addressed by Laclau, it clearly supports his proposition or the 

former becomes more intelligible based on his political philosophy. China’s history is not 

‘unorthodox’ or past revolutionary conditions were not ‘unripe’ (“that peasants lack substance-

less proletarian subjectivity”), as Marxists would claim (cf. Žižek 2008: 176ff), but its history 

signals a hegemonic struggle over the better version of modernisation. One might thus counter 

that Laclau does not ignore history, but that his “deconstruction of the classic Marxist tradition 

reconstructs a theoretical landscape by taking up the intellectual challenge of the present” (Xin 

2002: 174). However, his critiques of universalism and orthodox Marxism, respectively, do not 

suggest that he instead endorses a particularist proposition; he equally rejects the latter as 

essentialist. In addition, the vertical, local or inside story does not guarantee truth. As he (1996: 

58) puts it: “A pure particularistic stand is self-defeating because it has to provide a ground for 

the constitution of the differences as differences, and such a ground can only be a new version 

of an essentialist universalism”. Particularists rightly criticise universalist approaches towards 

history, but then essentialise their own version of China’s history. To distinguish China 

positively from the West and to overcome past negations, it functions as such as a universal 

ground. Following a Laclavian interpretation of history, this is problematic in two ways.  
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Firstly, a particularist stance ignores that China, as we have seen, is actively Westernising itself 

and has done so since the beginning of the country’s modernisation, which began in the mid-

nineteenth century. What postcolonial critiques regard as the basis of Western ethnocentrism, 

as presented in the first Chapter, has thus increasingly become a desirable end in China itself. 

Today, global capitalism, liberalism and rationalism are not forces external to China, but 

actively embraced within the country. In other words, China is ‘negating’ its own past, or what 

particularists perceive as Chinese otherness. This development has been emphasised by 

scholars like Frazier and Guthrie, and our story too confirms China’s self-Westernisation. For 

us, to emphasise this limitation of a particularist affirmative approach is to not uphold a 

Western-centric mindset, that is that the West still offers the better development model. This is 

the proposition of Redding as highlighted in the third chapter (p.105), which we disregard as 

ethnocentrism. Rather, it is to highlight, following Laclau’s thinking, that the hegemony of 

Western ideals today leaves little or no space for alternative developments. Likewise, while 

today Confucianism is often used to highlight positively the ‘Chineseness’ of China’s culture 

and reform, at different times in China’s modernisation Confucianism has also been regarded 

as prohibiting the country’s rejuvenation. This twist in negation and affirmation highlights the 

hegemonic nature of reality, but escapes unequivocal representations of contemporary China. 

Secondly, turning past Western negations into affirmations, which is what particularists do 

conceptually, is a necessary step ethically, but remaining at this stage of the critique comprises 

the possibility of a systematic critique of China’s economy and society itself. Nolan criticises 

unbridled Western capitalism, and especially U.S.-based ‘market foundationalism’, but does 

not extent this critique to China, as China itself functions as the very basis of his critique. Unlike 

Marxists, he and other particularist thinkers thereby escape the question of capitalism and 

confronting its basic mechanisms. Put differently, Marxists oppose Fukuyama’s ‘end-of-

history’, as they defend and re-appropriate socialism at times of global capitalism. The fields 

of post and neo-Marxism clearly indicate this heightened conceptual struggle for freedom and 

equality on the politico-theoretical Left. In contrast, particularist China observers also oppose 

Fukuyama’s scenario, as they still regard the nation as a civilisation that is ‘out of the history’ 

of modern capitalism, but now in a positive sense. Capitalism is regarded as something that still 

does not emanate from within China, but which is forced upon China, from the outside. The 

same avoidance strategy applies to the country’s imperial past, which is used positively to 

identify the otherness of today’s China – to identify a country, to use Mark Elvin’s words (2008: 

84), that is believed to “signal the advent of a more equitable world order”. China’s past system 

of obedience, as emphasised by Hamilton, and the country’s past physiocratic political 

economy, as emphasised by Nolan, become idealised in this identification process. China, 

together with India and Russia, has definitely changed global power relations, but what, for us, 
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such idealisation of China’s past and present de-emphasises is that capitalism already emanates 

from within China. It is thus questionable whether China’s idiosyncratic system of personalism 

and benevolent governance can cope more effectively with the disintegrating forces of 

capitalism, considering that the nation’s reform has created new forms of inequality and 

transnational dependencies that it has never before experienced (cf. Wang, H. 2003). In this 

context of defining a critical project, Hamilton does not engage critically with capitalism at all. 

Nonetheless, he does not perceive capitalism, unlike Nolan, as external to Chinese or Asian 

societies either. Rather, based on his notion of ‘societal competitive advantage’ (p.105), he even 

implies, from a Marxist view, that social organisation based on the traditional Chinese family 

might create even more successful capitalists. 

A traditional Marxist approach would criticise a particularist historicity, as highlighted above, 

for missing out the actual historical forces determining reforming China. Such traditional forms 

of ideological critique would charge the subject of representation with ‘false consciousness’. 

Although the Marxists presented in our text do not raise such a critique explicitly, they continue 

to present their thinking as “an essential baseline for China scholars and outside observers 

trying to understand the country’s economic development or assess current social conditions 

there” (Walker and Buck 2007: 65). For us, therefore, they fail to account for Chinese people’s 

own identification of reform in China and everyday life. In contrast, a hegemonic critique, 

based on Laclau’s political philosophy, not only acknowledges a particular identity as what 

already structures reality, but also emphasises critically that the articulation of such identity is 

an act of power or resistance and not a true representation of material reality. What orthodox 

Marxists assume on the level of the whole, particularists merely replicate on the level of the 

particular and local. 

At this stage of our analysis, we can see that Laclau’s political philosophy can also help us to 

comprehend more plausibly the relation between the four dominant motives emerging in our 

story, which are major attempts of identification at times of radical change. The company under 

scrutiny, ZTE, set a clear goal, i.e. to become a world-leading supplier for telecommunications 

equipment. This goal signifies the ‘new’ and the ‘modern’, but as a signifying operation it also 

causes a lack in ZTE’s existing reality. To achieve this goal, the lack is centrally ‘filled’ with 

new contents, of which Western-type ‘scientific management’ and ‘market-orientation’ are 

paradigms. These are supposed to resolve people’s lack of ‘professionality’ and the lack of 

‘product quality’ and ultimately fulfil ZTE’s growth and profit commitment to its shareholders. 

Work relations and actions are frequently divided into abstract roles and procedures and 

measured against key performance indicators. However, as we know from above, such central 

filling or hegemonisation of a new regime of work relations inevitably creates antagonism. In 

our story, this New excludes ZTE’s existing form of organisation, its ‘current realistics’, as one 
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top manager phrased it. It refers to China’s system of personal relationships and obedience as 

well as benevolent governance. In opposition to a desirable future, the ‘current realistics’ come 

to signify the ‘old’, the ‘traditional’ or the ‘non-scientific’ China. What is important to highlight 

here is that this irreducible antagonism prevents each side from becoming fully determined as 

a single reality. As Laclau puts it: “the presence of the ‘Other’ prevents me from being totally 

myself. The relation arises not from full totalities, but from the impossibility of their 

constitution” (with Mouffe 1985: 125). The implied contingency that the “Other prevents me 

from being totally myself” surfaces throughout the story, highlighting the struggle over identity, 

which means here a struggle over the right way of organisation and the meaning of work more 

generally.  

One example of such contingency and antagonism relates in our story to project management. 

ZTE introduced Western project management methodology to formalise work that unfolds 

across different disciplinary units within the organisation. From our study we know that the 

introduction of the project management methodology required the establishment and 

nourishment of personal relationships. Without these relationships, through which each party 

involved articulates its personal interest, the introduction of policies determining the nature of 

projects seems to fail at ZTE. While projects help to bypass the less flexible formal 

organisation, yet the latter does not guarantee at ZTE the execution of project management-

related policies. Consequently, when it comes to an actual ‘turnkey project’, towards which the 

new policies are mainly targeted, formal project roles and procedures continue to clash with the 

existing system of personal relationships and authority. Personal relations seldom undermine 

the authority of the Project Manager who is supposed to be in change of the project, or the 

Project Manager is not sufficiently empowered to manage and control the project, as up to ten 

different people in the formal organisation interfere simultaneously with the project in order to 

defend their own interests.  

Another example where the articulation of the ‘new’ clashes with the ‘old’ and reality 

frequently ruptures relates to ZTE’s employee performance reviews. At ZTE, the performance 

review is part of the newly introduced HRM concept and carried out on a monthly basis. 

Formally, it is used to keep track of people’s work skills and capabilities on an ongoing basis 

in order to make salaries dependent on predefined performance targets. For China, this HR 

control and motivation instrument signals a departure from a seniority-based wage system, 

which determined pay in the industrial workplace of pre-reform China (cf. p.91). When it comes 

to its application, the performance review collides with ZTE’s Eastern management style. On 

the one hand, the results are presented publicly during departmental meetings, creating a 

competitive situation. On the other, the grading of employees is inconsistent, suggesting a 

suspicious pattern of ranking that seeks to keep a balance between employees (p.182). This is 
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to say that the primary purpose of the reviews is not a factual evaluation of employees’ work, 

but to keep harmony amongst employees. In one department, the irony was that probably every 

employee was aware of this purpose: “The evaluation of the employee is not only based 

according to his or her performance; they just want to balance everyone’s thinking. Maybe this 

month he gives me an ‘S’, but next time he might evaluate another one with an ‘S’” (Ma 

Haiying). As a result, for employees, these reviews are rather confusing and reveal the 

discretionary authority of their bosses, which is perceived as characteristic of an ‘old’ Chinese 

management style. Employees’ resentment of such arbitrary acts of power, which stand in 

opposition to a scientific management style, surfaces at different places in the story.  

Those two examples highlight that the articulation of concepts is necessary for reality and 

identity to occur, but manifest as an antagonism which causes the failure of identity or reveals 

its incompleteness. Attempting to prevent such failure or to successfully hegemonise particular 

content, which is the primary concern of the management, means that the majority of employees 

must subordinate their expectations and actions to such centrally-defined concepts. 

Nevertheless, even if management succeed, such absolute hegemony would still not fix the 

meaning of that content. To assume the function of the universal, according to Laclau, a 

particular needs to compromise its own particular location or context from which it has 

emerged. This particular location has been Western companies, from which ZTE has adapted 

most of its new management practices, but without context, these concepts, as any other 

abstraction such as notions like socialism, capitalism or modernism, are to Laclau, “empty 

signifier” (cf. 1996: 36ff). They provide an “absent communitarian fullness” (ibid: 43), but any 

attempt to rationalise this fullness will only yield a particular representation thereof. One is 

reminded here of the discussion about ‘explicit’ and ‘tacit’ knowledge in organisation studies 

(cf. Jelinek 2006). That there is no single formula that fixes reality according to the will of 

management, despite the introduction of new concepts that appear meaningful, is summarised 

in the following comment made by a ZTE employee: “This company is new on the international 

stage, so all things we do here are often just white paper, you write whatever you want […] The 

top management knows all the problems, but the problem is, they do not know how to solve it” 

(Andy Tao). 

7.2.3. The alternative: China’s particularity as concrete universality 

Laclau’s anti-essentialist proposition and notion of a generalised hegemony helps us, firstly, to 

point out the shortcomings of a universalist and particularist historicity and, secondly, to 

understand better the relation between the major motives in our story. However, his grounding 

of reality in an ‘irreducible antagonism’ bears its own limitations. While a review of those 

limitations is necessary, although it would exceed the scope and purpose of this final section 
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(for a critical review, cf. Butler, Žižek et al. 2000; Critchley and Marchart 2004), one critical 

account requires consideration, as it helps us to better understand our story and the theoretical 

discourse on reform China, but in a way that challenges Laclau’s political philosophy. To 

forestall the conclusion of this last section, Laclau, like particularist China observers and 

orthodox Marxists, presupposes modernity and modernisation in his attempt to highlight the 

‘nature’ of China’s current history. Their approaches are ideologies of modernity or 

modernisation. Thus, to explain contemporary China based on “limitations we can overcome 

only with great difficulty”, we must account directly, as Wang Hui (2003: 137) suggests, for 

the notion of modernity itself. This obviously means conceptually a return to an ideological 

critique, but without attending to a linear temporality and a subject of history, the identity of 

which is materially predetermined. 

We pointed out above how a new regime of Western management practices is centrally 

introduced as a means of overcoming the ‘lack of professionality’ and ‘product quality’. These 

negative aspects are mainly attributed to the company’s ‘Eastern management style’ and 

‘culture of warmth’. However, the same management reverses this antagonism and opposes a 

‘Western management style’ while pointing out the advantages of its indigenous ‘Eastern 

management style’. According to the company leaders, it is the Confucian ‘middle-way’ 

approach, which underlies the latter, that has brought success to ZTE and which might in the 

future balance the negative aspects of Western rationalism. This simultaneous negation and 

affirmation of an identity, made by the same subject such a paradoxical identification, escapes 

Laclau’s political logic. For Laclau, a hegemonic articulation usually divides reality into two 

different camps separated by an antagonistic frontier. That is to say that although two different 

parties compete for the same reality, in our story one party struggles with itself by utilising past 

articulations, and finds a positive identity without being directly confronted with actual 

articulations or dominant ‘signifying operations’ (Laclau 2005: 101). For Laclau, the latter is 

conceptually necessary for a reality to emerge, but here we are rather reminded of Jacques 

Lacan’s psychoanalytical notion of ‘fantasy’ and ‘certain psychic operations’ necessary for an 

identity to actually manifest within an environment of past articulations. As Slavoj Žižek (1989: 

46) explains:  

[T]he subject could be reduced to a void, to an empty place in which his or her whole content 
is procured by others, by the symbolic network of intersubjective relations […] In other words, 
if this were all, Lacan’s last word would be a radical alienation of the subject […] But Lacan’s 
basic thesis […] is that there is a possibility for the subject to obtain some contents, some kind 
of positive consistency, also outside the big Other, the alienating symbolic network. This other 
possibility is that offered by fantasy: equating the subject to an object of fantasy. 

Jason Glynos and David Howarth (2007: 145) add that the “role of fantasy […] is not to set up 

an illusion that provides a subject with a false picture of the world, but to ensure that the radical 
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contingency of social reality […] remains in the background”. Fantasy thus serves as an 

ideological rather than a hegemonic device. In Žižek’s words (1989: 44, 45), it is “the support 

that gives consistency to what we call ‘reality’ […] an ‘illusion’ which structures our effective, 

real social relations and thereby masks some insupportable, real, impossible kernel”. In 

psychoanalytical terms, it is the “objet petit a” (Žižek 2006: 40). While central articulations, to 

Laclau, institute and contest practices that inevitably provoke an impossible reality, only 

through fantasies can the individual experience some kind of positive consistency or 

fantasmatic identity. Nonetheless, the impossibility of fixing the Other, the ‘social ground’, as 

Fredric Jameson (1988: 140) would say, remains. Marx’s ‘Asiatic mode of production’ (p.22), 

for example, can be construed as such an ideological edifice. To Žižek (2006: 40), the AMP is 

“a kind of negative container: the only true content of this concept is all the modes of production 

which do not fit Marx’s standard categorisation of the modes of production”.  

Coming back to the example above, the ‘alienating symbolic network’ is represented by a 

Western-type of organisation and management, but the fantasy, which helps to gain a positive 

sense from such self-Westernisation and self-negation, is the notion of an ‘Eastern management 

style’ that allegedly compensates for the negative aspects of a Western style; the Eastern is 

imagined to synthesise between the Western and itself. In the same example, the fantasmatic 

identification also goes in the opposite direction. Western management style covers up the lack 

in the company’s ‘current realistic’, which is mainly determined by an ‘Eastern management 

style’ and promises that ‘professionalism’ will guarantee future success. This promise is 

supposed to motivate employees and attract customers and shareholders. 

As fantasy is construed as ultimate support in order for reality to manifest, at several different 

other places in our story we encounter such practices of fantasmatic identification. Empirical 

evidence indicating its presence can be generally identified when such closure of reality starts 

oscillating around contradictory positions. The “promise” of a “fullness-to-come” or of future 

“enjoyment” constitues one such fantasmatic object as shown above. Another typical 

fantasmatic object is “cynicism” (Glynos and Howarth 2007: 147-8).  

An additional example concerning the promise of enjoyment is how ZTE differentiates itself 

positively from its direct competitor Huawei, through identifying itself with the image of a bull 

and Huawei with that of a wolf. To recap (p.161), the bull stands for endurance and loyalty, the 

wolf for aggressiveness. Now, clearly in the shadow of Huawei’s success, ZTE’s top 

management increasingly tinkers with its self-assigned image, as it no longer symbolises the 

promise of success. Now terms like aggressiveness, market orientation or professionalism, 

identity ZTE’s ‘central imaginary’. Internally, employees still tend to keep a positive distance 

to Huawei through disregarding the ‘military’ management style as opposed to ZTE’s ‘culture 
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of warmth’. That ZTE is lagging behind Huawei is also turned into a positive image in the 

public domain in order keep up the promise of becoming a world-leading telecommunications 

equipment supplier. As the Chairman argued: “Our major competitor acted feverishly to make 

breakthroughs in the international markets […] In some regions, we ran behind. However, 

running behind is a good option for us as long as we follow closely. It is not necessary for us 

to win the first position in every region with huge costs”.  

While both of the above examples concern the image of the organisation itself, the story also 

highlights identifications promising enjoyment on the level of the individual subject. Here, the 

lack of enjoyment and thus the failure to construct a positive image seldom occur (Glynos and 

Howarth 2007). One is particularly reminded here of Zhang Wenan (p. 155), whose parents and 

familiar relationships kept him aware of ZTE’s external image as a prestigious company. His 

parents used this image to promote their son to potential wives; but inside the company the 

promises resonating with that image did not materialise for him. What spoilt this experience 

was ultimately the relationship with his boss, who rather represented the negative side of an 

Eastern management style: “People here think Mr. Zhou is some kind of god; he’s very smart, 

very intelligent, works very hard. But he is not a manager. He never praises someone or gives 

comfort. He just prefers to push, push, push all the time, and make me do things I don’t want 

[…] One day he ordered me to tell an employee of our department that he was fired”. The 

promise of making a career kept Zhang Wenan working for ZTE, but after five years this 

promise finally collapsed and he quit. The positive image, however, of ZTE remains for an 

amorphous public of potential employees.  

While Zhang Wenan made a decision to search for an opportunity outside the company, other 

employees faced similar situations and the majority continued to stay with the company. In this 

context one can observe the operations of the other dominant ideological practice mentioned 

above – the practice of ‘cynicism’. Employees are very much aware of the system of obedience, 

but keep a cynical distance way from it. That is to say, they act as if this system of oppression 

does not directly impact them. As Žižek (1989: 29) says: “Cynical reason is no longer naïve, 

but is a paradox of an enlightened false consciousness: even if one knows the falsehood very 

well, one is aware of a particular interest hidden behind an ideological universality, but still one 

does not renounce it”. In our story, the “cynically enlightened” subject, as Fleming and Spicer 

would say (in Glynos and Howarth 2007: 146), knows that ‘talent’ just means to follow 

company rules and obey the boss. Often they argue that to oppose this system of obedience is 

likely to violate the ‘harmony’ in the team, or not to appreciate that the boss is ‘very busy’ and 

has no time for people searching for ‘excuses’ for not doing their job. And while employees 

describe this reality with some irony, they continue fulfilling the role of the obedient employee, 
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even if they renounce the rhetoric on ‘talent management’ as ‘propaganda’, as in the Wang 

Jijun’s case. 

As mentioned above, these ‘fantasmatic identifications’ or ‘subjectifications’ (Johnston 2008: 

10) seem to reveal a conceptual impasse in Laclau’s political philosophy. While his ‘political 

logic’ helps to understand the emergence of reality, i.e. its institutions, the ‘fantasmatic logic’ 

helps to understand how reality actually manifests within the localities of the organisation. 

Laclau’s notion of hegemony suggests that a reality is imposed from the ‘outside’, while the 

notion of fantasy suggests that reality is reproduced from the ‘inside’ of the social organisation. 

Thus, the critique also applies to institutionalist approaches as they presume fixed realities and 

systems of domination. Now, Glynos and Howarth (2007: 145-6) present the ‘fantasmatic 

logic’ as an additional “explanatory and critical layer to the process of accounting for change 

or continuity”. In reality, to them, “the role of fantasy is to actively contain or suppress the 

political dimension of a practice”. However, Slavoj Žižek (e.g. 1999: 158-160; 2000; 2006: 39-

40), who became an opponent of Laclau (for a rebuttal, e.g. cf. 2000; 2005: 233-239), claims 

that fantasies (and not antagonisms-qua-hegemonic articulation) are primary in the process of 

reality production. For us, this difference between both authors concerns mainly the notions of 

the ‘void’ and ‘subject’. 

Similar to Laclau, Žižek also believes that “there is no objective point of reference, no pre/non-

perspectival Thing grounding the play of partial perspectives” (Johnston 2008: 245). 

Nevertheless, as Žižek is not identified as anti-essentialist or post-Marxist, but rather as a 

‘transcendental materialist’ (Johnston 2008) or ‘neo-Marxist’ (Therborn 2008: 168), this 

suggests precisely a small, but important, difference in apprehending this contingency in reality. 

Again, both conceive the void as what causes this contingency, i.e. the impossibility of knowing 

the true meaning of nature and of accessing our deepest inner kernel, but both locate the void 

and the subject at different places. For Laclau, to begin with, the void effectively emerges with 

the act of hegemonic articulation. It causes a gap in the whole, as the particular difference must 

comprise its particular status in order to assume the sublime role of a universal. The subject 

designates this gap in the whole and the social antagonism that it creates. With the next 

hegemonic articulation, the void, which is conceived as a force turning universality into an 

‘empty signifier’ and reality into an ‘undecidable’ terrain (cf. Laclau 1996: 89), is filled with a 

new particular content/subject, and the process of synecdochal displacement is set in motion 

again.  

In our story, however, we have seen that the individual subject is not just fully alienated by the 

dominant structure and continues to experience the instability in reality, but that it constructs 

its own image of reality, providing a sense of consistency. In addition to this shortcoming in 
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Laclau’s consideration of the subject, Žižek argues, in more general terms, that it is a “fatal trap 

of conceiving the subject as the act, the gesture, which intervenes afterwards in order to fill in 

the ontological gap, and insists on the irreducible vicious circle of subjectivity” (1999: 158). In 

other words, Laclau’s subject is at once filling and causing the gap; or as Žižek puts it again: 

“the wound is healed only by the spear which smote it” (ibid). We have already witnessed that 

this vicious circle is a trap indeed for anti-essentialists and deconstructionists in the first chapter 

with Derrida and his reverse ethnocentric identification of China (p.13). As we will see further 

below, a similar critique applies to Laclau’s work in relation to apprehending modernity.  

For Žižek, in contrast, the void does not just emerge with the act or gesture, but exists from the 

beginning, i.e. the Real is a Void (with uppercase letters) occupied by a transcendental subject 

(1999: 158-161). That is to say, the Void is not just an empty space in the Whole, but marked 

by an ontological imbalance manifesting on the level of human desire. Conversely, from the 

beginning the subject is a subject of lack or split, alienated from itself (Fink 1997: 44ff). To 

overcome this impulsive negativity, which is a step that reminds us of the Hegelian subject 

(p.11), the transcendental subject starts multiplying and identifying with whatever is available 

in its socio-historical milieu. In this process of subjectification, of becoming other, the subject 

experiences that reality or symbolism is equally incomplete. In order to gain a positive 

consistency, the subject ‘separates’ from the reality by creating its own consistent image. In 

Lacan’s words: “‘Reality’ is a fantasy-construction which enables us to mask the Real of our 

desire” (in Žižek 1989: 45). This ‘over-determination’ of reality, and not the filling of a gap, is 

an act of fantasy, as highlighted before. It is not a filling of a gap as this would imply that the 

subject acts at the point of hegemonic articulation, without any structural support. On the 

contrary, as the subject occupies the void, which makes the subject an “entity consubstantial 

with the structure” not “consubstantial with a contingent act of Decision” (Žižek 1999: 159), 

as in Laclau’s case, these fantasmatic identifications ideologically reproduce the entire 

structure. The subject is connected with the structure on the level of the unconscious, which 

itself is marked by a “fundamental fantasy” that often escapes the subject’s awareness (Johnston 

2008: 33-4). Importantly, for Žižek, the unconscious, which is what mainly determines the 

subject’s action, is not forever hidden somewhere in the inner kernel of the subject. Rather, as 

argued earlier, it is outside, embedded in reality (p.133).  

If one seeks to summarise the difference between Laclau and Žižek, we can say that Laclau is 

occupied rather with the question of reality and how objectivity or universality becomes 

possible within a conceptual framework that denies essence. The problem is that Laclau simply 

reverses essentialism into anti-essentialism and tends to take the latter for granted. Žižek, in 

contrast, does not take subjectification and appearance for granted but seeks to ontologise it by 

focusing mainly on the subjective being. As he argues: “The fundamental lesson of Hegel is 
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that the key ontological problem is not that of reality, but that of appearance: not ‘Are we 

condemned to the interminable play of appearances, or can we penetrate their veil to the 

underlying true reality?’, but ‘How could […] something like appearance emerge?’” (2006: 

29). Thus, his major premise is that “substance subjectifies itself” (Johnston 2008: 167), while 

for Laclau substance becomes subjectified through the symbolic act of representing substance. 

For Žižek, there is something outside text, while for Laclau there is only text with the void 

separating it from substance. Hence, it is not “the presence of the Other that prevents me from 

being totally myself”’, as Laclau states above, but, first and foremost, it is the presence of 

Myself which prevents me from being totally Myself. 

The advantage of Žižek’s transcendental materialist ontology can be seen not only in relation 

to the fantasmatic identifications in our story, i.e. on the level of everyday reality production, 

but also in relation to history and the question of modernity, which is ultimately at stake when 

seeking to represent contemporary China (Wang, H. 2003: 133ff; Wang 2009). What Žižek’s 

thinking helps us to do, in other words, is to finally reconcile between particularist and 

universalist historicism, between the notion of Chinese capitalism and Capitalism with Chinese 

characteristics, the very dichotomy that occurred at the end of the literature review. The issue 

at stake is that both grand perspectives take modernisation, which is the “regression to pre-

modern organic society that denies the infinite right of subjectivity as the fundamental feature 

of modernity” (Žižek 2006: 33), for granted.  

To recall, particularists emphasise that China follows its own development path, which is 

nothing else than to say that China follows its own ‘path of modernisation’. This, in turn, 

opposes the existence of universal modernisation or universal enlightenment, for which 

particularists certainly receive support from past history. As a consequence of this rejection, 

conceptually, the world exists of particular modernities, which are not rationally linked with 

one another, but grounded in their own histories and institutions. As China’s modernity is 

considered by particularists as a viable alternative, as a new and promising development model, 

these particular modernities do not simply coexist in a multi-plural global environment. Rather, 

Chinese modernity competes against Russian, Indian or South American modernities, and all 

those together compete against Western modernities, etc. From the beginning of the twentieth 

century, following the same logic, history has mainly faced a competition between a socialist, 

fascist and liberal capitalist modernity. However, after the collapse of the Soviet bloc, for 

particularists this struggle multiplied and has become, arguably, non-ideological.  

Žižek opposes this apprehension of history, because it suggests that ‘truth’ is no longer found 

on the level of the global, but on the level of the local. This means that particularists merely 

follow, in his words, a “passage from ‘large’ to ‘small’ (hi)stories, from essentialism to 
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contingency, from global to local politics” (Žižek 2008: 403). For Žižek, this is problematic in 

two ways. Firstly, universal (Western) modernisation, which failed to deliver the promise of a 

free and just world, becomes again a sign of an ‘unfinished project’, but construed on a national 

level. By positively encapsulating China’s development, a form of modernity is suggested that 

is potentially more just and less plagued with social disintegration and alienation in the future. 

More generally, war, state violence and fundamentalism, which have historically accompanied 

the process of modernisation, become again signs of regression. The Tiananmen Square 

Massacre and the suppression of dissidents and social upheavals are thus merely necessary 

‘sacrifices’ occurring on the way towards that promised future. Secondly, while a new promise 

is attached to the “alternate modernity”, for Žižek (2006: 34) the old problem of modernisation 

persists, as the Universal, during the conceptual passage from Universal to Particular, remains 

teleologically given. When Peter Nolan, like other particularists, pit against Western modernity 

and, directly or indirectly, pledged for alternative forms, his (principally laudable) critique 

nevertheless serves unblemished the very project of modernity with capitalism as its major 

force. They do not address the question of modernity and capitalism, but rely conceptually on 

China’s imperial past, which makes it impossible to prove their claims. In other words, the 

particular modernity is turned into a fantasmatic object to cover up the failure of the past 

universal modernisation project. Again, liberal capitalism is externalised or naturalised as an 

unavoidable background for our historical constellation (Žižek 2008: 403). 

Wang Hui (2003: 133ff), one of the key critical thinkers in China, has made a similar 

observation regarding China’s intelligentsia. During the last three decades, six major 

intellectual strands have occurred in China: New Enlightenment, New Collectivism, Confucian 

Capitalism, post-colonialism, postmodernism, and Marxism. According to Hui, each of these 

strands has regarded China in terms of a unique development model, and thus none has related 

the challenges of China’s transformation to the notion of modernity itself. None has 

endeavoured to rethink universal modernisation. In China, post-colonialism, for example, has 

been turned on its ‘head’ and often bears the pretext of nationalism (ibid: 70). 

Žižek’s ideological critique also applies to Laclau. as, to some extent, Laclau provides the 

philosophical grounding for a nominalist historicity. In Laclau’s terms, particular modernities 

fight a hegemonic battle. One particular modernity antagonises another in the process of 

identifying ‘empty modernity’ with a particular history and institutions that hegemonise it. 

Although for Laclau, unlike for particularists, this struggle will continue to locate antagonism 

between particular modernities, between binary opposites, however, equally presupposes a 

substratum, which is modernity itself. How does now Žižek account for universal modernity 

without essentialising it? Like Laclau, Žižek seeks to maintain antagonism as a primary motive 

in history and thus does not oppose Laclau’s approach per se. Unlike Laclau, however, he 
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regards antagonism not as what separates two particular objects after the act of hegemonic 

articulation, but what already separates the transcendental ‘One’. This split One is equivalent 

to Žižek’s transcendental subject mentioned above. As he (2006: 30, 34-5) puts it: 

Universality is not the neutral container of particular formations, their common measure, the 
passive (back)ground on which the particulars fight their battle […rather] the Universal ‘as 
such’ is the site of an unbearable antagonism, self-contradiction, and (the multitude of) its 
particular species are ultimately nothing but so many attempts to obfuscate/reconcile/master 
this antagonism. In other words, the Universal names the site of a Problem-Deadlock, of a 
burning Question, and the Particulars are the attempts but failed Answers to this Problem. 

Žižek also refers to this particular attempt to overcome this “constitutive non-coincidence of a 

thing with itself”, this “inherent hindrance”, or simply the Lacanian Real, which prevents an 

“immediate actualisation of the concept”, in terms of the Hegelian “concrete universality” 

(1999: 98-103; 2006: 28-36). Translated back into our context and the question of China’s 

modernity, it means that the ‘infinite right of subjectivity as the fundamental feature of 

modernity’ was introduced to China by force. The continuous struggle in the West spilled over 

to China and the non-West in general, but, since then, China has primarily reacted against this 

Problem-Deadlock, i.e. without the presence of the West. The absence of the ‘Western Other’ 

in our story supports Žižek’s view. In this way, modern capitalism is not external to China, but 

happens primarily in China. As concrete universality, China’s ‘failed Answers’ to this 

historically-determined ‘Problem-Deadlock’ must be based mainly on the country’s own 

historical resources. The consequences of such understanding will be addressed in the 

conclusion. 
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8. Towards a conclusion  

This study set out to develop a critical understanding of contemporary China. In the course of 

the project, it has been demonstrated that the dominant Western discourse on past and present 

China is split in each case into two antithetical camps. Imperial China, which is today often 

used to explain the economic success of reforming China, tends to be presented from the 

perspective of an absolute cultural Other, either in a negative, ethnocentric (2.1), positive, or 

affirmative way (2.2). The latter proposition is highly important, as it reminds us of the clearly 

hegemonic and ideological imprint of the former, which otherwise laid claim towards 

objectivity or truth. However, both kinds of representations, negations and affirmations would 

fail plausibly to represent today’s China. As both sides ground the relation between West and 

China in difference, this makes it difficult to understand that China, especially since the 1978 

reform, has been rapidly developing in a direction that appears more like the one the West was 

previously taking. In the wake of global capitalism, the question we face today is no longer one 

between Western Self and Chinese Other, but one that answers to what extent China has become 

Westernised.  

Considering that China’s liberal economy has rapidly expanded without the liberalisation of 

the country’s political sphere, which is traditionally assumed as a precondition for a market 

economy to emerge and spread, representations of China are split once more. One side explains 

China’s rapid growth by grounding reformed China’s political economy (3.1) and system of 

domination in that of imperial China (1.1). As a result, China is presented once again as an 

absolute Other, whose otherness has survived its episodes of modernisation. In contrast, the 

other side emphasises a China that strongly attends to liberal capitalism (3.2) and a rational-

legal system of domination (4.3), a view that negates or downplays the country’s otherness. 

While the former clings to a particularist understanding of China’s recent history and 

propagates a national development model, the latter adheres to a universalist understanding and 

opposes the search for national development models. Despite this difference, both approaches 

ground China’s history in the classical dialectic between tradition and modern, and take 

modernisation either implicitly or explicitly for granted.  

Contrary to the theoretical discourse, the empirical case study presented in the latter half of this 

thesis demonstrates that China follows primarily neither a particular Chinese nor a universal 

capitalist path, but both development paths simultaneously (6). China is at once young and old, 

marked by radical change as well as continuity. For many Chinese, this paradoxical experience 

represents the zeitgeist of living in contemporary China. In this research report, the paradox 

signifies the development of two major propositions that outweigh the limitations of 
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particularist and universalist historicity; the latter two fail to account for such complex 

experiences. 

The first proposition (7.2.1) makes us aware that the dominant theoretical representations of 

China manifest as an antagonistic struggle between different conceptual positions, each of 

which claims authority over the right identification of the nation’s culture and history. As each 

position refers to the same observable reality but offers different evaluations, this empirical 

reality seems to escape its absolute representation. In Ernesto Laclau’s sense, such over-

determination of reality turns those representations into hegemonic articulations or acts of 

seizing power and persuading other particular positions. A Laclavian understanding of reality 

also helps to render plausible the experiences recounted in the empirical case study (7.2.2). A 

new regime of labour relations is centrally introduced and clashes with an existing system of 

organisation. The former is based on Western management doctrines, the latter on a system of 

personal authority and benevolence. The dichotomy between old and young China can be 

construed as a constant struggle over identity.  

The second proposition (7.2.3) goes a step further and helps to highlight that reality does not 

remain a constant struggle, but manifests and provides a sense of stability. Following here 

Slavoj Žižek’s transcendental materialism, such fantasmatic identifications occur on the level 

of the subject and do not require a centre of hegemonic articulation. Modern Western concepts 

were brought to China through military force, but, since then, China has been modernising and 

Westernising itself without the presence of the West. Such self-subjectification not only 

depends on the import of Western concepts, but also on any symbolic means available in a 

given social milieu, which is why China can be represented at the same time as an old and 

young civilisation. In our story, such ideological production of reality is most clearly 

highlighted by the notion of the ‘West as an imaginary Other’. Both managers and white-collar 

workers perceive the Western management style as an opportunity as well as a risk, and the 

same paradoxical identification applies to an Eastern management style. As above, this paradox 

suggests that reality is inherently incomplete, but, unlike above, the gap does not primarily split 

reality into two antagonistic camps, but splits reality itself. China itself is a split identity, one 

that is alienated from itself, and therefore reacts mainly against itself and not against the West. 

We have called the outcome of such self-subjectification ‘concrete universality’. The universal 

is the place of an irreducible struggle, and China’s modern nation state the concrete attempt to 

resolve this irresolvable imbalance. China is ‘Other’ in the sense that it must rely on its history 

and institutions to mask its own vulnerability and maintain the sense of identity and objectivity. 

This vulnerability is not caused by an ahistorical, timeless imbalance, but by one that is 

historically marked by the infinite right of subjectivity, which determines the overall project of 

modernity.  
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It is the infinite right of subjectivity or emancipation, which has also guided this study. If this 

right is a fundamental feature of freedom and equality, then our task should be to continue 

revealing those identifications that most strongly deny this right or where its violation is taken 

for granted. Obviously, this is a never-ending task, but one where both critical propositions 

developed in this study must join forces. As the Chinese government claims to be democratic 

and modern, its own leadership must be measured against this promise. Whether the measure 

is based on indigenous or foreign means should be secondary. As concluded in the first chapter, 

China and the West are united in the sense that neither one possesses the key towards objectivity 

and truth. There is no natural harmony between state and economy or superior and subordinate. 

China’s struggle of modernisation can be well summarised with the Confucian saying “Ensure 

that those who are near are pleased and those who are far are attracted” (p.20). Beijing must 

critically ask itself to what extent it attracts those who are far, and thereby consider that the 

latter stretches well beyond its national boundaries. 
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Appendix  

Appendix A: Characteristics of research participants  

# Years of 
employment 

Role/function Hierarchy Gender 

1 7 Years Culture department Team leader M 
2 4 year Learning Centre Section leader F 
3 3 months Corporate Culture Employee M 
4 1 Year Strategic Planning Employee M 
5 1 Year HR Manager  Employee F 
6 3 years HR Consultant Employee F 
7 1.5 Years Editor for Chinese Newspaper Employee M 
8 2 Years International Sales & Marketing  Employee F 
9 4 Years After-Sales Services Employee M 

10 5 Years Divisional HR Manager Employee F 
11 5 Years Account manager Employee M 
12 3 years Assistant to Company President  Team leader M 
13 4 Years Manager of President’s office Section leader M 
14 5 years Pre-Sales Employee M 
15 2 Years International Marketing  Employee F 
16 2 Years Project Manager After-Sales Service Section leader M 
17 4 Years Engineer TD-CDMA Employee F 
18 2.5 Years Account Manager & Supervisor  Section leader M 
19 2 Year Editor English newspaper Employee F 
20 1 year Documentation centre Section leader M 
21 11 Year Head of Training department Department head M 
22 0.5 Year Turn-key project office Section leader M 
23 3 Years After Sales Analyst  Employee M 
24 1 Year Psychologist Employee F 
25 10 Years East/Southeast Asia Region Department head M 
26 2.5 Years Strategic Project Management Department head M 
27 3 Years Translator Pre-Sales CDMA Employee F 
28 4 Years HRM Pre-Sales Employee F 
29 5 Years Optical transmission Employee F 
30 1 Year Overseas Customer Service Employee F 
31 1.5 Years Technical Translator, Handset Division Employee F 
32 1 Year Editor for internal newspaper  Section leader F 
33 15 Years Vice President HR and OI Executive F 
34 3 Years Engineer GMS Employee M 
35 5 Years  Engineer GMS Section leader M 
36 10 Years  Engineer TD-CDMA Department head M 
37 5 Years  Engineer TD-CDMA Project Manager M 
38 6 Years Multinational Business Management  Section leader M 
39 5 Years HR department Employee F 
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Appendix B: Detailed interview schedule 

General information about the participant 
Name and age of respondent 
When did you start working for ZTE? 
For which department do you work, what is your current function? 
Work perspective 

How would you describe your tasks and responsibilities? 
How do you plan and organise your work on a day-to-day basis? 
How is your work performance measured and evaluated? 
How does ZTE or your area support you to fulfil your tasks? 

Group perspective 
How do you describe the relationships among employees within your area? 
How would you describe the relationship between your area and other areas?  
How are decisions made within your area? 
Organisation perspective 

What are the objectives of ZTE? What are key values? 
How is ZTE structured? 
How is the relationship between ZTE and its customers and partners? 
How would you describe the relationship between management and employees? 

Change perspective 
How would you describe the actual situation of ZTE compared to the time when you joint 
the company? 
What have been important changes? 
What were the reasons for these changes? 
How have these changes been executed? 
How have you been involved to implement these changes? 
How has it impacted your day-to-day work? 
How does it impact your area? 
How do other employees perceive these changes?  
How do you envision ZTE future? 
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